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Preface
Scientists develop human-based theories of nature that completely ignore intelligent
design. Theologians disagree with these paradigms that ignore God, so avoid their
scientific research into our world and its lifeforms. This blinds Christians to the
beautiful scientific truths in scriptures, but narrow views of God’s Words also blind
scientists from God’s deep wisdom. God inspired men to document measurements
of the universe that explain creation from outside the closed system of Day, with its
matter and life. This Christian-based Paradigm completely justifies all data from all
physical, math, biology. chemistry, geology, and astronomical sciences, removing
all paradoxes in-and-between science and theology as Prophet Jeremiah 8:8 warned
Judah prior to their exile. Red-italic quotes come from 2011-NIV bible, blue from
the Torah {P}. Bold-underlined words and Pictures link to later details. Fracals
are defined (≡) in bold-italics. Mathematical {Sets} contain Subsets and/or Objects.
Introduction: Gen 1:1 In the e-beginning God created the {s-heavens} and the {t-earth}. Now the
earth was formless and empty, [Torah: unformed and void] darkness was over the surface of the
{e-deep}, and the Spirit of God was hovering over the {e-waters}, as an atom of H2Oe God created
from Void energy at pre-e-time < 0. {Alpha (α) God-Father} ≡ {Omega (ω) Trinity} ≡
{Father ∪ Son ∪ Spirit} is one 12-D-Lord in deep e-void of {12 Dimensions of Night} so
24-directions of e-space and e-time. At midnight of beginning time e ≡ 0, God walled-off
a finite {8-D Day} ≡ {7 s-sky, 1 s-times} with a dual alive s-axis of bi-dimensional ±space
and ±s-times. This axis joins e-time with heaven s-times and earth t-half-a-time as {e, s, t}.
God hovered over 4 of 12 precious stone-elements of Energye in ±e-space and ±e-time as
H20e -oxygen of the Father, and two hydrogens of the Son and Spirit, at Planck’s 10-35meter. During e-day #1, s-space grew to atom-size of 10-17.5-meter; then x-split; then over
5 more e-days of 120 million years to e-day #7, where it is now at 10+35 meters = 1019 lightyear = (107)e ≡ ψe stadia. Day holds 2.2 trillion ≡ 2.2ψπ/2 {galaxies} ≡ {s-heavens ∪ tearths} with 1084 ≡ ψ12 star systems of {s-t-matter} in many {world-moon} planets. Father
and Son Jerked both walls from a 1-cubit radius ≡ 1-meter diameter sphere to 1-stadia,
making s-matter appear as frozen light. Earth’s t-matter appeared from a second Jerk #2
at evening e-day #4. Sinful-angels and men are all in prisons in earths, modelled at 666 ≡
2000/3 ≡ σ. Rev 12:9 (D:ρ) The great dragon was hurled down-that ancient serpent /.called the
devil, or Satan, who leads the whole t-world [men] astray. He was hurled to the earth, [a Daysubset] and his angels with him. And; Heb 13:3 (ξ:c) Remember those in prison as if you were [are]
their fellow prisoners. Rev 13:18 (3σ) This calls for wisdom. If anyone has insight, [wisdom] let him
calculate the number of the beast, for it is man's number. His number is 666. All Earth is 666 ≡ σ.
Luke 20:35 (20-cubits ≡ 35-feet) in the resurrection from the dead “earth’s people” will neither marry
nor be given in marriage they will be like angels in heaven. Men say Nature somehow has

insight, so is able to make energy (from somewhere?) into light; matter; and even to-life?
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Genesis’ Scientific Creation of Day-space over Six eternal day-times
Scriptures say the Spirit I-AM has INSIGHT and EXISTS in an infinite ±12-D
lightless void of energy. God the Father bore a Son at some e-time prior to the first
eternal e-day, 1.44 billion t-years ago (1.44-bya). Energy formed Hydrogene and
Oxygene precious stones via {Ee/cecs → me ≡ H20e} with an above eǂs surface-wall.
Spirit-Father hovered over this surface forming them into an atom-egg of τ-water
during e-day #1. At e-day #2 this wall split-x; stopping to collapse as an under tǂewater wall into the under-void, forming finite s-sky-s-space with e-time → s-times,
so γe = cecs with cs ≡ 190ce = 70ece. The under-wall was converted from e-water to
τ-gold for the Son when inheriting Day at end e-day #2. Beginning at e = 0, God
said: “Let there be light”. Three m-matter-types appear in our atomic-colliders
{τ-void}; {μ-heaven}; {t-earth}; with 3-cicj, γi-light-speeds in {Day(eǂstǂe)}. When our
brain cells die, its spirit moves mysteriously from 4-D in earth to 8-D in heaven.
Three pair of orthogonal, Fourier functions model light
in each of 6-creation e-days in 12-D Void-space-time, as
x(1-12)(ξ) ≡ {e±2πixξ +1}. All twelve use transcendentals
e ≡ 2.71828182846... and diameter-to-circle scale factor
π ≡ 3.14159265390... in 3-pairs of ξ-waves and x-logarithms. In e-days #1-3-5,
x ≡ s-t-space; ξ ≡ s-t-time. In e-days #2-4-6, x ≡ s-t-matter and life, ξ ≡ s-t-energy,
as seen by s-angels and t-men. Day was Jerked at ρ = dγ3/de3 at e-days #2→#3 and
#3→#4, and s-t-matter appeared. Electrons are “frozen” photons: s = 70et = 190t.
{DNA}(3-7) formed in e-day #3 for μ-vegetation like that in e-day #5 for earth
t-(vegetation, sea life and fish); and in e-day #6 for s-t-animals, s-angels and
t-mankind. Creation ended, but God added DNA7 in e-day #7 to replace flesh with
sin-modified flesh-skin; see Ezekiel’s vision. Light energy’s seven e-days of e-time
form a contravariant row n-vector, and seven time-derivatives, ▼nmγm ≡ dnγm/den
covariant column m-vectors for a 49-state (n x m) Sabbath-of-Sabbaths tensor of
Гnm-light →▼nmγm, m, n = 1→7. It models sky over six 24 e-hour e-days, each of
(24x107 ≡ ωѱ) = 240 million of our t-years. Day began pre-e-time <0 as preciousstones at 10-35-meter. The first e-day grew up half-way to atoms at 10-17.5-meters.
The Torah says earth was “unformed and void” {P}, but then scribes incorrectly
implied it did exist, but was “formless and empty” {NIV}; a huge error by scribes
using land as-if earth. Light was a “firmament” inside Day (vs. 5) called Heaven
(vs. 8), so sky did not include earth. At evening e-day #2 the above τ-water wall
x-split to collapse into heaven’s s-sky during e-day #2. Energy from the void
accelerates both walls apart to form 24-wall-acceleration reaction-forces in
12 (above +), and 12 (under -) directions. Visible atomic matter INSIDE walls
produce NO forces inside Day! Energy only comes from OUTSIDE of Day.
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Gravity and nuclear-forces arise from outside finite water wall accelerations, so
black-holes of gravity-collapsed matter inside light-of-Day do not exist! Gravity is
reaction to above-wall acceleration so is NOT nuclear. Under-wall outward
accelerations hold light and matter inside Day’s atoms, so radiation, strong and
weak forces do not “emanate” from nuclear matter itself. They will never be found
using man’s wrong creation paradigms, so its gravitons, gluons and bosons, are
NOT particles within atomic structure, so are IMPOSSIBLE for men to explain.
Day-space is modelled in 6-creation e-days using 3-Cycles of sine-cosine timewaves of c-light-speed in deep 12-Dimensional Night, modelled by 12-D wave and
logarithmic equations as viewed from God’s perspective in Night’s ten-space and
two e-s-time dimensions. The 4th cycle of Today = e-day #7 began after creation
ended in 50,000 years BC. Schrodinger’s wave model is {γm(ω, ξ)-energy} ≡
{e-iωξ +1} ≡ {cos ωξ + i sin ωξ}, i ≡ √-1; where ω ≡ frequency, ξm ≡ timem(e,s,t).
Matter is the Fourier transform of Euler’s logarithms {γm(ξ)-matter} ≡ {e-iγξ +1}.

God formed H2Oe over which the Spirit hovered at midnight e-time = 0, to create
{Day} via “Let there be light”. Day grew from the size of these 4-precious stones or
elements of Hydrogene and Oxygene at less than Planck-diameter 10-35 ≡ (107)-5 ≡
ψ-5 -cubits, during 24 e-hours of the 1st-half-Cycle of space-time. God formed these
four precious stones into a ψ-2.5 = ψ-e-meter, 12-D atomic heavy τ-water sphere.
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Energy formed from invisible e-s-light in one place 10-17.5-meter sphere. The wall
split and the under portion collapsed while the above-half grew to a fully designed
ψ0 = 1-meter void-water egg at the end of 48 e-hours of e-day #2, ready to be
inherited as a gift to the Spirit Son, Christ. At start of the son’s 2nd Cycle, the
Father and Son together made Day appear as visible light via ρ-Jerks of both walls
at c2 = 9ρ-m/s2 over 40 t-days, or 1/9 t-year. Heaven lights are
modelled in Menorah. This schematic shows three views along
3-arrows. The post is the 3 time-cycles in the void from the voidbase up to Day’s 6-arms. Jerks formed times and half-a time into
s-heaven and t-earth. The top three lamp-arms represent the Son’s
cycle, and lower triplet is the Spirit’s cycle. Day’s electrons ARE
photons as viewed in God’s 7-space Dimensions, 4-D in heaven
and 3-D in earth. In the 1st half of cycle #2, the egg grew to
12,000-stadia ≡ ψ1.6 ly stadia; ρ =1016. In the second half the same
for t-matter to ψ2 ly stadia. In cycle #3, God created life that moves in space-time
as Day grew to ψ2.72 = ψe-ly stadia. Today, e-day #7 is now 52,022 t-years old.
Both equations model everything
we see in Day’s covariant γm-light
water-walls. Energy was designed
into ξ-wave space-time, then light
into →matter →life. Waves swap
zero and one in time. Logarithm do
also since ln 1 = 0 when e0 = 1.

Light ends at walls at time = π, since
γ(π) = e-iγπ + 1 = 0. Waves model invisible
γe -light energy designed during e-days #1.
God split the above wall at morning e-day #1,
-17.5
to stop an under-half wall at 10 -m atom-size, accelerating to form invisible
γs -matter using Euler’s equation. Each e-day ≡ 24ψ t-years; ψ ≡ 1 e-hour.
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There are σα ≡ 666α s-days/e-day, and for earth δ± ≡ ±1,000 t-years per s-day.
Forces come from ±m-wall acceleration: fm = d2γm/de2 into the above-under void
that hold m-matter inside Day-spaces. Day expanded at morning e-day #2 up to a
radius of 1-cubit wide. Collapsing wall acceleration over 5-e-days into the under
minus-void holds plus-light inside sky, so reacting plus gluon-like forces are inside
elements. Their ξ-time integral of (+gluon) minus (-gravity) at both walls balance
to zero inside atoms. Their ratio: gt/Gt = 1038 = ψ2e is the impossible question of
why this ratio is so huge, where both forces appear, at but not from atoms. Day is
ψ2e wide, long, and high; a T.O.E as viewed by God from outside finite-Day. QED!
Day #2 grew γm to e0 = ψ0 = 1-cubit radius ≡ 1-meter diameter, 2 cubits ≡ 1-meter.
This is the size of men and angels today, separating space above us in ψe stadia
from under us in ψ-c cubits. At morning e-day #2, God’s third derivative DNA3 =
d3γm/de3 = {cst2 ≡ 9ρst}m as God’s breath-of-life, Jerked walls at δ = 9ρst -m/s2.
Jerk lasted for 1/9 t-year of t-time or 360/9 = 40-t-days, freezing s-matter to
APPEAR after expansion to e0 = ψ0 = 1-stadium = 1-light year; and s-light speed
went from ce = ψ/70-m/s to cs = eψ-m/s. After morning e-day #2, the water-egg in
all three mth-spaces are measured in light-year ≡ stadia ≡ 1016meters. The walls
were changed from H2Oe-water in the void to jasper and gold at Jerk #1, and
me-matter became today’s mτ-matter. During e-day #2, light’s 4th-derivative in
heaven formed 28 types of radioactive μ-atoms (91-118), ready to appear at evening
of e-day #3 via a jerk to cool light energy into matter mμ = Eμ /cecs. Evening e-day
#4 was also Earth’s Pre-Cambrian era while Heaven continued to grow to ψ1.6stadia. Earth’s t-matter was Jerked to cool and appear at evening e-day #4 when
t-speed went to ct = σψ/2 m/s, with space at ∫γ4 = γ3 + ∫d4γm/de4. Heaven DNA3μ for
μ-vegetation developed in e-day #3, with matter that is 190 times heavier than
t-matter, then earth’s DNA5t in e-day #5 for t-vegetation {DNA}5m = d5γm/de5.
Gen 1:11 (Father) Then God said, "Let the s-land produce s-vegetation. Vegetation so the
same as in t-earth, but then also for t-sea giants to dinosaurs, and up to t-bird life.
Heaven’s 4 μ-elements make-up 28 μ-atoms that appeared at evening e-day #3 after
a 40-day Jerk of Day-walls. Earth’s 4 t-elements formed 90 t-atoms using the
fourth derivative of light d4γm/de4, to appear at evening of e-day #4 via Jerk #2.
Jerks model the 1-cubit gap around Solomon’s temple to its rooms, and the Altar’s
gutters. S-vegetation in heaven grew during e-day #3, then t-vegetation in e-day #5
as our Paleozoic era. Earth’s t-animals formed in e-day #6 in our Mesozoic era
using {t-DNA}6m = d6γm/de6. God used DNA6 to create Angels early, then Adam
and Eve at the end of e-day #6. Adam-Eve had imperishable angel-flesh and could
have lived forever like angels had they just eaten food from the tree-of-life. Gen 3:22.
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During creation there were 3-designs of {s-t-DNA}(3-5-6). Biologists should be able
to prove vegetation-to-birds use DNA5, moveable animals DNA6. After creation
ended, Ezekiel’s flesh-parable describes a new {t-DNA}7t ≡ d7γe/de7 for Adam and
Eve’s perishable skin: Gen 3:21(3:7c) The LORD God made garments of skin for Adam
and his wife and clothed them. An OT parable says: Ezek 37:4 Then he said to me,
"Prophesy to these bones and say to them, 'Dry bones, [Adam], hear the word of the LORD!
This is what the Sovereign LORD says to these bones: [start-over body] I will make breath
enter you, and you will come to life. I will attach tendons to you and make [via DNA7] flesh
come upon you and cover you with skin [equal to Gen 3:21] I will put breath in you, [O]
and you will come to life. Then you will know that I am the LORD." A new Adam.
Luke 19:41 As he [Christ-Jesus] approached Jerusalem, and saw the city, he wept. I-Am
was angry when Satan brought sin into Day so stopped heaven-rotations via a third
Jerk of heavens wherever Satan’s angels resided. This energy shows today as
gamma ray bursts: GRBs, and seen in sudden shift of matter dispersion into barred
spiral arms. Both effects are spectacles for angels and men to see throughout Day.
When Adam followed Satan, and later his
children crucified Jesus, the Father’s anger
increased as the Son’s 50α-Jubilee neared.
Anger follows God’s breath of life normaldistribution curve a(s,t) = e-ist, and will reduce
and end at 3σ to 4σ t-years later in 2000 AD to
2666 AD or 2777 AD, explained in Ex 20:5.
The 12-D axes of {12 precious stones ≡ 12
elementary particles} may be arranged in
many ways, but scriptures divide it into three
obvious groups. The Void e-time e-space of
{Night} ≡ {e, f-g-h}, e-time will be italic, holding Day-light’s 8-D s-times, s-space
in {Heaven} ≡ {s, u-v-w}, with half-a-time in {Earth} ≡ {t, x-y-z}. This results in
an orthogonal set of clock {times} ≡ {e, s, t}, listed in Dan 7 and 12, and Rev 12.
Night’s void e-time is the Father’s time, Day’s Heaven s-times is the Son-Christ’s
times, Earth’s t-time is the Spirit’s half-a-time. The s-axis allows life-motion of
the spaces of Day in the times of e-day, so is dual dimensional space AND times!
Twelve tribes of Israel from Reuben to Benjamin were inscribed on 12-precious
stone elements, mingled with 10 space-time dimensions in orthogonal spaces, seen
in the 12-bulls under Solomon’s Sea. Son-of-God-Christ is at the Father’s righthand, Spirit-Counselor at the left-hand, so the bi-mode (m x n)-vector for light is
{γ12} ≡ {u, x, f, v, t, g, s, y, h, w, z, e}. The 12-tribes plus 12-apostles are
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represented by the 24-elders with crowns in Rev 4:3 (4x3=12) Surrounding the throne
were twenty-four other thrones, and seated on them were twenty-four elders. They were
dressed in white and had crowns of gold on their heads. Two times symmetric to e = 12.

Any object x, moving in space-times m = e, s, t, uses the natural logarithm to model
its motion through space as xm(t) = e-ixt +1. The plus-one makes all axes orthogonal.
At π/2 and i ≡ √-1 is the Dirac δ-function. The seventh derivative of light God used
after creation ended to make man’s new skin, and add the 50th state of Jubilee. Euler
found that light follows this same model. Seven nth (ξ-time) derivatives of γm(ξ) =
e-iγξ +1 in each mth-space are {dnγm/dξn ≡ γm(ξ)}, so form a 7x7 set that are all lightenergy. Matter and life are made from this set. Everything above and below men in
finite Day IS light! In s-heaven and t-earth, men measure light speed-squared at
cst2 = csct = (3x108)2 m/s2 = (9x1016 = 9ρst) in light years. God’s breath of life-jerk
over 40 t-days, 960-million years ago, used this 9ρst -m/sec2 to form heaven; then
earth at cte2 ≡ 9ρst /120; while Void is cse2 ≡ 9ρte /190. The Lord says the diameter
of Day was 1-meter; but after jerk, 1-stadium so Today at ψe-stadia ≡ ψe-light-year.
The egg is seen in multiple angel-Egyptian Pyramidia, atop their pyramids of Day.
During creation, seven nth-derivatives, dn/dtn of γm(ξ) = eiγξ + 1, n = 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7
in two space-times, m = s, t, make-up 14-γm-space-time elements of Day-in-Night.
When n = 0, γm defines space-time itself, when n = 1 defines light-speeds cij;
n = 2 define all forces fm in Day; n = 3 defines ρ-jerks jm as scriptures breath-oflife; n = 4 define all s-t-matter mm in heaven and earth; n = 5,6,7 are various lifegiving {DNA}nm; forming a (7x7) 49-state derivatives matrix ▼nm. God’s Jubilee
Sabbath-of-Sabbaths ≡ {Day-tensor}nm ≡ {▼nm}. Einstein’s 16-state gravitytensor is a portion of the Day-tensor when n = 2, as a skew-symmetric force-field
assembly of space-time partial derivatives, Ωi and Γi, i = x, y, z. I-AM created
e-NOW, e-time-WAS, and e-time-IS at 12ψ±6 t-year, 24-directions of Day’s
ancient light-cone model of past-to-future, even to the Father’s end of Day.
Evening of e-day #2 abuts morning e-day #1 when the above-water wall split to
create an under-wall with sky-expanse between, forming Day space time. Gen 1:6
And God said, "Let there be an expanse between the waters to separate water from water."
So, God made the expanse and separated the water under the expanse from the water above
it. And it was so. God called the expanse "sky." And there was evening, and there was
morning-the second day. Matter appeared at the end or morning, e-day #2. Gen 1:9
And God said, "Let the water under the sky be gathered to one place, [10-17.5-meter] and let
dry ground appear." [from a E/9ρ jerk] And it was so. God called the dry ground "land,"
and the gathered waters he called "seas." And God saw that it was good… Then God said,
"Let the land produce s-vegetation: in heavens.
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The above Day-wall grew over e-day #1 to 24-e-cubits, accelerating at Gs = dcs/de
into the above void to keep light inside. At evening e-day #2, the under half-wall
stopped to accelerate in the opposite direction as energy flowed into the rift to push
sky apart. The τ-water wall light-speed magnitude is |cst|2 = |ct x cs|. Accelerations
produce reaction-forces in above and under directions as energy enters Day.
Temple menorah have six-arms symmetrically around a post, not flat as drawn on
the arch of Titus in the Roman Forum. The above and under τ-water surface wall s
around which the Spirit hovered prior to “let there be light”, formed matter via
mτ = Eτ/csct, NOT via a boson “God particle”. Matter appeared 960-million ancient
years ago from God’s breath-of-life jerk ≡ rate-of-change of acceleration of its
walls. God’s scale expansion made invisible matter to be visible at e-day #3. This
jerk replaces man’s single rapid expansion concept, fundamental to their Big-Bang
theory, without which the size of Day is not explained by any other means.
Such an idea is not scientific since it defies basic physical laws. Few scientists still
agree with this Big Bang-concept, but have nothing to replace them with, until
now! God’s breath-of-life-jerk of void-energy formed this water sphere in one
place in void space-time. At e-day #3, jerk of Day-walls is the third derivative of
light: d3γe/de3 = cst2 = (30ψ)2 = 9ρst meter/sec/sec, lasting for 360/9 day per t-year,
so 40 t-days. The Energy-sphere-radius went from ψ0 = 1-cubit = 0.5-meter, up to
ψ0 = 1-stadia = 1016-meter = one-light year. A 1-cubit handbreadth void gap
formed inside walls of Day’s 1-stadia- sphere. This fully describes Einstein’s
equation E = mc2; formed out of scripture’s Ei /ci2 energy → into mi-matter;
i = t-matter in earth; s-μ-matter in heaven; and τ-matter in the void. Angels model
e-time = 0 in the peak of all pyramid’s 1-meter high cap-stone Pyramidions. The
440-cubit square by 280-cubit high Great Pyramid is 8-faced, modeling 8-D Day.
The peak of the Bent Pyramid is also e-time = 0 = now, and the edges show time
growth-of-Day down the 8-sides to ground-level, split half-way as the jerk-gap
between heaven and earth. Eight adjectives describe God’s 8-Trinity-faces as in
Isa 9:6 (960 mya) And he will be called 1-Wonderful 2-Counselor, 3-Mighty 4-God,
5-Everlasting 6-Father, 7-Prince of 8-Peace. The bend in the pyramid is 96-cubits up
the sides when creation of matter ended, and its 11-degree bend of the sides there
approximate the scale from ct to cs light speeds. Just as the Great pyramid, all
pyramids must have 4-faces below-ground to match the 4-dimensions of the void.
They are all morphed dodecahedra with top points that separates the PAST from
FUTURE. Each re-melted stone represent 2.2 million galaxies, just as our body’s
cells represent 2.2-trillion galaxies due to the δ-function.
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The Rev 12:9 9ρ jerk desert-gap was without water: Luke 4:2 where for forty days
[Jesus] was tempted by the devil; a waterless desert- called hell. The Temple’s stair
s-axis lead to a narrow doorway to heaven, opened by Jesus: Matt 7:13 "Enter
through the narrow gate. For wide is the gate and broad is the road that leads to destruction,
and many enter through it. But small is the gate and narrow the road that leads to life, and
only a few find it. Prior to jerks, s-times was linked to e-time. They separated by 70e

= 190, then again later, t-time separated by another 10ω/2 = 120. Day expanded in
e-day #1 from precious stones at Planck’s quanta 10-35-meter up to atoms at 10-17.5.
This was the “one place” where every quanta of energy could become an atom,
each based on gold’s 118 neutrons. Just as men see any refrigerator gas cool when
jerked via expansion, so God’s Jerk of the sky’s wall formed original τ-water
mτ = Eτ/9ρ = Eτ/cse2 over which the Spirit hovered. All internal forces in Day come
from deep void energy, so particles of created matter men call bosons as “force
carriers that function as the "glue" holding matter together” contain no forces.
All boson force-particles are pure imagination of men, especially the latest Higg’s
boson men call a “God Particle” that changes energy into matter. Complex force
particles are simply replaced by 21-derivatives ▼γnm, of light, a (7-n x 3-m),
21-state-{dnγm/den} portion of God’s 49-state {Day-matrix}nm.
It is easy to see how all galaxies are viewable since they formed when Day was
only 1-meter wide! The remainder of this matrix explain DNA! The longest string
of human DNA is 84 mm, a perfect model of Day’s 84 “12x7-decades”. When a
man dies his spirit just switches from 4D into 8D. 1 Cor 15:51 (15 stairs and a Jubilee)
Listen, I tell you a mystery: We will not all sleep, but we will all be changed- in a flash.
Maxwell found that cst2 = csct = 1/μ0ε0 = 9ρ, is actually the only light we observe in
Day as a single rotating vector of earthly electrical and heavenly magnetic energy.
This format must also apply to tau-matter in the void where cse2 = csce = Ee/me. This
me is the original sky-water-light that was jerked to show Day-land and Day-seas.
The 1-meter high pyramidion at Giza capped either the Great or Bent Pyramid
since they all had one. They are located at the land-mass center of our world, also
modeling Day as matter-appeared to eyes when God jerked Day to change its sizes
from cubits to stadia. This fact is modelled today on the back of a US-currency
1-dollar bill = 1-meter Day-egg, when Day became visible to model all 8-sided
pyramids holding up pyramidions. This image was engraved in 1935, the 35th year
of the 20th century AD, and 20 cubits = 35 feet! Gen 1:9 explains the c2 = 9ρ jerk to
be where, for 40-days Jesus wandered 1/9 of a 360-t-year in the void-desert to be
tempted by the devil who was tossed there by I AM. Concepts of a 40-day 9ρ jerk
to resolve Day’s size and shape, time-shifts, and world-deserts, are scientific facts.
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God says angels in Genesis were here for thousands of Generations, so had time to
build large stones structures with re-melted stones to fit without mortar. They knew
how to adapted life-kinds to locations around the world, and use pyramids like
man’s ark. Solomon’s Temple was a model of galaxies, located 840-kilo-cubits
from the Giza Pyramid. Its center core represents heavens and its external rooms
are earths. The base under the Most Holy room exactly matches the pyramidal
Altar outside the Temple, sans that gutter. A 1-cubit gap around the Temple to its
rooms matches the 1-cubit Altar gutters. Both represent God’s jerk-gap around the
Altar hearth, Day’s under-void source of energy into the light of Day. The gutter
around the bottom three Altar stairs model our world’s three geologic eras. Gutters
there represent the jerk-gap between heaven and earth, and the above-void. The
middle six Altar stairs separate world-to-heaven; the top six separate heaven-tounder-void hearth; and to the 20-cubit-cubic Most Holy room above-void. It holds
Moses’ Ark of the Covenant as man’s interface to God, and God’s two cherubim to
model the Void of God’s Home. No one entered this room except the high priest to
represent Jesus Christ. A third gap in sky occurred at e-day #6 to stop heaven
rotations in barred galaxies, with its 1-cubit separation of temple-to-90-rooms and
bottom gutter of the altar. Each of 90-rooms model element in t-earth and the
missing element in the barred spiral galaxy, the Milky Way; Pm #61.
Astronomers see our sun at 12,000 stadia from our heaven, so is represented in
room #61 of the Temple. Promethium-61, is a very rare radioactive element in
earth, and its most stable isotope has a half-life of 17.5-years. This is the size of
Day at ψ-2.5 meters at the time the above wall of Day was stopped in a water atom,
and split in half at the end of the first creation e-day. That wall collapsed to make
sky. This is why the under wall started there in a water atom to build up all
radioactive matter in sky, ready to appear at the end of the second day when Day
was jerked from one-cubit to one stadium. The stairway of the Temple next to
room 61 down to heaven is a direct route at a man’s death, passing through a
narrow doorway in the desert. Jesus said Matt 7:13 "Enter through the narrow gate. For
wide is the gate and broad is the road that leads to destruction, and many enter through it.
But small is the gate and narrow the road that leads to life, and only a few find it. The

Periodic table shows all of heaven matter is radioactive, giving birth to all matter.
Room 61 is empty of the matter it represents, so is the s-axis’ open connection
between heaven and earth, as was Moses’ ark of the covenant. Men should follow
Jesus through this door to ascend stairs-of-faith to heaven, passing from earth
matter into heavens’ matter along the heavenly s-axis as a saved soul. Jerks of
Day’s walls caused rapid cooling of matter, designed in e-day #2, to become
visible, like radioactive tracks of nuclear radiation in a humid-air cloud chamber.
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Jerk was like birth of the Day-egg, and when a woman conceives it takes 9-months
to grow, just as jerk was 9ρ m/s for 1/9-year. When matter is illuminated with light
energy from within finite Day, its electrons oscillate between γ-matter ↔
γ-photon wave energy to produce light-wave images. These two forms are “seen’
by men in a two-step, absorb-emit process. Impinging photon-energy switches
electrons into an orthogonal dimension for photons, escaping their specific matter
as spectra of γ-photon images. Atom’s physical characteristics remain as when
created by God. Scientists claim atoms contain internal electron energy-levels,
transitioning up-and-down between them. Instead, impinging wide-spectrum
photons switch atomic space-axes by swapping photon-to-electrons, then the old
electrons escape as photons with no greater energy than was input. High energy on
some metals can emit x-rays at nuclear K-band. the highest t-matter energy.
Mu- and tau-matter produce cosmic rays due to greater masses from slower light
speed matter in Heaven and Void: ci ≡ {30ψt, eψs, ψe /70} i = t,s,e, ψ = 107 m/s.
Atomic collider’s measure separate elementary particles that include these three
separate energy or time-ratios of {t,s,e}. Stars produce menorah-like interfaces
from the void where solar winds input matter up to iron-26 into earth. During six
e-day creation, God reduced entropy, afterward, e-entropy only increases. The
paradigm here is a new way to view energy vs. matter as equivalent forms of light.
Original created atomic-structure in Day is held together with external acceleration
forces from continuous energy input, men call gluons. New light reflects off matter
as emissions via input photon absorption → electron conversion via electron ↔
photon-interchange, producing spectrum-emission; white light into colored-light.
Science’s theories only address the second step, If electrons jump to higher energy
levels to absorb energy, then electron spectral emissions would not diffract as seen.
Diffracting electron-matter is a major paradox in man’s nature-boson paradigm by
not seeing God’s sine ↔ cosine-like, orthogonal electron ↔ photon equivalence.
The Dirac δ-function moves along the time scale, showing the two directions of
past and future relative to now-time at those points as δ = ±1000:1.
God the Spirit hovered over an above τ-water wall at pre-creation e-time < 0-time.
The size of this sphere of water-light began at dark-evening of e-day #1 at
Planck’s 10-35 meter, grew to 10-17.5 meter, and during e-day #2 to 1 cubit. After
God’s jerk-breath of ρ = 1016-m/s/s over 40-t-days, and through e-day #3, Day’s
heavens grew to Gs-gravity limits of 12.000 light-years ≡ 12,000 stadia. Galaxy
M33 shows earth-matter drifts directly away from heavens at 333,000 = σα/2 m/s.
Jerk is seen in this same thousand generations-ratio between mass of our sun-toworld at 333,000. The under-wall today is at 10-28 meter, toward its original 10-35
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meter-egg, where it may end-up scrunched later in e-Today #7. Only the Father
knows the Theory of Everything in Genesis-to-end Matt 24:36 or Mark 13:32.
Each atom and cell-of-life was created by God’s breath-of-life jerk, and DNA.
When energy impinges from inside Day on this matter, as from a flashlight, it
converts electrons into its unique set of photon frequencies with photon energy-out
balanced to photon energy-in. Excess is turned into heat by increasing nucleus
vibrations. Continuous application of energy results in continuous oscillations of
individual created electron and neutrino between its Fourier-equivalent formats. Gen
2:1 states such creation ended at morning of e-day #6 when God finished creation
work to rest on the seventh e-day. Such creation cannot occur again in Today #7.
God’s plant life-forms can transform energy into growing matter, but men cannot;
and angels are able to adapt life-forms to their environments, but men will never
create new matter nor new breath-of-life that men have christened a Higg’s boson
or “God-particle”. They should just drop the word particle and admit the truth that
forces are not particles. Search for any boson is futile. No one has ever explained
how bosons work, so just say they “exist”, comparable to ideas that huge stone
structures around the world “had” to be built by men, and life-creation with
evolution between species just “happens”. These are pure speculation with no basis
in fact, and also go against God’s word. Scribes also erred long ago; Jer 8:8 "'How
can you say, "We are wise, for we have the law of the LORD," when actually the lying pen of
the scribes has handled it falsely?, saying “land” is “earth”, and in Gen 5 generations

are direct father-to-son rather than a fixed 666 years each as 2/3 of 1000.
Men have known about light’s electro-magnetic character that powers motors and
generators since Maxwell formulated his equations that employ Etε0, and Esμ0,
where his ε0-permittivity and μ0-permeability describe the inverse of my Es/t = csct.
Heaven’s μ-matter is given by mμ = γμ = Es/csct. Maxwell’s Second derivatives of
γ-light are acceleration at a(e-s-t) = d2γ(e-s-t)/d(e-s-t)2. Cross derivatives between
space-time sets generate weak nuclear forces measured in earth as W± and Z0.
Third derivatives d3γ/dt3 = γ as God’s breath-of-life ≡ ρ-jerks of space-walls that
formed matter from energy and caused 1-cubit gap-deserts, modeled in the Altar.
God’s twelve precious stones, are a union of ten-space and three-time axes. Mater
moves in time via heaven’s 7th s-axis as dual-dimensional overlapping heaven’s
triad of s-space with s-times. Angels ascend and descend on this axis, so “times” is
bi-directional and bi-dimensional, all twelve axes use the same units of days,
hours, stadia, cubits, and handbreadths. Scale factors between axes use Day’s
natural fractals. The 12th axis of e-time herein always uses the italic font “e-day”,
so creation times are e-days #1 - #6. Today is now 52 s-days = 52,000 t-years since
Adam’s sin, early in {Today ≡ e-Today #7}. Two thousand years ago, Jesus told the
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man on the cross: Luke 23:43 "I tell you the truth, today {Today} you will be with me in
paradise." Luke 4:21 {Today} this scripture is fulfilled in your hearing." Jesus Christ’s
Today is not our today, rather it is applicable to all “t-todays” in e-Today #7.
Einstein’s Eτ = mτc2 models the relation between God’s τ-water mass, mτ and light
speed, c. Heavy mτ-water separates Day from Night, so light speed in outer void of
ce and inner heaven-cs apply here, so this equation must be rewritten as Eτ = mτcecs.
One e-day lasts ω ≡ 24 e-hours, because the above τ-water wall expanded over six
e-days to 6 x 24 = 144 e-cubits thick: Rev 21:16 (ρ = 16) The city was laid out like a
square, as long as it was wide. He measured the city with the rod and found it to be 12,000
stadia in length, and as wide and high as it is long. He measured its wall and it was 144
cubits thick, before wall jerk, 12,000 stadia after. A single sentence proves ρ-jerks.

Atom smasher data shows the density of the void mτ-water is 120 times greater
than mμ-water water in Day’s heaven. The above water-wall surface-tension bends
light like at our water-air surface, explaining light bending of distant images around
intervening galaxies. Newton’s force = msdv/ds is a reaction to above Gs and under
gs wall-accelerations so red-and-blue-shifts of light at; gs = -Gs = -mμd2γs/ds2, to
hold light inside e-space. These were equal when the wall stopped at evening of
e-day #2 making gs + Gs = 0. Dual wall-accelerations resolve man’s scientific
quandary of why there is a huge ratio between these fundamental gluon/graviton
forces. Men measure our ratio of gt/Gt = 1038 with heaven’s ratio as measured in
atom smashers to be 190-times or gs/Gs ≈ 2 x1040, and in the void’s τ-water wall
even greater by 120-times more, so ge/Ge ≈ 2.4 x1042. These ratios are shown on
the Genesis Creation History chart. Symmetry is obvious, and 42 is half of 84
which is the ln-width of Day-time and the width in feet of the Temple. Under-wall
proton-to-proton acceleration-collisions uncover eight blue-shifted colors of gluonforces: gi = mid2γi/di2; i = e, s, t for forces, i = τ, μ, t for matter. Gravity, gluon and
weak forces balance to zero at all six of the Day-void interfaces where three types
of light-matter end in space-time sets, γ(e-s-t) = ei(e-s-t) +1 = 0. God formed invisible
structures in the second e-day as the under wall collapsed from 10-17.5 = ψ-2.5 meters
back towards Planck’s granular ψ-5 meters, while the above wall grew to 100 = ψ0 =
1-cubit. After two e-days, the deep universe contained only a single, 1-cubit radius,
so one-meter wide finite sky. God used third-derivative c2 = 9ρ (m/s)3 over 40days, to make Day 1 ρ-stadium. This caused atoms to appear at evening e-day #3,
Heb 11:3 By faith we understand that the universe was formed at God's command, so that
what is seen [atomic-precious stones] was not made out of what was visible. [invisible

CMB light]. This 1016 = ρ-jerk caused a transition between scales from cubits-tostadia = meters-to-light years, forming a space-gap of 1 e-cubit = 0.5 light year,
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and a slower galaxy core rotation rate at evening of e-days #3 from one to one-third
per e-day. Earth’s t-matter now drifts outward at σ/2 km/s, all based on earth’s 666.
Scriptures mention the Holy Spirit almost 100 times as being within men. Matt 28:19
Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and
of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, words provided by our Spirit-Comforter act as a new
covenant connection between man and the Lord. Rom 5:5 (Fibonacci) And hope does
not disappoint us, because God has poured out his love into our hearts by the Holy Spirit,
whom he has given us. This gift occurred at our baptism. How can we pass the Holy

Spirit on in baptism to a new soul, unless that Spirit is already in us?
Every Christian can perform this miracle by asking the Spirit to move on from
within us. Biology agrees. God is outside under walls inside every atom of our
body, just as our living soul exists outside our perishable brain cells so do not die!
Angels were created, and Satan
sinned early in e-day #6. God
asked Satan: Job 1:7 The LORD
said to Satan, "Where have you
come from? Satan answered the
LORD, "From roaming through the
earth and going back and forth in
it." Christ and Jesus wept over
Satan’s sin. Luke 19:41 As he
approached Jerusalem and saw the
city, he wept over it. Zech 4:12
Again I asked him, "What are these
two olive branches beside the two
gold pipes that pour out golden oil?"[void star light] He replied, "Do you not know what
these are?" "No, my lord," I said. So, he said, "These are the two who are anointed to serve
the Lord of all the earth." [These two are Christ-Jesus and Spirit-of-God] Together

they stopped rotation of heaven’s in all sin-infested galaxies to punish angels and
form barred spiral galaxy earth arms. We see the energy to stop pipes as GRBs.
Examples include our barred Milky Way, and exterior NGC 1300, Stephan’s quintet,
NGC 1365, and NGC 1073. Thousands of Generations As, later in e-day #7, Satan
tempted Eve and Adam to follow him. 1 Cor 4:10 We have been made a spectacle to the
whole universe, to angels as well as to men. In Rev 4 John’s vision says God looked
down at Day from Night in early e-day #6 after angel creation, but before sin. Godthe-Son lamented by weeping that Satan would bring sin into His {Day} ≡ {New
Jerusalem}. Luke 19:40 (7e:40-days) "I tell you," he replied, "if they keep quiet, the stones
will cry out." [pyramid stones of galaxies?] As he approached Jerusalem and saw the city,
he [Jesus] wept over it. Matt 23:37 “O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, you who kill the prophets
[angels disguised as men] and stone those sent to you, how often I have longed to gather your
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children together, as a hen gathers her chicks under her wings but you were not willing.”
Also Rev 3:11 I am coming soon. Hold on to what you [Christians] have, so that no one will
take your crown. Him who overcomes I will make a pillar in the temple of my God. Never
again will he [men Jesus saves] leave it. I will write on him the name of my God and the
name of the city of my God, the new Jerusalem, Jesus recalled Satan brought sin into e-

day# 6, and wept again. Father wrote saints on precious stones. Peter wept over his
sin. Matt 26:75 Then Peter remembered the word Jesus had spoken: "Before the rooster
crows, you will disown me three times." And he went outside and wept bitterly. Zechariah #1
wrote the last two chapters of the Old Testament since he was also the “messenger”,
Malachi. Four generations later, the angel Gabriel told Zechariah #4 that he would
not speak until his son, John-the-Baptist, was born. Luke 1:19 The angel answered, "I
am Gabriel. I stand in the presence of God… And now you will be silent and not able to
speak until the day this [Jesus birth] happens. Gabriel talked to Daniel earlier, Dan
9:20 While I was speaking and praying, confessing my sin and the sin of my people Israel
and making my request to the LORD my God for his holy hill-while I was still in prayer,
Gabriel, the man I had seen in the earlier vision, came to me in swift flight about the time of
the evening sacrifice. Dan 8:16 And I heard a man's voice from the Ulai calling, "Gabriel,
tell this man the meaning of the vision." Dan 8:19 He said: "I am going to tell you what will
happen later in the time of wrath, [of Jesus’ death] because the vision concerns the
appointed time of the end. [of creation and start of Today and later of Jesus’ birth]. To
Elizabeth about John-the-Baptist: Luke 1:19 The angel answered, "I am Gabriel. I stand
in the presence of God, and I have been sent to speak to you and to tell you this good news.
[of John’s birth]. And to Mary of Jesus’ birth]: Luke 1:26 In the sixth month, God sent
the angel Gabriel to Nazareth, a town in Galilee, to a virgin pledged to be married to a man
named Joseph, a descendant of David. This vision put ≈ 400 years, 40-day desert,

between testaments.
Scientists have no explanation for barred galaxies using black holes at galaxy cores
that attract matter inwardly through the arms, so clearly that is an incorrect concept.
God says Satan and his angels sinned thousands of Generations, As (cf Ex 20) prior
to creation of man in e-day #6. Adam sinned a Jubilee plus 2,000 years so 52,000
t-yeas = 52 s-days ago, as listed in Luke’s 3:23 75-Generations from Adam to Jesus,
each 666 t-years. The bend in galaxy bars started when Satan sinned at that time in
e-day #6. An e-day = 24ψ t-years and a thousand Generations σα = 666,000 t-years.
This is 24ѱ/360, labeled, As. A rotation of our north-pole around the Zodiac is like
a Z-year at 26,000 t-years. A Greek ξ = 13, so a Z-year = 2ξα t-years.
Men cannot convert energy-to-matter nor initiate life without using life-forms that
already contain God’s breath-of-life. Man’s search for new creation, such as at the
LHC and JWST, is futile. Scientists search for a boson “God-particle” but creation
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was completed when God rested. Water walls converted to Gold-under, and Jasperabove at evening e-day #7. Gen 2:2. By the seventh day God had finished the work he
had been doing; so on the seventh day he rested from all his work. And God blessed the
seventh day and made it holy, because on it he rested from all the work of creating that he
had done. But then mankind sinned early in Today.

Walls grew as Psalm 90 and Rev 21:15 say, at α/2 stadia/e-hour = 24-cubits/e-day.
Derivatives of constants are zero, so any fixed scales defined at Day-walls establish
units-sizes. Zero net forces in elements near the under wall “appear” to men to
create gravity and gluon forces, that actually arise from wall accelerations:
d2γ(e-s-t) /ds2 = g(e-s-t) + G(e-s-t) = 0. This balance still exists at void-to-atomic element
sizes, but with black-hole infinities of the Void, so NOT due to infinite mass there.
God describes the hole as the void-source of light-energy so source of force, matter,
and life, instead of man’s infinite mass that provides nothing. Elements are found at
12-D under walls where gluon g(e-s-t) -forces accelerate inwardly, and gravity G(e-s-t)
from the above-void outwardly in opposite directions. This zero net-force at the
two gulfs around Day must occur so elements and atoms hold together inside underDay, just as Day holds together inside above-Night; true T.O.E.
The 9ρ stadia jerk represents typical distances between multiple star systems today,
held together by Gt gravity that is only effective over these distances. The under
τ-wall still accelerates as it returns toward 10-35 = ψ-5 meter at God’s under-wall of
Gen 1:7 So God made the expanse and separated the water under the expanse from the water
above it. Euler’s identity forms at both dodecahedral finite walls to Night where

e-time = π, γe ≡ eiπ +1 ≡ cos π + i sin π = 0. Men see red-shift of galaxies as space
expandsion like a finite balloon, pulling galaxies apart, but claim there is no wall
nor lightless void outside light into which it expands??? This means light must
travel without limit nor end, into unexplained “nothingness”! This also says spacetime must be finite like a balloon with limited matter, but also infinite like the void
without any limit. No-one has a solution for this quandary when based on an
illogical human paradigm. Such theories result in man’s unknown sources of where
expansion-energy can come from, neither inside nor outside of light, and
completely incongruous concepts involving immense rapid expansion over almost
zero time, ending in infinite gravity inside black holes within light, and Hawking
time going to zero. This results in Hawking’s conclusion of no God, and zero time.
eventually need for multiple universes that repeatedly collide to form new bigbangs, is a house of infinite cards with no basis. A really bad paradigm!
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During e-day #3, God formed all μ-matter via alpha and beta-like decay from gold
atoms with their 118 neutrons, into 118 different elements in the periodic table.
Both science and scriptures measure item-sizes toward smaller-than-men using
meters and cubits, and toward larger sizes use 1016 meter/light year as stadia. God’s
jerk of a 1-meter Day into a 1-stadium Day replaces man’s huge expansion. Our
world’s pole-to-equator distance is defined to be 10 million or 107 ≡ ψ-meters, and
its rotation rate is ω = 2π revolutions/day = 7.292116 x 10-5 radian/second. Max
Planck showed Day’s under-wall is at 10-35 = 10-16 x 10-19 meters, and 7e ≈ 19, so at
ψ-e-light-years or stadia. Day’s diameter is only increased a small amount by adding
this smaller direction from man to its larger size at ψe-light-years. A typical galaxy
is 100 stadia = ψe-meters across, and their cores rotate over 24ψ t-years.
Heavens in all galaxies are seen today either as God originally made them to appear
after e-day #3 as part of light, or as GRBs when God stopped rotation due to Satan’s
sin at evenings of e-day #6, so are now seen over-laid on created images. Spiral
arms in all galaxies drift radially away from heavens at σ/2 = 333 km/sec, as seen
from our sun, 12,000 stadia out in our Milky Way. Galaxy arms do NOT fall
toward black holes at their cores, nor do they rotate around the core as claimed by
science. Instead the core is where heaven-light as matter flows directly outwardly
into Day from the void, or as barred arms in galaxies where Satan and His angels
sinned. This expansion-velocity is perfectly seen in galaxy M33, where outward
flow of matter from γ = 0 follow a natural logarithm curve. Earth matter in all
galaxies broke away from their heavens during e-day #3 to drift away with furthest
matter from e-day #4. Geologic eras formed as described in scriptures in e-days
(4,5,6), but inverted in distance into logarithmic order of e-day 6→5→4, with #7
next to heaven at 50σ days wide. Today π-meters = 6-cubits = 0.5236 m/c, similar
to a unit of cubic volume = 0.5326 m/c, clearly the basis of the word. It is no
coincidence that the two inner numbers here are inverted, just as the drift of t-matter
into the larger direction in e-day #6→5→4 order. God’s math! The size of Day is
known and already seen, so the JWST telescope will not see more older galaxies.
Solomon’s Temple modeled both Day and its galaxies, using a 21-inch long cubit
at 5% = 1-inch handbreadth longer than the 20-inch arm-length for angels and man,
or half-a-meter. God’s land and seas are modeled by Solomon’s Altar, with onecubit handbreadth gutter gaps, and God’s sea-water modeled by the Sea with
handbreadth- or 1-inch thick bowl sitting on 12- bulls as dimensions. Ezek 40:5 I
saw a wall completely surrounding the temple area. The length of the measuring rod in the
man's hand was six long cubits [126 inches], each of which was a cubit [20 inches] and
a handbreadth [1 inch]. He measured the wall; it was one measuring rod thick and one rod
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high. The altar duplicates the base of the Most Holy (above void), and its hearth

models the under void where light enters Day at Heaven-light menorah-stars whose
solar wind particles are actually matter entering Day from the void. Inner Temple
walls formed in 6 e-days, so are 6-t-cubits wide, surrounded, 5-cubit high rooms
and their 5-cubit walls since they formed over 5 e-days starting at e-day #2.
Its Most Holy area at the rear of the central Temple was a 20x20x20-cubit room on
a 20x20x10 base. The room volume models the above-void, and also four e-daysworth of e-space, while its base and stairs exactly match the altar outside.
Both model land and the first two e-days. The hearth models the under-void. They
are separated from the remaining heaven-space in the temple area with a 5-inch
curtain, and a one-cubit void gap around the temple to its outer earth-rooms; again
both modeling Day and evening of e-day #3-#4 when matter appeared. This was the
instant that God jerked the walls at ρ (m/s)3 over 40 t-days to initiate photonelectron visibility, and convert units by 1016 from meters to stadia. Day was the size
of precious stone elements. The altar hearth is the under-void where energy enters
Day, with gutters matching gaps. This base and stairs to the heaven-Temple area is
just like the first two e-days of creation, but measured in meters (cubits), separated
from the other four above it measured in light-years (stadia). The altar’s hearth and
gutters are void-gaps in space, seen in x-ray images of the Milky Way. Its energy is
the Son’s Word, entering Day via lighted lampstands. Galaxies then grew to ψ0 = 1
m, so the sky was filled with them, like menorah or heaven lights, ready to be
turned-on entirely inside world-size sphere’s, making Day about the size of a galaxy
of ψe meters, eventually growing to ψe-stadia. Amazing symmetry!
Solomon’s Temple is based on both man and angel designs for interfaces with God.
The Most Holy Void held man’s Ark of the Covenant whose other end was seen in
heaven, and its base design is a pyramid, both being a bridge to God! This ark-toGod connection is explained in Rev 11:19, but the pyramids-connection of angels is
not described so must be extracted from the parable of the Noah Ark. The ark is
one of many parables in the Old Testament that explains other facts such as of this
flood and actual transfer of all animal types to safety elsewhere nearby. Other
parables include the connection of Adam’s new skin that was used by God to cover
his nakedness, linked to Ezekiel’s prophecy to dry bones in Ezek 37:4. God’s big
Toe Theory of Everything is linked to God’s footstool-parables in many references:
2 Chron 9:17 Then the king made a great throne inlaid with ivory and overlaid with pure
gold. The throne had six steps, [Solomon’s Altar had six steps to the void, six to
heaven, and three to earth] and a footstool of gold was attached to it. On both sides of the
seat were armrests, with a lion standing beside each of them. Twelve lions stood on the six
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steps, one at either end of each step. Ps 110:1 The LORD says to my Lord: "Sit at my right
hand until I make your enemies a footstool for your feet." Isa 66:1 "Heaven is my throne,
and the earth is my footstool. Matt 5:34 Do not swear at all: either by heaven, for it is God's
throne; or by the earth, for it is his footstool; or by Jerusalem, for it is the city of the Great
King. Luke 20:42 "'The Lord said to my Lord: "Sit at my right hand until I make your
enemies a footstool for your feet." The dry desert is always a parable-link to jerk-gaps

created by God’s breath-of-life that forms matter, where Satan now lives. Although
perhaps obtuse, even the manna in the desert God used to feed Israelites wandering
the desert of hell, is a parable gift of Adam’s own forgiveness and return to heaven
after his sin of following Satan, since mana is almost the exact reverse spelling of
“Adam”. Ex 16:31 The people of Israel called the bread manna. It was white like
coriander seed and tasted like wafers made with honey. Moses said, "This is what the LORD
has commanded: 'Take an omer of manna and keep it for the generations to come, so they
can see the bread I gave you to eat in the desert when I brought you out of Egypt.'" Manna
normally spoiled every day in the desert, but this manna lasted forever.

ur body is God’s temple, biologists estimate to hold 2.22 trillion = 22 x π/2 cells,
modeling the number of galaxies in Day as estimated by astronomers from Hubble
images, and also the 220 lamps found on 12 temple menorah. Adding two on the
altar represents Christ’s number 222. The longest DNA dual-helix, according to a
Wikipedia quote “Chromosome 1is the largest human chromosome with approximately 220
million base pairs, and would be 85 mm long if straightened”. proves that even the
nucleus-of-life contains these fractals. The actual length of this large unit of DNA
is probably 84-mm since that is a logarithmic width of Day. The above 144-cubit
wall today is at 1035 = ψ5-meters = ψe-stadia. It split on the second e-day to
collapse to 120-inverse-cubits today at ψ-5-meter, just as uncovered by Max Planck.
The above wall grew at the same rate as it had on the first e-day, doubling its above
size to end at man’s reference meter. God designed sky and all heavenly matter
between these walls during e-day #2, invisible then, but making it ready to appear at
e-day #3. This made matter’s images appear at their assigned locations, so were
then visible everywhere throughout Day, just as still visible everywhere in today’s
expanding Day. The under wall had collapsed to God’s “one point” consisting of
protons, while the above wall expanded to man’s one-meter size at evening of e-day
#3, then the jerk converted this very “small” sphere to a very “large” volume at
ρ = 1016-times larger so one-stadium. The under wall left behind precious stones at
their current sizes-locations, held together by gluon forces from under-wall
accelerations. Man’s finite-vs-infinite paradox regarding light come from interioronly views of finite visible lighted-space. God’s exterior view shows 1% per e-day
handbreadth expansion to keep light together, so 5% over 5-creation e-days after
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light began, while men only see a stable universe from within, but appearing to
accelerate outwardly into the unknown. Faith, not logic, tells us God formed matter
in e-day #2 before it became visible at e-day #3. Heb 11:3 By faith we understand that
the universe was formed at God's command, so that what is seen [atomic-precious stones]
was not made out of what was visible [invisible cecs pre-light]. Precious stones are at
under walls, so Day grew half way to atoms ψ-2.5 meter-1 during the first e-day. In
the second e-day, invisible lands and seas of heavenly worlds formed, but not earth
worlds, falsely called earth by scribes and still today by many theologians.
Zec 4: explains golden oil pouring into Day that formed all 118 s-elements from
118 golden neutrons via Beta decay. Golden neutron-precious-stone quarks sum
to 0, used to form e-water e-jasper-top (+2/3) + s-jacinth-strange (-1/3) + t-sapphiredown (-1/3) = 0. God’s three time dimensions also sum to zero; (e - s - t) = 0; see
Einstein’s gravity tensor. Scientists say gravity emanates from matter and warps
space-time, but no one really knows what this means or how it works, and believe
that matter creates gravity so can collapse to become infinite holes as time stops.
Instead, gravity and gluon forces are opposing wall accelerations, so they balance to
zero at the size of precious stone-elements at the walls. No warping of space is
required! Angel Gabriel said God will eventually roll up Day, watching us
backward from Day’s end to its beginning, incomprehensible to men like Hawking.
After breathing life of light into matter via the third derivative, God breathed life
into helix coils of vegetable {DNA}5 weaved from light for food and oxygen for all
future life. After land became visible at evening of e-day #3, fifth derivative of light
d5γe/de5 = c2, c2 = cecs, formed heavens s-vegetation {DNA}5m. Heaven vegetation
might have used a lower derivative than earth’s vegetation based on five, but
nothing is said in our scriptures about that option, only that s-vegetation formed in
the third e-day. All of our vegetation is based on the golden ratios that are formed
from five. Day’s size increased to heaven’s current limit of 12,000 stadia-ly. This
is the range limit of heaven’s gravity Gs in all galaxies. God formed angels early in
e-day #6 and man at end of that day, using {DNA}6, and after man’s sin, {DNA}7.
Science cannot explain the basic physics of light, saying space is finite like a fixed
balloon, yet infinite with limitless expansion space. How can space expansion
accelerate without an energy source, and how are distant galaxies even visible from
such great distances? How does weak gravity emanate from matter while strong
gluon forces hold it together in the opposite direction and at the same nuclear size,
forming into 118 elements? Especially, where did life originated? All questions are
answered from conversion of light into matter, and then life via God’s wall-jerk
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life-breathing forces. Day’s space-time IS Light-γs, with three time-derivatives of
light speeds ce-s-t = dγs/d(e-s-t) and associated three types of matters mi = E/cicj ; nine
forces fi = dmi /d(e,s,t); and life’s jerks ji = dfi /d(e,s,t) as God’s breath of life-DNA.
“Let there be {light}”. God United all visible energy in Day as light: {Lights-t}
≡ {space-time-γs-t} ∪ {speed-ce-s-t so mass-me-s-t} ∪ {forces fe-s-t} ∪ {jerks je-s-t} ∪
{life DNAs-t}. Derivatives connect space with time along heaven’s s-axis.
Wisdom is required to separate out God’s words correctly here.
The Torah confirms the internal side of Day’s walls was just Heaven. Gen 1:8 “And
God called the firmament Heaven.” {P, NJB, KJV, while the NIV says ”called the expanse,
sky”, so times-s-matter is not related to earth’s half-a-time-t-matter, which was
designed in e-day #3 to merely appear via a jerk at evening e-day #4: Gen 1:14 And
God said, "Let there be lights in the expanse of the sky to separate the day [God’s Day]
from the night [God’s Night], and let them serve as signs to mark seasons and days and
years, and let them be lights in the expanse of the sky to give light on the earth [God is still
talking about His Earth, not our world]." And it was so. God made two great lights — the
greater [suns] light to govern the [heaven-world’s] day and the lesser light [heaven
moons] to govern the [heaven world’s] night. He also made the [sky’s] stars. God set
them in the expanse of the sky [God’s Day] to give light on the earth, [God’s Earth] to
govern the day and the night, and to separate light from darkness. And God saw that it was
good. And there was evening, and there was morning — the fourth day [God’s e-day #4].
Today in God’s e-day #7, energy still enters Day to hold it together with nine f(m = s-

-forces to explain man’s theory of everything, including string theories, rapid
expansion, dark energy, dark matter, dark flow, life; all from void-energy. Galaxies
are seen as fully formed 960 million years ago for Heaven, 720 mya for Earth.
Near-by stars are overlaid with GRBs from less than 240 mya when Earth was
stopped rotating. Countless {lifeforms} exist on worlds in {solar systems} in
{galaxies} in the sky of {Day}. Isa 45:8 For this is what the LORD says — he who
created the heavens, [first three e-days] he is God; he who fashioned and made the earth,
[second 3 e-days] he founded it; [so all of Day] he did not create it [Day] to be empty,
but formed it to be inhabited. [with lifeforms, angels and men]. Man’s ideas of
evolution are based on God’s ingenious design of life-kinds, able to be adapted by
angels to their environments. God created man from earth world dust, able to
transition to angels on heaven-worlds, instilling all with a spirit of life. Job 32:8 It is
the spirit in a man, [and also angels] the breath of the Almighty, that gives him
understanding. Men are housed in flesh-skin - angels in flesh - all imbued with
spirits that we call our souls, existing between our brain-cell matter. Men were
inspired by the Spirit to write scriptures’ words in many languages, so every man
can find the path from perishable skin back to angel flesh.
t)
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Men and angels must believe that “I AM” exists in all times within Day and made
us in his image, whatever that may mean. " Ex 3:14 (=π) God said to Moses, [Ex 3:6 the
place where you are standing is holy ground] "I AM WHO I AM. This is what you are to say
to the Israelites: 'I AM has sent me to you.'" God also said to Moses, "Say to the Israelites,
'The LORD, the God of your fathers — the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac and the God
of Jacob — has sent me to you.' This is my name forever, the name by which I am to be
remembered from generation to generation. God’s Generation ≡ σ; Rev 13:18 This calls
for wisdom. If anyone has insight, let him calculate the number of the beast, for it is man's
number. His number is 666. Adam’s 1000-year life makes σ ≡ 2000/3 = 666 t-years.

This number appears in Newton’s Law; in galaxy arm-flow at σ/2 m/s; in earths
speed of light ct = σψ/2 m/s. As children of Adam and Eve we inherit their post-sin
body, and as tenants of the world, also inherit tenant-sin for killing heir, ChristJesus. Luke 20:14 "when the tenants saw him, they talked the matter over. 'This is the heir,'
they said. 'Let's kill him, and the inheritance will be ours.' Anyone may say, “I did not
wish to be an heir and kill Jesus”, but God’s condemnation of the tenants for Jesus’s
death did not stop at that generation. Ex 20:5 “I, the LORD your God, am a jealous
God, punishing the children for the sin of the fathers to the third and fourth generation of
those who hate me”, but showing love to a thousand [Generations] [As] of those who love
me and keep my commandments. God’s anger, a(s,t) = e-st; a normal distribution of
mean μ = 50,000 and σ = 666 years, going back to zero at 1 e-second or one s-day.
After six 24 e-hour eternal e-days, all matter, vegetation and mobile life in animals
and men were good. Gen 1:31 God saw all that he had made, and it was very good. And
there was evening, and there was morning — the sixth [6th] day. Adam and Eve’s spirits
were enclosed in bodies having potential for eternal life. Gen 3:22 (7π) And the LORD
God said, "The man has now become like one of us, knowing good and evil. He must not
be allowed to reach out his hand and take also from the tree of life and eat, and live
forever." Though living in perfect, eternal bodies in the image of God, Adam and
Eve were ashamed of their naked flesh. Gen 3:11 (7π/2) And he [God] said, "Who told
you that you were naked? God re-made a perishable flesh-skin, DNA7, to hide its
bones’ nakedness. Gen 3:21 (7c) The LORD God made garments of skin for Adam and his
wife and clothed them. [their souls] This was not a removeable animal skin to replace
fig leaves that would only temporarily hide “nakedness”. It was good for 1,000 ≡ α
years so had 2α/3 = 666 = σ year-long Generations. Our bodies are not a copy of
man’s created flesh, but of new flesh. Noah was the last person with a 1,000-yearflesh. All post-flood children live for 5ω = 120 years of σt = 84-year generations.
Scriptures do not say when God created angels, but probably early in e-day #6.
Job 1:6 One day the angels came to present themselves before the LORD, and Satan also
came with them. "Where have you come from?" Satan answered the LORD, "From roaming
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through the earth and going back and forth in it." Satan and his angels live with men
in earth’s prisons, moving through (time-wise) and in (space-wise) the earthvolume of many galaxies outside their heavens. Space in heaven exists larger and
smaller and time progresses slower and faster than in earth, Psalm 90:4 and 2 Peter
3:8 With the Lord a day [earth day], is like a thousand years [heaven years so
α-slower/larger, and a thousand years [earth year], are like a day. [heaven day so
α-1-faster/smaller]. Also, light frequencies visible to angels are 106, a million
times, those visible to men. They were forgiven for thousands of generations,
σαAs = 666,000As t-years, before tempting Adam and Eve. Each 1000-generations
is like an s-day according to the Psalms. Adam and Eve were created 52 s-days ago,
so angels must have been created a multiple of s-days earlier in e-day #6. We can
only guess when angel creation occurred by seeing where Satan caused the break in
barred galaxies of earth’s outward drift during this e-day when Satan sinned.
These two explanations also separate scripture’s measuring-units of cubits or meters
for smaller sizes than man and angels, before God’s jerk of space at e-day #3, into
stadia or 1016 meters or light years for larger sizes. God calls this jerk his breath-oflife to transition between light and matter, and again later between matter and life.
Scientists call jerk a change of acceleration. Men speculate rapid inflation within a
Big Bang during ψ-6 → ψ-5 second, the only place it can be squeezed in?? This is a
hidden admission of basic physical failure of the whole explosion-evolution theory.
To summarize so far in the infinite, 12-D deep space-time of the light-less void,
God created 8-Demensional finite Day over two e-day-times. God’s breath of life
formed lands and seas from light in heaven during e-day #2, then added life to
heaven’s matter in e-day #3 to make them all visible from new photons. God added
life to organic matter so it could move through heaven’s s-space in s-time. Earth
was also formed in e-day #3, but not made visible until e-day #4 at 1011 = ψ1.6
stadia. Earth’s DNA matter then formed in e-day #5, animals-to-angels-man in #6.
Photons move through Day at constant speed, c = 3x108 m/s., c2 = 9x1016 m2/s2, but
light images of matter are not all from matter-generated photons because Day is too
large for all images to appear everywhere via photon-travel. God embedded images
of galaxies everywhere in original light as they were designed in e-days #2-#3.
New photons are visible overlaid as quasars or supernova, and gamma ray bursts.
To explain these immense light sources, scientist’s fabricated concentrated jets of
light, coming from nonexistent black holes, focused toward every observer. These
ideas lack wisdom that only comes from God, observing from outside Day. The
Trinity of God Father, Son, and Spirit exist in the 12-D void. The Father bequeathed
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Day’s eight-dimensional spheres of heavens to the Son, with earth’s fourdimensional space-times around heavens to the Spirit-Counselor.
Space and time are coupled together as formulated by Einstein in his mass-toenergy equation, and Planck’s quanta for light; E = mc2 = csct = hυ, model all
physics and life in Day. Euler’s e ≡ 2.71828182846..., and length of a circle of
diameter “d” is πd, as transcendental π = 3.14159265358979…, which also applies
to all spheres in Day of latitude 2πr and its volume 4πr3/3. Maxwell’s spherical
equations model electro-magnetic light-waves that emanate from matter-energy,
defining ε0 and μ0 as light’s resistances in earth and heaven. Men finally saw these
parameters as being inverse light speeds; in earth’s ct = 1/ε0, in orthogonal heaven’s
cs = 1/μ0. So Maxwell already observed two different light speeds without
recognizing them. Applying e-time, e = π, Euler’s (eit +1) becomes his identity
(eiπ +1) = cos θe + i sin θe, with i ≡ (√-1) as “orthogonality” to separate s- and tdimensions, and frequencies of (θe = ωet) from void energy. Later after e-days #3-4
these also come from Day’s matter-photons. Light’s magnetic phase is in heaven,
electric phase in earth, synchronized via their 5ω = 120 ratio, along heaven’s
s-space-to-time axis. God’s New Jerusalem Temple describes streets of gold
whose 118 neutrons represent periodic-table elements; 90 in earth and 28 in
heaven to match the number of fingers in a cubit. Earth’s t-matter consists of two
quarks, an electron, and a neutrino, but atom smashers uncover eight other types of
matter, listed as mu-s and tau-e, each having the same four types of precious
stones. Each type has its own light speed ci2 = Ei/mi = hυi/mi = (30ψ)2 = 9ρ (m/s)2 =
1/4πε0. God’s stadia is a light-year of 365 d/y x 86,400 seconds/day x 3 x 108 =
1016 meters. Atoms exist half way to the 10-35-meter under-walls so at 10-19 ≡ ψ-e
stadia-1. Men postulate quantum entanglement and spooky, action at these
Planck-distances from e-day #2.
Scientists measure a single light speed as c2, so Einstein used c = ±√c2, assuming
plus-and-minus square-roots consist of matter and short-lived unknown antimatter. Meanwhile tau-matter and mu-matter are ignored, though physicists require
invisible “dark” matter to hold galaxies together due to incorrect assumption that
galaxy cores and arms rotate as a single unit. No one wants to admit matter exists in
three orthogonal space-time domains with three light speeds of measured matter.
Instead, it is thought the extra dimensions they require for string theories to work
are curled up at Planck dimensions! What that realy means is unknown. Atom
smasher data were not available to Einstein, Planck Maxwell, and Euler, so they did
not see that three types of matter actually mean there are three light speeds of
twelve particles and nine natural forces. If scientists accepted finite walls of
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accelerating light in scriptures, expanding into infinite space-time, they would
accept them as real dimensions with nine-forces for a true “theory of everything”.

Machu Picchu

Scriptures {Dan 7: Dan 12: Rev 12:} each describe time as either “time” in the void
where ce = ψ/70 m/s; or “times” in Day. Day’s “times” is the union of heaven’s
time and earth’s time, so the union of cs = dee/de = ee = eψ m/s, and earth’s “half-atime” where ct = ψσ/2 = 333ψ m/s. Thus, c2 = cs ∪ ct = σeψ2/2 = 1/4πε0 = 9ρ (m/s)2.
God’s breath of life is the third derivative, (d3/de3) of light, jerking the under
τ-water walls and making photons appear at evening of e-day #3 for heaven, and at
e-day #4 for earth. God’s breath of life is the oxygen of water, made heaven’s
organic vegetable matter from light during the remainder of e-day #3, so Euler’s
ubiquitous identity model’s life. Scriptures say God breathed life into animals and
man, but had much earlier breathed life into τ-water walls, atoms, vegetation DNA,
and angels in heaven. Earth’s matter was thus formed along with life during e-day
#3, made ready to appear at e-day #4. Atomic electron photon-transitions are
quantized at ψ-6 second, and are neutrinos of matter as viewed in God’s space-time.
All of these ideas culminate in man’s fundamental units of measure.
The seven-fundamental {SI-constants} controlled by GCPM physicists include:
second; meter; candela; kilo-gram; Ampere; mole; and 0ᵒ Kelvin kg(m/s)2. Light’s
absolute zero temperature is unreachable since light energy can never be completely
removed from anywhere in Day. Scientists do not recognize that all of these are
based on scripture’s ψ, σ and φ, and σ as man’s number found in three. Newton’s
earth gravity f = ma = Gm1m2/r2, with G = σ/10ψ2; Planck’s quantum of light
E = hυ, with h = σ/10ψ5 J˖s; and light’s luminosity constant, Kcd = σ candela. The
others use the irrational Golden Ratios, ϕ and φ = (1 ±√5)/2, as limits of the
Fibonacci sequence, and God’s five Golden Names in Solomon’s New Jerusalem
Temple, including its five major accessories of Rev 21:10. These constants are the
second; meter; electron volt eV = ϕψ-e Coulomb; and Avogadro’s constant,
NA = φψπ mole-1. With the size of Day at γ = ψe stadia, the first derivative is dγ/dt =
eψe = cs, exactly as derived from measurements taken with atomic colliders. The
same is true for the void and earth velocities of light. This is further proof of their
validity because they come directly from scriptures.
Scriptures are full of 7 and powers of 10, ψ ≡ 107; 7e ≈ 19; 7π ≈ 22; and 70ce ≡ ψm/s. Light’s c = 30ψ m/s would be equal to 210ψ/7 m/s exactly if man’s physical
meter were only reduced by 0.07% to make the distance from our world’s polar
axis to equator as exactly ψ-meters, just as God designed it. Our world’s
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longitudinal circumference is intended to be a unit rod of 4ψ meters, used to
measure Day at ψe light years and galaxies. Solomon’s Menorah posts modeled
the world’s polar axis at 66.6 = σ/10 = 210/π = 7c/ψ inches. Its 22 lamps are
heaven lights for 22ψπ/2, (2.2 trillion) galaxies as seen by Hubble.
Sun-world-moon solar systems in the inner one-quarter of all galaxies consist of
heaven’s eight-dimensional μ-matter, that is 190 = 70e times heavier than earth’s tmatter in spiral arms of our galaxy’s earth. The same scale factors of 5ω and 7e
apply to matter and light speed, but between different space-times. Light enters
earth via the void’s four-dimensional under-τ-water walls of Day in the cores of all
galaxies at 5ω = 120 times less than μ-energy, that is 190 less than τ-energy. This
results in t-matter weight at 190 time less than μ-matter, at 120 less than τ-matter.
Scale factors of 5 and 6 x 21-inches cubit wide Temple walls on earth, compare to
120 and 144-cubit walls at 5 and 6 x 24ψ stadia in galaxies.
Astronomers measure our sun’s motion relative to the opposite arm in the Milky
Way at 666 km/s along the s-space-time axis at the east-end of heaven. Both earthly
matter arm moves radially away from heaven at vs = 333 = σ/2 km/s = ct /ψ. This
same speed is seen in spiral-arms of nearby M33, so all earthly matter in all
galaxies have this drift-rate away from its heaven. Our s-times axis connected to
God’s Ark of the Covenant in our heaven: Rev 11:19 Then God's temple in heaven was
opened, and within his temple was seen the ark of his covenant. Pharaoh’s daughter saved
Moses in a reed-ark. It connected to Moses’ and Noah’s arks on our world.
The flood itself is a parable to describe Satan’s sin which Adam followed, when
God stopped heaven rotations early in e-day #6 to display spectacle barred spiral
galaxies. Animals were transported to and from heaven, and John’s vision used this
axis. Rev 3:12 (12D heaven) the name of the city of my God, the new Jerusalem, which is
coming down out of heaven from my God; Rev 21:2 I saw the Holy City, the new Jerusalem,
coming down out of heaven from God. John 11:33 When Jesus saw her weeping, and the
Jews who had come along with her also weeping, he was deeply moved in spirit and troubled.
"Where have you laid him?" he asked. "Come and see, Lord," they replied. Jesus wept.

Jesus as Christ was remembering when the Father stopped galaxy rotations where
and when Satan’s angels had sinned early in e-day #6.
Jacob saw angels moving in both directions on a stairway so the s-axis is dualdirectional. Gen 28:12 He had a dream in which he saw a stairway resting on the earth,
with its top reaching to heaven, [the Temple stairs or s-axis is dual-directional to its
rooms, so + and -] and the angels of God were ascending and descending on it. Jesus will
return on it: Luke 21:27 At that time they will see the Son of Man coming in a cloud with
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power and great glory. Jesus was brought “out of Egypt” where pyramids might form

ports of spiritual connection to heaven, there being many around the world, so
Noah’s ark was a representation of pyramids for animal-transport at the flood.
Scientists calculate 12 elementary particles from atom smasher data that scriptures
call God’s precious stones. Four particles that make-up tau-matter are 120 ≡ 5ω
times heavier than heaven’s mu-matter, and mu-matter is 190 = 70e times heavier
than earth’s t-matter. Tau-matter is 120x190 = 22,800 ≈ e10 times earth’s t-matter.
The huge range from the heaviest tau-matter top-quark mass at 7.7e7 GeV/c2, to the
lightest earth’s neutrino at 22/ψ GeV/c2 is ψ/5 or 2-million times. This value is just
double of that already seen from scripture’s Ps:90 heaven-to-earth scale. Mass-ratio
of void/earth matter is mτ/mt = 177/0.0077 ≈ 23,000. Mass is inversely related to
light speed via Einstein’s E/m = c2 = ctcs. Void speed of light, ce = ψ/70 (m/s) is
scaled down from heaven’s cs = eψ (m/s), which is scaled down from earth’s ct =
ψσ/2 (m/s) by the same ratios as mass. An e-day = 24ψ = ωψ t-years so 120 = 5ω
and 190 = 70e. The value 70 is found throughout scriptures, Day’s 7th-dimension
of heaven’s s-times. Amazingly, ratios of void-to-heaven light speed and heaven-toearth mass are both 70e, and inversely as 5ω! In thousands-of-Generations: 1 ≤ As ≤
σα/ωψ ≤ 360, a t-year-worth, where As is then an Angel-Generation, and also
heaven’s s-day at 360 s-day/s-year. Angles must see a greater range of light
frequencies than men, and its magnetic phase, so must view light in “stereo”. Large
structures around our world congregate along its magnetic equator, so must have
been built by angels who were created before God made Adam and Eve toward the
end of e-day #6. Most angels obeyed God for a thousand generations = 666,000
t-years. Ex 20:6 showing love to a thousand [ generations] Deut 7:9 his covenant of love to
a thousand generations, 1 Chron 16:15 for a thousand generations, Ps 105:8 He remembers
his covenant for a thousand generations. If God’s e-year is measured in 360 e-days

then a thousand generations is one e-day of 24ψ t-years. This gave Satan and his
angels enough time after being cast from heaven to earth to build stone structures
like the world’s pyramids! All these scientific ratios form the 10-{Trinity fractals}
= {α, γ, e, π, ρ, σ, ϕ, φ, ψ, ω}, tabulated amongst the 25-{Fibonacci} numbers.
Jesus’ birth defines man’s count for time, referenced as Anno Domino. God the
Father does not specifically say when this occurred relative to Adam’s creation, but
Luke 3:23 lists 75 “666-year generations” between Adam and Jesus that were
extracted from the Torah. This adds up to 50α years = 50 s-days. Luke’s apparent
direct father-to-son relationships in this list must have originally meant family-line
generations, rather than direct fathers-to-first-child. The first-born is often used in
scriptures, but just as Benjamin was the last tribe of Israel and was God’s favorite
son, being the human father of Jesus, so this list of favored men need not have been
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first-born, so typically a grandfather-to-grandson measures. Luke used scribes’
original Torah texts to say John the Baptist, preaching in the desert, to be the son of
Zechariah. Luke 3:2 the word of God came to John son of Zechariah in the desert. Luke
knew God’s generation is 666 years, so included Zechariah’s children, but later
translators added children-names to explain the time between the Old Testament
book of Zechariah and New Testament book of Luke, where this is presented.
Translators still change scriptures: the EHV falsely switches “land” back to “earth”
in Gen 1:10, and denies in Gen 3:21 that God changed Adam’s entire skin, saying that
only animal skin replaced fig leaves. This implies our skin is imperishable, but God
says our body must die so our forgiven souls can be provided with new flesh,
capable of existing in heaven’s environments. Such changes in scriptures that alter
God’s laws are forbidden by Matt 5:17 "Do not think that I have come to abolish the Law
or the Prophets; I have not come to abolish them but to fulfill them. I tell you the truth, until
heaven and earth disappear, not the smallest letter, not the least stroke of a pen, will by any
means disappear from the Law until everything is accomplished. Luke 16:17 It is easier for
heaven and earth to disappear than for the least stroke of a pen to drop out of the Law.
Prophet Jeremiah 8:8 (in 8-dimensions!) chastised Judah many years prior to their
exile to Babylon. "'How can you say, "We are wise, for we have the law of the LORD,"
when actually the lying pen of the scribes has handled it falsely?

The Lord said scribes unwisely interpreted original laws, but did not specify which
laws. God apparently wanted to chastise all men until the 3rd and 4th Generations
passed. It is assumed herein that scribes used Gen 1:1 In the beginning God created the
heavens and the earth. (P) of the Torah to incorrectly interpret original creationsequence physical laws in Gen 1:9-13. They inserted false ideas of “day”, “times”,
and “earth” backward into this chronology, saying God’s day is an image of our
day, and calling our “land” to be “earth” and our “sky” to be “heaven”. The
heavenly matter God created on the second e-day and gathered to make visible on
the third e-day is not “earth”, but only “land” in heavens throughout Day, because
God formed earth’s stars during the third e-day, and made them visible on the
fourth e-day. This error still exists today, also seen in most Christian texts
transcribed literally from the error in the Torah. For example, The King James
Version says: Gen 1:9-10 “And God said, Let the waters under the heaven be gathered
together unto one place, and let the dry land appear: and it was so. And God called the dry
land earth” (KJV). The Catholic New Jerusalem Bible says: “God said, 'Let there be a
vault through the middle of the waters to divide the waters in two”, and “God called the dry
land 'earth' and the mass of waters 'seas'.” (NJB). Users of the NJB name their

communion services “mass”. The NIV translators finally fixed this error in AD
2000 by saying dry ground appeared called land. And seed-bearing vegetation
appeared on heaven’s lands, able to reproduce themselves. Gen 1:10 God called the
dry ground "land," and the gathered waters he called "seas." And God saw that it was good.
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Then God said, "Let the land [of worlds] produce vegetation: seed-bearing plants and trees
on the land that bear fruit with seed in it, according to their various kinds. Earth matter
also formed during e-day #3, and then became visible on e-day #4 with a jerk. Gen
1:15 and let them be lights in the expanse of the sky to give light on the earth [and all its
worlds]." And it was so... 19 And there was evening, and there was morning — the fourth
day. Stars lit up all of earth, used in the sixth e-day for time-reference for Satan’s

angels and men. Earth’s life-forms were added in e-days #5-#6. Walls ended at
5x24 = 120 meter-1 under, and 6x24 = 144 stadia-above.
The Torah also contains scribe’s false definitions of generations in Gen 5. Luke’s
gospel follows these errors in the KJV and NJB. In Torah-Gen 5, the age-sum [App I]
of nine men from Adam to Noah is 7625 years, listed again in 1 Chron 1:1 Adam
[930]: Seth [912], Enosh [905], Kenan [910], Mahalalel [895], Jared [962], Enoch
[365], Methuselah [969], Lamech [777], [=7625], then Noah [950] {P}. After Noah was
500 years old, he became the father of Shem, Ham and Japheth {NIV}. Gen 7:6 Noah was six
hundred years old when the floodwaters came on the earth. If each of these nine men

were not the “first-born” but a later son, all generations would average 666 years.
Noah and his children and their wives were then a 7000-year remnant of believers.
Gen 5:30 After Noah was born; Lamech [his father] lived 595 years and had other sons and
daughters. Altogether, Lamech lived 777 years, and then he died. Working backward from
the flood, Lamech died five years earlier, having many children. God then reset
man’s life-time to 120 years: Gen 6:3 Then the LORD said, "My Spirit will not contend
with man forever, for he is mortal; his days will be a hundred and twenty years.". God said
again that man’s skin is mortal, having lost its original design and limited to 1000
years for Adam, then to 120 years after the flood. Saying “floodwaters came on the
earth”, no on our world which implies our sun-world in earth passed through a
water nebula as the galaxy’s arm drifted away from heaven. The flood occurred on
all planets, explaining ice rings around Saturn and Uranus, and vestiges of water
seen on Mars. Man’s new generation is 2/3 x 120 = σt = 84 years, but God’s
σ = 666-Generation still applies, so 7000 years to Noah, and 7600 to the flood, thus
444 (Jesus?) centuries ago! If, however, Luke 3:23 is taken literally as stated falsely
in the Torah - Gen 5, Noah’s 10th generation would start only 1056 years after
Adam’s creation, and the flood 600 years later in 1656. This period is way too short
for men to populate our world and sin sufficiently for God to already remove men
and animal-life with a flood. After the flood and death of Noah, man’s generation
became 84 years: Ps 90:10 The length of our days is seventy years — or eighty, if we have
the strength. The new 84-year-generation is too short for God to use in counting
space-time, so God’s 666-year Generation switched from named family-ages to just
a fixed average 666-year period, still valid today.
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A 50-earthly-year t-Jubilee is defined in Leveticus 25:11 to be a time when land was
returned to its original owner, and that land then belonged to the high priest. Preflood generations spanned a man’s entire life, not just the period to his first child, so
multiple sons and daughters are always included in a man’s Generation. Luke’s list
of 75-666-year generations after the flood form a heavenly s-Jubilee where 75 x
666 = 50,000 earthly t-years = 50 heavenly s-days from Adam to Jesus. Jesus’ 50heavenly s-day Jubilee was then our high priest bringing men, not land, “back” to
his Father, who was Adam’s original “owner”. This was the Jubilee’s true purpose.
Questioning scriptures that disagree with our logic does not alone justify blaming
scribes for translation errors in Gen 1:10, Gen:5, and later errors in Luke 3:23, but
correct use of space-time and 666-year based generations, resolves all scriptural vs
scientific quandaries. Texts referred to Zechariah as the father of John, but later
translators imply John’s father was a later son, so 75 generations listed in the Torah
appear to say sons were always direct, not family-based. Prophet Jerimiah predicted
Judah’s Babylon captivity, Zechariah predicted Jesus coming to our world, and both
are linked to John the Baptist seeing Jesus from his mother’s womb. Luke 1:41 When
Elizabeth heard Mary's greeting, the baby leaped in her womb. These fixes may not justify
blaming scribes for these errors, but they truly result in Noah being a 7000-year
remnant; in a 666-year generation between the old and new testaments; and a 50
heavenly-year Jubilee for Jesus. Together with the error in Gen 1:10, where scribes
call “land” to be “earth” ARE all convincing fixes.
The year AD 2000 = 3σ recently passed, so God’s anger at men for killing his son
is waning, to be further reduced by AD 2666 = 4σ. This is seen in today’s rapid
increase in our insights into space-time and life. John 1:14 (2x7) The Word became
flesh and made his dwelling among us. We have seen his glory, the glory of the One and
Only, who came from the Father, full of grace and truth. Rev 1:8 (8D) "I am the Alpha and
the Omega," says the Lord God, "who is, and who was, and who is to come, the Almighty."

The Trinity are One Almighty God; the Father is Alpha, a = Λ = 1, the Son Omega,
Ω = ω = 24, the beginning and end of each creation day. Letters in the Greek and
English alphabets form a day-cycle with a = Λ = 0 and z = Ω = 24. Scriptures
provide triplets in the 21-state (7m x 7n) physics-matrix of derivatives of light,
Isa 9:6 And he will be called Wonderful Counselor, Mighty God, Everlasting Father, Prince
of Peace. These four descriptors model the Father (Wonderful Counselor and Alpha

as 111); His Son-Christ (Mighty God and Omega as 222) jerking Day at end of
e-day #2; proceeding to our world as the Spirit-Lord (Everlasting Father as 333 =
σ/2); and as Jesus the Word-Son, (Prince of Peace as 444). Then angels in heaven
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are (555) with the Fibonacci sequence of life based on the golden ratio of 5; fallen
angels and sinful men in earth created in e-day #6, (666). The Holy Trinity’s
number finishes the triplets as (777). God asks for man’s patience for one eternal esecond, being 2,777 t-years or 111 years longer than 4σ Generations at the end of
Trinity-anger after 4-Generations.
Each person develops their paradigm over life-long experiences and education, to
analyze scripture’s words and science’s math models. Similar paradigms produce
similar analyses and conclusions, so those with common paradigms join to increase
common wisdom. Prior generations taught us the view that all space and time in
the universe consist of our four dimensions, ignoring eight invisible dimensions that
both scriptures and scientific theories agree must exist. Rom 1:20 (5ω) For since the
creation of the world God's invisible qualities-his eternal power and divine nature-have been
clearly seen, being understood from what has been made, so that men are without excuse.
See App G for a different form of Rom 1:20 in the EHV. The paradigm herein

redirects conclusions from man’s restricted four-dimensional ideas into a single
twelve-dimensional, Trinity-Based, solid foundation of the reality of the universe.
Scientists seek their own reality based on a “Theory of Everything” by specifically
excluding any reference to scriptures’ clear explanations of precious stones and
fractals that match their 12 elementary particles. They concoct a continual supply of
invisible energy and forces to sustain universe expansion from unknown sources
that require dark matter, possessing magical gravitational and gluon properties to
hold matter within galaxies. Scriptures explain these extremely widely separated
forces in Day together as dual-wall accelerations created by God’s supply of energy
from the void of Night. Monumental assumptions have been proposed in these
human-based Big Bang space-time and Darwin life-evolution paradigms to resolve
countless, major paradoxes. God often describes invisible matter in scriptures that
exists in orthogonal space-times, but His invisible matter will never be “found” via
science by men from within the finite bounds of Day’s closed system of Genesis.
If bounded, there is no way to determine what is outside. Their theories require we
live in an infinite space-time universe of light that allows matter to collapse to
infinity as gravity grows without bound. Men admit matter has quantized size limits
postulated by Planck and proven in quantum mechanics, but do not associate them
with God’s walls in space. To find walls requires God’s “exterior” view from
outside Day. Paul noted during a visit to scientifically oriented Athens, saying;
Acts 17:23 I even found an altar with this inscription: TO AN UNKNOWN GOD. Now what
you worship as something unknown I am going to proclaim to you. The Christian
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Paradigm herein provides a current update to this statement, written 3σ years later
so outside God’s deepest period of wrath up to AD 2000. Imagine AD-2,666!
Theologians also follow Third-Generation parents who joined into congregations
and synods to read and use scriptures to interpret itself. They too passed similarly
incorrect scientific concepts of Day to us all. Corrections to the scribe’s errors of
Gen 1:10 are found in the NIV, and correcting the length of generation in Gen 5 and
Luke 3:5 are found here. Fixing errors in interpretation of scriptures remove ALL
differences between scientific data and the Word. Today many theologians falsely
claim a day always means our world’s 24-hour rotation; the infinite universe has
only one space-time and speed of light; and Genesis’ “heaven and earth” only
describe our world’s local sky and ground. The words “world” and “earth” become
synonymous, just as introduced by scribes, and imply everything was initially void,
not just earth, to allow our earthly world to be included immediately in God’s
definition of heaven and earth. This approach reduces heaven and earth to only
explain our solar system! This is NOT God’s intent for these two expansive words
when viewed today in the context of 2.2 trillion galaxies seen with our telescopes,
each containing their own heavens and earths, most beyond photon travel-time.
The hardest physical concepts man encounters are how to explain the relationship
between space and time. We live in space, and through time. Trinity God explains
how he created eight-dimensional Day in which we exist in his twelve-dimensional
void, four visible in earth and four invisibles in orthogonal heaven. Einstein
recognized our four dimensions as a single, tightly coupled set. Objects move
through our three-space t-dimensions as our one t-time progresses forward, never
backward, so is a mono-directional velocity of t-distance over t-time that men call
the “arrow of time”. God calls it his “half-a-time” to distinguish it from heaven’s
plural “s-times” with dual quality. Duality could indicate either motion forward and
backward along each of seven space axes, or that s-time is combined with t-time to
form a single c2 = csct in Day. Space is light and time is required to allow light to
“move” so time must change simultaneously with space, apparently along the single
s-dimension. Space is 10-dimensional, time is 3-dimensional, but one set overlaps
and couples them as orthogonal to other spaces and times. No one seems to be able
to explain this logically with our earth-limited, human insights.
Space is calibrated by looking at fixed rulers on our world, up to the circumference
of the world at 4ψ meters itself, and then we must look to stars for larger sizes. Star
motions provide a calibration for time, as stated in Gen 1:14 let them serve as signs to
mark seasons and days and years. Any given body of matter must use time-change to
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affect a space-change, so neither can change unless both change simultaneously,
ergo the seventh s-axis. Angels can move “back and forth” in s-time, as Satan said
in Job 1:6, and Jesus in John 1:50. Ezekiel had a vision of a four-faced cherubim that
did not need to turn its head to see where it was going along four e-space-time axes.
Space-time changes occur slowly or quickly in any given space-time set, both
extending as far inward to smaller-faster distance-time as outward to larger-slower.
Our light year that is God’s stadia at ρ = 10±16 meters exists in both directions
relative to man (and angels), from atomic elements toward the smaller, and up to
galaxies and larger to all of Day. Measuring locations in space depend on the
coordinate set in which it is measured, and time is not a fixed universal constant in
any set so must be adjusted if objects move relatively through space. Only God’s
three ratios between space and time in Day we call “speeds” or derivatives, are
constants in their own dimensional set. Light speed is not like the physical motion
of a physical entity, since photons are mass-less energy, limited to stay inside Day’s
walls, and photon motion is not mandatory to make images “visible”. Photon speed
is merely phase shift of light, and different depending on frequency since it is easy
to spread out frequencies with a prism via a simple change of light speed such as
between glass and air or between water and air.
Images beyond a limiting distance, dl, from an observer are not seen via emitted
photon travel at all, but are “part” of created light that just appeared throughout Day
from void-energy on e-day #3 when Day was 1 meter, and from earth matter visible
on e-day #4, 720 million years ago when Day was 1011 stadia. Closer images have
been overlaid with new photon images that travel at various speeds in each spacetime set. Each eternal creation e-day is 24ψ = ωψ = 240,000,000 t-years. An e-day
is seen as spiral arms of earth’s matter, ejected over each one-third revolution of
every galaxy’s heavenly core. Our solar system drifted away during the fourth to
sixth e-days, each being a noticeable geologic era called Pre-Cambrian, Paleozoic
and Mesozoic. These values were known to angels who used them as the estimated
number of stones in their construction of the Great and Bent Pyramids, built long
before God created Adam and Eve late in e-day #6. Assuming angles were created
early in the sixth e-day, and Satan and his followers sinned soon after that day, then
God stopped heaven’s rotation at that time, allowing earthly matter to drift directly
away to form its barred spiral-arm structure during e-day #6. To compound this,
men live in different time zones than angels in orthogonal heaven. Col 1:16 For by
him all things were created: things in heaven and on earth, visible and invisible. GPS
satellites move fast enough around our world that their clock-motion must be
adjusted for time-dilation relative to user’s clocks on the ground. Time differences
compound our lack of knowing exactly when anything happens in Day.
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Man is an image of God and angels, Gen 1:27 So God created man in his own image, in
the image of God he created him; male and female he created them. And then: Isa 55:9 "As
the heavens are higher than the earth, so are my ways higher than your ways and my
thoughts than your thoughts. So, nothing about God is an image of man nor angels.

God’s Day and Night are NOT images of either heaven’s space-“times”, nor of our
world’s space-“half-a-day and half-a-night” time. The void’s “time” is eternal and
God can move “forward” and “backward” along all 12 or more axes in eternal
“space” and eternal “time”. Heaven’s “times” is also dual dimensional and dualdirectional so apparently angels can also move slower or faster than men, and
backward and forward in times, modeled by angels ascending and descending on
Jacob’s stairway. Our mono-directional “half-a-time” is half lighted-time and half
dark-time and men can only move forward. God calls both space AND time “day”,
while man’s day only measures half-a-time. God’s clock is not man’s clock, so 24
of God’s e-times are 240 million of our world’s t-years.
The natural logarithm of Daylight was created in one e-day, so 24ψ t-years. At the
end of the first e-day the above wall became a handbreadth of 24-cubits thick, but
no under wall existed at morning of e-day #1. The inner side of the above wall
reached to the point where matter exists at ψ-2.5 = 10-17.5 meter = 10-3 x 10-16 = ψ-e
stadia at morning e-day #1. The design of matter occurred during the second e-day,
so after this first e-day, both walls began to separate equally inwardly and
outwardly from their position half way or ψ±e/2 stadia in both directions. This may
be confusing, but relative to ψe in stadia, the size of ψ-e in cubits is negligible so
ignorable. Thus, the size of Day at the beginning of e-day #3 relative to man is
infinitesimal, consisting of only an atom, ready to become visible as matter. Only
heaven grew to the size of galactic cores at 12,000 stadia per e-day during e-day #3,
including s-vegetation-life.
Thus, during e-day #2 sky was filled inwardly with “construction” materials of pure
invisible light energy as pre-formed matter. The expanse in the larger-slower
direction continued during e-day #2 as referenced to men and angel sizes. This full
e-day #2 shrank the under-wall from the first day’s above-wall to form a vault of
sky between them. Light energy was enclosed by above and under walls at the end
of two e-days. The only physical forces available to contain light inside the walls
had to come from wall accelerations. God’s breath of life converted invisible light
into precious stones of matter in sky (gas), seas (liquid), and land (solid), but not
seen until being turned “on” at evening of e-day #3 to produce new photon quanta.
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All derivatives of light are light, providing these balancing acceleration-forces that
add to zero to make Day-space stable in void-space. Mass “appears” to generate
gravity since larger amounts of mass produce more gluon forces at the under wall
that are balanced by more gravity forces toward the above-wall. God maintains
these balanced acceleration forces today to form science’s gravitons and gluons.
Scientist do not know where either of these forces come from, explaining gravity as
emanating from matter by “warping” space-time. This is opposite to scripture’s true
“cause and effect”. Matter does not fall into black holes at galactic centers, rather
flows outward from void-under wall energy, as science’s dark energy.
Science attempts to describe all forces in Day as boson-particles, similar to mass
particles that appear in atom-smashers. This requires that nuclear-force bosons, and
the boson that converts energy into matter, had to be formed first in their big
explosion. How they got inside an infinitely small amount of “mass” is a deeper
mystery than that mass exploding from nothing at an unknown time. What formed a
single particle that magically converted immense energy into an explosion, then had
the foresight to contain bosons that could convert explosion-energy back to matter?
Men call this circular-reasoning force a “God particle”!
At the beginning of e-day #3, God used his breath-of-life and the under τ-water
surface to make matter appear. This assumes the deep void has one place where
God was located when light was formed. Gen 1:9 And God said, "Let the water under
the sky be gathered to one place, and let dry ground appear." Gathering to one place is
where an atom-egg of water was formed as the under-water wall collapsed at the
morning (end) of e-day #2. All matter appeared at every point in space-time inside,
its wall, forming Day. All of heaven’s matter must have been fully designed and
distributed throughout the light of Day during e-day #2. It all became visible
photons where we see them today, without any need to “transition” from any
location to every other location in Day. This light contained matter that was
designed but not yet “alive” so not producing its own visible light. This invisible
matter must have been in galaxies and “left behind” in space, so when the time was
right at the evening of e-day #3, it could appear by coming “alive’ with a jerk of its
wall. Men look for a “Higgs” boson particle to accomplish this miracle, and we
must look elsewhere in scriptures to understand this mystery. This egg was like a
seed of Day, fully designed to appear as heaven’s land.
Every “place” described here was a “drop” of under-water that became one solar
system in all heavens in all galaxies. Hubble images imply there are as many as ψω/2
= 1084 stars, (ω = 24) like our sun, in ψπ/2 galaxies designed during e-day #2. Dry
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ground and water just appeared as God turned matter “on” to produce new light
photons, visible as images throughout s-space. Since matter’s mc2 = 9ρ, this
occurred due to a 40-day jerk of 9ρ m2/s2. This explains why scalar units switch at
ψ0 = 1 from 1-meter to 1-stadium. We see the entire history of God’s six creation
e-days in every galaxy, regardless of distance from us. Very distant images are
seen just as created, while closer images are seen as GRBs that produced new-light
on e-day #6 at multi-stadia distances. Matter exists in the range of ψ±2.5 meters, then
stadia, so this was where God created it by the end of e-day #2, half-way
(logarithmically) to the walls. God made earth’s matter appear on e-day #4,
increasing through these last three e-days to form galactic arms. Today earth’s
space-time is separated from heaven by a gap that increases as Day accelerates
inwardly and outwardly in eight-dimensions. These conclusions come from man’s
scientific data, not their theories.
Water was gathered to one place where the under-water wall had collapsed to form
heaven’s sky during e-day #2. This water was an under-wall to the void of Night,
where all ground and sea matter appeared inside at evening of e-day #3. The oneplace described here had to be everywhere throughout Day’s 7-space, dual-times
dimensions since that was during the growth of a single atom of water made from
precious stones at ψ-35-cubits to one atom at ψ-2.5-meter diameter at morning
e-day #1. All of heaven’s s-matter in the form of God’s 12-precious stones
appeared at under-voids at the cores of all galaxies, exactly where they were seen
on the third e-day and still seen Today in God’s 7th e-day. Every atom made of
God’s precious-stone “elements” contains the under-wall gluon acceleration forces
to keep matter inside Day, separated from the void. "And it was so. God called the dry
ground "land" and the gathered waters he called "seas". Then God said, "Let the land
[incorrectly “earth” in scribe-based texts] produce vegetation: seed-bearing plants and
trees on the land that bear fruit with seed in it, according to their various kinds. And it was
so. The land [switched back to “earth” in the (EHV) as taken from the (KJV)] produced
vegetation: plants bearing seed according to their kinds and trees bearing fruit with seed in it
according to their kinds. And God saw that it was good. And there was evening, and there
was morning — the third day. (NIV) These words negate man’s “evolution theories”.

According to the NIV, this land and sea only existed as worlds in heaven since
earth’s vegetation and animal life did not form until e-days #5 and #6. Here too the
word “earth” is substituted for the correct word “world” by scribes, condemned by
Jeremiah, who said the Lord saw these as serious errors, causing foreigners to
destroy the temple to hide Day’s design from men, and take Judah and their temple
items into Babylonian captivity, as displayed in Rome’s forum.
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God is divulging these errors to us after Jesus’
crucifixion as anger is relaxing unto the third,
AD-2,000 or fourth, AD-2,666 Generations, or
even 1 e-second, AD-2,777. God called Jeremiah
to be a prophet to Judah prior to their exile to
Babylon even before Jesus came here. Jer 1:1
The words of Jeremiah son of Hilkiah, one of the
priests at Anathoth in the territory of Benjamin. The
word of the LORD came to him in the thirteenth year
of the reign of Josiah,… down to the fifth month of
the eleventh year of Zedekiah son of Josiah king of
Judah, when the people of Jerusalem went into exile.

Jerimiah came from the tribe of Benjamin, as did Jesus, to condemn Judah for their
sins. The verse numbering system must actually be a part of their inspiration, since
it is often seen that there is a direct relationship of verse numbers to embedded
information, here 111, and such as Gen 3:16 → π, and Rom 1:20 → 5ω. Other
references to scribes explain who they were, as in 2 Chron 34:13 Some of the Levites
were secretaries, scribes and doorkeepers. and 1 Chron 2:54 Manahathites, the Zorites, and
the clans of scribes who lived at Jabez… Other false interpretations by later translators,
such as in Luke 3:23, add to this major error in measuring time, but Jesus does not
mention scribes later like he does law-based errors by Pharisees, such as Luke 11:42
"Woe to you Pharisees, and in Acts 23:7 When he said this, a dispute broke out between the
Pharisees and the Sadducees, and the assembly was divided. (The Sadducees say that there is
no resurrection, and that there are neither angels nor spirits, but the Pharisees acknowledge
them all.) Pharisee spiritual errors in the NT exceed scribe physics-errors in the OT.

NIV translators originally used the word “expanse” to describe “sky” but changed it
to “vault” in their first major update in 2011, and the NJB bible also uses “vault”.
Expanse implies only the above and under walls are made of tau-water, whereas a
vault implies there is also internal tau-structure inside Day, which better matches its
observation in atom smashers, and to form internal connections observed between
galaxies designed during this e-day. The King James bible translates this expanse as
“firmament in the midst of the waters that divided it into above and under water”, and then
Gen 1:8 And God called the firmament Heaven. (KJV) – not sky, confirming that Day
contains 8-Demensional worlds that were in heaven and not in earth until e-day #4.
The firmament vault started at the above water wall and “deflated” over the second
e-day to form the under wall. God designed matter in the sky of heaven between
these walls as they formed during e-day #2, producing all 118 elements in all
galaxies in Day. Transparent gold as light contains 118 neutrons. Matter was then
ready to be “turned on” in e-day #3 to appear visible throughout Day without any
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need for “time” to pass. As it was being turned-on at evening of e-day #3, atom
images transitioned from “created-images to photon-light” images.
Today living photon-images are also left behind to then become visible to everyone
“nearby” as time passes. These concepts arise purely from application of current
scientific data to logical interpretations of God’s words. This “appearance” may be
similar to old cloud chambers that form 3D tracks of nuclear decay in saturated
vapor in an instant when the container wall is jerked outwardly to reduce pressure
inside and condense vapor on the ionized air. God accelerates Day’s walls to
produce its forces, so first jerked it outwardly to generate forces, and also to make
matter appear. This process also occurred after God added earth in e-day #3 to
appear on e-day #4, and the ensuing three e-days. We see entire galaxies today
from any distance. Today, new photon bursts of energy appear one-by-one as GRBs
when their distances to us achieves a distance limit of dl = ctl, transitioning images
from “created” light to “new” light during e-day #6. These processes are not
detailed in scriptures so are extracted from logical deduction in our Christian
Paradigm. The space-of-Day is orthogonal to time-of-Day, so time did not need to
“proceed” after matter appears in order to form images elsewhere in Day. All
images existed throughout Day, so are there to be viewed by anyone at any location.
This process continues to occur today as new images from stellar matter “appear”
differently throughout Day as they exist in space, as time passes. All images must
be “left behind” in each coordinate system’s space as time moves on. Every person
sees them differently depending on their location and their distance to each image.
This is why God (and angels?) can move backward in s-t-times to see prior events,
as stated in scriptures. Astronomers indirectly measure distances to images today,
by observing variable stars in galaxies whose brightness seem to relate directly to
their oscillation period, thus being the same for all. Their brightness then indicates
relative distance. Our view of Day is unique to our position in Day, and does not
depend on clocks in earth or heaven. Dimmer images are not older, as their
brightness only depends on distance because all were visible at the end of creation
in morning e-day #6, new if not too distant for photons to arrive at an observer.
The scribe’s error led men astray to believe the word “land” was called earth, so
created along with heavens on the third e-day. The vegetation described here would
then apply to our world, but this was described in e-day #5. Men called our world as
equal to God’s earth, but Moses explains separate creation of earth and our world’s
mountains on the fourth e-day. Psalm 90: “Lord, you have been our dwelling place
throughout all generations. Before the mountains were born or you brought forth the earth
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and the world, from everlasting to everlasting you are God. The “world” is in “earth”
and made of earth’s matter, so they are NOT equal. Jews and Christians who use
the Torah, KJV and NJB, must eventually fix this error as the NIV did. Christians
of Rom 1:20 (5ω) are said to be “without excuse” if they miss truths that God’s day is
not man’s day and earth did not “appear” until e-day #4. Heaven’s gravity only
holds matter out to 12,000 stadia (light years in Rev 21), so earth’s matter appeared
on e-day #4 and then drifted directly away from heaven to form spiral galaxies over
the next three e-days. Satan sinned in e-day #6 and caused God to stop heaven’s
rotation to form a bar in those galaxies during this linear outward drift. Jesus thus
prepared a place for sinful men further away from heaven: John 14:2 “In my Father's
house are many rooms; if it were not so, I would have told you. I am going there to prepare a
place for you. And if I go and prepare a place for you, I will come back and take you to be
with me that you also may be where I am. You know the way to the place where I am going."

the way is spelled out in God’s many words regarding faith in Jesus at death, and
the spirit-transition to heaven in a flash as a mystery (1 Cor 15:51).
Three verses in scriptures; Dan 7(s), Dan 12(e), and Rev 12(e) each call our t-day-time
only “half-a-time” consisting of twelve mono-directional t-hours of day and twelve
of night. Heaven’s s-times consists of twenty-four dual-dimensions of both a spacelike dimension AND a time-like dimension, linked together to allow space to move
in both directions of s-space and s-time in Day. John 1:50 Jesus said, "You believe
because I told you I saw you [previous] under the fig tree. You shall see [later] greater
things than that." He then added, "I tell you the truth, you shall see heaven open, and the
angels of God ascending [upward-forward] and descending [downward-backward] on
the Son of Man." Angels must move along all seven space axes in Day’s two time-

lines. Men cannot comprehend this, but scriptures imply logarithmic, multidirectional, rapid travel through space-time in Day. John 20:26 A week later his
disciples were in the house again, and Thomas was with them. Though the doors were locked,
Jesus came and stood among them. Angels are able to switch between s-time and

t-time, thereby exist in both heaven and earth portions of Day. Jesus resided in
human matter until he ascended into heaven, moving from earthly into heavenly,
angelic matter. Acts 1:9 After he said this, he was taken up before their very eyes, and a
cloud hid him from their sight. Elijah follow this same process: 2 Kings 2:11 As they were
walking along and talking together, suddenly a chariot of fire and horses of fire appeared
and separated the two of them, [from Elisha] and Elijah went up to heaven in a whirlwind.
Elijah joined Moses: Mark 9:4 And there appeared before them Elijah and Moses, who
were talking with Jesus.

Generic Measurement Units
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Scriptures measure all of God’s 12-Dension coordinates with the same units of
days, cubits, stadia, handbreadths and remnants, for space and time. Each axis uses
a scaling factor relative to our Metric and English space-time units. These units
accommodate Day’s continuous space-expansion into the void, so their unit values
grow with time. Moses’ original cubit grew by a handbreadth when used much
later to measure Solomon’s Temple. An eternal day of 24 e-times is one revolution
of the heavenly portion of every galaxy, so setting ψ ≡ 107 t-years, is 24ψ t-years
long. One e-days’ worth of above wall thickness is 24 e-cubits because six e-days
ended up as 144 e-cubits, Rev 21. The under wall expanded at the same rate over
five e-days, so is 120 inverse space-cubits wide. Men exist midway to both walls.
An e-second is 24ψ/86,400 e-second/e-day = 2,777 = 4σ + 111 t-years.
The 144 e-cubit wall size of Day is clearly a scaled-up version of the 20-inch cubit
used by Moses, and the expanded long-cubit of 21-inches used by Solomon. Ezek
40:5 I saw a wall completely surrounding the temple area. The length of the measuring rod
in the man's hand was six long cubits, each of which was a cubit and a handbreadth. He
measured the wall; it was one measuring rod thick and one rod high. Temple walls

account for expansion of Day over six e-days. Solomon’s long 21-inch cubit is 5%
larger than God’s original created cubit, so all handbreadths Today represent a 5%
expansion of Day since e-day#2. Five is intrinsic in all our world’s life as seen in
the Fibonacci sequence. 2 Chron 3:3 The foundation Solomon laid for building the
temple of God was sixty cubits long and twenty cubits wide (using the cubit of the old
standard), that was Moses’ 20-inch cubit. A long cubit of 21-inches adds a 1-inch

expansion handbreadth to represent the expansion of Day over five e-days.
Solomon’s Temple (the central section) models the heaven-portion of Day, while
the rooms with walls at 5 cubits represent the under (the earth portion) wall of Day.
The radius of Day relative to man is 10±35 meters or ψ±e = 10±19 stadia. A typical
galaxy is ψe meters. The diameter of Day in ten space dimensions from the above to
under wall is 1070 = ψ10 meters, measures from within any galaxy. Hubble analyses
estimate about 22x1011 = 22ψπ/2 galaxies, having 1084 = ψ12 = ψω/2 stars. Heaven’s
s-day has 24 bi-directional s-hours, each 10±3 = α±1 t-years, the negative exponent
for smaller, faster distances and times than man, the positive for larger and slower.
Its s-space-to-s-time ratio is light speed to the void; cs = dψe/ds ⁓ eψ m/sec.
Science agrees the “known” universe is filled with Cosmic Microwave Background
(CMB) radiation, considered to be left-over energy from a big explosion, but God
said “let there be light” and called it Day. It forms a dodecahedral spectrum
throughout space and time in four-dimensions, and some analysts say it reflects off
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12-D walls surrounding this light. Not being “allowed” to use scriptures, they have
no idea where to find them or why they exist. Science also claims there must be 10space dimensions for their string theories to work, but again, don’t know where
they exist either. The best they can do is assume they are “curled up???” at the
Planck length. Yikes! What about in the larger direction? Einstein introduced the
concept that time is just another 4th dimension that interacts as a single entity with
the 3 space dimensions we know, thus the 11th dimension in their 10-string theory
space. If the universe is actually “seen” to act as if it has 12 dimensions, why stop at
11 when they know it should be 12? The reason is that science does not “know”
how to imagine another time dimension (s-heaven) that actually exists, separate
from the t-time-line in which we are prisoners!
As an object moves in s-space-time, it has an s-speed that determines changes in
s-space over an s-time period at vi = dsi/ds, i = 1-7, so all 8-Demensions are coupled.
To measure the speed at which an object moves in space requires all 8-D’s must
alter. No one can really see how this works, but Einstein’s time-dilation equation
converts between t-coordinates in different time zones, actually employed in the
GPS system software program where satellites travel in different space-time zones
than their ground receivers. Scientists say space-time is warped by
gravity in an attempt to explain God’s actual acceleration of Day’s
space-time walls. How mass warps space is completely unknown, so
man’s explanation of gravity has a completely unknown source. Men just say it
“exists”. God says he created it by accelerating light into the void since light’s
acceleration, dc/dt = det/dt = et, IS that light when God said “let there be…”
Science’s age of Day after matter was “created” via a Higg’s boson, is much larger
than scriptures’ ψ6 = 1042 years, but the size is much smaller than ψ5 = 1035 meters.
Yet they believe space itself is infinite! As a result, the distance to the “edge” of our
visible space is not known by scientists. The new Webb space telescope was
designed to “look back further” in time, but scientists do not know that God put a
transparent wall above, and we already see through it into Night via Hubble. They
will look further by moving towards the red-end of the spectrum, longer wave
length light that passes through space dust. This will certainly improve visibility,
along with 6.25 times the area of Hubble, but we already see through God’s walls
into Night that surrounds Day. Scientists say they want to see space before the big
explosion, but how could that even exist? They agree matter IS light energy as in
atomic bombs using m = E/c2, but do not realize there is another space-time in Day
as c2 = ctcs and another space-time beyond in the void. They look for dark energy
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and dark flow that actually come from these space-times, but will not find these
orthogonal dimensions with man’s feeble eyes made for Adam after his sin.
Matter exists logarithmically relative to man “half-way” at ψ±2.5 meter along tendimensions to orthogonal walls in three sets of space-times at ψ±5 meters in both
directions, larger-slower and smaller-faster. Heaven’s matter appeared at the start
of e-day #3, Earth’s matter at the start of e-day #4. Einstein’s entropy equation
E = mc2 also applies to God’s void where Ee = mece2 = mectcs. Entropy may be
expanded into a vector cross product using a unit external mass, me = 1, prior to
entering Day as Ee = ce x cs x ct. This vector cross product in Night requires each
time-axis be “orthogonal” to the other two, making e-space and s-space invisible
from within t-space, the same as looking up does not allow seeing the other two
axes in the horizontal plane. Each time-axis is associated with a triplet of
{3-space-axes} for Day and Night, grouped as e-{f, g, h}, s-{s, u, v, w}, t-{x, y, z}.
In set notation {e} = {s ∪ t} so Day is orthogonal to Night. Einstein uncovered the
tight coupling which allows space to change with time, represented as the dynamic
7th s-space-time axis resulting in ten space-dimensions, not nine. S-time is
duplicated in heaven’s space group as {s, u, v, w}; e and t-times remain log-linear,
but orthogonal with the single s-space-time dimension.
This scientific concept could not exist, except for its discovery in scriptures twelve
dimensions instead of ten space and three time as being thirteen states. The
abundance of 12 demands that two of these are combined, and the fact that lifematter moves in space allows the conclusion that heaven’s time and its space are
coupled as a unique “life-form”. Only an extraordinary I AM could have designed
this extraordinary condition, thus excluding man’s “nature” as simply existing.
Einstein did not expand his equation into this tri-dimensional form, nor anyone else
at this time, since no one accepts Genesis’ bi-directional accelerations of a finite
galactic wall, and nuclear walls inside atoms, into the void. Three equations are
needed, but science only accepts one light speed and one gravity that emanates from
matter, to apply them somehow to all matter, including unknown dark-matter and
dark-energy. Scientists struggle to explain dark-energy, and never will without an
infinite, third space-time-void which contains pure energy and a pre-existing I AM
Creator. Evolution is a panacea to “explain” all life, starting with matter itself.
Light entering Day - God’s Temple - from Night
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Three orthogonal, 4-dimensional
sets of light show void e-energy
in 12-D Night entering Day at its
8-D walls where Euler’s Identity
bounds it at π-time using: γ = eiπ
+1 = 0. Each space-set is shown
here on an orthogonal Cartesian
plane with its time axes in earth
coordinates. This matches
Solomon’s Temple alignment to
east, north, and up on our world.
Void aligns to East at 70 cubits
long where (ce = ψ/70); Earth
aligns to North at 20 cubits where (ct = σψ/2); Heaven is Up at 30 cubits where
(cs = eψ), and then c = 30ψ = √csct. Imagine each space-plane as able to move
along its perpendicular time-axis. Above and under water surface walls in e-spacetime separate-out Day from e-energy and τ-matter. God’s τ-water is the basis of all
matter in Day, all formed from gold’s 118 neutrons,. Unit vectors along each axis
form Maxwell-entropy Ee = ce x ct x cs.
This hyperspace chart depicts energy-entropy of all frequencies, ωe, as a circle of
light energy, coming from the Night-void along ce, (void-east) providing energy
into Day’s two sub-space-time sets, ct, (earth-north) and cs (heaven-up) as c2 =
σeψ2/2 = (30ψ)2 = 9ρ (m/s)2 stadia, also our world’s light years. These coils of light
were turned into organic DNA by God’s breath-of-life jerk; in heaven during e-day
#3 for s-vegetation, in earth for t-vegetation, sea-life, and birds during e-day #5,
animals in e-day #6, and finally into Angels and Adam/Eve in early-late e-day #6.
Stars were made from light, but God does not say men are made from star-matter as
do men as they often claim! The triple cross product was included in Maxwell’s
Curl B = 0. Men see a small section of the electric phase of light, angels also see its
magnetic phases and α = 3.5x105 Hz more of its energy. God sees across 3.5ω =
84x1012 Hz. After light enters Day’s finite space-time it must balance to zero in ten
e-space dimensions, so Euler’s equation for light from the void equals zero at
Day’s walls where time = God’s π. This terminates in hyper-12-D spherical aboveand under-walls where x = π as the ratio of spherical walls-to-diameter. The
function eix is unique since all derivatives equal to itself; deix/dx = eix for all-x.
Each space-to-time ratio is, ci = dγi-j/dj = eiπi-j; i,j = e,s,t cyclically. Jerks of wallvelocity are based on e; dci-j/dj = deiπi-j/dj = eiπi-j. Light and ratios of speed,
acceleration, jerk, and life follow one equation with12-space-times, 3-velocities,
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9-accelerations 10-jerks, 3-DNAs, all just somehow as phase-shifted light.
Scientists develop a model of lightmotion over time called a Light Cone.
Angels built many pyramids, around our
world’s magnetic equator as models of
Day in Night like the bottom half, pasttime of a light cone. All bases of four
faces underground are12-D dodecahedra
with 8-side faces above (Day) and
4-side-faces below (Night). They match
our 12-state Day vector, so pyramids are
angel’s math-model of Day’s past-tofuture light rays of e-time. δ± ≡ ±1,000:1
This deep insight into light being space-time, speed, forces, the basis of all matter,
ultimately life itself, are difficult to comprehend, but resolve all quandaries in
man’s big-bang and evolutionary theories. Accepting an infinite void-energy exists
inside every atom and outside every galaxy, resolves all current paradoxes in and
between science and scriptures! God IS “I AM” and Day IS Light. God is Light,
but we do not love and worship Light, we love and worship “I AM” who made light
and all matter-forces-life-men within Day’s ψe stadia wide, finite hypersphere.
Science’s mu and tau-matter in orthogonal heaven and void are invisible to our
eyes. Each space-time has its own index of refraction for light. Air’s index in earth
is 1.0003, its water’s is 1.333 = 4/3, and diamond is 2.4. Heaven’s index is 190 =
70e, and the void’s is 120 = 5ω larger at 120x190 = 22,800 = 350eω. The Temple
is 20 cubits = 35 feet wide, and eπ - π = 20. Science misses these invisible domains
and extra light speeds, extracted from accelerator-data using three Einstein
equations, explaining gravity-to-gluon forces. Day’s walls completely reflect light,
with refractive index greater than 7,000π. This also models the area of the above
spherical wall of Day, A = 4πr3/3, relative to its diameter, and God’s design
entropy, S, from the void enters Day at these walls as S = A▼eEe = A(ct x cs x ce) =
12πψ±13 Joules, Schrödinger used light waves, Einstein-Planck used light quanta.
Scientists still wonder why electrons of matter act like waves of light to produce
diffraction patterns, just ignoring the obvious link between light and matter, formed
from God’s gathered under water-walls of light energy to make quanta of land and
sea matter. Today many scientists are discussing dual photon production with
opposite spin that may separate and couple them at a distance. Einstein’s “spooky”
particles. They might resolve these paradoxes by addressing matter’s existence in
orthogonal heaven instead of at a distant location. Steven Hawking says our t-time
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disappears inside his black holes, so therefore also must his “bosons”! Where do
they go?? If bosons cause force, how can they disappear when they are at their
strongest? This is all nonsense, just as his claim there is no god! On the other
hand, scriptures are completely believable since God’s walls expand and accelerate
at three speeds-of-light into above and under voids, not infinite gravity holes.
These expansions form three sets of nine natural forces that hold light and mu-, tauand t-matter inside Day. Light must remain inside these walls, just as matter is
discrete and finite, so man’s infinite collapse of matter into their empty black holes
CAN NOT occur. Science will never concoct an excuse for three domains of finite
space-time, nor explain gravity without walls, so will never resolve paradoxical
need for light’s existence in infinite space-time, and matter’s magic emanation of
new photons and boson particle “forces”. Thus, our space and time are finite, just as
is Planck’s mass. Eventually Sky’s above walls were 6 e-day cubits wide, with
under walls at 5 e-day cubits wide, formed from energy expanding Day into the
void at the speed of light. God holds light and matter inside heaven and earth, by
accelerating both walls, forming gs, and gt, gluon forces to “hold” atoms together at
the under walls, and Gs and Gt gravitational forces; Newton’s fi = mGi; holding
galaxies down to atoms at above and under walls. The ratios between these forces
are: gs/t = 1038Gs/t = ψ2eGs/t, measured for earth and 190 greater for heaven. These
ratios are too large to merge gravity from the above walls into science’s Standard
nuclear-based equation. Atom smashers show protons are converted back into
energy at the under walls. Only God’s breath-of-life can convert energy into matter,
today via organic plant and animal life. Men cannot convert energy into matter
without involving life forces. Life-forces had to exist as part of creation, so
scientists saying life came later is completely backward, just as thinking matterenergy falls into galactic core black holes rather than beginning there and flowing
outward. String theory was invented to attempt to form matter from circles of lightlike energy, but not light itself. Man’s theories are exactly backward from reality.
Day’s expansion causes all galaxies to expand at σ/2 km/second, so at the rate of
12,000 stadia (light years) per e-day. Scripture’s cubit and stadia are generic
measures of length-time that are different for each {e,s,t}-domain of space-time.
The cubit was a man’s arm-length of half-a-meter or 20 inches in earth for Moses,
then expanded to 21 inches and π/6 = 0.5236 meters called a long-cubit when
Solomon built his Temple. Stadia were based on a 350-day year, expanded to
365.25 today at ρ ≡ 1016 meter. The temple is a model of heaven called New
Jerusalem, and its rooms represent earth, Rev 21:2 I saw the Holy City, the new
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Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from God. The sun in our galaxy drifted radially

during e-day #6 to 12,000 light year from heaven, forming its central bar.
The 20 x 60 x 30-cubit gold-lined Temple with its golden rooms, ten-Menorah,
and two-Cherubim; and its outer bronze Altar, Sea, and ten-Stands, all model
Day. The gold-lined 20 x 20 x 20-cubit Most Holy room in the Temple is a 35-foot
cube, sitting on a 20 x 20 x 10-cubit base with 10-cubit attached stairs that exactly
match the bronze Altar-stairs. It represents God’s above-void of Night, while the
hearth on the Altar represents God’s under-void of Night where energy enters Day.
The Altar length of 35 cubits exactly “fills” the other half of the temple in front of
the Most Holy! The Most Holy volume with its base represents exactly six creationday volumes, just like six of the supposed “kings chambers” in the Great Pyramid.
This equivalence is a major reason for claiming the pyramid was built by angels,
large enough to handle its two million = 0.24ψ-stones, well-aware of God’s creation
story. The Altar’s one-cubit base gutter exactly fills the gap between the temple
and its rooms, modeling the earth-to-heaven gulf and expansion of Day space-time.
A scriptural parable describes the chasm around heaven as a wine-press river of
blood from Satan’s followers. Its hearth and horned-grate represent the undersurface to the void as Day’s under wall, where entropy enters Day at galaxy cores.
The temple portion has a 10-cubit portico, to make it 70 cubits long (ce = ψ/70 m/s)
that are seen in the figure of light coming into Day from the Void, and its rooms are
a model of the earthly arms of all galaxies, expanding as the altar-gutters.
The Sea represents our world’s “seas”, the Altar its “ground”, both appearing at
evening of e-days #4. The 1-inch handbreadth thick sea-bowl with its expanding
waterlily petals represent living expansion of finite Day into the infinite void. This
is also seen in the Altar gutters around both hearth and base, and in the Temple gap
to its rooms. Individual expansion accelerations of heaven and earth walls produce
all of Day’s natural forces. Bowl-water became Day’s golden atomic neutrons that
produce all 12 precious stones of matter, and 118 elements in Day. Jerusalem’s gold
streets have 118 neutrons, 90 of which are seen in the earthly rooms, 28 in heaven.
The 28 temple rooms are not actually in Solomon’s Temple, just as they are not
“visible” in earth, but they have been added to the model along the roof-line as 7x4
= 28-virtual 3 x 3-cubit rooms, counted by the 28 fingers in a cubit. The rim of
Solomon’s Sea is shown to follow our world’s magnetic equator along which angels
built many stone structures. Twelve bulls under the Sea model 12 dimensions, just
as the 12-cubit outer wall of the Altar hearth, both representing night’s under-void.
Fifty lily petals form 10 five-pointed stars, two rows of 150 gourds around the bowl
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rim represent 150 gifts of food from the Trinity to angels, and to men as the 150
fish caught by the apostles via Jesus’ command, to provide breakfast by lake
Galilee, and then to feed their own families. Moses’ tabernacle had 50 clasps to
hold its curtain walls, also representing a 50-year Jubilee of God’s time. Ten each
of Menorah, Stands, Tables, and ten bulls, represent 10-space dimensions of Day.
Three bulls and the hearth- and stair-railing represent “time-times and half-a-time”
dimensions of Day. The 22-lily-petal capitals on the two Temple columns match 22
lamps on each menorah. Their 220 almond-flower lamps model 2.2 trillion galaxies,
each flower petal represents 20 billion. All these facts follow from this Christian
Paradigm. Coordinate components vs. time of position, pi(t) and velocity, vi(t)
vectors for any object moving in space-time, are different when measured in
different coordinates. Nothing with mass in space can reach a velocity larger than
God’s built-in scaling ratios between space and time. Photons of light appear to
move through Day’s seven space dimensions at these scaling ratios relative to stime and t-time at ci, i = 1-7, so matter’s velocity vectors, v, cannot exceed these
ratios in any coordinate set, ergo vt < ct; vs < cs. All matter was visible at every
point in Day. Images seen as smaller or dimmer are not older, just further away.
Job predicted that when he becomes an angel: Job 19:27 I myself will see him with my
own eyes - I, and not another.” God’s seventh s-times dimension connects bidirectional, bi-dimensional space and time Sabbath-of-sabbaths and a Jubilee.
Lev 25: "'Count off seven sabbaths of years — seven times seven years — so that the seven
sabbaths of years amount to a period of forty-nine years. Consecrate the fiftieth year and
proclaim liberty throughout the land to all its inhabitants. In this Year of Jubilee everyone is
to return to his own property. Seven dimensions of physics are ▼nm derivatives of γm.
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Red cell data are from these theories, while white cells are still TBD, so are only descriptive.
A 40-day jerk at 9ρ = c2 made light visible; converting cubits to stadia through 1016. Einstein’s

special and general relativity gravity matrix formulations model relative space-time
motions between bodies. In the process, he used large nuclear forces and weak
gravity forces as tensor elements of partial derivatives between space and time. He
labeled them Γi and Ωi, so only considered earth’s space-time and matter, and only
using a single light-speed as c2. Maxwell’s electromagnetism equations employ
two light-speed equivalent formulations that he labeled ε0 = 1/cs for the electric
phase, and μ0 = 1/ct for the magnetic phase. Neither of them knew of the third
component, τ0 = 1/ce, only explained in scriptures in the orthogonal-Void, nor
anyone else until herein, so both have been ignored by men. Since God’s spacetime IS light, these two different formulations of light energy, matter, and life,
MUST, and DO agree. Selection of the location of these states in Day’s Tensorcells may not be proper, neither in the derivative-forces matrix described
elsewhere, but all are scientifically accurate as properly interpreted from scriptures.
Atoms that makeup all matter in Day are only half way at ψ-2.5 meter on logarithmic
scales from man’s size to the under-wall. The same distances apply in the larger
direction to the above wall as stated in Psalms and 1 Peter, so matter spans ψ5 meter
= ψe-stadia. This assures wall-accelerations act equally in both directions as seen
by man, and the ratio between G and g forces is twice the size of Day; 1038 = ψ2e.
The number e = 2.718… forms the natural logarithm base in heaven where ln et = t.
The time-rate-of-change of space relative to time is a mathematical quantity called
its derivative in time, and only e has the unique characteristic where det/dt = et.
This e-fractal connects heaven’s spaces and times together into a single, dualdimensional seventh-dimension s-axis of light-space-time. The natural logarithm
base in heaven is heaven’s speed of light, cs = eψ m/s, calculated from known
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atomic weights using Einstein’s equation. The s-axis is actually the “real”
connection between heaven’s s-space-times, earth’s t-space-time, and even the
void’s e-space-time, labeled-plural in Dan 12:7 as dual s-times; an e-s-t-dimension
that unifies Day like a menorah post. Ex 28:17 Fashion a breastpiece for making
decisions... Then mount four rows of precious stones on it. There are to be twelve stones, one
for each of the names of the sons of Israel, each engraved like a seal with the name of one of
the twelve tribes. Solomon installed 12 stones in the temple gates, naming them after

God’s twelve tribes representing physical foundations of all structure in 8-D Day,
ninety stable elements ala 90-Temple rooms in earth, twenty-eight in heaven.
God showed John in Rev 21:19 (7c:7e) The foundations of the city walls… of Jerusalem.
Priest’s breastplates were decorated with 12-precious stones in Moses’ time, and
50,000 years later, John repeats Moses’ list of 12 stones in Jerusalem’s walls, but
using a few newer names. These stones represent each of the 12 tribes of Israel,
modelling 12 physical elements in Day, six quarks, three electrons and three
neutrinos. Jesus also had 12 apostles and the Spirit Counselor to spread the Word in
earths. Tribes and apostles are the same 24 elders with crowns John saw honored
around God’s throne. After e-day #2 for heaven and e-day #3 for earth, their matter
produces new visible images with positions and velocities in heavens and earths
newly created real space-times. Photons of new light do travel at speeds ci in three
space dimensions, i = e,s,t. These form new space-time photon-based images of
matter that have real-speeds of vi, and corresponding accelerations, ai = dvi/di as
they pass through walls. Matter-velocity cannot exceed light speeds in any space,
but accelerations of Day’s walls and the entire space-time and therefore internal
coordinate sets of light into the voids appear as gravity and gluon/nuclear forces.
Everything in heaven and earth expand and accelerate so measurements of matter
always look stable using only light. Scriptures use cubit-measurements which
expand with time relative to God’s void, thus the long-cubit of the void does not
change relative to the meter inside Day.
The natural logarithm base e is the basis of everything in the space-time of heaven
where cs = eψ m/s. The logarithmic base 10, and  = 666, are the basis of spacetime in earth where ct = ψ/2 m/s. For the void, ce = ψ/70 m/s and 1/70 is the basis
for the surface walls and vaulted-interior of Day. God explained earth’s  = 666 in
Rev 13:18, but only wisdom calculates heaven’s e, and the void’s 1/70. This wisdom
is now easy to “see” via these “calculations” from fundamental mathematical
models that describe LIGHT and matter, their space-time derivatives, and the
resulting matter, forces, and life in Day. So, the original ratios, ci = dpi/dti were
scale factors between space and time in Day’s 12 dimensions, not photon speeds.
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These ratios are now what men call the speed of new photons, but only photons that
appear as coming from new light generated by newly created matter formed from
original light in Day’s newly created space-times. We see images of galactic matter
well beyond their current distances measured in light-years of our t-time.
New images become visible when the observer is at the limit-distance, dl = ctl to
that matter. This distance moves backward in t-time from our world, defining the
distance to GRBs that God stopped rotation. Scripture’s stadia are a light year at ρ =
1016 = 100ψ2 meters, while c = 30ψ m/s, so c2 = 9ρ. This simple relation between
speed (time) and distance (space) proves Einstein’s tight coupling of heaven’s
seventh space-time dimension, s, using our world’s light year. Scientists do not
comprehend this because they believe matter somehow warps space-time to create
gravity, and light “exploded into existence” at a zero-time, e = 0, not accepting
bounded light was created by God with built-in physical characteristics to make the
finite sphere of Day light a self-contained “space-time-matter-forces-life”. In our
current year ~2022 AD, the distance to which new light is seen from matter God
converted from light into matter at the beginning of e-day #3, is d2022 = ct2022 ≤ a
billion light-years = ψ0.66 = ψσ/α mya (million years ago). Light from distant
galaxies could not travel over our time to our eyes since d2022 is much smaller than
the “visible” universe at ψe stadia. Earth’s matter was turned on at e-day #4, 720
mya. That light travelled through e-days #4 - #6, then 52,022 years since God
created Adam, who sinned early in e-day #7. Andromeda is within d2022 at 4-million
light-years, but most are outside dl so only visible from created light.
The meter was defined 144 years ago using a “standard bar” in France. Recently it
was set to 29.9792458ψ m/s from an exact count of a cesium frequency. If they had
reduced it by only 0.07%, the speed of light would be 30ψ m/s, matching a 21-inch
cubit. The CPMG Standard International measures committee, used this value, and
other measurable fractals, on May 20, 2019 to define exact units for seven natural
universal values. All life-forms on our world, and even all physical matter, are
based on God’s breath of life as modelled in two Fibonacci life-based constants; ϕ;φ
= (1±√5)/2, along with σ, and ψ. These constants are embedded in all of these
standard fractals, evidence of their origin in God’s Words! Earth’s electron volt at
φψ-e coulomb is God’s 2nd precious stone topaz, inscribed with Israel’s 2nd tribe of
Simeon, represents earth’s x-axis at the 2 o’clock position of the Sea’s 12-bulls!
Scientists only look backwards, so assume matter expanded from a single initial
atomic-explosion to form a 14 billion light-year universe, but such a universe is not
large enough to hold 1011 (ψπ/2) galaxies as estimated from images from Hubble and
now JWST. Science does not allow images to “exist” in light from its “I AM”
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creation, so to resolve this dilemma, one scientist invented a “rapid inflation”
concept, with NO known physical justification. This idea claims the exploded
matter inflated to its current size during the explosion over unimaginable 10-24
seconds! God’s ψ2e (ten billion-billion) light year universe IS large enough without
any absurd ideas other than the switch from ψ-ecubits to ψestadia during 40 t-days
at the beginning of e-day #3 to turn matter on and hold ψπ/2 galaxies. Theologians
also require faith that a creation day matches ours as a necessary part of faith in
God, which is absurd. This view is no more valid than earlier ideas that our world is
the center of our solar system. Galileo convinced the church that the sun does not
go around our world, but the church never gave up a world-centered view, saying
God’s creation day must be an image of our world’s day. This keeps our world and
its men involved in creation, rather than leaving it to the Trinity as earth is stated to
be void until the fourth e-day. All men must avoid such concepts. Jesus warned the
Scribes who were priestly secretaries: 1 Chron 2:54 The descendants of Salma... the
clans of scribes who lived at Jabez... Some of the Levites were secretaries, scribes and
doorkeepers... Jer 8:8 'How can you say, "We are wise, for we have the law of the LORD,"
when actually the lying pen of the scribes has handled it falsely? The wise will be put to
shame; then later in Prov 9:1 Wisdom has built her house; she has hewn out its seven pillars
[7-D space of Day]. She has prepared her meat and mixed her wine; she has also set her
table. She has sent out her maids, and she calls from the highest point of the city. "Let all
who are simple come in here!" she says to those who lack judgment. "Come, eat my food and
drink the wine I have mixed. Leave your simple ways and you will live; walk in the way of
understanding.

Astronomers see light spectra of distant galaxies shifted toward red due to Doppler
motion proportional to distance, implying earth’s view of space-time is expanding.
Physicists’ say expansion is due to a single initial input of unknown energy into
pre-existing, infinite space they call a big explosion. It is completely mysterious
since only the results appear now. Somehow, light energy converted into twelve
elementary particles, modeled by science as strings (?) of energy called photons.
Math models for strings require 11 dimensions, but with no idea where to find more
than four, so thought by some to be curled-up at Planck’s sizes, but most don’t care.
Looking backward just as theologians do, science’s paradigm says the explosion of
energy occurred only once, about fourteen billion years ago. Hydrogen magically
formed from light energy and accumulated due to mysterious emanation of forces
of gravity, without physical basis. Pressure ignited it as stars with enough energy to
form matter up to iron. Men have tried to duplicate this step, but fail. Exploding
stars made heavier matter, and stars then reformed to contain all known matter.
Worlds formed naturally five billion years ago. Life magically formed somewhere
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“out there”, and now abounds against the second law of thermodynamics on our
world. Recent measurements of nova in fainter galaxies show expansion is
accelerating as more energy enters our portion of the universe than explained by
drift from a single explosion. This amazed scientists, who thought gravity counters
expanding matter to pull it into galactic cores, thus decelerating expansion. Today’s
paradox requiring natural forces that oppose each other, but both must be true!
Men believe infinite gravity can collapse matter into massive black holes. Actually,
we see a constant supply of new light energy entering the cores of galaxies into our
enclosed space-time, producing expansion at σ/2 km/second, and accelerations of
Day’s walls that produce ALL forces in Day!
Scriptures mention the Holy Spirit almost 100 times as being within men. Matt 28:19
Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and
of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, Rom 5:5 And hope does not disappoint us, because God has
poured out his love into our hearts by the Holy Spirit, whom he has given us. This occurred

at our baptism. How can we pass the Holy Spirit on in baptism to a new soul,
unless that Spirit is in us?? Every Christian can perform this miracle by asking the
Spirit to move on. Biology agrees since God is outside the under wall that is inside
every atom of our body, matching our soul living between our body’s brain cells.
The Father and Son are the Spirit, I AM, always referred together as one Lord, Zech
14:9 The LORD will be king over the whole earth. On that day there will be one LORD, and
his name [I AM] the only name. The Lord is typically referenced to be the Spirit,
associated with men and the earth, but they are able to “contend” Gen 6:2 Then the
LORD said, "My Spirit will not contend with man forever, for he is mortal; his days will be a
hundred and twenty years." as One Lord, so one 12-D three-person Triune God. The

four proteins in our DNA spiral genes actually model four of God’s dimensions of
life.
Those Christians who are not certain of intelligent physical design of space-time
follow science’s “natural design” concepts, expanding into Darwinian evolution
between kinds life. These physical and biological concepts prevail in our scientific
and educational communities ToDay. The reason is clear. Rev 12:9 The great dragon
was hurled down-that ancient serpent called the devil, or Satan, who leads the whole world
astray, and 1 John 3:8 The reason the Son of God appeared was to destroy the devil's work.

Satan has control of man’s science in spite of everyone’s knowledge of God’s
amazingly complex physical and biological creations. Even Satan knows there is a
God, so his followers on our world also know, though pride and god-like selfimportance keep them from accepting that God the Spirit resides in forgiven hearts.
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Unforgiven hearts ignore scriptures to follow the tenants of our world. Matt 21:38
"But when the tenants saw the son, they said to each other, 'This is the heir. Come, let's kill
him and take his inheritance.' The First-born Son of the Father helped build, and then
inherited our finite space-time-matter-life called Day. Heb 1:1 In the past God spoke
to our forefathers through the prophets at many times and in various ways, but in these last
days he has spoken to us by his Son, whom he appointed heir of all things, and through
whom he made the universe. The Son is the radiance of God's glory and the exact
representation of his being, sustaining all things by his powerful word. After he had provided
purification for sins, he sat down at the right hand of the Majesty in heaven. So, he became
as much superior to the angels as the name he has inherited is superior to theirs. For to
which of the angels did God ever say, "You are my Son; today I have become your Father"?

Multiple references say all men today are born in the tenants’ sin. Ex 20:5 “I, the
LORD your God, am a jealous God, punishing the children for the sin of the fathers to the
third and fourth generation of those who hate me”, but showing love to a thousand
[Generations] of those who love me and keep my commandments. God not only promises,

but already showed love for Satan over a thousand Generations prior to tempting
Adam and Eve. God’s creation e-day contains 240-million of earth’s t-years, or
666 heavenly s-days. Psalm 90:4 says an s-day is a thousand t-years, and Rev 12 says
a t-year was 360 t-days. God’s α = “thousand Generations” are ασ = 666,000 tyears. It is assumed from Gen 3:14 (= π) that Satan sinned some multiple of a
thousand generations, or .002777 e-days prior to the end of the sixth e-day, before
tempting Adam and Eve. This is only 4 e-minutes for God, who released our solar
system from the boundary of heaven at the start of e-day #6, drifting from 12,000 to
24,000 stadia, so our world would be far from heaven when Adam listened to Satan.
Scriptures do not say when angels were created, possibly as early as e-day #3 which
ended 720 million t-years ago, but actually after earth was formed with vegetation
on the fourth and fifth e-days so there would be stars above heavens for time-line
references, and food for angels in earth. This would be near beginning of e-day #6
at less than 240 million years ago, still a long time prior to man. Geology dates
each creation e-day at 240-million-year eras, so e-day #4 is earth’s Pre-Cambrian,
#5-Paleozoic, and #6-Mesozoic eras. Angels created during e-day #6 could then
modify God’s “kinds of life” into “species”, by adapting life to their environments
while our world was drifting away from heaven as it is seen Today.
We are currently 52 thousand years into e-day #7, scaled-up weeks in a year, after
God rested, Gen 2:2 By the seventh day God had finished the work he had been doing; so
on the seventh day he rested from all his work. And God blessed the seventh day and made it
holy, because on it he rested from all the work of creating that he had done. Scriptures do

not say how old Adam and Eve were when e-day #7 began, or when they sinned.
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Adam lived 930 years and had Cain and Abel early in their lives. Luke 3:23 calls
Adam a son of God, and his children are listed in Gen 4-5 thru 6:1, “When men began
to increase in number on the earth and daughters were born to them, the sons of God
[children of Adam and Eve, so also us] saw that the daughters of men were beautiful, and they
married any of them they chose.” We are all children of God and Adam.

God created all kinds of life in earths. Isa 45:18 For this is what the LORD says — he
who created the heavens, he is God; he who fashioned and made the earth, [heavens and
earths makeup God’s Day] he founded it, he did not create it [Day] to be empty, but
formed it to be inhabited. Angels used life’s adaptability to change kinds-of-life in
earth into thousands of species of each kind while residing on our world.
Angels had enough time while here to develop multitudes of species that live
together with vegetables and other animal life in each local environment. After
7600 years through Noah, the world’s population had digressed into sin. Gen 6:7 So
the LORD said, "I will wipe mankind, whom I have created, from the face of the earth —
men and animals, and creatures that move along the ground, and birds of the air — for I am
grieved that I have made them. After the flood, God was sorry to have removed all life,
so He reduced man’s prison sentence from 1,000 to 120 years. Gen 6:3 My Spirit will
not contend with man forever, for he is mortal; his days will be a hundred and twenty years."
Gen 9:13 I have set my rainbow in the clouds, and it will be the sign of the covenant between
me and the earth., so with mankind.

Parables and Noah’s Flood
Jesus’ removal of all life from our world as described here, is due to Adam and
Eve’s original sin, and then continued sin by all of his children. Noah’s story is
clearly a parable just as many other similar as documented in the Gospels. Jesus
used Noah’s family as a scriptural-parable version of the flood-tragedy, with just
enough detail to hide many of its truths from men, such as not explaining when
angels were created, nor the Angel’s pyramidal-interfaces with God similar to
Moses’ Ark of the Covenant. Jesus said arks will be forgotten and not replaced,
but Jesus came “out of Egypt”, so we can speculate that pyramid locations still
transport souls in both directions to heaven, just as flood-animals were saved!
During our third-to-fourth Generations from AD-2000 to AD-2666, these truths are
now being revealed. Angels adapted millions of species of God’s life-kinds to their
environments, then used pyramids they had constructed around our world for their
own passage, to transport each of their own animal-species during the flood from
their many local pyramid sites. Noah’s ark was a human symbol of all these angelpyramids. Adaptations must have started near the beginning of the sixth creation
day with dinosaurs and other larger types, eventually to every animal and vegetable
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type on every continent. Noah’s ark only needed enough rooms to hold food for his
family, keeping them here on our world, so away from seeing heaven.
Gen 8:18 So Noah came out, together with his sons and his wife and his sons' wives. All the
animals and all the creatures that move along the ground and all the birds — everything that
moves on the earth — came out of the ark, [vis pyramids] one kind after another. [each to
its own environment] Then Noah built an altar to the LORD and, taking some of all the
clean animals and clean birds, he sacrificed burnt offerings on it. These had to be animals

and birds Noah had with them on the ark for their own food, not any that had been
saved by the angels to return to original homes around the world. These are logical
conclusion drawn from the story, as Jesus intended, like His many other parables.
The LORD smelled the pleasing aroma and said in his heart: "Never again will I curse the
ground because of man, even though every inclination of his heart is evil from childhood.
And never again will I destroy all living creatures, as I have done. "As long as the earth
endures, [this applies to all worlds in all earths in all barred spiral galaxies where
Satan ruled!!] seedtime and harvest, cold and heat, summer and winter, day and night will
never cease." Genesis 9:1 Then God blessed Noah [so all of us] and his sons, saying to
them, "Be fruitful and increase in number and fill the earth. [The Gospel of the New
Testament] The fear and dread of you will fall upon all the beasts of the earth and all the
birds of the air, upon every creature that moves along the ground, and upon all the fish of the
sea; they are given into your hands. Everything that lives and moves will be food for you. Just
as I gave you the green plants, I now give you everything. [God warned Noah and all
sinful men against returning to sin] "But you must not eat meat that has its lifeblood still
in it. And for your lifeblood I will surely demand an accounting. [hidden details] I will
demand an accounting from every animal. And from each man, too, I will demand an
accounting for the life of his fellow man. "Whoever sheds the blood of man, by man shall his
blood be shed. Angels reset all life before leaving our world and left Noah with a new
home on Manchu Pichu they called Mount Ararat. Gen 8:4 on the seventeenth day of
the seventh month the ark came to rest on the mountains of Ararat. God also reduced

man’s prison sentence from 1,000 years (Adam’s Generation of 666 years) down to
man’s 120 years (a new generation of 84 years). We pass to heaven much earlier.
A comparison of large pyramids shows there are over 2,000 found around the
world on every continent, most near the magnetic equator where angels lived.
I believe they are all built with a similar technique where stones were laid to fill the
desired space, then re-melted until they slumped to the shape underneath. Their tops
were manually formed to interface with the stone to be placed above. Only angels
had the knowledge and equipment to accomplish such work. It would require lifting
heavy mined stones and heating in place up to 700-800 degrees C. These pyramids
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represent the finite, 8-D universe of Day, within the 12-D dodecahedral shape of
God’s infinite universe. They include 8-faces above ground and 4-faces under the
base, as also described by God in the Torah.
They formed a link between angels and God, similar to man’s link using arks seen
in Solomon’s Temple and Heaven. There are enough pyramid portals around the
world to handle all animals and birds designed and maintained by the angels who
made them, to support the claims that all of these creatures were saved in heaven,
while Noah only kept enough life to sustain his family on the ark to represent all
these pyramid portals.

Of particular interest are the Great and Bent Pyramids in Egypt are 22,174 meters
apart, like the ratio between void matter and earth matter at 22,800. The Pyramid of
the Moon in Mexico also has vertical or horizontally split faces to represent the split
between heaven and earth in all galaxies. Many in Mexico have three levels with
stairs that also represent the design of Solomon’s Altar with its three layers of stairs
between the base of earth, up to heaven, and then a room on top modelling the
void’s hearth and Most Holy of the Temple. Pyramids are clearly morphed
dodecahedrons of 8-D Day in 12-D Night.
Men can create hybrid life forms too, but it’s a minor accomplishment. All galaxies
have heavens and earths where animal and vegetation exist together with angels on
heavens’ worlds and men and angels on earths’ worlds. Our world is an earthly
prison in our Milky Way since God says in Heb 13:2 Remember those in prison as if
you were their fellow prisoners. Satan roams earth with men Today, still looking for
human followers. Angels helped Noah save all kinds of life at the Flood that were
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created by God, then adapted into species by angels for their specific environments.
They helped Noah move animals using their transportation vehicles to and from
heaven for a moderate period after the flood to move them all back. Perhaps the ark
landed near Machu Picchu where angels helped Noah build the first new Jerusalem
city on our world? They did not leave their stone re-melting gear here for him.
Biologists talk as if they “know” evolution works, yet cannot explain how plants or
animals can see the future and make evolution just “happen” without a designer.
They claim plants and animals can use their adaptability to redesign themselves into
new kinds of life with different genes. This reconstruction is logically impossible.
Even intelligent men can not accomplish this, let alone plants and animas. They
insist God does not exist, but kinds of life “exist”, so conclude “evolution” must
occur. This is absurd. All scientists toss this word around with abandon, expecting
someone will eventually discover how it works. We know that will not happen.
Man’s evolution between kinds not only goes against scriptures, but scientifically
accepted laws of monotonically increasing entropy. Science insists scriptures’
creation stories are metaphysics so not factual, but can accept the fact that life
originated somewhere out in space, landed on our world, and now increases in
complexity rather than increasing in randomness, resulting in unbounded variety.
It is hard to imagine God’s displeasure with Adam and Eve when told the bodies
God made for them were not acceptable, considering themselves to be naked!
Gen 3:11 And he said, "Who told you that you were naked? Gen 3:21 The LORD God made
garments of skin for Adam and his wife and clothed them. Scriptures do not say how
much of their bodies were clothed with new skin, but they were originally created to
be imperishable since they were removed from Eden before they could eat from the
tree of eternal life. Gen 3:22 God said, "The man has now become like one of us, knowing
good and evil. He must not be allowed to reach out his hand and take also from the tree of
life and eat, and live forever.". Thus, their entire original perfect bodies could not have
had any of our current perishable skin. 1 Cor 15:42 So will it be with the resurrection of
the dead. The body that is sown is perishable, it is raised imperishable; it is sown in dishonor,
it is raised in glory; it is sown in weakness, it is raised in power; it is sown a natural body, it is
raised a spiritual body. God made new flesh and skin to cover their entire bodies as

detailed in Ezekiel’s parable, the same skin that covers our spirits today. This was
not removable animal skins as claimed in the (EHV), but permanent, perishable
skin, that would only last a thousand years. God had just created them from dust so
did not need to kill an animal to overlay their perfect bodies. Later at the flood,
God reduced body “quality” to last 120 = 5ω years, with a human “generation” of
84 years. God also made a skin covering for Adam and Eve’s genitals, since that is
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a reason why God later insisted to Abraham that all men must be circumcised to
remove that skin and emulate original designs. Gen 17:9-11 Then God said to Abraham,
"As for you, you must keep my covenant, you and your descendants after you for the
generations to come… Every male among you shall be circumcised. This command does
not apply today as Jesus removed it. 1 Cor 7:18 Was a man uncircumcised when he was
called? He should not be circumcised. 19 Circumcision is nothing and uncircumcision is
nothing. Keeping God's commands is what counts. All other rules of the “law” are no

longer significant. Note the page-number of the Jubilee even here.
God made a full body skin after they complained, not just a replacement for fig
leaves. Adam lived 930 years, and his children followed this life-span until Noah
lived 950. Noah’s children were 500, but after the flood his new children only lived
less than 120 years. This could only occur if God again changed our bodies after
the flood, or perhaps only introduced bacteria that would cause earlier decay. Our
heavenly bodies will again be spiritual, 1 Cor 15:47 The first man [Adam] was of the
dust of the earth, the second man from heaven [their son Cain]. As was the earthly man, so
are those [the rest of us] who are of the earth; and as is the man from heaven [Cain], so
also are those who are of heaven. [angels] And just as we have borne the likeness of the
earthly man, so shall we bear the likeness of the man from heaven. [clothed in white robes
of imperishable flesh]; until the Father decides to remove all of Day: Rev 6:14 The
sky receded like a scroll, rolling up, and every mountain and island was removed from its
place. Ex 17:1 Then the LORD said to Moses, "Write this on a scroll as something to be
remembered and make sure that Joshua hears it, because I will completely blot out the
memory of Amalek from under heaven." Only the Most Holy Father knows this end-of-

sky time when the under wall gets back to where it was “in the beginning” to
eventually become “in the end”. Dan 12:4 But you, Daniel, close up and seal the words of
the scroll until the time of the end. Isa 34:4 All the stars of the heavens will be dissolved, and
the sky rolled up like a scroll; The Son inherited Day. Matt 24:36 and Mark 13:32 "No
one knows about that day or hour, not even the angels in heaven, nor the Son, but only the
Father”. The Most Holy Father made Day at e = 0, and alone knows of its end.

By counting 666-year Generations, Noah lived 7,000 years after Adam’s sin, a
model of God’s remnant, as in 1 Kings 19:18 Yet I reserve seven thousand in Israel-all
whose knees have not bowed down to Baal and all whose mouths have not kissed him." Also
Rom 11: "I have reserved for myself seven thousand [7,000 = 7α] who have not bowed
the knee to Baal." Scriptures use words like cubit, day, handbreadth, and stadia to
measure both space and time, with different values in each dimensional set. So also
the word “remnant” as the number 7,000 models persons, matter, life and time.
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Most theologians do not accept science’s theories of a 14-billion-year old universe,
and some scientific-minded men fruitlessly support them by saying the universe is
young, interpreting human generations as two-thirds of 120 = 80 years, so 75
generations x 80 = 6000 years. Today a generation is often considered to be 25-30
years, parent-to-children, but a more generic version is “A generation is all of the
people born and living at about the same time, regarded collectively”. The life-span
of the first nine leaders of Israel in Gen 5, up to Noah, is 7,625 years, the start of
God’s Generation of Noah’s flood. His life extended 350 t-years into man’s new
life-line. If each of the pre-flood men were not the first-born of their father as
scribes stated in Gen 5, but born later at 666 years, those “generations” would match
God’s original intent. This error is their “false interpretations” stated in Jerimiah 8:8.
▪ The intent herein is to confirm that, when properly read, scriptures explain
ALL current scientific facts of God’s 1.44-billion-year old space-time of day.
This process will not follow man’s current scientific and young-universe paradigms
that misinterpret data and words found in scriptures. It will interpret scientifically
based data, measured in the finite portions of the universe of Day from galaxies
down to our world, while using scriptural descriptions of how God created and now
maintains these structures after six creation days through the present seventh day.
In spite of various paradigm differences, every person has a deep desire to develop
their own physical model for the visible universe to satisfy their own understanding
of how things “work”, and what will happen to our spirits upon death of its body of
“skin”. This approach leads to poor conclusions on both sides, since scriptures say
that the universe of light has three distinct time-lines, but men in earth are in prison
in a single mono-directional, “half-a-time line”. Visible light as seen by men from
within earth provides a very small cross-section of its almost infinite frequency
span, but in the finite portion of space and time that God’s scriptures describe
clearly. The rest is invisible to men but understandable by looking to scriptures.
Rom 1:20 (man’s lifetime) For since the creation of the world God's invisible qualities-his
eternal power and divine nature-have been clearly seen, being understood from what has
been made, [Day’s 8-D space-time] so that men are without excuse. Col 1:15 He is the
image of the invisible God, the firstborn over all creation. Col 1:16 For by him all things
were created: things in heaven and on earth, visible and invisible, Heb 11:27 By faith he left
Egypt, not fearing the king's anger; he persevered because he saw him who is invisible. By
faith, he kept the Passover and the sprinkling of blood, so that the destroyer of the firstborn
[Adam] would not touch the firstborn [Jesus] of Israel. 1 Tim 1:17 Now to the King eternal,
immortal, invisible, the only God, be honor and glory for ever and ever. Amen. Scientist’s
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string-theory math-models require seven added dimensions beyond the four in
earth, but only offer them to be invisible due to being “curled-up” at the Planck
length?? Nine of ten space dimensions are all equivalent, and orthogonal to the
three time-dimensions. Heaven’s seventh “times” dimension links space and time
together as a dynamic, living tenth space-dimension. Matter exists well inside the
distance to the 10-35-meter Planck wall, keeping light from the infinity beyond.
Col 1:26 the mystery that has been kept hidden for ages and generations, but is now
disclosed to the saints [Christians]. Science does not even recognize mu-matter and
tau-matter to be their “dark matter”, so men futilely search and theorize why they
cannot find any scientific basis for dark matter in their current false paradigms.
Scriptures say the Spirit “proceeds” as-if in time, from the Father and Son. This is a
mystery of the Trinity, that connects earth’s four t-dimensions to heaven’s four
s-dimensions, via life’s dual dimensional s-times. Science’s information regarding
space-time-matter-life only come from the electromagnetic spectrum.
This image of Centaurus A, with its
amazing ejection of mass from its
heaven light, shows a triplefrequency composite extending over
the frequency spectrum from highenergy gamma rays to insignificant
regions of visible light (γ), to long,
low energy radio waves, and finally
to the lowest-level frequencies of
space-time itself, the Cosmic
Microwave Background, CMB.
Science still looks for a theory of everything that couples it all together into a single
formula, whereas scriptures already provides this coupling in its Words. God exists
across all frequencies of light in ten space dimensions and three time-dimensions.
The jet in this figure is orthogonal to the stellar matter disc, and appears to have
precessed similar to our world’s precession, to form an arc of ejected gas, just as
spiral arms of ejected matter form as the galaxy core rotates in a plane. Why this
galaxy precesses is not obvious since it would require a large, nearby external force
that acts like our sun precessing our world. Perhaps asymmetric ejection into Day?
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Recently, scientists merged multi-radio-antennae
images of galaxy M87, taken from around the
world, claiming it to be a ring around a black hole
at its center, but it is as large as the galaxy itself!
Our paradigm says this image matches a
menorah’s almond-blossom lamps as a heaven
light source, Zec 2, where energy enters the finite
portion of Day through holes in the under wall, Zec 4. Science’s infinite gravity
holes cannot exist since they refute existence of God’s under-surface wall-forces
that produce nuclear forces. How can a black hole full of matter form inside atomic
gluon forces, yet be visible from 55 million light years away, and that long ago?
When we look at the dark backgrounds
of all deep space images, we are
looking through the transparent jasper
above-wall of Day, just as this image
and the Hubble deep-space image
looks into the above-void of Night.
Rev 21:18 The wall was made of jasper, and
the city of pure gold, as pure as glass., so

the under golden wall is also
transparent, Rev 21:21 (c2) The great
street of the city was of pure gold, like
transparent glass. If we had powerful

optical microscopes we would also
look through empty golden holes into black night of the under-void within atoms.
God used gold’s 118 neutrons to form all 118 elements within the golden underwall of Day. Solomon lined his temple with gold to represent this under-wall, with
its many elements made from golden neutrons. Each element is represented by one
of its 90 earth-related rooms, the other virtual 28 in the central Temple heavenportion itself.
The first image from the new JWST telescope has seen the same images as Hubble
and Spitzer, but with much shorter exposures due to its 16-times larger mirror. Men
claim the JWST will look further back in time because the size of their universe is
ten times larger than the actual size of 1.44 billion-years, measured by an angel in
Rev 21. Day’s 2.2 trillions of galaxies are all inside this measurement, so all can be
seen by both telescopes over this much younger age of light of Day than guessed by
men. Compare this first image from JWST with Hubble and see they are the same
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count for the same viewing size. After longer JWST exposures, there might be
more, but this proof will come later after Hubble’s deep-pictures are duplicated.

Hubble in Ursa
JWST – different view
Ignoring scriptures, science’s creation paradigm says light just “exists” as pure
energy, formed in a single explosion without need for intelligent design, into an
infinite space-time universe that just “existed” and was able to contain the exploded
energy in the form of light, rather than “let there be light”. The explosion of energy
occurred at a magical beginning instant of an unknown dimension of “time” from
nowhere in space, and developed the magical properties of electric and magnetic
phases of near infinite frequencies of photons, able to move with a fixed velocity.
Somehow this energy converted “itself” magically into visible matter, collected
together and “ignited” into stars that emanate unknown forces of gravity to
accumulate into galaxies, and now expands and accelerates forever into unknown
space, having an unknown boundary. Life magically started somewhere in matter in
space. No scientist has yet explained any of these magical occurrences because we
live inside light and matter, not knowing from within their boundary how they came
into existence, nor what they look like from outside that boundary. Scientists argue
whether space is finite or infinite because their individual theories demand BOTH
exist simultaneously! Eccl 1:2 "Meaningless! Meaningless!" says the Teacher. "Utterly
meaningless! Everything is meaningless." What does man gain from all his labor at which
he toils under the sun? Generations come and generations go, but the earth remains forever.

Scientists say matter collapses unabated to produce black holes of infinite mass and
gravity so even light cannot escape, and time stops! How gravity and nuclear forces
come from matter is unknown, so men invented forces called bosons to hold matter
together and create gravitons, and a Higgs field to convert light energy into matter.
These illogical ideas have no basis in fact, and how can a boson particle hold itself
together? As they evolve, all parts of the big explosion are preposterous, such as
space-time itself, the explosion, rapid inflation, impossible formation of matter and
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life without a designer, and life’s self-evolution into near infinite kinds. Science
looks for dark energy, realizing it must have already existed within the universe, or
it must come from somewhere “outside”. This causes major paradoxes for singleexplosion theories. Genesis’ dual-surface, finite design of Day resolves these issues
by explaining that the void is “deep” so infinite, while intelligent creation of light of
Day is finite, surrounded with opposing above and under walls that accelerate into
that deep void. Scriptures clearly rule over man’s scientific theories by providing a
logical and self-contained explanation of all scientific measurements in light.

Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) Light
Many scientists analyze the sky’s CMB energy
using mostly measurements from the WMAP
satellite. This light energy has no apparent source
and causes the sparkling black and white “noise”
on old TV sets when there is no signal. It must
come from “somewhere” so scientists think of it
as leftover thermal energy from an unknown
initial explosion called the Big Bang. This is pure
speculation since it does not say what exploded,
nor why, how or when. One group of analysts in
France concluded this data matches a twelve-harmonic spectrum that would not be
present if there were nothing to bound its size or frequencies into this number.
They also suggest the lowest long wave light frequencies better match the Besselfunction whose curve modifies frequencies of light’s γ = eit +1, but only if it were
reflecting from finite above- and under-dodecahedral walls, as described in Genesis.
CMB is the 12-D, spherical space-time lightenergy of God’s Sky. Analysis of the lowest
frequencies of this actual CMB-data shows it must
be bounded by dodecahedral large and small walls.
This observation accounts for the deviations in the
lowest multipole moments in this figure. Light’s
spherical dodecahedron structure has twelve
pentagonal-shaped sides that permeate all spacetime, from the large above-direction, down to the smallest atomic level where under
void-energy was transformed into matter. Day is 12-D from its outside, but 8-D
internally. Our world is surrounded by an electric circuit that creates sprites above
large lightning bolts during thunder storms, forming 8-cycle per second waves that
are aligned to the world’s magnetic equator. This is a result of Day’s 8-D internal
walls, perhaps providing transition paths for soul to heaven.
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The walls of the Most Holy room in Solomon’s Temple in 1 Kings 6:31 represent the
Father’s void with their six-cubit walls and pentagonal shaped doorjambs to the
sky portion of the temple. Men could not enter this Most Holy section since it
represents God’s void and its interface to Day. Heb 9:7 But only the high priest entered
the inner room, and that only once a year…. Day’s real structural walls formed at the
speed of light over six creation e-days. At a cubit per e-day, the temple-wall at the
outer void model’s heaven’s six cubits thick outer wall. The room’s five cubits
thick walls represent Day’s under-walls, created during the second e-day. The peak
of these curves occurs at the temperature of the void at e-degrees K.
Modern Physics Quandaries
About 100 years ago, Max Planck postulated that when matter produces light it
occurs only in finite and discrete packets, expressed by energy proportional to
frequency: E = hν. For energy in Joules, the value for Planck’s constant is man’s
fractal; h = 66 x 10-35 = 0.1σψ-5 joule-seconds. This equation models the energy
E of each pulse of light called photons, coming from fundamental elements at the
smallest level. Multiples of all frequencies ν, are scaled by h, and we also know
Est = mtcst2, so mt = h/cst2. Because velocity is squared, this equation produces plus
and minus values for m, and scientists call the minus value anti-matter. Scientists
discard it as non-real without further insights but our creation-based paradigm
recognizes the need to separate c into heaven and earth, c2 = csct, thereby describing
separate matters. Each type of t-matter produces a unique spectral series of
photons, and these frequencies are shifted toward red due to expansion of Day.
When the source is moving relative to the observer, the frequency also experiences
Doppler shift. Planck’s postulate initiated modern quantum mechanics and spectral
analyses, used by astronomers and physicists to explain makeup and motion of ALL
matter of Day’s light sources. There is no way of knowing whether red shift is due
to motion of the source, or expansion of space-time. A quote from the reference to
Max Planck says he agrees with this conclusion:
Max Planck said in 1944, "As a man who has devoted his whole life to the most clearheaded science, to the study of matter, I can tell you as a result of my research about
atoms this much: There is no matter as such. All matter originates and exists only by
virtue of a force, which brings the particle of an atom to vibration and holds this most
minute solar system of the atom together. We must assume behind this force the
existence of a conscious and intelligent mind. This mind is the matrix of all matter.”
Planck regarded the scientist as a man of imagination and faith. He said: "Both
Religion and science require a belief in God. For believers, God is in the beginning,
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and for physicists He is at the end of all considerations… To the former He is the
foundation, to the latter, the crown of the edifice of every generalized world view".

Concepts presented herein agree fully
with this “Planck Paradigm” that says
God’s walls are the matrix of matter
to “vibrate and hold”, light together.
Walls explain the Einstein–Podolsky–
Rosen “EPR” paradox for quantum
entanglement that still baffle
scientists today, since no one
recognizes light as eight dimensional,
finite within twelve dimensions.
Planck and Einstein lived prior to
availability of larger telescopes and
atom smashers that showed expansion
and acceleration of Day into Night.
Neither adjusted their mass-to-energy and quantization equations to explain three
types of matter in void, heaven and earth that were uncovered later. As a result,
they did not associate Genesis’ walls with nuclear and gravity forces, else they
would have undoubtedly already explained them during their formulations. One
gram of mass has the energy in nine light years of photons! This is the distance to
and back from our nearest neighbors, Proxima, α and β Centauri. Light energy IS
space-time, IS force, IS mass, IS velocity and acceleration into the void, and
eventually IS life. Earth gravity only holds matter together out to ~36 stadia, the
typical distance to multi-star groups. Gravity in heaven is 190 times that in earth,
so multiple stars orbit over much larger distances there.
Einstein did not believe that God would fool men with uncertainties in physics such
as Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, and I agree. Predicting weather was thought
to be unsolvable, but today that gets better as macroscopic algorithms develop. He
tried to explain this in his EPR paradox, but Niels Bohr disagreed. Philosophical
Interpretations of quantum mechanics favored the humanistic side. This paradox
was addressed by theoretical physicists at Copenhagen in the early 1920’s who
falsely concluded “The nature of the underlying reality is unknowable and beyond the
bounds of scientific inquiry.” This poor conclusion resulted from refusal to accept
scripture’s information coming from outside Day, still evolving today as it spawns
multi-universe concepts. The latest physical implications, published in Nature
magazine with observers inside and outside a box (Day), uncover paradoxes that are
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resolved via scriptures triplet of times. Only God is outside Day, using his breathof-life to convert three light speeds into three types of matter. Schrodinger’s wave
equation describes this dual, light-based nature of matter, verified by electrons
passing through a slit producing a diffraction pattern just as seen with light.
Scientists try to explain how an electron of matter can act as if it were light and
exist in multiple places at once. The triplet of wall-matter confirms that scientific
data agrees fully with scriptures. An atom produces discrete light when excited with
wall-energy, converting excess electron potential energy into emission of discrete
photon energy packets. This occurred differently at creation when God designed
light itself in a much smaller Day-sphere.
The space of day is seen by God from outside the water walls. The infinite spacetime void beyond Day’s two water walls are the lightless dimensions of “Night”,
labeled herein as e-time with its three space dimensions, [f, g, h]. Neither the four
dimensions in the void, nor angel’s sub-four s-dimensions in heaven, [u, v, s, w],
are images of man’s sub-four t-dimensions in earth [x, t, y, z]. To emulate God’s
symmetry herein, scripture’s twelve e-demensions in Night are mingled to match
the order of the tribes of Israel according to their mothers as labeled on God’s
precious stones, as {u, x, f, v, t, g, s, y, h, w, z, e}. Ex 28:21 There are to be twelve
stones, one for each of the names of the sons of Israel, each engraved like a seal
with the name of one of the twelve tribes. This sequence sets time dimensions
symmetrically around the Zodiac at 5, 7, and 12 o’clock, and also puts each set of
four around the Sea’s twelve bulls to match the stellar Zodiac. Four bulls represent
the Father, aligned to the world’s prime four directions with e-time north. The Son
at the Father’s right hand aligns s-times to south-west, and the Sprit at the Father’s
left hand aligns t-half-a-time to south-east. Symmetries abound within and between
scriptures and their scientific equivalents, such as 12-atomic elements of positive
quarks face north, negative quarks south, electrons east, and neutrinos west.
All scales in Day and its two subspaces of Heaven and Earth can be represented by
Fractal Mathematics. Biological growth of plants and animals, and even inorganic
matter formed directly by God, develop in fractals, where the next larger growth is
mapped by the existing design. For plants this design begins in the cells of seeds,
and for animals in the marriage of male and female stem cells that contain the
genetic code for each kind of life. All these designs require an original Designer,
and have built-in adaptability to varying environments for that kind. A kind cannot
change into another kind as required by Evolution. Men abhor the need for a
designer since that means they are answerable to the Designer, “I AM”.
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The full span of Day’s space from ψ-5 = 10-35 meters, and ψ-6
= 10-42 seconds up to ψ5 = 1035 meters and ψ6 = 1042 seconds
are visualized by these two videos of fractal designs. They
give the impression of diving from our size down to 10-35 meters, and the other up
to 1035 meters, so over 70-decades of space, and 84-decades of time. For energy in
joules, the value for Planck’s constant h = 66 x 10-35 joule-seconds. In scriptural
notation, h = σψ-5/10 j-s, using man’s number, σ = 666 and ψ = 107. The added (⅒)
mirrors the added exponential ψ factor between space and time, also represented by
the portico on Solomon’s Temple that increased its length from 60 to 70 cubits.
Science extrapolates Day’s CMB measured temperature downward to Absolute
zero at -273.15 degree Centigrade, or 2.78 ≈ e degree Kelvin. Attempts to achieve
this 0oK were a major competition in the mid-1950s by applying pressure and cold
to change gases into liquid followed by rapid expansion. In 1995, the first BoseEinstein Condensate (BEC) of rubidium atoms achieved φψ-1 oK.
Of course, zero oK cannot exist within the light-of-Day, so man’s search will never
find it! Planck’s various under-limits equate to Genesis finite under-walls around
Day by speaking of heaven as New Jerusalem (NJ), Rev 21:22-26 I did not see a
temple in the city, because the Lord God Almighty and the Lamb are its temple. The city does
not need the sun or the moon to shine on it, for the glory of God gives it light, and the Lamb
is its lamp. The nations will walk by its light, and the kings of the earth will bring their
splendor into it. On no day will its gates ever be shut, for there will be no night there. The

NIV describes the “under” walls of Day as the 5-cubit walls of NJ city that separate
Day from Night, where 0oK might exist. Ezek 48:30 "These will be the exits of the city:
Beginning on the north side, which is 4,500 cubits..., Light enters day from the void via
“hole-exits” in the 4,500-cubit walls. In 2003, MIT researchers unwittingly found
this number as the Planck’s temperature limit in a BEC of sodium atoms to be
0.0045 oK, though Planck never calculated this limit himself. Scripture’s generic
4,500 cubits is scaled by 10-8 or 1/(10ψ) to become the wall temperature!
Microwave light at e oK exists between galaxies, and this is not the void of night,
but is rather the CMB of Day. Nothing gets outside Day’s walls. The CMB can
never be removed, so men cannot reach zero-degree Kelvin from inside the light
energy of Day. Our space only “appears” to be empty. It’s not!
Well-known fractal scale factors between objects in space and time include h, π, e,
c, and Avogadro golden ratios ϕ;φ. A few examples of the lesser-known ψ include:
▪ God’s creation e-time is ψ t-years/e-hour, so an e-day is 24ψ t-years;
▪ The size of the finite portion of the universe God calls “day” is ψe light-years;
▪ Day contains ψπ/2 galaxies, each with typically ψe meters radius;
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▪
▪
▪
▪

Heavens are about one-fourth of a galaxy at eψe/10 meters;
A month in heaven is ψ t-years, and a t-year is ψ heavenly months.
Our world is ψ meters from pole to equator; the sun is 70ψ meters across;
One joule = ψ ergs of work, and e-kilowatt-hours ≈ ψ joules = ψ2 ergs;

It is hard to imagine how large Day is within the infinite universe at ψ5 = 1035
meters, but try to imagine how small it is at ψ-5 = 10-35 meters at Planck’s h.
Daniel 7 and 12, and Revelation 12 each describe a trinity of three different timelines, as “time, times and half-a-time”. These form three “speed” scale factors, ci,
relating space-to-time dimensions in God’s void, in heaven and in earth. Dan 7 says
God the Father’s e-time for a creation e-day is 24 e-times that form 24-cubit walls.
Dan 12 says God the Son’s 24-hour s-times for heaven is bi-directional so double
24, or 48 s-hours. Rev 12 says God the Spirit’s half a t-time for earth is 12-hours.
Note each of these verses are numbered to match the information within.
Measurements from atom smashers like the LHC uncovered three different masses
for the three types of matter in Day. Scientists avoid discussing three values for
Einstein’s Ei/mi = c2, because they, and theologians, believe there is a single speed
for light, c = ±√c2, existing throughout all space-time that cannot be exceeded by
moving matter. Scientists consider the plus value for c to be “normal-matter” and
the negative value to be invisible “anti-matter”. Actually, three separate speeds, ce,
cs, ct, form three cross products. We measure c2 = csct = (30ψ)2 = 9ρ m2/s2, where
ρ = 1016. Science’s anti-matter is just μ-matter. In earth, Et/mt = ctcs; in heaven,
Eμ/mμ = ctce; and in God’s walls to the void, Eτ/mτ = csce. The void’s speed of light
at the surface wall is calculated from these mass measurements at cτ = 0.014ψ =
ψ/70 m/s, heaven’s at cs = 2.718ψ, = eψ m/s, and earth’s at ct = 333ψ = σψ/2 m/s.
Earth’s speed is 120 times heaven’s speed, which is 190 (70e) times the void’s
speed. Matter has inverse scaling at mτ = 120mμ; mμ = 190mt, so mτ = 22,800mt.
God used the void’s low “speed of light” to form Day’s heavy τ-water above-wall
on the first e-day, then the under-wall on the second e-day. God calls heaven’s μmatter μ-lands and μ-seas, formed during e-day #2 and seen at evening of e-day #3.
That matter was then populated with μ-vegetation. Earth’s much lighter t-matter
was formed on the third e-day, again from the under τ-water wall but using earth’s
22,800 times higher “speed of light”, and appeared on e-day #4. It was populated
with t-vegetation on e-day #5 and t-animals on e-day #6. Creation’s six e-days
lasted 1.44 billion t-years; Adam was created 52,000 t-years ago; Jesus came 2,000
t-years ago. A jubilee is 50,000 t-years so Adam was created 52 s-days ago. Notice
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this is stated on page 50 here? Accelerations of τ-water walls into the void produce
all of science’s bosons, photons, gravitons, and nuclear forces that scientists
incorrectly group together with twelve elementary particles of matter that are God’s
twelve precious stones. By avoiding scriptures, there are no known walls for Day to
create these forces, so scientists group all force-bosons and elementary particles
into a single “Standard Model”. They recently added the Higgs Boson in an
attempt to explain God’s breath-of-life that converts energy into matter and
somehow into life! How a force-particle of matter can itself create other forces or
other matter, without life to form it, is beyond imagination. Every scientist has their
own paradigm to explain the Higgs that is spiritual and truly does not exist within
Day. All forces and life MUST come from outside Day, i.e. via God’s walls.
The reduced Planck constant, ђ = h/2π ≈ 10.6 x 10-35 j-s, is used in several physical
models. For example, Boltzmann’s constant kB uses it in his logarithmic relation
between large-scale entropy to small-scale temperatures S = kB ln W. Hawking
used it attempting to analyze black holes that supposedly form when matter
collapses via run-away gravity as S = AkB/4ℓ2. In a way, there are black “holes”
beyond the walls holding light and matter within, so his equation has value even
though his analysis regarding gravity emanating from matter to produce infinite
force within the black hole to retain light itself is false. A recent image in radio
frequencies of galaxy M87 was obtained by linking radio telescopes around the
world together to form a very large array. This is similar to the synthetic aperture
array radar on the B2 aircraft to collect data as it flies to form a better target image.
The radio image was converted into visible light and scientists claim this to be one
of their black holes at the center of this galaxy. This is actually what is called here
a “Heaven Light” of matter coming from the void, not falling into the void, and
modeled in Solomon’s Most Holy Room and its menorahs, and its Altar’s hearth.
Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle says simultaneous measurement of particle
momentum and position cannot reach ђ/2 = h/4π, but this is actually due to the
Planck wall at that distance. The angel-to-man ratio, α = 10±3, or log ±α = ±3. This
combines with Planck’s limits of ψ±5 to develop the “gluon-to-graviton” ratio of
forces as ψ±5α±3 = 10±38. Scientists measure this ratio, but do not know how to
include it into their Standard Equation describing matter and bosons, so separate
atomic forces from gravity forces as separate theories. Our paradigm shows bosons
do not exist, so all forces can be remodeled using accelerations of dual τ-water
walls around heaven, and ultimately Day. Science does not agree that walls actually
exist, so Planck is only thought of as “granularities” in space-time. Now that walls
are clearly explained and matter is light, this concept is actually meaningless. CMB
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light abuts these walls, so every atom also abuts them within their quarks to hold
atoms together. Forces within matter can never become infinite as predicted by
black hole theories, but are restricted to 1038 times gravity. Scientists cannot figure
this out without agreeing with me, Plank, and Einstein that God’s walls actually
exist. Most scientists think they comprehend an above, red-shifted wall of light
accelerating into “nothingness”, but few can comprehend an under, blue-shifted
wall of water inside matter, accelerating into a smaller void. Planck limits truly
demand this under wall, as created on e-day #2, contains matter to separate light
from night. Scriptures explain that there are also larger and smaller lightless void
beyond Daylight’s walls in both directions that God calls Night.
Scientists today have drifted away from Planck’s ideas and discarded his size-time
limits, requiring that matter collapse beyond the Plank limit they admit exists, into
the infinity of blackness inside all matter. Even scientists currently use string theory
to describe matter as light, stated by Planck as his force of vibration (light energy),
so matter cannot create gravity. Gravity and nuclear forces had to exist first, as
Planck and scripture both said, to hold Daylight and its matter together and separate
it from the larger and smaller void of Night. All light, and all matter converted by
God from light, is within the walls of Day, so all gravity and nuclear forces come
from the void “outside” matter relative to Day. Man’s explanation that these forces
“come” from matter as gluons and gravitons is no more valid than the old concept
that photons emanate from our eyes.
Forces exist at the walls, since light itself is always present and contained by those
wall forces. God made the sky between walls on e-day#2. The only force we see
that comes from light and its matter is the magnetic force that is part of the
electromagnetic energy from light itself. Matter was not present in the space of
God’s day of light until the third creation day of time, so any force that held light
within the walls between day and night had to be part of the walls. Under-wall
accelerations into Night provide nuclear forces that hold light within the under wall,
whether that light is in the form of microwave radiation or in the form of matter.
Gravity forces arise from the above wall accelerations in twelve-dimensional spacetime. Both nuclear and gravity magnitudes depend on the matter or microwave light
present at any point in its ten-dimensional space. Matter in heaven’s four
dimensions is heavier than matter in earth’s four dimensions, so all four types of
forces in heaven are stronger than four types in earth. Light’s ninth force exists in
space between matter and the walls, explaining how energy imposed on matter
produces its unique light spectra. If scientists realize the great distance between
matter and the forces holding Day “together”, they may figure it out.
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Most scientists accept the logically obvious statement that if one believes they are
inside a finite and closed system of light making up their space and time then they
can never explain its exterior structure nor how it formed. If humanity intends to
understand the universe by only looking at its light, this “law” demands scientists
must infer that our space and time are infinite in both larger and smaller extent.
This is where science lives today, abhorring Scripture’s description of finite walls,
because only scriptures can provide the mandatory external physical information to
explain a closed system of light. Scientists ignore microwave tests and Planck’s
symmetric minimums and maximums. They claim there is no limit to expansion,
both outwardly into nothingness and inwardly into black holes with infinite gravity.
Light itself supposedly cannot escape the gravity of black holes, though they are
impossible to model since the space-volume goes to zero in the denominator of all
known mathematical models. Division by zero says matter must “explode” into
infinity at an unknown smaller limit than Planck’s wall. Men call it a singularity
without further insights. Black holes of Night within matter do not block light from
inside the wall as claimed by these theorists, but do block light from passing out
through the walls into black and true infinity, outside man’s dual voids of night.
Scientific logic based on current paradigms without scriptures will never decide if
our universe of light is infinite or finite. Most scientists today are unsure which
conclusion requires the least bad assumptions, so waffle between. John 3:19 This is
the verdict: Light has come into the world, but men loved darkness instead of light because
their deeds were evil. Everyone who does evil hates the light, and will not come into the light
for fear that his deeds will be exposed. But whoever lives by the truth comes into the light, so
that it may be seen plainly that what he has done has been done through God." Amen!

Those who insist space is infinite must ignore the singularity paradox, Planck’s law,
and dodecahedral reflections of background microwave data. To retain current dark
paradigms, these men require a period of massive dark inflation greater than light
speed to disburse dark matter into space-time, dark energy to explain measured
acceleration of space-time we now known to be input from the void, and dark flow
to explain inertial velocity of our solar system in our galaxy that is easily explained
by our arm’s σ/2 k/s outward flow from heaven. These concepts arise from man’s
single dark explosion Big Bang theory, and Darwin’s dark evolution. Explanations
at these website links admit complete lack of observation of any dark theory, so all
are based on imaginations of men, prompting attempts to explain them via
preposterous logic. No one will ever find out how mass can come from energy ala a
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“Higgs Boson”, nor how life originally came about, how it adapts to environments,
or how it creates new kinds. All are fully clarified by God.
For those who accept the fact that the universe of light is finite, ambiguity prevails
without accepting Genesis’ explanations coming from outside daylight. Most men
live today within these two sets of paradoxes, hoping a solution will be found to
include the enormous 1038 span between atomic and gravity forces. Newer ideas
even attempt to explain away the miniscule probability of our “unique” universe by
saying there are multiple universes in a series of flat “branes”, periodically
“bumping” together to form Big Bangs. These deeper concepts attempt to answer
newer statistical paradoxes, but are even more nonsensical than the single Big
Bang. Evolution theories explain miraculous varieties of life as entirely selfevolved. Recently some estimate not mere millions of species, nor billions, but
trillions, every one covered by the blanket statement, “it evolved”. This is Satan
speaking through men. It is time to drop big bang and evolution paradigms, and
accept scriptures’ true “Theory of Everything”.
Scriptures clearly explain invisible portions of Day to men: Rom 1:20 For since the
creation of the world God's invisible qualities-his eternal power and divine nature-have
been clearly seen, being understood from what has been made, so that men are without
excuse. This says there is enough “clearly” explained by God in scriptures to allow
“men” to “understand” how he “made” ten space and three time dimensions in daylight, seven of which are “invisible” to us in our “world”. We see angel’s mumatter and God’s tau-matter in atom smashers, transient at 10-10 and 10-20 t-seconds
respectively, so invisible in earth, but undoubtedly stable in heaven else their
existence would be useless. These times seem short, but just like the limits on
space-walls, are only half way to the Planck time-walls at 10-42 t-seconds.
Our seven days per week model God’s seven creation e-days with the seventh
called “Today”. Our Sabbath t-day of rest was originally Saturday but Christians
moved it to Sunday. We live in both e-Today and t-today. This does not mean
God’s Sabbath is a model of our Sabbath, so God’s day is not a model our day, just
as nothing in heaven is a model of anything in earth, only the other way around.
Scripture’s dual-dimensional seventh times-dimension separates Einstein’s single
E/m = c2, into heaven and earth’s E/m = csct, removing science’s antimatter in Day
since c2 models separate heaven and earth components. Einstein’s Relativity
Tensor models tight coupling of space and time (speed) in matter. The dual
dimensional seventh s-space-time axis reduces the total number of dimensions from
13 to 12, represented by God’s sky, and by the 12 bulls under Solomon’s Sea.
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Scriptures describe pentagonal doorjambs in the wall to the Father’s Most Holy
“Void” section of Solomon’s Temple, confirming the dodecahedral model with its
twelve pentagonal sides. 1 Kings 6:31 For the entrance of the inner sanctuary he made
doors of olive wood with five-sided jambs. And on the two olive wood doors, he carved
cherubim, palm trees and open flowers, and overlaid the cherubim and palm trees with
beaten gold. In the same way he made four-sided jambs of olive wood for the entrance to
the main hall. [Heaven] He also made two pine doors, each having two leaves that turned in
sockets. Only the high priest as a model of Christ could enter the Most Holy section

of the temple once a year, just as men cannot enter the void. The entrance to the
main hall of the temple representing heaven had a pair of 4-sided doorjambs with
dual doors, modeling its eight dimensions. These models are clues to wisdom:
1 Kings 4:29 God gave Solomon wisdom and very great insight. Solomon's wisdom was
greater than the wisdom of all the men of the East, and greater than all the wisdom of Egypt,
Rev 13:18 This calls for wisdom. If anyone has insight, let him calculate the number of the
beast, for it is man's number. His number is 666.. 1 Kings 10:14 and 2 Chronicles 9:13 The
weight of the gold that Solomon received yearly was 666 talents, these cross-references to

wisdom, man’s number 666, Solomon’s Temple, and other scripturally based
structures in Egypt, are not coincidences. The wisdom of Egypt refers to angels
who built the pyramids prior to Adam, not human Egyptians who merely used them.
Scriptures mention Egypt over 600 times, with 140 references to “out of Egypt”
involving God’s ancient work with Moses and the Israelites, and later with Jesus.
Hos 11:1 (verse number is the Father’s triplet, so He is speaking) "When Israel was a child,
[as a son of Adam - who is called a son of God in Luke 3:38” the son of Adam, the son of God”]
I loved him, and out of Egypt I called [Christ] my son. But the more I called Israel [mankind], the further they went from me. Matt 2:1 After Jesus was born in Bethlehem in Judea,
during the time of King Herod, Magi from the east came to Jerusalem and asked, "Where is
the one who has been born king of the Jews? We saw his star in the east and have come to
worship him." Humans in Egypt and the east were not wise, so God is talking here

about his angels, the wise Magi, as coming to see the baby Jesus and also informing
the shepherds by saying to them: Luke 2:10 But the angel said to them, "Do not be
afraid. I bring you good news of great joy that will be for all the people. And: Heb 13:2 Do
not forget to entertain strangers, for by so doing some people have entertained angels without
knowing it. Theologians only associate this comment in Hosea to mean Mary and

Joseph’s return from Egypt with the baby Jesus, but Hosea correctly describes that
God called Jesus directly via Egypt when the God-the-Spirit conceived Jesus in
Mary. Luke 1:26 In the sixth month, God sent the angel Gabriel [via Egypt] to Nazareth, a
town in Galilee, to a virgin pledged to be married to a man named Joseph, a descendant of
David. Luke 1:35 The angel [Gabriel] answered, "The Holy Spirit will come upon you, and
the power of the Most High will overshadow you. So the holy one [Jesus] to be born will be
called the Son of God. Angels informed Mary and shepherds that the Holy Spirit would come
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via Egypt to be the true father of Jesus, a son of David via Mary and Joseph’s lineage. Just as
God’s list of Generations do not include every son in a lineage.

Scientists’ theory of a single explosion-of-energy, contends
that all galaxies were created via a Higgs Boson, magically
forming matter from pure energy, coalescing into galaxies, and
now falling inward toward a black hole that formed at their
center. The LHC was built to find this very powerful particle,
but failed. Galaxies seem to rotate as a unit around a black
hole containing enough dark matter to hold them as rigid
bodies. These ideas are pure speculation, formed prior to
Hubble observing trillions of galaxies that are mostly alike, so
all the same age! Scriptures say matter were all created during
e-day #2 when a pair of water walls formed up to only one-meter across.
Actual measurements from galaxy
M33 in Triangulum, circled in this
image of this constellation, support
expansion of the entire universe to
cause constant velocity of matter
away from galactic centers. No
matter how much dark matter men
conjure up for their black holes, it
can never have enough gravity to
hold galaxies together for their
estimate of over 14 billion years.
Even this is not enough time for
matter to move to current distances,
then have its light return to every
point in the universe, so clearly
false. If galaxies rotate around the
core, then physical inverse-square
laws-of-gravity say the shape of
galactic velocities should always
follow the dashed-curve in this
figure. The measured data tracked
by the white-curve follows this law
only out to the reach of 12,000
stadia of heaven ala Rev 21:15.
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Thereafter, earth matter breaks free and drifts directly outward as ln e-ix indicated by
the red-curve overlay. Axis scales in this figure have been corrected via overlaydata from our Milky Way regarding heaven and earth’s scriptural velocity data vs.
distance, that follows our Creation diagram. The data perfectly matches the
overlay of the red light-curve of the natural logarithm chart. Can this comparison
get any closer? This photo of M33 better matches this chart, so it must actually be
closer than thought by science! This new approach for determining stellardistances between galaxies can provide a significant improvement in our
understanding of universal scales!
The measured stellar motion of galactic arm-matter in M33 is consistent with our
earthly arms, separated and drifting away from our heaven at 333 = σ/2 km/sec.
This value is scaled from earth’s velocity of light, so applies to all galaxies. The
vertical scale in this data is incorrectly interpreted by the authors, based on analyses
that incorrectly assumed measured velocity of the arms is rotational rather than
radial. The vertical scale is about one third of what it should be at the true distance
as measured in our galaxy at our world’s distance, so the true distance to this galaxy
is one third of their values. Comparing to our galaxy, the vertical-scale could
provide an accurate measure of the distance to such galaxies by comparing inner
rotational velocity and diameter of the core of stars that makeup heaven and spiral
arms to ours. The distance between the two curves then provides an angular
measurement of its size as well, since it was created simultaneously with our
galaxy, ergo its true distance from us, not at the estimate of 3 million light year.
A similar result is seen in NGC 4535. whose
arms of earth are clearly drifting from its
heaven core through a single rotation, so
during earth’s e-days #4 through #6. Division
of the arm into three parts is an estimate from
Milky Way measurements. Here the size of
this galaxy is directly related to its distance
from us, a scale that men search for, using
cruder models. By recognizing that the
24,000 light year location is correct, its
distance should be easily calculated!
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This same single rotation of spiral arms
over e-days #4 - #6 is clearly seen in
the whirlpool galaxy M51. Since more
than a single black hole is needed to
hold galaxies together, scientists
invented dark matter. Other ideas have
been tossed around for years, but none
have succeeded, so scientist’s continue
to search for dark matter, without any
detection. No one accepts scripture’s
creation claim of a mere 1.44 billion
year-age since this is not enough time to justify biologist’s evolution concepts.
Scientists push on without a sideway glace toward scriptures to solve this paradox.
The shape of spiral galaxies indicates their arms do NOT rotate, so arm velocities
ARE radial outward, not inward as required by black hole theories. Energy sources
come from the void at the core, so dark matter is not required in this scenario.
The only reason there are still arms to see in spiral galaxies is as scripture say,
heaven was created on e-day #2-3 and continues to rotate as when created, and is
only 12,000 stadia or light years wide at one fourth of a galaxy’s diameter. The
earth was created on e-day #3-4 and makes up the arms around the core. All
galaxies were created simultaneously, so are all one billion years old, not fourteen.
Earth’s arms stretch another 36,000 light years, created over the second three e-days
as they drift away from heaven at 12,000 light year per 24 t-years, an e-day. After
this distance, the plot shows arms continue to drift and burn out, leaving behind
dust lanes, flat like the Sombrero galaxy. God’s Word is true!
Science explains the σ-velocity toward Triangulum as if our entire galaxy is moving
towards a great attracting mass of galaxies millions of light years beyond. Instead,
this vector points at the “east end” of heaven in the galactic core, thus pointing
towards the opposite arm of the Milky Way. Gen 3:24 After he drove the man out, he
placed on the east side of the Garden of Eden cherubim and a flaming [x-rays?] sword
flashing back and forth to guard the way to the tree of life. Our solar velocity is actually
caused by our sun and the stars beyond Triangulum both moving away from the
galactic core in opposite directions, each at σ/2 = 333 km/sec. This is exactly
earth’s light speed, scaled down by /α = 104. Men cannot measure heaven’s
gravity from within earth, but may calculated it from cs as Gs = dcs/ds (m/s)2. The
distance from man to quarks is ψ-2.5 = 10-17.5 meters. The chart of forces shows this
same distance separates galaxies from the above tau-water walls. Science’s dark
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matter is scripture’s tau-matter, supporting galaxies in the vault of sky and invisible
to men in orthogonal earth, but it is not black holes of the Big Bang paradigm.
Astronomers compiled this
deep field view of over 10,000
galaxies from 800 images of a
2.5 arc-minute square dark
area of the sky in Ursa Major.
They assume light left these
galaxies and travelled to us,
estimating distances to the
furthest specks from their
initial explosion concept at
about 1,400ψ (14 billion) light years, so ten times scriptures. Smaller expanded
galaxies shown here are all similar, so all had to be embedded in the space-time of
daylight at the beginning of the third creation day. God said he turned-on matter to
be visible at every point in Day. Most are too far away to allow “time” for light to
move at a fixed speed and arrive everywhere in Day at different times. “Smaller”
does not mean “older” since original images all had the same zero e-time. New light
generated by matter only reaches backwards through four e-days from e-day #3 at
one billion of years ago. Science’s single explosion concept falls apart here since
the masses creating this light had to get there at physical speeds before it could send
back light at light speeds. Ergo “rapid expansion” was concocted as a solution!
This extreme deep Hubble field image was assembled in 2014
from a 2.3 x 2 arc-minute central portion of this data, plus Abyss
WFC3/IR data of low-surface brightness data. They show 5,500
galaxies, a less dense but deeper section of sky as visible in
man’s 4-dimensions. Further Scientific analysis of these images
says that there are 2.2 trillion, 2.2x1012 = 22xπ/2 galaxies. The
logarithmic value of π/2 represents orthogonality in mathematics,
so the value π/2 is the space-time equivalent for heaven, suggesting orthogonality
to earth. This number of galaxies is beyond what would fit in science’s 14 billion
light-year sphere of 4/3πR3, or ten thousand billion cubic light years, so rapid
inflation provides this required space, even though it has no basis in physics. Even
this number may not be large enough to count God’s real billion-billion light year
sphere of Day. “If you don’t like your conclusions, change your assumptions”!!
Many follow this error but no one knows how to change their theories at this time
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without a complete rewrite – as is done here. Col 1:26 the mystery that has been kept
hidden for ages and generations, but is now disclosed to the saints. Men wait for AD 2666.
Newton’s equation for gravitational
force between two masses in earthspace is ft = Gt m1m2/r2: Gt = 666 x
10-13 m3/kg-s2 = σ x 10-13 m1m2/r2 =
σm1m2/102r2. Our light-year is 1016
meters, so the size of Day out to
Planck’s limit is ±e stadia. This is
hugely larger than man’s current
estimate of 14 billion to their furthest
galaxy. The inverse light year toward smaller directions
reaches the size of gold atoms. God’s Menorah design has 22 = 7π lamps, so each
represents a billion or 100 galaxies per lamp, Rev 7:3. Each lamp has five almond
blossom petals so each petal represents 20 galaxies, matching the Most Holy cube.
The angel (here also Christ) talked to Zechariah on his way to measure New
Jerusalem [heaven] at twelve thousand stadia. Rev 21:10 And he [the angel] carried
me away in the Spirit to a mountain great and high, and showed me the Holy City,
Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from God. Rev 21:15 The angel who talked with me
had a measuring rod of gold to measure the city, its gates and its walls. The city was laid out
like a square, as long as it was wide. He measured the city with the rod and found it to be
12,000 stadia in length, and as wide and high as it is long. He measured its wall and it was
144 cubits thick, by man's measurement, which the angel was using. God’s stadia is man’s

light-year, and since 144 e-cubits = 1.44 billion t-years, an e-cubit =  stadia.
The Trinity set includes c, e, , and π, and scientists see these fractals everywhere.
The Temple’s 220 or 70π lamps also scale the pyramidal stairs for its Most Holy
section up from 20 cubits to the size of the base of the Great Pyramid at Giza at 440
cubits. Even the distance between the Temple and this pyramid is 440 km., and
God’s speed of light or space-to-time ratio at Day’s walls is /70 m/s. Angels built
the pyramid at Giza to connect themselves spiritually to heaven, with the chamber
in this pyramid at exactly one sixth of the Most Holy volume to represent a creation
e-day. About 78,000 years ago at 6ξα BC, ξ ≡ 13, the Sphinx that represents God’s
cherubim pointed toward Regulus in Leo as the Son - lion. Angels also built
pyramid cities in Mexico, used by Mayen tribes, just like the Egyptians used the
Great Pyramid. Precession of our world takes 26,000 = 2ξα years, so 6ξα is three
Zodiac years or revolutions around the ecliptic, also found as a Mayan time period.
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Distance across God’s created space-time from scriptures is a billion times larger
than man’s estimate of 14 billion years, and day is finite while men believe it is
infinite! Their “small” 14 billion size results from the Big Bang theory that requires
galaxies to move from a single location to their current distances, and then the light
had to return to us. This theory requires a near “infinite” inflation period over 10-24
second to achieve this galaxy density. Obviously, a big, single explosion is NOT
plausible, even with this preposterous and non-scientific inflationary period. By not
including scriptural facts, scientists must continue to add more and more paradoxes
and impossible ideas to prove their paradigms, even multi-universe branes. If you
do not like your conclusions, you should just change your assumptions (paradigm).
A larger problem with inflationary expansion is; why do we even see these distant
galaxies? The universe is extremely large and if we only see accelerating galaxies
from their transmitted light, it could NEVER get here. God created light during the
first e-day and then reduced entropy and formed matter from light in the second.
This matter was ignited to form visible images of land and sea via the jerk at
evening e-day #3, expanding that at 9ρ stadia2/m2 to one stadium at the third e-day.
Embedded images were part of light at e-time = 48 e-hours, when Day was only one
meter across! Post-creation light travels through space dimensions in time
dimensions to us, but God created light as the s-space-time dimension, so created
light did not need to travel through space in time as space IS light. Our ability to see
distant galaxies proves that God created light with these galaxy images already
embedded throughout Day. Space-time could not develop as claimed by men if we
only saw time-transmitted light. Men added rapid inflation to their paradigm to
account for the large number of galaxies shown by Hubble, but completely ignore
that this larger size does not allow enough time in their expanded paradigm for us to
see them! Newer theories of clashing multi-universe branes do not address this
quandary. Man’s big bang paradigm is impossible to justify, but a scriptural
paradigm is fully logical to our human minds as created by God.
Creation lasted over six of God’s 240 million t-year days. Our paradigm concludes
that a cubit = ψ = 107 meters = 1 e-time so scriptures “beginning” occurred 6 x 24ψ
= 1.44 billion of our t-years ago, as measured by an angel in Rev 21:16 He measured
its wall and it was 144 cubits thick. Matter became visible at evening of the third e-day,
960 million t-year-ago. We are thus able to see transmitted light backwards to this
billion-light-year limit. Full galaxies are seen at a transition time at tl of 720 mya.
This distance moves backward from any location at light speed of c = √ctcs.
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Edwin Hubble measured light’s red-shifted expansion, and he conclude that red
shift increases with distance (decreasing luminosity). Further optical studies now
show this expansion of space-time itself is actually accelerating, not decelerating
as predicted by the Big Bang theory where collapsing matter forms into galaxies.
Space-time is expanding and accelerating, so must all galaxies, and everything in
them. Is space accelerating into more lighted space, or into scriptures space without
light? Can galaxies expand along with space-time, and yet contract at the same
time into galaxies as believed by science’s Big Bang theory? If so, as we look
further to these outbound light sources, they must eventually recede from us faster
than the light they generate in the visible spectrum. Science’s “new” light could
never be visible from our “real position” in our “real-time” if we are actually seeing
only transmitted light from them. Except for a few scientists who no longer believe
in the Big Bang, this acceleration of our space-time is completely ignored because it
goes against accepted concepts which require an infinite, pre-existing space into
which this big explosion occurred. Where did that space come from?
An important question regarding Hubble images is whether they show all created
galaxies, or will there be fainter images we will see with the Webb space telescope.
The first order of business for this new telescope should be to duplicate this picture.
Comparing the number of galaxies actually seen to those predicted due to its greater
light-gathering capability, will confirm we already see them all the way out to the
wall. Gathering light over time shows all created light so larger telescopes will
merely reduce the time to obtain the same number of photons. That would be
spectacular since the black “sky” behind the smallest speck is truly the transparent
jasper wall to the light-less void of Night, as God said: Gen 1:14 And God said, "Let
there be lights in the expanse of the sky to separate the day from the night. God is now
allowing men and angels in our galaxy to see all ψπ/2 of these galaxies of Day, put
there during the fourth e-day to separate Day from Night.
Einstein’s relativity tensor
explains the tight coupling
between Day’s space and time. This “gravity tensor” couple’s heaven’s space-time
and earth’s space-time to describe all second derivative forces in Day. Recognizing
that this matrix is actually the second derivative of light, modelled here as dnγm/den,
an (n x m) matrix with n = 2, and m = t, and Einstein’s subscripts μ,υ replaced by
n,m, correctly describes not only gravity but all forces in Day including man’s
gravitons, strong and weak nuclear forces. Heaven’s space/time ratio or velocity is
cs = eψ, and earth’s is ct = σψ/2. Light is represented by γ = e-iπ. Using the natural
logarithm, det/dt = et, scriptures explain the same coupling found in 2 Peter 3;8 that
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Avogadro found in his NA ≡ 0.602214076 × 1022 = (φψπ) per mole, smaller-to-larger
logarithmic coupling of nuclear matter to a mole-volume of its gas. This ratio
models the total number of galaxies, ψπ/2 in Day compared to our Milky Way, and
from our solar system to the number of stars in the Milky Way. The space-to-time
ratio in Day is the speed of light, c, and no physical object can travel at this speed
since it represents Day’s fixed ratio between fixed dimensions. This ratio combines
heaven’s cs and earth’s ct sub-light speeds into a single visible electromagnetic
energy, E = mcsct = mc2. Scriptures explain the separation of heaven from earth
with the same ratios as science separates atomic matter from galactic matter, both
using the ubiquitous Fibonacci fractals, ϕ;φ. Day’s eight-dimensions consist of six
(x, y, z, u, v, w) space and one dual s-space-time, and one half a t-time. Day’s finite
structure is orthogonal to the infinite void of Night, so invisible from within Day,
and men must utilize God’s facts as stated in Rom 1:20 to understand it.
The group of scientists in France who analyzed NASA’s
WMAP microwave data in 2003, developed this image
of their dodecahedral hyperspace model. It is also a
good concept of how galaxies seem to congregate in
Day, so may model τ-water structure inside all of God’s
sky, including its dodecahedral under and above walls.
It is curious that 120 pentagons model the structure of
the visible universe of sky, and Romans 1:20 explains
them! God must have had a hand in this scriptural
numbering system, and this analysis finally occurred at the end of God’s third
Generation in AD 2000. Scientists measured LHC energy data at 120 GeV, but
concluded it was their Higgs Boson, even they call the God Particle.
Steven Hawking used this WMAP data to justify a single immense, unknown, and
beyond comprehension explosion, during which there was a rapid inflation over
trillionths-of-trillionths (10-24) of a second. No known physics justifies these ideas.
Steven has stated he does not need a God to form a universe since it is so simple
he has it all figured out, occurring “naturally”, whatever that means. He claims time
stops at his black hole singularity. If so then all forces must go to zero as well, yet
gravity goes to infinity! How could all these things actually happen?? Therefore, he
figured out nothing! God created Day-time at a beginning e-time by saying, “let
there be light”. The scientific community follows Steven’s dogmatism, ignoring all
finite universe theories as described in the first verses of scriptures. Removing God
from science results in “unsolvable” human logic by replacing God’s creation truths
with man’s house of cards of Black holes of collapsed matter ala the gravity tensor.
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Darwin also followed this illogical type of logic and postulated the unimaginable
capability of all life forms to foresee the future, adapting themselves to unknown
future needs. How can trillions of primitive species do this? If you wanted to
change your biological design so your children could continue living in some
unknown future world, how would you solve this dilemma, and then somehow
accomplish it? Yet biologists today conclude ALL lifeforms adapt themselves to
future needs by saying “they evolved”, assuming someone will eventually “figure it
out”. These absurd current concepts are just completely illogical and not true!
God formulated γ-light via
e-iξ + 1 = 0; and also as
e-iφ + 1 = cosφe + i sinφe;
i = √-1, where the phase
angles, φe = ωee, are various
frequencies of light energy
integrated over the void’s
eternal e-time. Man’s eyes in
earth’s space only see the
electrical cosine-phase of an
extremely small section of
the light spectrum, and only
see the magnitude of light
speed as c2 = csct. See M33.
Microwave background
radiation is space-time, and
God made matter in the finite
universe of Day from light
energy in three time-dimensions labelled here as {e, s, t}. Schrodinger formulated
light in a complex wave-format; Planck in discrete energy-packets Ẽ = hυ; Einstein
Ẽ/m = c2; Shannon entropy = ĉe x ĉs x ĉt , operating in Day’s 12-D that include the
two walls of τ-water from Day’s birth, finally converted to μ-t-matter.
The dust in Jesus’ parables may be swept away to extract the pearls of wisdom they
contain. Luke 15:8 "Or suppose a woman has ten silver coins and loses one. Does she not
light a lamp, sweep the house and search carefully until she finds it? This is their primary
purpose; as Jesus, himself stated Matt 13:10 the disciples came to him and asked, "Why
do you speak to the people in parables?" He replied, "The knowledge of the secrets of the
kingdom of heaven has been given to you, but not to them. Whoever has will be given more,
and he will have an abundance. Whoever does not have, even what he has will be taken from
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him. This is why I speak to them in parables: "Though seeing, they do not see; though
hearing, they do not hear or understand. Parables explain deep concepts to wise men

who hear scriptures, since every number that represent a size or time is also a model
of a larger/smaller or faster/slower interpretation. God will further relax His anger
over the fourth Generation and allow all men to finally understand the enclosed,
finite portion of the infinite universe God calls Day. Sadly, men will continue to
ignore the beauty of this paradigm until 4σ Generations in 2666, or a mere e-second
in the year 2777 at 4.17σ. Scriptures and science tell us the Father, Son and Holy
Spirit exist as a single Triune God; I AM, in a 12-D, dark void of Night.

Creation Timeline - Figures
Gen 1:1 In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. This introduction

declares God’s intent to form two space-time portions of light, separated into
heavens and “earth”. Two major errors were introduced by men. Now the earth was
formless and empty, The Torah claimed earth was “unformed and void” but the NIVtranslators falsely claimed it was “formless and empty”, which falsely puts earth’s
formation together with heaven’s, but only being formless rather than completely
unformed; darkness was over the surface of the deep, and the Spirit of God was hovering
over the waters. Scribes originally falsely inserting words “heaven and earth” directly
into God’s definition of created sky and land, saying God created land and called it
earth. The newer NIV translation recognizes these introductory words apply to all
light energy volumes-times in the universe, so not just to our world’s land and air.
Heaven in our galaxy is surrounded by its earth holding our world that was created
in e-day #3, and did not appear until e-day #4. The Torah started out false as
explained by Jerimiah 8:8.
Creation includes a beginning point in eternal e-time, distinguished from created
times that are integral parts of heaven-space s-time and earth space t-time. God
describes a logarithmic creation of Day’s space over six logarithmic eternal e-days
of God’s e-time. To keep the three, four-part space-time volumes separate, labels
use “e-τ-” for the Father-void-matter, and “s-μ-” for the Son-heaven-matter, and a
“t-t-” for the Spirit-earth-matter. This recognizes one Lord “I AM” of three persons
in 12-D in Night. God is also present in heaven that the Father bequeathed to his
Son. Psalm 110:1 Of David. The LORD says to my Lord: "Sit at my right hand until I
make your enemies a footstool for your feet." And Heb 1:1 In the past God spoke to our
forefathers through the prophets at many times and in various ways, but in these last days he
has spoken to us by his Son, whom he appointed heir of all things, and through whom he
made the universe. The Son is the radiance of God's glory and the exact representation of his
being, sustaining all things by his powerful word. After he had provided purification for sins,
he sat down at the right hand of the Majesty in heaven. So he became as much superior to
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the angels as the name he has inherited is superior to theirs. For to which of the angels did
God ever say, "You are my Son; today I have become your Father"? The Spirit hovered

over Day’s τ-water walls, proceeding to earth after Jesus’ death who atoned for
mankind and Satan-angels’ sin. What men call the Trinity is the family of spirits of
one 12-D God, yet seen by Moses in τ-form. Ex 33:22 When my glory passes by, I will
put you in a cleft in the rock and cover you with my hand until I have passed by. Then I will
remove my hand and you will see my back; but my face must not be seen." The gap that

appeared in e-day #4 is the void around heaven to produce gs/Gs and gt/Gt.
The Scales and Forces of the universe charts use logarithmic scales based on Psalm
90:4 and 2 Peter 3:8, and the natural logarithm number, e.

The scale breaks at the center
with length to the left in cubits or
meters, and to the right in light
years or stadia, were caused by
God’s jerk of Day. Both ends
also return to a new unit value at
the outsides of the walls
enclosing space and in the
Father’s e-time. The left scales
only measure “small” distances
of less than one cubit-meter, an
insignificant amount relative to
the huge space in stadia-light
year toward the above wall along the right, yet all fitting on a single ln-chart.
Cubits are also used for the surface walls since it is the handbreadth expansion of
Day, just like Temple walls and their gap-to-earth, and also the Altar’s gutters, and
Sea’s bowl-width. Galaxy sizes are ψe meters that scale-up from meters to ψe stadia
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for Day using ρ = 1016, and c2 = 9ρ. Walls formed to extend from the limits of space
into the void in time, just like e and π that define light are infinite so transcend
Day’s walls. Scriptures allude to such scale changes, such as 106 in Psalm 90:4, and
Rev 21:10 even says the 12,000 long-stadia Temple (Day) distance as measured from
our heaven to our sun, came down from our galaxy’s heaven. Our solar system
becomes a suburb of our heaven to which we return when our skin perishes!
Light-space, light-speed, acceleration and jerks all have common models outside
and inside walls since all come from Energy input to Day from Night. Light: γe-s-t =
e-iπ , Speed: ce-s-t = dγe-s-t/d(e-s-t) = e-iπ, etc. for all derivatives, including life DNA.
When γ = 0 in space, its ln = 1, a constant whose derivative is 0. Thus, like sines
and cosines, when one is 0 the other is 1. God used this same Void-energy, Eτ-μ-t to
create the surface wall: γτ = Eτ, with its “speed” taken from the ratio between the
wall’s tau-matter and day’s mu-matter as separated in atom smashers to be cs/ce =
70e = 190, and associated, mτ/mμ = 120. Light speed in the invisible walls would
be ce = dγe/de = e-iπ on the outside and cs = dγs/ds = e-iπ, in its inside. This same
light “bending” is seen when light refracts at any air-to-water interface. Outer wall
water is 23α times our water.
This extremely heavy τ-water surface was only recently observed in the largest
colliders, so also exists in Day s-space-time at the beginning zero evening e-time/eday #1, that includes heavens, but not earth which remained “formless and void”.
There would be no reason to include this statement unless it was important to the
creation sequence to confirm that only heaven’s light was created by God’s breathof-life at the beginning. The Spirit of God “hovered” over heavy τ-water, created
before light, so Day’s “handbreadth” wall is like the skin of an apple separating
light from infinite deep e-space-time at the outer edge of the surface, trapping light
inside via its acceleration. After this introduction: Gen 1:2 And God said, "Let there be
light," and there was light. God names the two parts. Gen 1:3 God saw that the light was
good, and he separated the light from the darkness. God called the light "day," and the
darkness he called "night." And there was evening, and there was morning — the first day.

Surface τ-water came from the same energy as light entering day over 24 e-time
hours, thus walls 24 cubits thick.
The space of light is called “day” (Day) and the time to create light is called a “day”
(e-day), lasting from evening (no light) to morning (with light). The heavy τ-water
bubble surface during the first e-day, kept the finite heavenly portion of Day’s light
inside the above, infinite lightless void of night within the first water atom. This
took one e-day, leaving Day with no known under surface of that first drop of
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water, but at ψ-2.5 = 10-17.5 meter relative to man at the above wall. Light did not
explode from nothing to form Day-light at the beginning, but took a full 24ψ period
or 240 million t-years, while surrounded by an above surface to achieve the size of
one atom. The force to hold light inside Day must come from acceleration of the
surface itself, so the surface and the atom look alike to men. But only atomic force
is here, not gravity. This is why man’s Standard Equation cannot form the Theory
of Everything, because gravity is just NOT there. God continuously supplies
energy from the “one place” in Night, at cores of all galaxies today, so gravity
comes from above, not below, so is 1038 weaker than inside acceleration.
Creation of regions of day’s space-time is not defined by our rotating world’s single
day-night time period. That would make God’s day an image of man’s day, which
is not allowed. Doing so creates a paradigm error that permeates through all reading
of scriptures today. Men attempt to make themselves more important when they say
God’s “time” is like our “half-a-time”, just as they imply we have Adam’s original
imperishable body that needed a perishable “animal skin” to cover nakedness.
Genesis never says God is an image of man or of his space-time in any way,
physical or spiritual. Christ the Son is the firstborn of the invisible God the Father,
and together they create and hold Day together for Christ, who inherited it. Col 1:15
He is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn over all creation. For by him all things
were created: things in heaven and on earth, visible and invisible, [earth is visible,
heaven is invisible to men] whether thrones or powers or rulers or authorities; all things
were created by him and for him. He is before all things, and in him, all things hold
together. Space-time of day in e-time consisted only of finite light, constrained
within τ-water surfaces, embodying all internal structure, forces, matter, and life.
The above gravity, Gτ = mτa force to “hold” the s-space-time of light “together”
within e-space-time, has to be part of God’s above surface of mass of τ-water,
accelerating into the void’s eternal e-space and e-time. Acceleration reduces entropy
at S(e) = -dce/ de. The outward force is void-gravity -Ge = dce/de. This entropy
explains science’s “dark energy” that entered Day during all six-creation e-days
and continues into the seventh e-day called “Today”. Luke 4:21 "Today this scripture
is fulfilled in your hearing…", "I tell you the truth, Today you will be with me in
paradise…", "Today salvation has come to this house…” Energy Se enters Day

continuously from “beginning” until “Today”.
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On the Second creation e-day
God separated a 12-D τ-water
bubble into two parts, the above
+τ and under -τ water, with the
vault of Day’s “sky” between.
Gen 1:6 And God said, “Let there be
a vault between the waters to
separate water from water [+ from -]
.” So God made the vault and
separated the water under the vault
from the water above it. And it was
so. God called the vault “sky.” And
there was evening, and there was
morning—the second day.”

The Torah and KJV call the
vault “the firmament” and then call that part “heaven”. The revised NIV quoted
here calls the vault, sky while an earlier NIV translation used expanse rather than
vault, emphasizing vastness, while the newer version of vault also found in the
(NJB), implies enclosed space with internal structure. This internal structure was
matter, seen today in galaxies at ψ-2.5 meters, having it ready to appear when God
used the third derivative of jerk to initiate photons, somewhat like old cloud
chambers where radioactivity becomes visible with a space-volume jerk. The underwater bubble is “inside”, whatever that may mean in 12dimensions, the above-water
bubble with an under-water surface, under which the Spirit hovered in the undervoid. Day is finite at ψe light years above man’s size, and ψ-e meters under, so ψ2e ly
across, enclosed by τ-water surfaces with balanced acceleration forces outward in
both directions that start at zero in the void at the point when these surfaces
separated. Light is thus γ ≡ etπ +1 ≡ 0 and c – s – t = 0, with ratios of (g/G)i = 1038 =
αψ5 = ψ2e, i = e,s,t. Atom smasher data verifies these relationships.
The under wall formed out to ψ-2.5 meter at the end of e-day #2 where matter exists
Today, and continued out to ψ-5 meter through e-day #6, Both walls went to
Planck’s ψ±5 stadia. Matter was not visible during e-day #2 since it was not yet
producing new light from atomic potential energy, but was designed as images in
light. Water surfaces are like an apple skin and its inner membrane around the core,
with the apple pulp as sky between. Seeds are the one-place described is e-day#3 at
the core of galaxies, like an apple core holds seeds of new life. God used the underwater surface to “grow” lands and seas and life like a flower in Day from the core
wall to the void as the wall collapsed. Matter was “left-behind” in the sky, ready to
be turned on in e-day #3. New images are still “left behind” from new photons.
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Scientists dismiss these facts and still argue whether our visible universe is finite or
infinite. Explosion and black hole theories require infinite space so matter can
collapse into black holes and space can expand into nothingness. At the same time
Planck’s lower limit to matter and quantum mechanics confirms space-time-matter
all have lower limits. Day is finite and black holes beyond these limits that have
“infinite” gravity CANNOT exist. Hawking claims time stops inside such holes so
matter has nowhere to “go”.
At evening of the Third e-day, God
used the under-water surface and
breath of life jerk to make matter
appear on heaven’s lands and seas.
The NIV says: Gen 1:9 And God said,
"Let the water under the sky be
gathered to one place, and let dry
ground appear." And it was so. God
called the dry ground "land," and the
gathered waters he called "seas." And
God saw that it was good. Then God
said, "Let the land produce vegetation:
seed-bearing plants and trees on the
land that bear fruit with seed in it, according to their various kinds." And it was so. The land
[of heaven] produced vegetation: plants bearing seed according to their kinds and trees
bearing fruit with seed in it according to their kinds. And God saw that it was good. And there
was evening, and there was morning — the third day. Spirit Father produced s-space

photon-electrons at morning-end of e-day #2. Spirit Father and Spirit Son joined to
Jerk each wall to cool and slow τ-water into s-land and s-sea matter in all heavens.
During e-day #3, God formed s-vegetation DNA3-life in heaven.
Scribes falsely called all matter as earth, though earth was not yet formed. Jewish
Torah {P} and later {KJV} and {NJB}, all disagree with this newer {NIV} translation
using land. They say land appeared and incorrectly explain that God called it
“earth”, the word taken from Gen 1:1. This Torah-error persists today as found in:
Gen 1:9 And God said: 'Let the waters under the heaven be gathered together unto one place,
and let the dry land appear.' And it was so. And God called the dry land Earth, and the
gathering together of the waters called Seas; and God saw that it was good. And God said:
'Let the earth put forth grass, herb yielding seed, and fruit-tree bearing fruit after its kind,
wherein is the seed thereof, upon the earth.' And it was so. And the earth brought forth grass,
herb yielding seed after its kind, and tree bearing fruit, wherein is the seed thereof, after its
kind; and God saw that it was good. And there was evening and there was morning, a third
day. {P}.
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These earlier translations insert both of God’s very first definitions of heaven and
earth of Gen 1:1 directly into e-days #2 and #3, though earth was said at the outset to
be unformed and void, (not formless and empty), so not visible until e-day #4.
Theologians justify these errors by saying everything was void, not just earth as
clearly separated out, so this statement was “just a clarification”, not a specific
truth. Not so! as this is simply untrue, clarified by the prophet Jeremiah’s warning
to Judah that scribes had falsified God’s word. Jer 8:8 (8D) "'How can you say,
"We are wise, for we have the law of the LORD," when actually the lying pen of
the scribes has handled it falsely? Vegetation is described during e-day #3, but
could only apply to lands of heaven’s worlds. Earth’s stars and their worlds could
not be populated in e-day #3, but had to wait until e-days #5 and #6 where these
same life forms are described again. Why describe formation of plant life twice
unless in heaven first and earth later? God added earth above heaven to provide
homes for humans, but also s-time references for angels who were created near the
beginning of e-day #6 on inhabited worlds of heavens, Isa 45:18. Angels needed
time references outside heaven worlds via earthly stars to separate Day from Night,
and measure s-times. Vegetation to supply angels with food grew back in e-day #3.
God populated earth in the last set of e-days over 48ψ t-years. E-day #4 was our
Pre-Cambrian era without life, modeled as the top floor around the Temple, and
bottom step of the altar and stair to the Most Holy. Gen 1:14 And God said: 'Let there be
lights in the firmament of the heaven to divide the day from the night; and let them be for signs,
and for seasons, and for days and years; and let them be for lights in the firmament of the
heaven to give light upon the earth.' And it was so. And God made the two great lights: the
greater light to rule the day, and the lesser light to rule the night; and the stars. And God set
them in the firmament of the heaven to give light upon the earth, and to rule over the day and
over the night, and to divide the light from the darkness; and God saw that it was good. And
there was evening and there was morning, a fourth day. {P}.

E-day #5 was our Paleozoic, era when life developed. It is modeled as the second
temple floor and step. Gen 1:20 And God said: 'Let the waters swarm with swarms of living
creatures, and let fowl fly above the earth in the open firmament of heaven.' And God created
the great sea-monsters, and every living creature that creepeth, wherewith the waters swarmed,
after its kind, and every winged fowl after its kind; and God saw that it was good. And God
blessed them, saying: 'Be fruitful, and multiply, and fill the waters in the seas, and let fowl
multiply in the earth.' And there was evening and there was morning, a fifth day. {P}. Nothing

evolved! Period! E-day #6 was our Mesozoic era: It is modeled as the first floor
of the Temple, and third step of the Altar. Gen 1:24 And God said: 'Let the earth bring
forth the living creature after its kind, cattle, and creeping thing, and beast of the earth after its
kind.' And it was so. And God made the beast of the earth after its kind [the beast was called the
devil or Satan as well], and the cattle after their kind, and every thing that creepeth upon the
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ground after its kind; and God saw that it was good. Gen 1:31 And God saw every thing that He
had made, and, behold, it was very good. And there was evening and there was morning, the
sixth day. {P} {KJV} {NIV}. God says the beasts of the earth were created as generic

beasts, because everything was good before sin entered via Satan, the angel beast.
Angels were created near the beginning of e-day #6, man later that day just before
all creation ended. Satan sinned a thousand Generations ≡ 1,000σ = 666,000 = As
of our t-years, each an s-day, before God created Adam at the end of e-day #6.
One e-day = 24ψ e-hours = 360As so a heavenly s-year. Barred spiral galaxies are
proof of sin in 1 Cor 4:10 We have been made a spectacle to the whole universe, to angels
as well as to men. God saw in e-time that Adam would follow Satan, who sinned
some time during e-day #6 when God stopped heaven rotation to produce barred
spiral galaxies. God also allowed our world to drift from heaven to its current
location at 12,000-ly. Our solar mass is σα/2 times the world’s mass. Scientists
falsely say a black hole exists in NCG 1300 at 7.2ψ solar masses, and scriptures say
earth took 72ψ t-years to form. These are scriptural fractals that match man’s
measurements, and confirm these various time-lines as not merely coincidental.
Only God’s breath of life can produce matter from energy Ei/ci2, via Newton’s
fi = miai = midci/di, with i = e,s,t -» τ-μ-t-matter. Every atom of matter encompasses
the under τ-water surface, so all matter needs water to exist, both inorganic and
living. Deep examination of water shows it has life-like properties, and like treeroots extend into the ground as far as its branches extend upward, so Day’s roots
extend all the way into pre-light water, H2Oe. Accelerations of under-water walls
within atoms produce all atomic forces. Men typically only measure earth’s forces
so we must extrapolate using earth-to-heaven’s ratios to calculate heaven’s forces.
Gluon forces in earth protons and electrons in t-atoms, are calculated at gt = dct/dt.
Heaven’s equivalent is gs = dcs/ds. Earth’s weak forces of alpha and beta nuclear
radioactive decay, W±t = dcs/dt and Z0t = dcs/de become heaven’s W±s = dct/ds and
Z0s = dct/ds for μ-elements that are 190 times earth’s t-matter, mt, see β-5. God
gathered the under-water wall “into one place” before making matter appear. God’s
one place became every atom in Day! Wow! Matter began at one place in e-day #2,
but eventually became all matter where we see it located today. Matter in the sky of
Day was left at the end of e-day #2 with all its transparent frequencies of light.
After the 9ρ jerk over 40 t-days, and drift until today, under and above walls drifted
1070 = ψ10 meters = ψ2e stadia apart, or ψ±e cubits-stadia from man. The set of the
ψπ/2 galaxy exist exponentially half-way to the under wall. Heaven-matter became
visible at evening e-day #3, earth matter at evening e-day #4.
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On the third e-day, God made all matter
in all 1011 = ψπ/2 galaxies appear, as
estimated by astronomers from Hubble
images. They also analyzed Fermi-LAT
gamma ray starlight data depicted here,
to conclude galaxies in Day contain about
1084 = ψω/2 stars! Scriptures present these
same fractals, but how can we possibly
see them at such distances if Day is only 1.44 billion years old? Clearly, all galactic
images must have been intrinsically imbedded in God’s conversion of light energy
from the void into matter during the second e-day. Men call this light the CMB.
Light from images that appeared in e-day #3 did not travel from matter to our eyes
in t-time, but God embedded all those light-images into created light so matter
could appear in e-day #3. Light does not have speeds like matter, since light speeds
are just ratios between fixed space and time dimensions in whatever space they are
measured, within or outside of Day. This is amazing!
The video at the Fermi LAT-data site shows
gamma ray bursts, caused by light that did
travel here over t-time and finally reaches us.
The distance to these closer galaxies moves
backward into the previously embedded
images to convert them from created-images
to real-time-images, photons coming from
real-time matter. This is beyond current
scientific comprehension. These distances
start at 4-e-days ago, from 0.72005 to
0.96005 billion years ago. Scientist’s raw
data are correct, but their conclusions from an
exploding space-time paradigm are wrong.
They admit many problems exist, so
concocted non-physics-based “rapid inflation”, pursued today by many physicists.
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X-ray Images of our Milky Way
This x-ray image is taken from the eROSITA
satellite, (Extended Roentgen Survey with an
Imaging Telescope Array). It is easy to
visualize the void-gap around a bright portion
as a separate heavenly sphere at the core of
our Milky Way. It is 24,000 light year wide
according to Rev 21, and surrounded by earth,
modeled by Solomon’s Temple rooms. If men
had this satellite’s x-ray vision,
we could distinguish heaven.
The bright object at its right is
supposedly from Vela SPN, but
may be the heaven-core of M33
and/or Andromeda, both near
the central bar in Triangulum.
Angels must see these items
with their broad-spectrum eyes.
This x-ray image is shown here
as overlaid on the “great
attractor” data, that is actually motion of the opposite spiral arm moving away at
σ = 666 km. Above-wall τ-matter also connects galaxies and internal structures
together with pathways, similar to city streets, to explain apparent motion between
groups of galaxies. Being orthogonal to sky’s s-space and t-space, and highly
transient in earth space, τ-matter is invisible to man’s eyes.
Tau- and mu-matter explain what men call dark matter, but for the wrong reasons.
Dark matter is only required to justify black hole concepts where extra gravity is
needed to hold galaxies together. Galaxies do not collapse, but actually drift apart
since even strong heaven-gravity only acts out to 12,000 light years. Galaxy gravity
also supports the vaulted structure of Day. Scientists correctly believe such matter
far exceeds visible matter, but again for the wrong reasons. God allows men to
carry-on their physical studies even though built on poor theories. We only see
galaxies via earth’s three dimensions so they appear “flat”, but there is actually
invisible spherical structures in seven space dimensions. This is similar to a
menorah’s arms depicted by men as flat, but that actually spread around the post.
Globular clusters are only seen around galactic cores, better seen in the LATimage, so define this sphere. Though extremely short lived at 10-20 seconds, men
“see” τ-matter in atom smashers, implying it is everywhere inside Day.
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Eight-dimensional Sky is microwave light embedded in twelve-dimensions of
vaulted τ-matter. Heaven holds μ-matter in eight-space-time dimensions and earth
holds t-matter in four. An angel in Rev 21 measured heaven at 12,000 = 12α stadia.
Each of 22 lamps in Solomon’s Temple represents αψ = 1010 galaxies, so there are
2.2 trillion! Walls form a 12-D hyperspace, with 12n, n ≥10 space-time sides.
Space axes extend positive and negative over 1070 meter, so have a zero, but t-halftime is only positive, measured from the under wall from 0 > t > ψ12 = 1084 years.
The portico of Solomon’s Temple represents this added amount of time vs. space,
thus allowing space to move in time. How this works is hard to imagine.
Once matter became visible in day #3, God created kinds of life on heavenly lands
and seas with vegetation starting 960 million t-years ago, all with the capability to
reproduce in their environment. Creation of life during e-day #3 in heaven is
separate from population of worlds in earth in e-days #5 and #6 from 720 mya.
Though not explained in scriptures, God might have created angels as part of
vegetable life on e-day #3, but probably waited until near the beginning of the sixth
e-day. Angels needed time references before creation as this was a primary reason
for adding earth’s stars around their heavenly worlds. Gen 1:14 And God said, "Let
there be lights in the expanse of the sky to separate the day from the night, and let them serve
as signs to mark seasons and days and years, and let them be lights in the expanse of the sky
to give light on the earth." Stars separated Day from Night or lighted space from

unlighted space. They provided earth with near-by solar-energy to sustain life on
earth’s world-moon systems, and angels with time references of seasons, days and
years, as later to men. The devil angel, Satan lived a thousand generations, each a
heavenly s-day, to rebel and sin against God before the end of e-day #6 to tempt
Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden early in e-day #7. Yet God forgave Satan.
Eph 6:12 For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the
authorities, against the powers of this dark world and against the spiritual forces of evil
[Satan] in the heavenly realms. Also, 1 Peter 3:21 It saves you by the resurrection of Jesus
Christ, who has gone into heaven and is at God's right hand-with angels, authorities and
powers in submission to him. Ex 20:5 “but showing love to a thousand [generations] of those
who love me and keep my commandments.

Theologians misinterpret these words by claiming:
1. Six creation e-days equal six of our world’s t-day-night rotational periods.
2. God created both heaven and earth during the first three creation days, (KJV)
as taken from the Scribe’s error in the Torah.

3. Our world and earth are equivalent words so may be used interchangeably.
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These three concepts are incorrect because the void is clearly called Night. It is not
like the repetitive shadow of our night as part of our 12-hour half-a-day. On the
fourth e-day, God turned-on the matter of Earth as designed during the third e-day.
Until then, earth remained “formless and void”. God distinguishes the words
“earth” and “world” many times throughout scriptures, often using both in the same
verse to ensure clarity. 1 Sam 2:8 "For the foundations of the earth are the LORD's;
upon them he has set the world. This verse clearly says the world is set upon the
foundations of the earth, so is not all of earth. In addition: 1 Sam 17:46 Today I will
give the carcasses of the Philistine army to the birds of the air and the beasts of the earth,
and the whole world will know that there is a God in Israel 1 Chron 16:30 Tremble before
him, all the earth! The world is firmly established; it cannot be moved. Let the heavens
rejoice, let the earth be glad; Ps 24:1 The earth is the LORD's, and everything in it, the
world, and all who live in it. Here the world is where men live in the earth. Ps 33:8 Let
all the earth fear the LORD; let all the people of the world revere him. Ps 89:11 The
heavens are yours, and yours also the earth; you founded the world and all that is in it. Gen
2:1 thus the heavens and the earth were completed in all their vast array. Each of these
examples say that earth is a vast array so everything outside of heaven, while our
world is one of many in the vast array of earth. These two words are definitely not
equivalent. Note how the EHV incorrectly just switches from one to the other as the
translators longingly look back to their KJV days in Gen 1:10. Angels inhabit worlds
in heavens, and men inhabit worlds in earths. Later in Genesis, scriptures discuss
the dirt of our world as being earth, but here earth means the earth-material of the
world that God made on the fourth e-day, so is not a location within Day.
Each of these miss-interpretations then confuse the logical conclusions that follow
from scientific concepts found in scriptures. For example, saying that God’s day is
an image of man’s 24-hour t-day is tantamount to saying God is an image of man,
which scriptures do not allow. Isa 55:8 "For my thoughts are not your thoughts, neither
are your ways my ways," declares the LORD. "As the heavens are higher than the earth, so
are my ways higher than your ways and my thoughts than your thoughts. This verse says

God’s existence in Night is higher than angel’s existence in Heaven and both higher
than men’s existence in Earth. God calls the void his “Most Holy”. These models
only act in one direction: → from God → to heaven → to earth. God’s day is NOT
an image of man’s day, and the word “day” applies to all twelve dimensions in four
sets of three space-times. This is true of all words that have separate sizes in the
three space-times, i.e. every t-second has an s-second and e-second, for a t-year an
s-year and e-year, etc. Our t-ρ-light year of 365ct, has equivalent s-ρ-light-year of
360cs, so also applying to cubit, handbreadth, and remnant where applicable.
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Man’s visual purview of the earthly portion of Day is a simplified model of the
heavenly domain, and scriptures say men are an image of God, probably of angels,
Gen 1:26 Then God said, "Let us make man in our image, in our likeness”. Nowhere else
is the Trinity of I AM separated using the plural “our”, so this word must include
angles, helpers of men throughout scriptures. Angels use adaptability of animal and
vegetable lifeforms to justify trillions of species of God’s original creations of life,
so these extrapolations proceed from logical interpretations of God’s words.
Theologians often demand that men have faith that our day and God’s day are
equivalent, but this is due to misinterpretation of scriptures, followed by insistence
that others agree to these errors by faith rather than by finding scriptures’ truths.
Men must resort to employ “faith” in wrong ideas when physical paradigms are
incorrect and result in paradoxes in the logic proceeding from them. This applies to
both science and theology. The only faith that has meaning is faith in God’s word,
resulting in belief that all scriptures are scientifically accurate as written, but not as
interpreted when using false logic. Jesus spoke of finding pearls of truth in parables
by sweeping away the dust of our scriptural misinterpretations. This is not saying
everything written here is truth, but is far from known paradoxes in current logic.
All scriptures and all scientific measurements fit together into this true Christian
Paradigm. Of course, no one can understand all of science and new discoveries are
made daily, nor all of scriptures due to its limited but deep ideas regarding space
and time. There will always be limited insight into any human paradigm. But both
theologians and scientists must move away from opposing paradigms. As new interrelated scriptural and scientific measurement data are analyzed here, it is always
intended that they be interpreted as a unified resource, recognizing that scriptures
contain exact scientific truth of such data, as known in “Today”. This “today” is all
time since the end of the sixth creation day 52,000 t-years ago.
God restricted men who live after the flood to a lifetime of 120 years, Gen 6:2 Then
the LORD said, "My Spirit will not contend with man forever, for he is mortal; his days will
be a hundred and twenty years." So man’s generation is now only 80 years, whereas
God’s scriptural Generation remains at 666 years: Luke 3:23 Now Jesus himself was
about thirty years old when he began his ministry. He was the son, so it was thought, of
Joseph,… so the 75 “children” of Adam-to-Jesus listed in the remainder of this

verse, each represents a 666-year Generation, totaling 50,000 earthly t-years.
Repetitive use of the word “son of” listed here does not require they be direct
father-to-son, but merely “children of” so that only 75 are listed, each 2/3 of 1,000
so 666 years. This time is also 50 heavenly s-days (t-years), the Jubilee described
in: Lev 25:11 The fiftieth year shall be a jubilee for you; so men can now return to God.
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Jesus told the sinner on the cross Luke 23:43 Jesus answered him, "I tell you the truth,
today you will be with me in paradise." This word “today” is equivalent to the word
“now” throughout these entire 52,000 t-years of todays. At death, every soul enters
directly from one of earth’s t-days into one of heaven’s s-days. God has not
explained in our scriptures how each of these heavenly s-days in trillions of galaxies
fit together in e-time. Each person arriving in heaven may discover this answer.
A fractal is a repetitive shape of growth seen everywhere in our universe, and the
largest fractal relating God to man is ψ = 107 = 10,000,000. This fractal forms
scriptures basis for all logarithmic measurements of space and time. It models
man’s 10 finger/toe digits and God’s number 7, found 387 times in scriptures.
As explained above, the most prevalent natural fractals known to science are:
7e ≈ 19 the natural logarithm base, e within 0.4%,
so 1019 = ψe,
7π ≈ 22 a circle diameter-to-circumference ratio, π within 0.04%,
so 1022 = ψπ,
7c ≈ 210ψ
Day’s measured speed of light, c = 30ψ, within 0.07%,
Where actually man’s measured c2 = csct. = 900 ψ2.
1 light year = 1 stadia = 1016 meters = ρ.
Top quark mass = 7.77ψ times a t-neutrino mass. Span of precious stones.
Scripture’s space and time scales have changed since creation as Day expands:
1 cubit = 20 inches = 1 e-time at 350 days/year at creation,
1 long cubit = 1 cubit plus 1 handbreadth of 1 inch, so
= 21 inches = 1 e-time at 360 days/year, 365.25 today,
666 = σ man’s and Satan’s number.
7x4 = 28 fingers = 1 Egyptian long-cubit = 21 inches = π/6 meters,
There are 90 elements stable in earth, 28 more stable in heaven.
Appendix A shows many fractals.
The ψ-fractal is seen in the inner portion our galaxy which scientists have measured
to rotate over 240 million t-years = 24ψ t-years. One rotation of heaven becomes
one creation e-day, extracted from God’s 144 e-cubit width of the above wall as
formed over six e-days. So one e-day is 24ψ e-times of scriptures’ e-time. The arms
of our galaxy do not participate in this rotation, but merely drift outwardly as
scientists have measured to be 666 km/second relative to our opposing arm, so each
arm moves apart at σ/2 k/s. This value is also found in the ratios between heaven
and earth’s space-to-time speed of light, where c2 = ctcs, ct = σψ/2, cs = eψ. Models
related to Heaven all use e and 555, to Earth all use σ = 666.
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The distance from our worlds pole to equator is ψ-meters and its radius is 0.7ψ
meters. Our sun’s radius is 70ψ meters. Men created the “long-meter” in 1773 to
match this definition, but man’s measurements are slightly off from their scriptural
definition. For example, man’s measured speed of light is obtained from a cesium
clock at 299,792,458 meters/second, not exactly c = 30ψ as seen from scaling of
Solomon’s Temple and its Menorah as described in scriptures where this speed is
the ratio between the space and time dimensions. Solomon increased Moses original
28 finger = 20-inch cubit he used to construct the Tabernacle, by a “handbreadth”,
the breadth or width of a man’s hand at 1 inch or 4/3 cubit-finger. A long-cubit is
thus 21 inches. God’s above wall surrounding Day is 144 e-cubits thick, created in
six e-days. This e-cubit is clearly not Solomon’s long cubit and measures both
space and time. An e-cubit of space is ψ stadia and of time ψ e-times. The under
wall within atoms formed in five e-days, so is 120 inverse e-cubits thick.
The “earth-to-heaven” or “man-to-angel” ratio α, comes from Psalm 90:4 With the
Lord a day is like a thousand years, and a thousand years are like a day, and 2 Peter 3:8 But
do not forget this one thing, dear friends: With the Lord a day is like a thousand years, and a
thousand years are like a day. Also Rev 20:7 When the thousand years are over, Satan will
be released from his prison and will go out to deceive the nations in the four corners of the
earth. This describes the split that occurred at creation e-day #2 when the under-

water wall stopped so γ = 0. Angel’s daytime periods or s-days in heaven are equal
to α = 1,000 of man’s slower and larger t-years in earth. Also, α-1 in the opposite
direction, but not mathematically 1/1,000, since this ratio in the negative direction
towards smaller sizes and faster times splits here to also change scales from meters
or cubits, to stadia or light years. Both of these concepts in scriptures and science
are not comprehendible by men since they occur at the invisible under-wall of Day.
This value for α is useful since the millennium is used many times and places to
expand simple digits into larger and smaller values. In terms of days per day, a year
must have been 350 at creation, so α±1 = 3.5 x 10±5 t-day/s-day. Both definitions for
α will be used for different purposes herein. Our current year is 365.25 t-days so
drift of our world from the sun over its life-time has been 15.25 days. Earth was
created in the fourth e-day, so the world is somewhere between 2 and 3 e-days or 48
– 72 million years old. The fourth e-day aligns with our Precambrian era, the fifth
the Paleozoic and the sixth the Mesozoic eras.
Each of God’s e-day creation periods in the void are equal to 24x107 = 24ψ of
man’s t-years in earth, making ψ t-years = 1 e-time. Thus, a creation e-day = 24ψ tyears, and creation took 144ψ t-years, its wall expanding at 24ψ e-cubits/e-day. The
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ratio between God and angel days is 24ψ/α = 240x106/0.666 x 106 = 360 days in a tyear when scriptures were written in Rev 12. Expansion of the year from 360 to
365.25 days matches the expansion of the cubit from Moses’ original instructions to
make it 20” = 0.5 meter, up to Solomon’s long cubit of 21” = π/6 meters.
Man’s number of 666 = σ belongs to the angel-beast, Satan who sinned against
God, and to Adam who followed Satan into sin. Rev 13:18 This calls for wisdom. If
anyone has insight, let him calculate the number of the beast, for it is man's number. His
number is 666. The scale factor α = 1,000 applies to sizes larger than man and is
added to the serpent, Satan’s number σ, to scale the time ratio between heaven and
void as σα = 666,000 s-days/e-day. This factor comes from a dual reference in Rev
12:6 and Rev 12:13 to the woman in the desert who represents all humankind as
persecuted by Satan. Rev 12:6 the woman fled into the desert to a place prepared for her by
God, where she might be taken care of for 1,260 days. Rev 12:13 The woman was given the
two wings of a great eagle, so that she might fly to the place prepared for her in the desert,
where she would be taken care of for a time [e], times [s] and half a time [t], out of the
serpent's reach. Both verses describe 1,260 t-days = 3.5 t-years = 42 t-months, each

30 days so 360 days per year at woman’s creation near the end of e-day #6. Both
time units 35 and 42 also model the logarithmic size of Day relative to men as 1035
meters, and 1042 seconds. The finite space-time size of our portion of the universe
of Day spans 1070 meters and 1084 seconds. These verses justify the claim that there
are three different size-time-scales in the void, heaven and earth, all inter-related as
pictured in the Clocks of Day Thesis 19.2. Scriptures explain Day’s 12-D expansion
as an inch/cubit or handbreadth of space, and a t-day/s-day of time as modelled in
the Temple’s gap, the Altar’s gutters, and the Sea’s thickness of the bowl with its
lily-petal spread from 30 to 31.4 cubits.
God used his breath of life-light to form the handbreadth by “blowing up” the water
bubble directly from the under void of Night until it filled the first e-day’s-worth of
heaven’s s-space-time. At the end of the first e-day, the bubble had no under-limit
between darkness and light, but the bubble enclosed the illuminated 24-cubic
volume God called “Day”. Rev 21:16 The city was laid out like a square, as long as it was
wide. He measured the city with the rod and found it to be 12,000 stadia in length, and as
wide and high as it is long [thus cubic]. He measured its wall and it was 144 cubits thick,
by man's measurement, which the angel was using. It says here that the angel was using
man’s measurements of cubits and stadia. The word cubit here is clearly a unit for
the cubic volume of the cube of Day at 12,000 stadia, mirrored in the 20x20x20cubit Most Holy sections of Moses’ Tabernacle and Solomon’s Temple, and called
a cubit when measuring distance and volume. Ex 26:15 "Make upright frames of acacia
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wood for the tabernacle. Each frame is to be ten cubits long and a cubit and a half wide, Ex
26:18 Make twenty frames for the south side of the tabernacle… 1 Kings 6:15 He partitioned
off twenty cubits at the rear of the temple with cedar boards from floor to ceiling to form
within the temple an inner sanctuary, the Most Holy Place. A stadium is a light year.

Ptolemy (AD 100) used polygons to represent space-time with the cube as Air, the
tetrahedron as fire, and the dodecahedron as the universe. A cubit is a measure of
linear distance, so 144-cubit walls resulted from God’s “speed of light” ce = ψ/70
meters/t-second expansion of Day into the void over six e-days, and scriptures use a
“long cubit” to add one inch or a handbreadth to the original 20-inch cubit. At the
end of each e-day, Day’s outer wall was 24 linear e-cubits thicker. A stadium is a
light year, ρ = 1016 meters, labeled with the 16th Greek letter ρ at 2/3 of a day so
represents both ρ, and σ = 666, and also light, c = 30ψ itself, since c2 = 9ρ.
God is explaining creation to men on our world, so these measurements describe the
size of heaven in our Milky Way. Being a typical galaxy, it also applies to many of
the ψπ/2 galaxies in Day. Everything God created in Day grows in fractals,
especially the Fibonacci sequence based on the golden ratio, ϕ;φ = (1±√5)/2.
Fractals also model all of Day’s galaxies, and Day itself, each with different units or
scaling. For example, heaven’s size is 12α stadia or 12,000 light years, a galaxy is
ψe = αρ = 1019 meters across, while Day is ψe stadia across. The distance to the
under-water wall is 10-35 = ψ-5 meters, twice the 10-17.5 = ψ-2.5 meters to quarks that
appeared on e-day #3. The same αρ-1 distance is found between galaxies and the
outer, or above wall, and is also the scaling between the weak force of gravity Gt
and strong gluon gt at (αρ)2 = 1038 = ψ2e. Science currently cannot explain the
immense span of these forces, so searches for a new Theory of Everything, already
provided here by God in scriptures. The 1-cubit void gap around heaven remains
today to allow heaven’s above wall and earth’s under wall to accelerate into the
void to produce Gs and gt, modelled in the Temple gap, Altar gutters, and Sea wall,
and mentioned by Jesus to the rich man regarding a great gulf to heaven, and the
narrow door to pass through, like the single stair entryway from temple to rooms.
The golden ratio is (1±√5)/2 = ϕ = 1.618033989… for the positive sqrt value, and
φ = 0.618033989… for the negative, so ϕ – φ = 1. They are found everywhere in
natural growth of inanimate and organic matter at all size levels, and also form
science’s units-conversions between energy and mass at the atomic level. On May
2019, (5/1/19), scientists used their actual measurements to define the electron volt
charge, as eV = 1.602176634 × 10−19 per coulomb (C), and to define Avogadro’s
constant NA, to be exactly 0.602214076 × 1022 per mole (mol−1). From scriptures
these should be eV = (ϕψ-e), and NA = (φψπ). Science’s two numbers are clearly
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God’s breath of life that form all matter, organic or not, but are in error by trivial
amounts of 0.2307%, and 0.9777% respectively compared to scriptures.
These conversions between energy and mass arise from Einstein’s E = mc2, usually
measured in giga-eV, “GeV/c2”, with c = 1. Scriptures say God formed matter and
vegetation from the under-water wall of Day, whereas scientists look for a Higg’s
Boson in the LHC that they claim performs this process of converting energy to
mass. Protons of heavy τ-water are measured by scientists in atom smashers to be
177 GeV, which are 120 times heavier than heaven’s μ-water protons at 1.5 GeV,
which itself is 190 (70e) times heavier than earth’s t-water protons at 0.0077 GeV =
0.777ψ-eV. Heavy water is thus 120x190 = 22,800 times our earth’s t-water.
Conversions between work units of ergs or dyne-cm and joules is 1 joule = ψ erg.
Earth was void in the expanse until
seen above heavens on the fourth
e-day. Gen 1:14 And God said, "Let
there be lights in the expanse of the sky to
separate the day from the night, and let
them serve as signs to mark seasons and
days and years, and let them be lights in
the expanse of the sky to give light on the
earth." Gen 1:19 And there was evening,
and there was morning — the fourth day.

God gives us three reasons to show
earth in the expanse above heavenworlds at evening of Day #4, as
designed the previous e-day #3, similar to heaven in #2 and then made visible in #3.
• to provide near-by starlight energy for worlds in earth, being far from energy
entering the galactic center directly from the void of night via heaven-lights.
• to provide nearby stars to separate Day from Night for angels and men,
• to provide lights to measure seasons of days and years for angels on worlds in
heaven, formed in e-day #5 or #6, and later for men on worlds in earth.
Earth matter was invisible during population of heaven worlds with vegetation, so
when it appeared it was ψ1.6 = 1011 stadia, then populated with vegetation in e-day
#5, and animal life in e-day #6. Angels may have been created along with animal
life, since scriptures only say angels existed for “thousands of generations”, As =
666,000 t-years, prior to Adam. This might be late in e-day #5, but using barred
spirals it is assumed here in early e-day #6; since 24ψ/As = 360 is a year’s worth of
days, and psalms mix days and years with a day is like a thousand years, etc.
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Solar systems like ours appeared adjacent to heaven as earth-matter drifted into
galactic arms in the Pre-Cambrian era during e-day #4. Vegetation and bird life
appeared during e-day #5, the Paleozoic era. To prepare a place for our world due to
impending sin, God formed our solar system and allowed it to start drifting during
e-day #6 to its current position while animal life appeared in the Mesozoic era. God
must have created angels early in e-day #6 allowing a thousand generations to pass
before creating Adam and Eve near the end of e-day #6, after which God said it was
all-good. Our world was then 12,000 stadia from heaven, and men were perfect. Gen
1:31 God saw all that he had made, and it was very good. And there was evening, and there
was morning — the sixth day. Then Satan came to many earths; our world in our earth.

After six creation e-days, God converted the under-water wall to gold and the above
to Jasper. Rev 21:18 The wall was made of jasper, and the city of pure gold, as pure as glass.
The foundations of the city walls were decorated with every kind of precious stone. The first
foundation was jasper, the second sapphire, the third chalcedony, the fourth emerald, the
fifth sardonyx, the sixth carnelian, the seventh chrysolite, the eighth beryl, the ninth topaz,
the tenth chrysoprase, the eleventh jacinth, and the twelfth amethyst. These same precious

stoned decorated the priest’s breast-piece, though four changed names, and are
science’s 12 elementary particles. God created light with accelerating walls to
produce all of Day’s natural forces holding it together. God made matter visible on
the 3rd day, so matter cannot produce gravity as claimed by science via warping of
space-time. All forces had to be present prior to the appearance of matter in Day, to
hold-in light itself. Heb 11:3 By faith we understand that the universe was formed at God's
command, so that what is seen [matter photons] was not made out of what was visible [light
energy is completely transparent, as was matter until turned-on]. What we see was
created but invisible during e-day #2. Gen 2:1 Thus the heavens and the earth were
completed in all their vast array. By the seventh day, God had finished the work he had been
doing; so on the seventh day he rested from all his work. All 118 types of matter were

converted from 118 neutrons of atomic gold, 90 are stable in earths, 28 are only
used in heavens. Early cubits were half-a-meter and divided into 28 fingers, each ¾
of an inch. Expansion of Day adds 1 e-cubit jerk gaps, and 1 t-inch handbreadths.
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Today is the Seventh e-day. It can last
as long as the first six, so we are now
only 52,000 years into its 240,000,000
t-year period. Heb 4:7 Therefore God
again set a certain day, calling it Today,
when a long time later he spoke through
David, as was said before: "Today, if you
hear his voice, do not harden your hearts."

Adam and Eve sinned early in e-day
#7, but God prepared a place for
sinful men to separate their sin from
heaven. John 14:2 In my Father's house
are many rooms; if it were not so, I would have told you. I am going there to prepare a place
for you. He went back in his bi-directional “e-time”, and even stopped heaven’s

rotation to allow all our matter to drift directly away from heaven during e-day #6.
This created our barred spiral galaxy. Other solar systems in other earths where
men sinned followed this same sequence. This created a sudden shift in galaxy
formation to form barred spiral galaxies like our barred Milky Way. 1 Cor 4:9 We
have been made a spectacle to the whole universe, to angels as well as to men. Men and
angels see the result of sin, not only in our spiritual life, but also in earth-physics.
The second 3-day sequence e-days #4,5,6 mirrored creation of vegetation in
heaven’s worlds during the third e-day. The seventh e-day sees earth now filled
with vegetation, animals, and finally men. There are 52 seven-t-day weeks per year,
modeled here using the 13th Greek letter ξ, so one t-year = 4ξ t-weeks = 364 t-days
for Adam, having now drifted to 365.25 today. We now live in “Today” at the end
of the first 52,000 years = 52α = 4ξα of God’s seventh e-day of Sabbath Rest. Our
world drifted from our sun to reduce its speed and increase each year by 15.25
days, from 350 to 365.25. These 15 days are modelled in the Altar’s stairway.
The curtain around the Most Holy tore when Jesus said: “it is finished”. Mark 15:38
The curtain of the temple was torn in two from top to bottom. And when the centurion, who
stood there in front of Jesus, heard his cry and saw how he died, he said, "Surely this man
was the Son of God!" The maximum limit dl for new light is at ψeσ/α stadia from our

world, while the diameter of Day in twelve dimensions is ψe stadia. This line
represents the location of science’s Gamma Ray Bursts as created images of new
galaxy cores convert to transmitted images as their new light enters our view.
Creation of entire galaxies is the only possible explanation for their huge
magnitude, and scriptures provide their previously unknown distances! This is the
clearest explanation of these distances of such bright objects.
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Science measures the gluon to
gravity force ratio holding tmatter together to be gt/Gt =
1038 = ψ2e. A similar ratio must
exist between heaven’s nuclear
forces gs and gravity Gs holding
μ-matter, and ge to Ge for τmatter together. Heaven matter
is 190 (70e) times heavier than
earth, and void 120 (5ω) times
heavier than heaven, so these
ratios are gs/Gs = 190ψ2e and
ge/Ge, = 22,800ψ2e even though we cannot measure them. These extreme ratios are
the reason science’s Standard Model does not include gravity, so Einstein modelled
gravity separately via his General and Special Relativity tensor. A double s-time
integral of these heavenly accelerations of light into the void gives Day’s volume by
the double integral, ʃ ʃ dFs(s)ds2. This could provide scripture’s finite volume at the
end of each e-day. Fs(s) represents both heaven’s gravity Gs(s) = dcs/ds at the above
wall, and its nuclear gluon forces gs(s) = dce/ds at the under wall.
The three derivatives of light speeds produce a matrix of nine forces. This twodimensional array is like a matrix equation, showing how nine forces in Day’s
space-time arise from nine-time rate-of-changes, or accelerations, of light into the
void of night. The void-gap between heaven and earth are seen in x-ray photographs
and are modelled in the Temple, altar and sea. As light travels, its two velocity
components each adjust to maintain c2 constant, so light speed, c is not constant, but
c2 = csct = 9ρ is constant. Matter’s natural alpha and beta decay forces, Z0 and W±,
arise from mixed accelerations of the void, heaven and earth’s ratios, ce, cs and ct.
God imports entropy from the void into Day to explain “dark energy”, S = AEe =
12πψ13, Sec σ. These concepts arise from scripture’s Trinity words and expanding
Einstein’s single equation into three totally separate space-times.
Solomon’s Temple is a model of both day and its galaxies. The volume of its Most
Holy portion, and that of Moses’ tabernacle, were both 20 x30 x20 = 12,000 cubic
cubits, also the distance to our solar system in 12-D. The menorah shows 12,000ψ
galaxies per lamp. The volume of the temple portion was 20 x60 x30 = 36,000
cubics. The total volume of the temple was (100 x100 x 20) + (10 x120) = 2 x 105
cubics. Moses lived for 120 years after saved in an ark of reeds from Pharaoh’s
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death threat. Deut 34:7 Moses was a hundred and twenty years old when he died. Moses’
Ark of the Covenant was a portal designed by God to interface with men. It ended
up in Solomon’s Most Holy (void) portion, later seen in heaven by John. Noah’s
Ark also acted as a portal to keep all the lifeforms God made, and those adapted to
our world by angels, safe in heaven when the flood destroyed humankind on our
world. God specified construction of these arks. Ex 25:10 "And they shall make an ark
of acacia wood; two and a half cubits shall be its length, a cubit and a half its width, and a
cubit and a half its height. Gen 6:15 The length of the [Noah’s] ark shall be three hundred
cubits, its width fifty cubits, and its height thirty cubits. The smaller is 2.5 x 1.5 x 1.5 =

5.625 and larger is 300 x 50 x 30 = 450,000 cubics, exactly 8 x 104 scale between
these arks, the decades of dimensions in heaven. Noah’s ark is also 1000 = α times
the length of the walls around the temple in Ezekiel’s vision.
Day’s under wall, formed on the second creation day, does not allow scientific
theories regarding black holes! Science’s black holes’ demand there be no under
wall, so matter can become infinitely smaller as gravity increases unabated. Even
Planck’s and science’s discrete size-time limits for matter do not allow infinite
extrapolation of sizes and gravities across the wall, so how can science allow them?
Earth’s matter was formed during e-day #3 so could not produce gravity to hold
“day” together before matter even existed! The gluon force from under-wall
accelerations had to exist before any matter could be formed! Any extrapolation
beyond the under wall enters the void where the light of day, so earth and man, do
not exist. According to scriptures, “holes” within atoms are surrounded by gold
with its 118 neutrons that produce all 118 elements. God’s black holes of the void
of night exist, but man’s black holes of collapsed matter do not exist! This removes
all of man’s bases for how galaxies formed just from gravity.
Man’s Big Bang theory also lacks a method for converting the pure energy of an
immense but miniature explosion into matter, so today men look for a “boson
particle-field” to provide this step. Success was speculated from a single sample of
data obtained at the LHC recently, but cannot be duplicated. Further data did not
reproduce this sample, so they admitted these claims were premature. Since the Big
Bang paradigm does not incorporate scriptures as mandatory external knowledge, it
is not viable. It is thus meaningless! Eccl 1:2 "Meaningless! Meaningless!" says the
Teacher. "Utterly meaningless! [man’s theory of..] Everything is meaningless." What does
man gain from all his labor at which he toils under the sun? Generations come and
generations go, but the earth remains forever. [so be it! Amen!]. “I AM told Moses his

name would be remembers from generation to generation.
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The natural logarithm base e, whose time derivatives, dex/dx = ex, x = e, s, t, are
involved throughout Day, so we might assume that ψe stadia as the diameter of Day
applies to all seven of its s-space-time dimensions. The ratio of space-to-time or
“speed of light” in heaven is the derivative of its expanding volume, thus cs = eψ
m/s. The measured value for the speed of light in the universe is c = 30ψ m/s.
Einstein’s equation in t-earth is, Et = mtctcs = mt900ψ2 so the space-to-time ratio in
earth is ct = σψ/2. This ratio includes σ = 666 km/sec, the speed at which our solar
system, and all matter in the arms of the Milky Way, speed away from each other as
caused by the acceleration of earth’s space into the void. See section β3. This is
probably the speed found in all galaxies since all spirals are similar.
The Father existed in his e-time in the universe-void at the beginning zero-point of
e-day time for Day, created for Christ who apportioned the heaven s-time portion to
himself, the Son, and the earth’s t-time portion of Day to the Spirit. A single
paragraph starts in Eph 4:7 But to each one of us grace has been given as Christ
apportioned it. It then continues to describe the Trinity, although talking at first
about providing grace in portions to men, this verse also applies to Christ
apportioning parts of His Day to the three persons of the Trinity: this is why it says:
"When he ascended on high, he led captives in his train and gave gifts to men." Christ’s
gift to men is faith in God, the Trinity, since the next section of this verse talks
about Christ himself as the man Jesus: What does "he ascended" mean except that he
also descended to the lower, earthly regions? Here earth is said to be a region, not
merely our world. He who descended is the very one who ascended higher than all the
heavens, in order to fill the whole universe. Christ is the person of the Trinity who came
to earth, yet fills the Void and Day. Heb 1:2 - but in these last days he has spoken to us
by his Son (here the Father is suddenly talking about his Son, Christ as Jesus) whom
he appointed heir of all things, and through whom he made the universe. The Son is the
radiance of God's glory and the exact representation of his being, sustaining all things by his
powerful word. The Trinity has the glory, so this verse now encompasses all of God.

Moving on to this powerful word: John 1:14 The Word became flesh and made his
dwelling among us. Christ is the Word, is also both God and Jesus who participated in
making Day for himself. Heb 11:3 By faith we understand that the universe was formed at
God's command, so that what is seen was not made out of what was visible. God is light,
and formed space-time and matter from light, so everything within the two finite
water walls, including life, is God. Day’s matter was not made from matter that
existed prior to God’s declaration “Let there be light”. 1 John 1:5 God is light; in him
there is no darkness at all. Day has no night within it so all e-night is outside e-day.
This confirms that our 24-hour t-day and t-night period cannot be God’s 24-hour,
all-light e-day because Day is separate from Night. Rev 21: The city does not need the
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sun or the moon to shine on it, for the glory of God gives it light, and the Lamb is its lamp.
Light enters Day via Christ, the Lamb who is Heaven’s Lamps. John 8:12 When
Jesus spoke again to the people, he said, "I am the light of the world. Whoever follows me
will never walk in darkness, but will have the light of life." We are not alone, but in prison
due to sin so cannot see the other lifeforms in Day. Heb 13:2 Do not forget to entertain
strangers, for by so doing some people have entertained angels without knowing it. Angels

regularly come to our world as described many time in scriptures to merely visit or
to perform appointed tasks. Remember those in prison as if you were their fellow
prisoners, and those who are mistreated as if you yourselves were suffering. Everyone
suffers from sin so everyone is actually in prison, separated from other life in Day.
John 7:19 Has not Moses given you the law? Yet not one of you keeps the law. Ezek 7:13
Because of their sins, not one of them will preserve his life. Ezra 9:15 Here we are before you
in our guilt, though because of it not one of us can stand in your presence." To come

before I AM, all men must be righteous by accepting Jesus’ gift of life as their own.
At the end of e-day #6, 52,000 years ago, God created our grandparents Adam and
Eve. They followed Satan into sin against God’s laws and learned of evil. When the
time was right after a Jubilee of 50 heavenly s-days, Christ, God the Son, came to
our world in earth where sin prevailed, as the man Jesus. One Cor 4:9 we [men] have
been made a spectacle to the whole universe, to angels as well as to men. Men on many
worlds in our earth, and others in all galaxies, sinned. Heb 11:3 by faith we understand
that the universe [of Day] was formed at God's command, so that what is seen [Heaven is
not visible to men] was not made out of what was visible. Thus, only light energy was at
the beginning, and matter came later on e-day #3. Man’s big explosion theory puts
matter first without explanation of where it came from. Jesus’ dual purpose for
coming to our world was to explain the truths of life to men, and to sacrifice his
perfect human life to remove sin from all descendants of Adam. The “work of the
Lord is faith”, which cannot be measured by men, so only God the Holy Spirit
knows to whom the Father choses to freely give the gift of faith. Since God sees our
entire lives as we live them out, he already knows at any point in earth’s t-time,
who will accept this gift. This is not predestination, but God’s ability to transcend
our mono-directional half-t-time, existing with angels in bi-directional s-times. Job
19:26 and after my skin has been destroyed, yet in my flesh I will see God; I myself will see
him with my own eyes-I, and not another. All saints can say this.
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Scales and Forces of the Universe

These logarithmic based electromagnetic energy graphs show both space and time
of 8-D {Day} within 12-D {Night}. The scientific and scriptural natural-logarithm
e-scale-of-time is shown extending ψ-t-years beyond space of Day in both smaller
and larger distances to Planck’s granularity limits at ψ±5 = 10±35 meters = ψ±e stadia,
while time scales reach ψ±6 = 10±42 t-years.
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The added time is like the portico in front of the Temple and represents the walls of
Day as they grew over six e-days above and five e-days below. The vertical scale is
from zero to half these values. Matter exists half way to walls in both directions
from man and angels where ψ0 = 1 meter = 2 cubits at the center. The blue and red
bars indicate wall acceleration forces blue below quarks to the left, and red above
galaxies to the right. Man’s prison-purview of light extends over a very small
sector, spanning a spectrum from atoms to galaxies, with atom smashers to stones.

Day formed over six e-days. It first grew to ψ-2.5 = 10-17.5 meters-years to where
elements exist. In the second e-day, walls split and elements formed as heaven’s
under-wall collapsed toward Planck’s ψ-5 = 10-35 meter and the above-wall grew
outward to ψ0 = 1 meter. God caused this matter to become visible by turning on
photons at evening, e-day #3. After this point in e-time, God formed heavens and
earths in Day with size increasing during e-days #3 - #6 at 12,000 stadia per e-day
stated in Rev 21:15, where each e-day was a revolution of heaven’s 24ψ t-hours.
Heaven formed to its limit of gravity, Gs during e-day #3, then earth formed as earth
matter drifted away into galaxy arms. Arms formed first in e-day #4 so it is furthest
from its heaven. Angels were created at the beginning of e-day #6, men at its end,
while drifting at 12,000 stadia per e-day.
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The gold atom is at 84ρ-1
light years = 84 x 10-16
meter, and gold’s 118
neutrons form a basis for all
matter. In the larger
direction, natural symmetry
referenced in Ps 90:4 and 2
Peter 3:8 But do not forget this one thing, dear friends: With the Lord a day is like a
thousand years, and a thousand years are like a day, establish the “above” wall to be

symmetrically at ψ5 meters and ψ6 seconds. Separation between heaven and earth
allows different magnitudes for each force set, modeled as the separation of Temple
from rooms, the Altar gutters, the Sea’s bowl and petals. God converted these walls
to transparent gold and jasper at the end of e-day #6. Rev 21:18 The wall was made of
jasper, and the city of pure gold, as pure as glass.

Gluon forces holding atoms
together are accelerations of
the under walls so are inside
every atom! Earth’s under
wall (gluon) accelerations gt,
are measured to be stronger
than above wall (gravity) Gt
accelerations, by gt = 1038Gt
= ψ5αGt = ψ2eGt, because
7e = 19. All these are fractal
ratios, and gold atoms are
full of them. Each type of
matter (t, μ, τ) in each type
of space has its own forces of acceleration, shown in Sec β-5. Heaven gravity is
Gs = 190Gt, and atomic forces in heaven gs = 190gt, so 190x1038Gs = 190ψ2e Gs.
Matter in the void side of the above wall is 120-time larger. Building blocks of
matter are positive and neutral quarks, electrons, and neutrino radiation. They are
as far from the under wall of gold elements as galaxies are from the above wall of
jasper, so there might be space between matter and walls.
Black holes exist beyond the under walls inside atoms where neither light nor
matter exist, but these are NOT man’s black holes caused by matter collapse from
which light cannot escape. Light must remain inside God’s walls of τ-matter. Day
was ψ-2.5 stadia after e-day #2, as God converted light energy into matter, then at
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evening of e-day #3 God made matter visible and turned matter into vegetation life.
God exists outside all walls, so is clearly inside both angels and men by existing
within the void within every atom. Physicists follow Higgs approach to define a
boson force particle that form matter from light, but there are NO force particles.
All forces arise from wall accelerations at dci/di, i = e,s,t. A single event from
trillions of samples of LHC data were seen at 120 GeV = 120φψ-e joules. Scientists
at LHC now admit this was a statistically insignificant event, so now dismissed it as
being their Higgs boson. A better explanation for this universal value of 120ψ-1meter, matching microwave radiation, is that the 120 polygon Rayleigh distribution
peaks at 190 = 70e degrees Kelvin, with mτ = mt x mμ = 120x190mt = 23,000mt.
Scriptures explain this measurement, and the zero Kelvin limit at -273 degrees K.
Shown along the top of the chart are the symmetric triplet of “time, times and half a
time”, and their associated mass stability ranges. The Father’s stability ranges
encompass the outer (1-2 and 11-12) or first and last pair of ψ-fractals in the void
and outermost ranges of Day. The Son’s next pair toward the center are in heaven
(3-4 and 9-10), and the Spirit’s inner four (5-8) in earth. God is truly Three Persons
existing as One God in the twelve-dimensional universe of space and time. Its finite
portion called Day contains all types of inanimate and living organic matter, created
from the under-wall of light with all 118 elements formed from gold’s 118 neutrons
using God’s 12 precious stones. Many measurements of scriptural matter in earth
describe the physical science of Day in four of these dimensions. The other four
dimensions in heaven and four in the void are not visible to men. The remaining 28
elements in heaven decay so are not stable in earth. God designs organic and
inorganic objects in fractal scales. Objects model larger and smaller structures
using larger and smaller fractal equivalents. Atoms model galaxies, and vice versa.
The maximum intensity of our world’s magnetic field aligns along the N-S pole’s
magnetic equator, tilted from the rotational polar axis by 25 degrees. This pole is
along the longitudinal extension and colatitude of the Great Pyramid and Solomon’s
Temple, which form the zero-point along which stone structures are found. Angels
clearly see the magnetic phase of light, so must have built these stone cities. This
allows us to also assume angels had the capability to move large stones to their
building sites, and then re-melt them into lava-like material that melts at about 800
degrees C, and flows into shapes that achieve a tight-fit between their sides, able to
hold together without mortar. These stone edges are thus formed-to-match AFTER
being placed together as we would put cement in a form to build shaped blocks.
The top of a block is moldable so the next one above perfectly fits its top. Use of
common-shaped, adjustable forms around the world is expected, so none of these
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structures were built by men. These structures were later used by many different
men, so decorations seen on them are less than man’s lineage of 50,000 years.
Periodic ice ages, driven by the world’s 26,000-year precession of the equinoxes,
may also contribute to this observation. Angels also see a wider light-frequency
band than men, increased by the Angel’s Ratio; α = 3.5 x 10±5 Hz, indicated along
the bottom of the two charts, showing Angels see x-rays coming from heavens in all
galaxies. The under-120 and above-144-cubit expansion walls are at each end of
the space scale out at ψ±5 meters, while the time-scale extends to ψ±6 seconds
relative to man. Day’s creation took 6x24ψ = 1.44 billion t-years, so the universe of
Today is huge at 10 billion-billion or 10(109)2 = ψe light years, growing at the
void’s speed of light, ce = ψ/70 m/s. The expansion of our galaxy’s arms during
God’s seventh e-day is so-far at 50,000 t-light years, which is the distance from our
world to the outer edge of the Milky Way. This of course, is not due to physical
motion of these arms, but only of the distance in years that e-day #4 starlight has
come to us since Adam’s creation. For God in Day, light speed is cs = ct/120, so
this is 2 light s-days.

α. Modern Physical Science and Life
My book “Heaven Lights – A Christian Paradigm”, published on the day of
Pentecost, 4/7/12 for that year, truly explains God’s creation of his finite space-time
of “Day” in the infinite void of the universe of “Night”. Current updates to the
printed book provided increased research into scriptures and its logical applications
to new scientific data. Scientists such as Planck and Einstein, and scriptures in
Genesis, describe our “universe” as a closed system within an infinite void.
Information about its creation and operation is not visible from inside such a closed
system, so it is mandatory to be explained from outside by someone who is there.
The bible is the only reference source available to present this physical information.
Men dismiss intelligent creation and substitute the words “natural design” with
unknown beginnings. Our almost infinite universe and its life are exceedingly
complex so intelligently designed. Only the external designer can describe it.
Scientists measure matter and forces in our space and time and seek to model them
using a single paradigm with a single equation called a “Standard Model”. In this
model, gravity is completely different from atomic forces so explained only via a
separate theory. Today they search for a “Theory of Everything”, but have not yet
figured out how to merge the extreme range of strong atomic forces with the very
weak force of gravity at 1038 m/s2 apart. The model equation only explains atomic
forces that hold matter together as accreted from an original explosion of nothing,
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while matter somehow warps space-time without a physical cause to form gravity.
Explanations of creation and development of life forms only comes via frivolous,
unscientific ideas. Everyone awaits a genius to come along to figure these out.
Scriptures provide a single paradigm that describes all of these forces as caused by
a single physical source, the measured accelerations of its walls of Day into Night.
This paradigm removes all paradoxes developed from Big Bang and Darwinian
paradigms via infinite extrapolations from restricted data. It removes disagreements
between theology and science by interpreting scriptures only via scientific data.
The first and last books of the old and new testaments, Genesis, Zechariah and
Revelation, describe Day’s division into earth portions of all galaxies as visible, and
the heaven portions as invisible to man. Rom 1:20 For since the creation of the world
God's invisible qualities-his eternal power and divine nature-have been clearly seen, being
understood from what has been made, so that men are without excuse. Scriptures 1:20

verse numbering system enhances this reference since 20 and 1 inches are the
original cubit and its handbreadth, combined as the long cubit by Solomon.
Scientists and Theologians have developed, and attempt to explain unanswered
paradoxes in their opposing physical universe and life paradigms. Today’s
theologians dismiss science, and scientists avoid theological bible references,
calling such concepts metaphysics. Scientists do not want outside help to explain
their infinite space-time in both larger and smaller directions, claiming it just
“exists”, and a creator is not necessary to form the matter within it. Their treatises
contend that man’s theories are superior to biblical design, so they completely
dismiss anyone who uses intelligent creation ideas above science’s dogmas.
This in spite of admitting their black hole, infinite extrapolation into the smaller
directions ignore Planck’s minimum discrete sizes for matter and time, and result in
a “singularity” as space and time in the denominator of their standard equation both
go to zero. God says space-time is “light”, and used the under-water boundary
surface to form matter via his breath of life. Accelerations of the under-wall create
atomic forces that “hold” matter from the infinite smaller void to avoid a singularity
into black holes, and the above-wall holds light inside while creating gravity. Col
1:17 He is before all things, and in him all things hold together. Scriptures define heaven
and earth as equal portions of every galaxy, so our world is only one of many in the
earth portion of our Milky Way. Science does not know if life exists outside our
world in our galaxy, or in any other, while scriptures declare that Day is inhabited.
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We now see galaxies being “born” as Gamma Ray Bursts when God created them
during e-day #3 from 960 to 720 million years ago. God formed images of distant
galaxies during e-day #2 as matter, then caused them to “appear” on the third e-day.
Men cannot explain these amazing bursts of light since their distance belies their
immense brightness. No matter how hard they try, they cannot be justified within
their big bang paradigm where one explosion generated all matter. Men can only
speculate that perhaps a beam of light emanates from black holes at the center of
preformed galaxies that points briefly at us as the beam passes by, even though the
chance of this happening at the rate of one-a-day is extremely low-to-impossible.
Angels must see embedded light in their dual times, since God created both man
and angels during e-day #6. The distance to GRBs moves “backward” in our t-time,
so all galaxies further than one e-day light years away are seen as created images,
and those images then show transmitted light after we see a GRB from them.
Theologians ignore anti-religious scientific paradigms, but their limited physical
observations use narrow translations of scriptural interpretations. This mirrors the
Scribes Jesus’ criticized in their misinterpretations of scriptures, by not hearing the
true meaning of ancient words Jesus so often clarified.
Most theological paradigms do not match “real world” measurements of space and
time, especially from our world’s geology. The most significant error in these
paradigms leads to insistence that God’s description of the chronology of creation
over six days mirrored only six of our world’s days, and that the portion God called
earth matches our world alone. Neither of these come from Genesis where “day”
and “night” describe the space-time of “Day” and the “Void”, not the two parts of a
single day we observe for our world as it rotates. God’s creation days abut, whereas
our days include a period of day and night caused by its rotation. Our t-days are 12
hours, not like God’s 24-hour e-days, so are only half-a-time. Most importantly,
nothing about God and heaven is an image of man and our world in earth.
A primary reason scientists are adamant that scriptures are not scientific arise from
these errors in theological paradigms. Nothing could be more incorrect, so
theologians should not present all “days” in scriptures as equal. The word “day”
represents both space and time, and “earth” and “world” are specifically different as
clarified by Moses: Ps 90:1 Lord, you have been our dwelling place throughout all
generations. Before the mountains were born or you brought forth the earth and the
world, from everlasting to everlasting you are God. God’s ways are not man’s ways.
God would not introduce scriptures by saying he made heavens and earth if earth
were merely our world with its sky, especially since earth was said to be unformed
and void at the outset. Scriptures are full of scientifically correct statements that are
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only slightly buried within its fractal models for Day and Night. God hid these
models from men during His third and fourth 666-year Generations since men
killed Jesus. Ps 90:4 For a thousand years in your sight are like a day that has just gone by,
or like a watch in the night. Ps 90:9 All our days pass away under your wrath; Ps 90:12
Teach us to number our days aright, that we may gain a heart of wisdom. Ps 90:17 May the
favor of the Lord our God rest upon us.

The bible is full of specific measurements of structures related to God’s interface
with men, both very small and very large. Scriptures use like-comparisons and
parables throughout, and even say, John 21:25 Jesus did many other things as well. If
every one of them were written down, I suppose that even the whole world would not have
room for the books that would be written. All numerical values in scriptures apply via

fractals in mathematical models of man’s physics to other like-concepts. God
explained to Moses, Noah, and Solomon how men should build these models.
Man’s arks connect men to God, and angel’s pyramids around the world must
connect angels to God the Father and Son. They were employed when Jesus came
here, and angels probably helped Noah move life from Noah’s flood waters.
Solomon’s Temple and its Fixtures
The Temple has a center section called
the temple that models heavenly portions
of galaxies, while the surrounding lower
90-rooms represent their earths. It also
models the entire universe of Day. The
temple contains 2-cherubim, an altar, and
10-menorah lampstands. Surrounding
structures include a large altar that
duplicates the base and stairs of the Most Holy room, a sea on 12-bulls, and 10
basin stands. Details are described in Genesis, Exodus, Ezekiel, Chronicles, Kings,
Zechariah and Revelation. It also models atomic elements up to galaxies and out to
both finite walls of Day. Section ε describes detailed math models inherent in the
Temple. This is not an attempt to prove that the bible is correct or that God exists,
though it does, but to better understand how the finite universe of Day appears and
operates “Today” in the early 52,000-plus t-years of creation e-day #7.
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There are five temple accessories, as taken
from Ezekiel and Solomon’s designs. They
include the golden Menorah and Cherubim,
exterior bronze Altar, Sea, and ten Stands.
Models of all in three-D prints are available.
They may be obtained through the printing
website. The models are color-coordinated to
show the Trinity in blue, and separately the
Father in gold, the Son in red, and Spirit in
green. Also available are models of the under
and above twelve-dimensional Dodecahedra
walls of Day, mountable on wooden clock
bases. The printed models use Shapeways PolyJet colored materials, or golden steel
for the menorah and cherubim, typically scaled to 4 cubits per inch to match the
wooden model of Solomon’s Temple shown in App C, and some in larger sizes for
better visualization, as seen here in the photograph foreground.
A one-cubit void-gap separates the temple of heaven and rooms of earth, just as the
altar has a one-cubit gutter. 1 Kings 6:6 He made offset ledges around the outside of the
temple so that nothing would be inserted into the temple walls. Ezek 41:6 There were ledges
all around the wall of the temple to serve as supports for the side rooms, so that the supports
were not inserted into the wall of the temple. Luke 16:25 'Son, remember that in your lifetime
you received your good things, while Lazarus received bad things, but now he is comforted
here and you are in agony. And besides all this, between us and you a great chasm has been
fixed, so that those who want to go from here to you cannot, nor can anyone cross over from
there to us.' Day’s walls accelerate into the larger and smaller void-gap chasms.

Three floors of earthly rooms, 21 cubits high,
surround the temple, arranged like physical
arms of spiral galaxies around their heavenly
core. The central temple section extends
above the ninety rooms to 30 cubits. Priests
climbed stairs to successively wider floors at
five, six and seven cubits, each holding thirty
cubic rooms at four, five and six cubits per
side. Floors represent galactic arms
expanding at σ/2 km/sec., each a creation eday starting with the oldest e-day #4 that left heaven first at the outside third floor,
and proceed through e-day’s #5 and #6, representing man’s three geologic periods.
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Priests descended Jacob’s stairs from earth to heaven via a single narrow door.
Rooms connect to the temple via wooden floors and roofs, so a one-cubit gap
existed between rooms and temple. God’s seventh creation e-day gap allows earth
to accelerate into the gulf outside heaven. The 1-cubit gutter around the altar in
front of the temple confirms that this gap was one cubit, also being the handbreadth
one inch, to make the long cubit 21 inches and model seven times the speed of light.
The altar in the Most Holy was later seen in the real temple of heaven. Rev 11:19
Then God's temple in heaven was opened, and within his temple was seen the ark of his
covenant. Stairs to the Most Holy extended seven cubits into the space in front of

the 5” thick curtain, with fifteen pyramid-like half-cubit steps whose 20 cubits
square base is 7π smaller than the GP in Cairo.
Pentagonal jambs flanked the door like the sides of the dodecahedral walls of Day.
The Most Holy represents the above void for the Father; the outer temple is heaven
for the Son, and the rooms are earth for the Spirit. Boaz and Jakin pillars with
7c/10ψ = 21 lily flower petals on their capitals, flank the outer temple doors to
represent man’s connection to heaven, just as did pillars of fire and smoke God used
in the dessert to guide Moses and the Israelites. Boaz lived 21 millennia after
Adam; Jakin was the 21st Levite chosen by David as high priest, together
representing the combined speed of light in Day at c2 = 9ρ = csct. The Most Holy
20-cubit cube is 35-feet cubed, the logarithmic size of Day in meters.
Titus’ arch in the Italian Roman
Forum, built in AD-82, shows the
Babylonian army plundering a golden
menorah and sacrificial trays for the
interior altar from the Temple. This
flat version of the menorah has
tainted all modern images of its
design.
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Ten Menorah illuminated the Temple as described in Ex 25:31
"Make a lampstand of pure gold and hammer it out, base and shaft;
its flowerlike cups, buds and blossoms shall be of one piece with it. Six
branches are to extend from the sides of the lampstand — three on
one side and three on the other. Three cups shaped like almond
flowers with buds and blossoms are to be on one branch, three on the
next branch, and the same for all six branches extending from the
lampstand. And on the lampstand there are to be four cups shaped like
almond flowers with buds and blossoms. One bud shall be under the
first pair of branches extending from the lampstand, a second bud
under the second pair, and a third bud under the third pair — six branches in all.

Its six branches are not lined-up in a row as drawn on the flat wall of Titus arch, as
in all menorahs constructed by men today. Arms are spaced evenly every 60
degrees around the post. The design describes alternate cups at alternate heights,
resulting in two interlaced triangles forming a David Star. Four cups on the post
represent the Father; the higher triangle represents the Son, the lower the Spirit. It
also forms a perfect model of a galaxy with its triplets of lamps on arms being solar
systems with worlds and moons in earth, surrounding the post triplet of sun, world,
and moon systems in heaven. The top post-lamp represents the Most Holy Father’s
Heaven Light where energy from the Void comes into Day. Each of the 220 lamps
on ten lampstands represent 109 = 100ψ galaxies in Day. Its design embeds natural
fractals of ψ, ϕ, φ, e, π, and c. The right branch in the angel-drawn candelabra on
the Paracas peninsula models a menorah, its center branch the double-length pillars
of Solomon’s Temple, and the left branch the drawing location relative to the Giza
pyramid and Solomon’s pyramidal staircase to the Most Holy.
The Altar in front of the Temple
duplicates the base volume and stairs
under its Most Holy. 2 Chron 4:1 He
made a bronze altar [color coordinated
to match the sea and ten stands] twenty
cubits long, twenty cubits wide and ten
cubits high. [matching Most Holy
base]. Ezekiel details its design, Ezek
43:13 "These are the measurements of the
altar in long cubits, that cubit being a cubit
and a handbreadth: Its gutter is a cubit
deep and a cubit wide, [expansion of
heaven] with a rim of one span around the edge. And this is the height of the altar: From
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the gutter on the ground up to the lower ledge it is two cubits high [earth] and a cubit wide,
and from the smaller ledge up to the larger ledge it is four cubits high and a cubit wide.
[heaven] The altar hearth is four cubits high, and four horns project upward from the
hearth. The altar hearth is square, twelve cubits long and twelve cubits wide. [void] The
upper ledge also is square, fourteen cubits long and fourteen cubits wide, with a rim of half a
cubit and a gutter of a cubit all around. [expansion of earth] The steps of the altar face
east." Distance between the Temple with its pyramidal stairs, and the 280-cubit

high, 440-cubit square Great Pyramid, both built according to the Word, are
measured at God’s “remnant” of 7000π = 7απ, = 440 km, = 84 k-cubits, physically
linking these two structures on the world.
Universal fractals unknown to
Egyptians but known to angels, fill the
Pyramid and Altar designs, so men did
not build pyramids or other stone
structures around the world’s magnetic
equator. Men clearly built the Temple,
but angels who can exist in heaven’s
190 times larger gravity, built these
earlier large structures, probably 6ξα
years before God created man. Priests
could walk over front and side gutter
grates of the Altar, and up 15 steps to
fuel the hearth via the second ledge’s doors, and continue up to the 5x5-cubit
platform at the sacrificial horned grate (insert).
The 12-cubit square hearth held an 11cubit square grate, sitting on a halfcubit wide ledge inside the 10-cubit
hearth. The hearth-line defines one-ofsix 12-cubit equilateral triangles that,
together, form the Altar’s 24-cubit
sphere-of-symmetry, and match a
menorah hexagon. The hearth fire
represents Day’s supply of energy from
the void. A downspout from the upper
gutter meets a drain from the hearth to
allow rainwater and ashes to pass
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through ledge #1 at the base gutter and exit to the sewer at the rear. This gutter
models dust clouds around all galaxies, e.g. the Sombrero.
The one-cubit base gutter and one-cubit gap around the hearth model handbreadth
accelerating expansion of Day to generate gs/Gs and gt/Gt forces at above and under
walls separating heaven and earth respectively. The gutter at the hearth was formed
at evening of e-days #2 as light entered Day to form its sky, and the gutter around
the base at evening of e-day #4 when earth was formed. These two gutters are seen
in the History of Creation figure as the void-gaps created at these points in history.
The angel’s ratio, α-1 = 3.5 x 10-5 times Day’s age, 1.44 x 109, is 5 x 104 = 50,000 tyears, a Jubilee of 50 s-days. The altar length including its gutter is 30 cubits = 52.5
feet, models 52.2 weeks or 365.25 days of our world per year. After creation a year
increased by 15 days from 350 to 365.25. The 2-4-4-cubit high altar sections form
a 20-cubit = 35-foot square pyramid. This matches Planck’s space limits of 10±35 =
ψ±5 = 1070 meters. Two 4-cubit ledges are = 84” = 7’ high, modeling Planck’s time
limits of 1084 = 10±42 = ψ±6 seconds. Its 15 pyramidal steps represent Day’s
increase in size over time, seen in their handrails. Energy comes into Day via the
menorah base and also via the Altar that matches the volume under the Most Holy
“above void”. It is also the under-water wall God used to form matter in heaven
during e-day #3 (red) and earth e-day #4, (green), populating our world with
lifeforms in e-days #4 thru #6. The bottom three steps match three world eras, preCambrian, Paleozoic and Mesozoic, during arm formation of all spiral galaxies like
our Milky Way.
Ledges divide the height into three
sections with stairs on the east side.
The first ledge colored green had
three steps as half-a-t-time, the
second ledge colored red had six
steps as s-times, and the platform on
the hearth colored gold had six steps
of e-time, so fifteen steps. The second
ledge is the ninth step to a walkway
around the altar, similar to the ninety
rooms around three Temple floors. At
the top sacrificial grate is a 5 x 5 x
.666 (σ/α) cubit platform whose width includes the half-cubit upper edge of the
hearth wall and one-cubit gutter, mentioned by Ezekiel. The altar is pyramidal, so
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stairs were also, like those leading up to the six-cubit wide doors of the Most Holy.
This 20 cubic cube represents the above void outside heaven that held the Father
and Son’s cherubim, and Moses’ ark with its cherubim decorated cover. The hearth
represents energy from the under void inside all atoms, with its under τ-water walls
that God used to form matter and life, now at the cores of all galaxies. These innerouter voids are like a Menorah base, connected to its triple time-like post. The
gutters represent the Chasms around earth and heaven, Luke 16:26 And besides all this,
between us and you a great chasm [altar-gutters, sea-petals] has been fixed, so that
those who want to go from here to you cannot, nor can anyone cross over from there to us.

The platform atop the stairs matches Moses’ 5x5-cubit altar. Ex 27:1 "Build an altar
of acacia wood, three cubits high; it is to be square, five cubits long and five cubits wide.
Make a horn at each of the four corners, so that the horns and the altar are of one
piece, and overlay the altar with bronze. The grate is part of the under wall of Day

where entropy enters from the void, with horns “of one piece” to “hook” it into
Day. Jesus is Christ, the Lamb of God, taking Isaac’s place on Moses’ altar and is
Day’s lamps. Rev 21: The city does not need the sun or the moon to shine on it, for the
glory of God gives it light [entropy], and the Lamb is its lamp. Stairs toward the east from
the 20-cubit square base represent Jacob’s stairway for angels to ascended and
descended from eight dimensional heavens. This made the altar 28-cubits long to
model eight dimensions of Day, also fingers in a cubit, and including gutters the
altar was 30 cubits to model the speed of light. The northward handrail represents
earth’s time and four posts its four-dimensions. The southward handrail represents
heaven’s time and four-dimensions.
This altar exactly matches the Stands in front of the Temple. Five 4-cubit wide
circles representing Stands add to the twenty-four-cubit symmetry spheres to equal
28 cubits. Ex-scribed minus inscribed circles around pyramidal bases exactly model
Day’s speed of light at c = 30ψ m/s. Three types of matter in Day and three E = mc2
equations form three space-to-time ratios as a cross product, ce = cs x ct. These
combine as the square root of the sum of squares, so ce = √(cs2 + ct2). Man’s
number, σ = 666 models the altar width as σc, similar to galaxy expansion rate at
σ/2 m/s, earth’s space-time ratio, ct = σψ/2 m/s, and Newtonian gravity. Our sun is
σα/2 larger than our world. Everything in earth relies on σ, all in heaven on e.
Symmetry creates a 24-cubit sphere with 12-cubit radius from its center at the base
and east side of the 12 cubits wide hearth. It reaches to the east end of the stairs, and
vertically to the ram’s horn tips. North-to-south the sphere uses the hearth as one
side of a six-sided David Star, matching a Menorah’s six branches. This 12-cubit
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altar spherical symmetry exactly matches a similar vertical to horizontal spherical
symmetry, larger by 7π, around the pyramids and Sphinx. These symmetryspheres represent the three 24-hour clocks that model each creation e-day of 3 times
in 10 dimensions of space. God created light during the first two 24ψ-hour creation
e-days, each matching the volume of the king’s chamber void in the Great Pyramid
that represents the under-void surrounded by stones of matter, just like atoms.
Volume of the cubic Most Holy
represents the void around Day and the
other four creation e-days. The platform
models Moses’ 5x5 cubit altar, and
Moses replaced his son, Isaac with an
“Aries” ram, offered by God as the
sacrificial Lamb, Christ the Lord. Gen
22:13 Abraham looked up and there in a
thicket he saw a ram caught by its horns.
He went over and took the ram, and
sacrificed it as a burnt offering instead of his
son. Solomon also forgave Adonijah

after taking hold of the horns on the Altar. 1 Kings 1:50 But Adonijah, in fear of
Solomon, went and took hold of the horns of the altar. And Adonijah came and bowed down
to King Solomon, and Solomon said, "Go to your home." Horns are found 66 times in

scriptures, a reduced form of σ = 2/3 = 666. The horns are part of the grate which is
a direct connection between the Void and Day.
It follows that the statement in Scriptures saying God called his Son “out of Egypt”
is literally true, Hos 11:1 "When Israel was a child, I loved him, and out of Egypt
I called my son. The “and” here separates God’s love for Israel from God’s greater
love for Jesus. Men interpret this verse to mean the baby Jesus, returned from Egypt
where his parents went to protect him from Pilate. But it actually describes God the
Spirit bringing Christ’s Spirit into our world via Egypt (via a Pyramid?) to Mary.
The Altar’s 20x20x10 cubic volume models space-time for Heaven’s “sky” during
the first two creation e-days. Twelve pentagonal posts hold railings along the stair
edges and around the hearth to match doorjambs in the walls around pentagonal
sides of dodecahedron Day, interfacing the Most Holy void with heaven and earth.
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Twelve half-cubit wide steps abut three
ledges with matching colors at different
heights. The hearth gutter models God’s
river of blood around heaven. "A man
planted a vineyard. He put a wall around it,
dug a pit for the winepress… Rev 14:19 The
angel swung his sickle on the earth, gathered
its grapes and threw them into the great
winepress of God's wrath. They were
trampled in the winepress outside the city,
and blood flowed out of the press, rising as
high as the horses' bridles for a distance of
1,600 stadia. This gap is the void around heaven that allows walls there to accelerate

to produce Gs and gt. The ground level gutter models dust clouds of burned-out
stars that surround earth-arms in all galaxies. Arms disburse into the void at σ/2
km/s. The Altar’s one-cubit gutter models the winepress’ river, and expansion of
Day after creation. The 40 x 40 = 1600 stadia river of blood around the “city” is a 1cubit wall to the void, modelled by the Altar’s 4-cubit wide second ledge that
separates heaven and earth portions.
The same one-cubit gap separated heaven’s temple, Ezek 41:6, from earth’s rooms,
so without its side gutter the Altar model fits perfectly in half of the 60 cubit
Temple length. This figure shows a photo of the altar model sans-gutters inside the
temple. Each 20x30-cubit Altar and Most Holy sections symmetrically fill the
20x60-cubit temple. The smaller 4x10x10 altar-hearth represents physical sizes in
Day smaller than men ala 2 Peter 3:8, and the under-void where entropy enters Day.
The larger 20x20x20 Most Holy represents larger sizes and the above void. Two
stairways in the shape of the Great Pyramid abut at the center, placing men in earth
and angels in heaven midway to the under and above walls to the voids as Planck
symmetries. Christ alone has access to Night’s void so access to the Most Holy was
restricted to annual visits by the high priest. Placement of the Altar outside the
Temple of Day allowed all religious men of Israel to view their sacrifices to God.
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Solomon’s Bronze Sea match
hearth dimensions with their tencubit bowl and inner hearth wall,
resting on twelve bulls and its 12cubit outer wall. Walls and bulls
represent Day’s 12-D at its
τ-water walls, holding in Daylight from above and under voids
at ψ±5 stadia from man’s size.
1 Kings 7:23, or 2 Chron 4:2) He
made the SEA of cast metal, [bronze
models are color-coordinated with
Father as gold, Son as red, Spirit
as green, and Trinity as blue] circular in shape, measuring ten cubits [10 long cubits =
210” = 5.23 m] from rim to rim and five cubits [105”] high. It took a line of thirty cubits
[630” = 52.5’] to measure around it. The bowl was half-a-sphere like earth’s half-atime, of 30 cubits around, the length of the Altar and half of the Temple, so 4.77π/3
= 5 m = 17.5 feet in diameter, with expanding lily petals that made the diameter 10
cubits. The 5-meter diameter sphere represents Day’s space at its ψ±5 stadia walls.
Below the rim, gourds encircled it-ten to a cubit. The [300] gourds were cast in two rows in
one piece with the Sea. The Sea stood on twelve bulls, three facing north, three facing west,
three facing south and three facing east. The Sea rested on top of them, [Day’s 12
dimensions] and their hindquarters were toward the center. It was a handbreadth in
thickness, and its rim was like the rim of a cup, like a lily blossom.

Day’s walls add 4/3 Egyptian finger = 1”, so the 20” cubit is a 21” long-cubit. It held
two thousand baths [about 44,000 liters]. The refraction index of t-water is 4/3.
Huram built all bronze models of the universe for Solomon. Colorized models have
been fabricated for this Sea, the Altar, Stands, Menorah, and Cherubim, using 3D
printing. A wooden model has been fabricated of the Temple using: 1 Kings 7:40 So
Huram finished all the work he had undertaken for King Solomon in the temple of the
LORD: the two pillars; the two bowl-shaped capitals on top of the pillars; the two sets of
network decorating the two bowl-shaped capitals on top of the pillars; the four hundred
pomegranates for the two sets of network (two rows of pomegranates for each network,
decorating the bowl-shaped capitals on top of the pillars); the ten stands with their ten
basins; the Sea and the twelve bulls under it; the pots, shovels and sprinkling bowls. Moses

built golden menorahs and the Ark.
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This water represents the world’s seas, and
the under-water surface of Day that God
used during e-day #2-3 to create land and
sea matter for heavenly worlds in galaxy
cores, and for earthly worlds in galaxy arms
on e-day #4. The sea’s 1-inch thick wall
represents 144 cubit thick walls of Day at
creation, a mere handbreadth expansion
relative to its 10 billion-trillion, ψe lightyear, stadia, diameter. The Sea models the
Zodiac in the Milky Way with our position
24,000 light years from the center along
heaven’s s-space and time axis in the Orion
Spur of the Sagittarius arm. We are 12,000 stadia from heaven. A menorah has 7π =
22 lamps. Hubble sees ψπ/2 galaxies in Day to model them all.(Rev 7:4).
God expelled Adam and Eve from the
Garden of Eden in heaven, posting
cherubim with flaming sword. Gen 3:24
After he drove the man out, he placed on the
east side of the Garden of Eden cherubim
and a flaming sword flashing back and forth
to guard the way to the tree of life.

Astronomers measure the opposite arm
of stars toward Triangulum near the
center of the Milky Way as moving
away at Vs = 666 km/s. = σ km/s. Some believe a very distant great attractor is
pulling the entire galaxy through inertial space in that direction. This is absurd.
Actually, our sun and these stars towards the core of the galaxy are both moving
away from each other and heaven, at ½Vs = 333 = ±σ/2 km/sec. This is Earth’s light
speed at ct = ψσ/2 m/s, scaled down to Vs by 10-4 = (ψ/α)-1. Clearly caused by all
earthly stars moving AWAY from their heaven light, not TOWARD it.
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Zodiac references place our world’s position on
heaven’s s-axis that points toward Triangulum at
the east of Eden. This constellation models half
of a David’s Star and half a menorah’s lamp
arms, and the narrow door in Solomon’s Temple
between 90 earth rooms and 28 rooms in his
heavenly temple. Redeemed souls can now enter
this single portal across the chasm or gutter
between heaven’s altar and its earthly Jacob’s
stairs. Luke 13:23 He said to them, "Make every
effort to enter through the narrow door, because
many, I tell you, will try to enter and will not be able to. The candelabra drawing at 7απ
meters from the Temple on the Paracas Peninsula, show scripture’s 2 Cron 3:15 In
the front of the temple he made two pillars, which [together] were thirty-five cubits; 35

cubits being exactly one tenth the height of its 183-meter center post.
Twelve bulls represent 12 Zodiac
constellations, and 12 tribes of Israel as
engraved on each of 12 precious stones. The
Father’s forward-looking bulls are at 3, 6, 9
and 12 o’clock e-times. The Son’s leftlooking bulls are at the Father’s right hand at
1 o’clock, opposite heaven’s s-time, and 4, 7
and 10-o’clock. The Spirit’s right-looking
bulls are at the Father’s left hand at 2, 5, 8
and 11 o’clock, opposite earth’s t-time.
Pisces, the fisher-of-men is the z-axis, Taurus
the bull is the u-axis. The other nine bulls
represent space dimensions, and the s-axis is the tenth. Each bull represents
elementary particles that makeup all matter, so twelve breast-piece stones,
foundations and gates of the temple, Moses’ twelve tribes of Israel, and Jesus’ 12
apostles. The Temple’s 5-cubit walls are Day’s 120-cubit under-walls. The bowl
models the lower half of our world with most of our oceans, possibly all at creation.
Three quad-sets of four bulls represent the Trinity. The Father’s e-time is at 12
o’clock, the Son’s s-time at 7 o’clock, and Spirits t-time at 5 o’clock. Horns atop
the Altar hearth imply that the Ram of Aires aligns with the Father in the void, and
our world with the sun in January. Left-looking bulls at the Father’s right hand of 1
o’clock are the Son’s s-u-axis of Taurus the bull, Einstein’s s-space-time c2 = csct
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axis, and v-w of Leo, also aligning with the Great Pyramid’s prime axes. The
Spirit is associated with Pisces as fisher of men in earth’s x-y, t-z axes.
It is unfortunate that astronomers spend
their entire lives using the Big Bang
paradigm trying to explain away
scripture’s truths. The age of Day is 1.44
billion years, not over 14 billion, spiral
arms are not rigidly connected but have
σ/2 k/s radial velocity, scaled down from
earth’s speed of light, earth’s Gt gravity
only acts out to 32 stadia (light years) and
heaven’s much larger Gs gravity acts out
to 12,000 stadia in heaven. The concept
that gravity can act across millions of light years to move galaxies is ludicrous, and
dark energy exists in orthogonal heaven and between galaxies, but does not collapse
matter to either form galaxies or black holes. All living organisms and even
inorganic matter display the fractal five as in the Fibonacci’s sequence, trending to
the golden ratios, φ;φ = (1 ±√5)/2 between successive values.
Symmetry would suggest using 48 petals for the lily rim at 12 per side, but 3 sets of
50 gourds at 10 per cubit suggest using 50 petals around the 30-cubit rim, similar to
lily petals that topped Boaz and Jakin pillars, and to match many uses of 50 in
Moses’ tabernacle. Two rows of 150 gourds around the Sea represent the Trinity
feeding men and angels at 50 per Trinity person, and match 150 fish caught by the
apostles and feed Jesus, and 150 days that Noah and his family were in the ark
during the flood. Gen 7:24 The waters flooded the earth for a hundred and fifty days.
When the apostles fished all night without any catch, Jesus told them to drop their
nets, catching 153 fish; John 21:11 Simon Peter climbed aboard and dragged the net
ashore. It was full of large fish, 153, but even with so many the net was not torn. Jesus said to
them, "Come and have breakfast." Three of these fish were eaten by Jesus and the 11
apostles, John 21:13 Jesus came, took the bread and gave it to them, and did the same with
[3] the fish. The rest were divided amongst the apostle’s families who were also fed

by Jesus. Similar analogies apply to the 200 pomegranates in two rows around the
capitals of the Boaz and Jakin columns in front of the temple. Numerous
applications of fifty loops and clasps fasten curtains together, and to the posts, in
Moses’ tabernacle, Exodus 26. God’s Jubilee every 50 years commanded Israelites
to return borrowed assets to their original owners. Fibonacci’s golden ratios use 5.
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When the “time was right” Jesus came 50 s-days = 50,000 t-years after Adam’s sin
to return all men to God. Both petals and gourds on the Sea represent 10 fivepointed stars “like” 10 space dimensions. The 300 gourds divide a 24ψ clock of ψ
e-time-cubits, into 30 ten- dimensional ψ-parts. The speed of light, c = 30ψ m/s. is
in the Sea rim, and it fits in the 10-cubit square hearth, just as the difference
between ex-scribed and inscribe circles around the base of the pyramids at Giza
and the Most Holy staircase to model c. The rim of Solomon’s Sea follows the
world’s magnetic equator, along which ancient stone structures appear at ratios of
φ;ϕ, described in “Revelation of the Pyramids”. The Great Pyramid, and the
Father’s forward-looking Zodiac Aires bull at the northern most 12 o’clock position
of the magnetic equator, establish the zero-point. The Paracas Menorah drawing has
a left branch that maps these relationships.
A bath is 22 = 7π-liters. The 5-cubit radius SEA holds 2,000 baths so two times
7000π = 2e10 = 44,000-liters. The measured distance between the angel-built great
pyramid and Solomon’s Temple is 440 km. God the Father called his Son “out of
Egypt”. King Tut’s casket held a gold-handled dagger fashioned from iron with
composition not found on our world. Scientists say its steel came from a meteorite,
but more likely, an angel pyramid builder left it behind when Satan convinced
Adam to sin. Ancient-alien theorists claim stone builders disappeared after leaving
behind pyramids and stone structures, but these “aliens” were actually angels.
Moses inscribed the 12-tribe’s names on the priest’s 12-stones. Ex 28:15 "Fashion a
breastpiece for making decisions —Then mount four rows of precious stones on it. In the
first row there shall be a 1 ruby, a 2 topaz and a 3 beryl; in the second row a 4 turquoise, a 5
sapphire and an 6 emerald; in the third row a 7 jacinth, an 8 agate and an 9 amethyst; in the
fourth row a 10 chrysolite, an 11 onyx and a 12 jasper. There are to be twelve stones, one for
each of the names of the sons of Israel, each engraved like a seal with the name of one of the
twelve tribes. Moses led 603,550 Israelite men through the dessert, surrounding the
ark carried by the 22,000 Levites (7000 scaled by π), in the center of a circle. (Num 1).
Equal numbers of men surrounded these 7000π Levites when on the move as a
subtle but clear reference to protection of God’s 7000 remnant of believers. 1 Kings
19:18 Yet I reserve seven thousand [7000π = 22,000] in Israel-all whose knees have not
bowed down to Baal and all whose mouths have not kissed him."
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Tribes of Israel
Twelve sons were born of four women.
Gen 35:23 The sons of Leah: 1 Reuben the
firstborn of Jacob, 2 Simeon, 3 Levi, 4
Judah, 9 Issachar and 10 Zebulun. The sons
of Rachel: 11 Joseph and 12 Benjamin. The
sons of Rachel's maidservant Bilhah: 5 Dan
and 6 Naphtali. The sons of Leah's
maidservant Zilpah: 7 Gad and 8 Asher.

Birth order is assigned to space-time
dimensions of [u, x, f, v, t, g, s, y, h, w,
z, e] and to God’s precious stones of
elementary particles, as listed in Gen
29:32, Leah became pregnant and gave birth
to a son. She named him Reuben [1-uruby], 33 so she named him Simeon [2-xtopaz]. 34 so he was named Levi [3-fberyl]. 35 so she named him Judah [4-v-turquoise]. Gen 30:6 she named him Dan [5-tsapphire]. 8 so she named him Naphtali [6-g-emerald] 11 So she named him Gad [7-sjacinth]. 13 So she named him Asher [8-y-agate]. 17 so she named him Issachar [9-hamethyst]. 20 so she named him Zebulun [10-w-chrysolite] 21 Some time later she gave
birth to a daughter and named her Dinah. 22 Then God remembered Rachel; 24 She named
him Joseph [11-z-onyx]. Gen 35: 18 As she breathed her last — for she was dying — she
named her son Ben-Oni. But his father named him Benjamin [12-e-jasper]. The above
wall of Day is now jasper. The Spirit’s 12-authors of Scriptures are assumed from history.
Science
Scriptures
Zodiac

Atomic

Constelation

Elements

atom
part

Taurus
Gemini
Cancer
Leo
Virgo
Libra
Scorpio
Sagittarius
Capricorn

c -charm quark
e -electron
τ -tau electron
μ -muon
d -down quark
b -bottom quark
s -strange quark
υ -neutrino
υτ -tau neutrino

Aquarius

υμ -mu neutrino neutrino

Pisces
Aries

u - up quark
t -top quark

Day
axes

Proton
u
electron
x
electron
f
electron
v
Neutron t-time
Proton
g
Neutron s-time
neutrino
y
neutrino
h
w

Proton
z
Neutron e-time

Bull Precious Father
hour stone
Tribe
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Ex 28
ruby
topaz
beryl
turquoise
sapphire
emerald
jacinth
agate
amethyst

Gen 29-35
Reuben
Simeon
Levi
Judah
Dan
Naphtali
Gad
Asher
Issachar

Acts 1
Peter
Andrew
James
John
Philip

Moses
Ezekiel
David
Isaiah
Solomon

Rev 21
east 3
west 3
west 2
south 3
east 2
Bartholomew Zechariah south 1
Thomas
Luke
north 2
Matthew
Mathew north 1
James
James
north 3

Rev 21
north 1
south 1
north 3
north 2
south 2
south 3
east 1
east 2
east 3

Num 1
south 1
south 2
west 1
east 1
north 1
north 3
south 3
north 2
east 2

Thaddeus

Mark

west 1

west 3

east 3

Joseph
Simon
Benjamin Matthias*

Paul
John

south 2 west 1
east 1 west 2

west 2
west 3

chrysolite Zebulun
onyx
jasper

Son - Jesus Spirit Temple Jerusalem Moses
Apostle Author ? base
gate
camp

*Acts 1:26 Then they cast lots, and the lot fell to Matthias; so he was added to the eleven apostles.

Note: e is with positive quarks while t and s with negative, so e – t - s = 0.
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God’s “breath of life” converts light energy into 12 fundamental-elements, each
with its own frequency and associated spectral electro-magnetic lines. The visible
spectrum has 12 basic colors that match four sections of three triangles to make up a
dual-menorah of a color wheel. Neutron charges are zero as the sum of three
quarks called top (+2/3) + strange (-1/3) + down (–1/3) = 0. They are green-arrow
quarks associated with time dimensions (e - t - s). Proton charges are plus one as
the sum of three quarks called charm (2/3) + up (2/3) + bottom (-1/3) = +1, They
are red-arrow quarks associated with space dimensions, (z + u - g). Electron
charges are minus one associated with east-space dimensions (-x -f -v). Neutrino
charges are zero associated with west-space dimensions (y + h + w). Each element
groups into quad-sets associated with its type of (t-, μ-, τ-matter). What symmetry!
Time for God may run contra to Day-time as (e-t-s) = 0. Heb 1:10 "In the beginning,
O Lord, you laid the foundations of the earth, and the heavens are the work of your hands.
They will perish, but you remain; they will all wear out like a garment. You will roll them up
like a robe; like a garment they will be changed. But you remain the same, and your years
will never end." Mark 13:32 "No one knows about that day or hour, not even the angels in
heaven, nor the Son, but only the Father. Matt 24:35 Heaven and earth will pass away, but
my words will never pass away. "No one knows about that day or hour, not even the angels
in heaven, nor the Son, but only the Father. God sees us in dual e-time directions.

Table colors follow Appendix A with black as void/Father, white as heaven/Son,
yellow as earth/Spirit, matching three “time, times and half-a-time” clocks. and the
Sea with its three sets of bulls, precious stones, and Zodiac. Zechariah describes the
under wall of golden oil as the 118 elements created from gold’s 118 neutrons, and
90 found in the rooms around. with 28 in the Temple. Zech 4:2 "I see a solid gold
lampstand with a bowl at the top and seven lights on it, with seven channels to the lights. Also
there are two olive trees by it, one on the right of the bowl and the other on its left." Then I
asked the angel, "What are these two olive trees on the right and the left of the lampstand?"

The Lord answers as if they model men, but this golden oil also models ωe as light.
Gold and jasper walls are transparent. Rev 21:18 The wall was made of jasper, and the
city of pure gold, as pure as glass. Rev 21:21 The twelve gates were twelve pearls, each gate
made of a single pearl. The great street of the city was of pure gold, like transparent glass.

God created earth’s stars to provide time references for angels in heaven. Twelve
Zodiac stars mark a year of 12 months. To provide symmetry, Aries aligns with the
Father, the Son at His right hand at Taurus-a-bull, and the Spirit at His left at Pisces,
a fisher of men. The Father sent Joseph as a model of Jesus who saves all men, to
Egypt to save his family, and later called Jesus back out of Egypt. God’s precious
stones of many colors covered Joseph’s coat. Gen 37:3 Now Israel loved Joseph more
than any of his other sons, because he had been born to him in his old age; and he made a
richly ornamented robe for him. Gemstones are found in many colors, so specific
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colors of this coat, or even of God’s precious stones, are not provided. Leah and
maidservant, Zilpah’s eight sons (2/3) align to the Son (white) and half to Father
(black) and half to Spirit (yellow). Rachel’s and maidservant, Bilhah’s four sons
(1/3) align the other half to Father and Spirit. These four sons also align with
science’s quarks of elementary particle for the void, heaven and earth. Leah’s other
sons align to neutrinos and electrons.
Scriptures list precious stones in order to compare with Israel’s sons in order of
birth, but are not specific about other assignments. By applying the 12 bulls holding
up the sea to various 12-set items in scriptures and science that describe similar
physical properties of space-time, provide starting points. From scriptures; Moses’
camp, Temple foundations and associated structures, Jesus’ apostles. These items
match science’s elements, Zodiac constellations, and man’s space-time dimensions.
Solomon’s Temple equates to God’s temple of Day [Day = Temple]. Rev 21:12 On the
gates were written the names of the twelve tribes of Israel. [Gate = tribe] There were three
gates on the east, three on the north, three on the south and three on the west. The wall of the
city had twelve foundations, [Foundation = dimension] and on them were the names of the
twelve apostles of the Lamb. [Foundation = apostle] Rev 21:19 The foundations of the city
walls were decorated with every kind of precious stone. [Foundation = stone] The first
foundation was jasper, [Jasper = above wall] the second sapphire, the third chalcedony, the
fourth emerald, the fifth sardonyx, the sixth carnelian, the seventh chrysolite, the eighth
beryl, the ninth topaz, the tenth chrysoprase, the eleventh jacinth, and the twelfth amethyst.

The Temple and Sea represent Jerusalem with its walls and gates to the promised
lands in Israel, divided among the 12 nations. Ezek 47:13 This is what the Sovereign
LORD says: "These are the boundaries by which you are to divide the land for an
inheritance among the twelve tribes of Israel. Ezek 48:30 "These will be the exits of the city:
Beginning on the north side, which is 4,500 cubits long, [at 21” per cubit = 1.44 miles]
the gates of the city will be named after the tribes of Israel. The three gates on the north side
will be the gate of Reuben, the gate of Judah and the gate of Levi. "On the east side, which is
4,500 cubits long, will be three gates: the gate of Joseph, the gate of Benjamin and the gate of
Dan. "On the south side, which measures 4,500 cubits will be three gates: the gate of Simeon,
the gate of Issachar and the gate of Zebulun. "On the west side, which is 4,500 cubits long,
will be three gates: the gate of Gad, the gate of Asher and the gate of Naphtali”. Length and

width of Ezekiel’s 4500 = 4.5-cubit walls convert to 1.44 miles, Day’s scaled 144
cubit walls from Rev 21. Since these walls translate exactly to the fractal 144 in
miles, they also translate to temperature limits of those walls, and recent BEC tests
at MIT in 2003 to reach 0o Kelvin actually found this scriptural Planck temperature
limit at 0.0045ψ-1 = 4.5(αψ)-1 K. What better way could scriptures explain this?
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The half-sphere SEA bowl is ten-cubits wide and five cubits high. It fits inside the
ten-cubit square ALTAR hearth that is four cubits high.
Four-cubit square Stands with
circular basins, 3-cubits high
with 1.5 cubit wheels, represent
the other half-sphere of our
world’s land mass. The basin
carts mirror Moses’ Altar;
therefore also represent the
hearth-like void inside atoms.
1 Kings 7:27 He also made ten
movable STANDS of bronze; [color
coordinated] each was four cubits long, four wide and three high. This is how the stands were
made: They had side panels attached to uprights. On the panels between the uprights were
lions, bulls and cherubim-and on the uprights as well. Above and below the lions and bulls
were wreaths of hammered work. Each stand had four bronze wheels with bronze axles, and
each had a basin resting on four supports, cast with wreaths on each side. On the inside of
the stand there was an opening that had a circular frame one cubit deep. This opening was
round, and with its basework it measured a cubit and a half. Around its opening there was
engraving. The panels of the stands were square, not round. The four wheels were under the
panels, and the axles of the wheels were attached to the stand. The diameter of each wheel
was a cubit and a half. The wheels were made like chariot wheels; the axles, rims, spokes
and hubs were all of cast metal. Each stand had four handles, one on each corner,
projecting from the stand. At the top of the stand there was a circular band half a cubit deep.
The supports and panels were attached to the top of the stand. He engraved cherubim, lions
and palm trees on the surfaces of the supports and on the panels, in every available space,
with wreaths all around. He then made ten bronze basins, each holding forty baths and
measuring four cubits across.

These movable stands model worlds surrounding
earth’s stars and their tectonic plates, drifting
continents around in its oceans. Forty wheels on ten
stands model 40 days and years for Jesus and Moses.
The ratio of nuclear forces, W± and Z0 to weight of
earthly matter, mt, is 7000π, so God also designed
these fractal forces into the SEA and STAND
models, said to hold 2x7000π and 40x7π liters of
water. The fractal 7000π represents God’s
statements about saving a remnant, representing men
and a period of time. Gen 45:7 But God sent me [Joseph] ahead of you to preserve for you
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a remnant on earth and to save your lives by a great deliverance. And what was God's answer
to him? "I have reserved for myself seven thousand who have not bowed the knee to Baal."

Like the bulls under the Sea, the stand bull may represent the Spirit, the cherubim
and lion bulls the Father and Son. Jesus’ human father, named after the tribe of
Joseph, and his mother came from the tribe of Benjamin, each loved and honored
by the Lord. These tribes were last-born sons of Jacob’s first love, Rachel.
Planck’s number, which has man’s number of 666, is in the Sea via, h = σψ-5/10 =
66 x 10-35 = 66(2ct/σ)-5 = 20(ct/σ)-5 Joule-Sec. The Sea radius, rsea = 4.77 cubits, and
basin radius rbasin = 2 cubits. A hemisphere holds 2πr3/3 cubics, so volume ratio is
proportional to r3. The volume of τ-surfaces water held in the above and under walls
of Day, represent vsea = 50vbasin, so the ten basins held 1/50 as much water as the
Sea. The Father, Son and Spirit each represent 50 of the six sets of 50 gourds in
two rows around the sea rim with 50 lily petals forming 10 stars. God’s Sabbath is
50 years and science sees five in all earthly matter, modeled in Fibonacci’s golden
ratio limit, φ;ϕ = (1±√5)/2. These models of galaxies and our world validate that
the Temple and its outer structures contain scriptural fractals of c, e, h, π, σ, φ, ρ, ψ.
Cherubim were God’s winged steeds: Ps 18:1 I love
you, O LORD, my strength. In my distress I called to the
LORD; I cried to my God for help. From his temple, he
heard my voice; my cry came before him, into his ears. The
earth trembled and quaked, and the foundations of the
mountains shook; they trembled because he was angry.
Smoke rose from his nostrils; consuming fire came from his
mouth, burning coals blazed out of it. He parted the heavens
and came down; dark clouds were under his feet. He
mounted the cherubim and flew; he soared on the wings of
the wind. Are not these words clear about where God

comes from in his temple, modeled in Solomon’s temple with its two pillars of
cloud and fire in front, with its many cherubim decorating the walls, standing in its
Most Holy area, and the table for the ark with cherubim on the cover, a scaled-down
version of the holy temple? These same cherubim guarded the east of heaven after
Adam was cast out into a world in earth: Gen 3:24 After he drove the man out, he
placed on the east side of the Garden of Eden cherubim and a flaming sword flashing back
and forth to guard the way to the tree of life. Again, with thunder and flashing lightning.

The sphinx and Zodiac Leo represent lions, and the Stands had lion-like cherubim.
Huram provided Solomon all bronze fixtures in front of his temple. 2 Chron 4:11 So
Huram finished the work he had undertaken for King Solomon in the temple of God: the two
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pillars; the two bowl-shaped capitals on top of the pillars; the two sets of network decorating
the two bowl-shaped capitals on top of the pillars; the four hundred pomegranates for the
two sets of network (two rows of pomegranates for each network, decorating the bowl-shaped
capitals on top of the pillars); the stands with their basins; the Sea and the twelve bulls under
it; the pots, shovels, meat forks and all related articles. David’s son Ahaz moved these

articles, but later Babylonians, possibly Titus as seen on his Arch in Rome, carried
them off. 2 Kings 16:17 King Ahaz took away the side panels and removed the basins from
the movable Stands. He removed the Sea from the bronze bulls that supported it and set it on
a stone base. Jerimiah repeats plundering of these items. Jer 52:17-23 The Babylonians
broke up the bronze pillars, the movable stands and the bronze Sea that were at the temple of
the LORD and they carried all the bronze to Babylon. They also took away the pots, shovels,
wick trimmers, sprinkling bowls, dishes and all the bronze articles used in the temple service.
The commander [Titus] of the imperial guard took away the basins, censers, sprinkling bowls,
pots, lampstands, [Menorah] dishes and bowls used for drink offerings — all that were made
of pure gold or silver. The bronze from the two pillars, the Sea and the twelve bronze bulls
under it, and the movable stands, which King Solomon had made for the temple of the LORD,
was more than could be weighed. Each of the pillars was eighteen cubits high and twelve
cubits in circumference; each was four fingers [3 inches] thick, and hollow. The bronze
capital on top of the one pillar was five cubits high and was decorated with a network and
pomegranates of bronze all around. The other pillar, with its pomegranates, was similar.
There were ninety-six pomegranates on the sides; the total number of pomegranates above
the surrounding network was a hundred. Scriptures reiterate here all bronze and gold

items that model and measure Day, which God destroyed to confuse men until
passage through four Generations of anger to 2666 years after men crucified Jesus.
The first three creation e-days of heaven are eternally unchangeable and found
within the temple, representing the cores of every galaxy. The priest’s robe
displayed twelve precious stones that are science’s 12 fundamental particles, four of
these stones have a different name between the old testament’s breastplate, and the
new testament’s wall, matching the handbreadth expansion of Day in its walls.
They form 118 elements that are foundations of the universe, 90 in earth and 28 in
heaven. Twenty-eight temple rooms represent elements that are stable in heaven
but transient in earth, so were added in the model’s temple section, but not found in
Solomon’s actual temple. Ninety elements are stable in earth-portions of galaxies,
represented by the 90 rooms around the central Temple. The floors also represent
the three 24𝜓-year eras labeled by men as Pre-Cambrian, Paleozoic and Mesozoic.
Our world is in room #61. The gap between the temple of heaven and the rooms of
earth represents “Today”, e-day #7, God’s Sabbath Day of Rest. The gap is 1 cubit
= 21” of 50,000 t-years in the temple, and handbreadth of the SEA’s thickness.
As Jesus said: Luke 16:26 And besides all this, between us [angles] and you [men] a great
chasm has been fixed, so that those who want to go from here [heaven] to you [our world in
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earth] cannot, nor can anyone cross over from there to us.' Saved souls can now pass

through this gap, bridged when Jesus died and the Spirit tore the 5” thick temple
curtain from top to bottom. Matt 27:51 At that moment the curtain of the temple was torn
in two from top to bottom. Luke 23:45 And the curtain of the temple was torn in two. Jesus
called out with a loud voice, "Father, into your hands I commit my spirit." We can follow.

Jesus passed through the gap, and now the Spirit provides faith to men so they can
cross the gap of Jacob’s ladder into heaven! Theologians attempt, but do not agree,
how to explain the SEA and STANDS from a purely spiritual perspective, missing
their actual physical descriptions of Day’s structure. Romans 1:20 says men are
without excuse if they ignore what God made. It is now “time” to put away third
generation ideas as we enter God’s fourth generation. Stop using our parents
misreading of scriptures, saying that God created the finite universe of daylight we
live in over six of our short days. Stop using man’s misinterpretations of scientific
data based on a big explosion and evolution. Recognize the overwhelming scientific
truths of how God made Day in 1.44 billion years, and created all living things.
For example, the pyramidal stairway to the
20 cubit square Most Holy area is exactly a
7π = 22 times scaled down version, and is
440 km = 84 k-cubits from, the Great
Pyramid at Giza. Its base is 440 cubits-square
and 280 cubits high, the same fractals as the
number of baths in the Sea and 28 elements
in heaven. The difference between an
inscribed and ex-scribed circle of the base is
exactly c. The main chamber of this pyramid
contains multiple uses of φ;ϕ and is exactly
1/6 that of the Most Holy, with the first two
creation e-days modeling its base and the Altar in front of the Temple, the other
four modeling e-days #3 - #6. This could only occur if the pyramid’s design and
construction came directly from the same designer as the Temple; i.e. God and his
angel builders. These are not far-fetched ideas and much more logical than current
ancient-alien ideas of men who cannot travel through space-time alone.
The fractal nature of all matter in the universe may provide some partially logical
foundation for man’s incorrect theories of evolution. Even though it appears that
one living creature could have come from an “earlier” one, the fantastic living
things in this fantastic and diverse world in Day could never happen without
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intelligent design. Man’s evolution is only based on observed, simple adaptations as
environments change, so becomes a blanket statement without ANY basis. God
says he created every living “kind”, but angels must have redesigned the intricate
adaptations of kinds to specific environments on all worlds in Day. This occurs
from bacteria to whale sharks, happening throughout our galaxy, and even all ψπ/2
galaxies in Day. This task is perfect for the multitude of angels who live on these
worlds for many millennia, each one being “like a day” to us men. A recently
discovered dolphin species, Echovenator sandersi, thought to live 28 million years
ago had fully functional modern sonar, just as many others, so dismissing evolution.
In spite of claims to superiority, inevitable paradoxes of scientific dogmas include:
▪ Why do galaxies appear to rotate rigidly around their central cores in
contradiction to the inverse square law of gravity, with slower motion at
greater distances? Science explains this by fabricating invisible “dark matter”
to “lock” the outer portions together. Dark mean invisible, as described many
time in scriptures, but ignored by science.
▪ Why does matter produce gravity and why is it so weak at 10-38 times smaller
than the forces holding atoms together? Science claims very weak gravity
produces all physical structure of the universe, having effect over millions and
billions of light years. The strong nuclear force holds matter together but only
affects matter over atomic distances.
▪ Where does the “dark energy” come from to produce the now known
accelerating outward expansion of the entire universe, and if there is so much
dark matter, the expansion should decelerate, not accelerate?
▪ How can we be moving laterally away from the core of our galaxy, yet be here
for 4 billion years? We should have drifted away long ago. Science explains
this motion as 666 km/s “dark flow” of the entire galaxy, but why directly
away from the “east edge” of scriptures.
▪ Where are elements heavier than iron formed since stars do not have enough
energy to make them? Science explains it by stellar explosions, but this
doubles “creation” time to form them, and then reform again.
▪ Science claims it took 14 billion years for matter to fly out to the limit of our
sight, but the latest Hubble image distances disprove this concept, and all
galaxies look alike no matter how far away so how old they are.
▪ How can the Hubble-visible universe contain 22x1011 = 2.2 trillion galaxies in
man’s “mere” ten thousand billion cubic light year volume? Science dreamed
up a theoretically unreasonable rapid inflation theory.
▪ What really causes Gamma Ray Bursts at galactic distances that are much too
bright for today’s physics to explained, other than through focusing of light in
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our direction? If focused, why do we see so many and why do they occur in
sequence as if becoming visible with time?
▪ Where did our oceans and moon come from and why are we at the “sweet
spot” of distance from our sun to allow life to exist here?
▪ Where did the millions of beautiful life forms begin, each so well adapted to
its environment? Why do evolutionists now contend that man’s elegant brain
seems to have “developed” only 50,000 years ago?
▪ How long ago was man introduced to our world? Where did our souls come
from? Do heaven and after-death existence really exist?
▪ Where can knowledge of creation exist, if not from God’s Word? Men believe
they can figure it out, but where does the knowledge and logic to accomplish
this amazing deed come from? If man is in prison as scriptures say, where can
he obtain the insight needed to find truth?
▪ Our ancestors did not have the capability to build the many great pyramids,
statues and walls of huge interlaced stones needing no grout all around the
world, so who did build them with φ;ϕ -symmetry along its magnetic equator?
Theologians also produce paradoxes using their paradigms for reading and
interpreting scripture, which generate such questions as:
▪ If God created Day in only six worldly days, why are there so many long
forming geological structures in the world’s geology, such as sunken volcanos
in Hawaii with new ones still forming in a line?
▪ How was the trench around our world, organic fossils fuels, mineral deposits
and crustaceans formed in deserts and on mountaintops, all floating on
tectonic plates?
▪ Men with faith say God made it to look old, but why would God do that just to
fool us, and did he do the same on all worlds holding men? If he is fooling us,
what parts of scriptures are actually foolish? The answer is “none”. Even
parts like Noah’s ark that appear foolish, are not.
▪ When were angels created, what do they do in eternity, where do fallen angels
live, is man really as young as it appears by counting 75 human generations of
60-80 years between Adam and Jesus?
▪ Why do biology and geology seem to disagree with scriptures when Christians
know they are God-inspired so cannot lie?
▪ How did millions of species adapt themselves to their environments?
Scientists and theologians cause these quandaries by not looking to scriptures. This
Christian paradigm answers all of these paradoxes.
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α-1 Fundamentals of this Christian Paradigm
Physical and mathematical science in scriptures summarize the following facts.
God’s Universe consists of the infinite void of “Night” containing the finite light of
“Day”. At a beginning eternal-time in this void, God establish both Day-space and
Day-time when He said, “let there be light”. At the “beginning’ of the first e-day,
God converted light into enough heavy τ-water to constrain the space of Day’s light
within an above surface to the void. On the second e-day this surface was separated
into another under surface to form the sky of light between, and to constrain Day
from the under void of Night. Day is thus finite, divided into heaven’s s-space-time,
and earth’s t-space-time. An eternal “e-day” of time represents a creation period of
24 e-hours, lasting from “evening” without light, to “morning”, with light.
The most basic fractal of the universe, ψ = 107, uses the two most common numbers
in scriptures. It forms Planck’s granularities for space at 10±35 = ψ±5 meters and
time at 10±42 = ψ±6 seconds. Scriptures’ six e-day walls are 144 space-cubits and
time-cubits thick, so each 24ψ e-hours of an e-day generated 24-cubit wide spacetime walls of expansion, and a stadium is a t-light-year of 1016 meters. One e-hour
e-cubit is ψ of man’s t-cubits, so a creation day is man’s 24ψ = 240,000,000 t-years.
Current estimates say the sky contains 22 x 1011 = 22ψπ/2, (2.2 trillion) galaxies. It
extends over ψ±e = 1070 ρ (stadia) and is 1084 = ψ±ω t-years old. God created man
and angels at the logarithmic mid-point between the above 144-cubit and under 120
inverse-cubit space walls, outside and inside day, formed over six and five e-days.
Gold atoms line heavenly streets of New Jerusalem. Their diameters are 84ρ-1 = 84
x 10-16 meters across, scaled down from the entire 84ψ12 second time-width of Day.
Zechariah says gold energy pours from God’s tree of life from the interface to the
void at the cores of galaxies. Zech 4:11 Again I asked him, "What are these two olive
branches beside the two gold pipes that pour out golden oil?" Golden oil from the underwater wall of Day formed inanimate land and sea matter during e-day #3. Gen 1:9
And God said, "Let the water under the sky be gathered to one place, and let dry ground
appear." And it was so. God called the dry ground "land," and the gathered waters he called
"seas." A gold atom contains 118 neutrons, the exact number of elements in Day.

Later that third day, God used this heavenly land and water to breathe life into seedbearing vegetation in heaven. Today, six cubits = π (3.14) meters = 10.5 feet, while
at creation six cubits would have been 3-meters and 10-feet. The handbreadth
increase of 1-inch per t-cubit represents Solomon’s expanded long-scales.
God the Father and God the Son created light for the Son, who “inherited” it, so is
in charge of Day. On the fourth e-day, God created earth’s space-time and matter in
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orthogonal dimensions to heaven. Their Spirit hovered over the water during
creation, and the Spirit now is separately in charge of earth. Gen 1:14 And God said,
"Let there be lights in the expanse of the sky to separate the day from the night, and let them
serve as signs to mark seasons and days and years, and let them be lights in the expanse of
the sky to give light on the earth… And there was evening, and there was morning — the
fourth day. Scriptures explain three reasons for creating earth.

1. Provide heaven and earth with s-time and t-time references,
2. Separate the void from the light of Day so “sky” would not be dark,
3. Provide local light-energy to support life on inhabited worlds in earth.
God filled earth’s worlds throughout all galaxies with plant life on the fifth e-day
and animal life over the sixth e-day, ending with humankind. There are many
worlds in earths in many galaxies, all made from earthly matter. Eph 4:9 What does
"he ascended" mean except that he also descended to the lower, earthly regions? He who
descended is the very one who ascended higher than all the heavens, in order to fill the whole
universe. Rom 8:22 We know that the whole creation has been groaning as in the pains of
childbirth right up to the present time. Everything described in scriptures must also

apply to all heavenly and earthly worlds in all galaxies. Christ descended from his
void of night into earths, clearly a large volume of Day, and “lower” than “heavens”
in beauty and majesty, so not just our small world. Every world in every galaxy of
Day that contain men began at the same time, and those “Adams” who sinned
caused the entire creation to groan. Imagine Christ having to save them all! At
2,777 t-years per e-second, Jesus’ 30 t-years lifetime on our world is equivalent to
only 0.01 e-second, so Jesus could visit 100 worlds in one of his e-seconds.
Today’s scientists are looking for a very high energy particle or force field called
the Higgs boson, named after one of its first predictors, which converted their
supposed energetic explosion of energy into matter. The paradigm demands this
particle/force field exists to create all the matter we see today. Since men cannot
know what was originally outside their current “infinite universe”, no one actually
attempts to explain the original existence of this space into which the big bang
supposedly erupted; where it came from; or how many space and time dimensions it
truly contains. Science assumes either 3 space and 1 time dimension as we
currently know it, or possibly 10 space and 1 time dimension required by science’s
latest “string” theories. These theories assume all matter consists of various
vibrating strings of energy, much like light packets. If space/time or their Higgs
boson were not present already in that pre-existing void, then it must have been
intrinsic within the explosion energy itself. This explosion magically occurred at
some “creation” point in time and requires some form of “space” into which it
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exploded. Clearly, no one can know where or why this space existed and what
exploded, or why it happened at all, if not explained elsewhere outside man’s
intrinsic vision or other knowledge. Non-Christian scientists must completely
ignore scriptures in order for their work to be accepted by their peers, else their
work be labeled metaphysics. This does not bother me.
This is where scriptures enter into the picture, but most men and women who study
scriptures counter science's antagonism by ignoring most modern science. They
accept what appears “obvious” and older science before the 21st century, such as
agreeing space and time are tightly connected, atomic bombs, computers and GPS
systems actually exist. They also have an “obvious” fear that accepting science in
scriptures may be an attempt to replace faith with proofs. In this child-like
approach, all scientific numerical values seen in scriptures are ignored. Why then
are scriptures full of cubit space and time scale factors, mentioned 256 (=216) times,
if not to explain the mechanics of the universe? Explaining measurements in so
much detail is God’s way to tell men about the Day portion of the universe.
Scriptural designs of arks, menorah, tabernacle, and the Temple provide clear
explanations of Day and its contents, but theologians ignore them. Scriptures
explain God’s creation paradigm, so scientists cannot ignore them.
Meanwhile, attempts by scientists to explain what happened immediately after their
creation explosion at “time zero” requires looking at smaller and smaller increments
of what must have been happening in the space dimensions relative to the time
dimension as both go to zero. Most now conclude an infinitely large magnitude of
energy had to be concentrated into an infinitely small size to create the amazing
quantity of matter in the universe’s space-time. This absurd conclusion is the result
of infinite extrapolation backward from our meager current knowledge of matter,
space and time, using knowledge purely internal to Day. To fit into a scientific
category, a Creator MUST be excluded to allow men to take full credit for figuring
out how it could have happened naturally, whatever that means. Scientific laws
prove this paradox cannot be resolved inside Day.
Every scientist has a different paradigm-based explanation of what the Higgs force
field, or boson particle really looks like and how it works. Whatever it is must be
truly magical. In addition to how the three different types of matter, mk, k = τ, μ, t,
came into existence, no one knows how some of this matter is inanimate while
some has life. Scientists at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), and those around the
world who analyze its data, claimed they found one such embedded particle. Now
this is recognized as a mistake. Interpretations from trillions of samples of hadron
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collisions, a type of proton, showed a single high energy event which was seen in
two different detectors at the same instant, so it was first thought to prove Higgs
existence. The detection was a pulse of “excess light” at about 120 Giga-electron
Volts of impact energy. In spite of supposedly proving the existence of the Higgs
field predicted by previous collider data, the big bang is still as mysterious as it
always was. Both the energy and the space into which it exploded, and the Higg’s
field to convert energy into matter, supposedly occurred “naturally”, without
design. The big bang paradigm is more mysterious, rather than simpler!
Considering light energy to be a force particle is not very logical anyway. A force
applied to matter requires application of energy, and if matter is a force particle, this
logic results in circular reasoning. This circular reasoning causes the confusion of
the Higg’s boson, broken by recognizing that energy must originally come from
outside Day’s matter, not inside pre-existing matter. Thus, a Higgs Boson particle
created in an explosion requires that it existed before the explosion. What came
first, time or space or matter, and how much of each? The Christian Paradigm
provided here removes the chicken and egg paradox. God created each kind with
built-in reproduction capability, just as with Adam and Eve. God made Adam as a
“male” with the full intent to create Eve as a “female” to mix genes. Together they
formed humankind, with its sin, including God’s breath of my soul into my skin.
God’s explanations are simpler than man’s illogical ideas, but only in belief that
God exists. There will never be further details about “I AM”, unless provided later
by God in heaven. “I AM” created light on “e-day #1” from the void and then
converts it into whatever form of space-time-matter he wishes via his “breath-oflife”. Conversions of matter into energy via fire and atomic energy are well known,
but only life provides the opposite conversion, and this is not by man’s mysterious
Higgs field. Photosynthesis in vegetation produces organic matter, and other matter
within other lifeforms. No other process is known. Gen 1:30 “And to all the beasts of
the earth and all the birds of the air and all the creatures that move on the ground —
everything that has the breath of life in it.” Gen 2:7 the LORD God formed the man from the
dust of the ground and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, and the man became a
living being. Man’s perishable body is not star-stuff, as touted by science today, since

stars are not living matter, though our skin returns to the same dust that God
originally used to make it. Men will never make organic from inorganic matter.
Today most scientists do not believe in intelligent design. One major excuse is
disagreement that theologians insist scriptures say creation of the universe only took
six twenty-four hour days, or 144 worldly hours. Revelation confirms there is no
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night in Day: Rev 21:22 I did not see a temple in the city, [heaven] because the Lord God
Almighty and the Lamb are its temple. The city does not need the sun or the moon to shine on
it, for the glory of God gives it light, and the Lamb is its lamp. The nations will walk by its
light, and the kings of the earth will bring their splendor into it. On no day will its gates ever
be shut, for there will be no night there. It says the temple of heaven does not need a

sun nor moon for light, and “clearly” says it does not have a day and night period,
ala Romans 1:20. This implies all worlds holding angels might rotate around a single
Heaven Light at the cores of galaxies, but this is not what we see in our three
dimensional earthly view, so may or may not apply in ten spatial dimensions.

α-2 Time, Times and Half a Time
Men who equate all “days” as
equivalent ignore the triplet of
times expressed in Daniel and
Revelation, where it says
Satan will oppress the believer
saints and try to change their
set times and laws. Genesis
1:3 explains that the word
“day” represents both space
and time, not one or the other.
The space-time of Day
includes separate heavens and
earths, each having different
Day-time-lines inside Dayspace. Night is outside Day with its own space and time-line. Each operates in 24hour periods, based on God’s 24 e-hours-time in Night. Angel’s dual s-times are
twice 24 = 48 (also 50 = 7-Sabbaths of 7-Sabbaths plus one) s-hours in heaven, and
man’s half a t-time of 12 t-hour day-nights in earth, also with a full t-day of 24 thours. The Clocks of days-chart shows relationships between 24 fractals associated
with each hour and Greek letter used in Scripture’s formulas. God is the Alpha
(Father), and Omega (Son), the beginning and end, with each of the 24 Greek-letter
hours being one e-time = 104 s-hours = 107 = ψ t-hours. The values for α±1 = 10±3
day/year and year/day, apply toward the above and under directions from man’s
size and time, the under measured in cubits, the above measured in stadia.
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Ratios between the three clocks establish ratios between the first two “day cycles”
for the void e-Trinity creation of Day, and matter creation in Day’s heaven s-angels
and earth t-men, including their three speeds of light, {ce, cs, ct} and measured
squared-values of {ces, cst, cte} that form the three types of matter {τ, μ, t}.
1. Angels to men ratio, α±1 = 3.5 x 10±5 t-day/s-day and s-day/t-day,
2. Trinity to men ratio, ω = 24ψ t-year/e-day = 84 x 1012 t-day/e-day,
3. Trinity to angel’s ratio,
ω/α = 84 x 1012/3.5 x 105 = 24ψ s-day/e-day.
“Time” is the Father’s e-time
1. Dan 7:25 He will speak against the Most High and oppress his saints and try to change
the set times and the laws. The saints will be handed over to him for a time, times
and half a time.

This verse describes the Most High, Father’s “e-time” since it describes his set
times and laws of creation that Satan and Adam disobeyed. This verse also confirms
that the Most Holy section of the Temple is associated with the Most High Father.
God’s e-time encompasses two subspace time-lines so the basis for all 12 spacetime dimensions. An angel measured heaven with a space-time-rod. Rev 21:16 He
measured the city with the rod and found it to be 12,000 stadia [light-years] in length, and
as wide and high as it is long. He measured its wall and it was 144 cubits [e-hours] thick. A
stadium is ρ-light-years of distance, and each e-cubit an e-time of “time”. Science
measures the radius of the central portion of our galaxy to be 12,000 light years out
to the bar [stadia]. The 144-cubit thick wall is six 24 e-time e-days’ worth of spacetime expansion. Our half-a-time clock is 12 t-hours of a t-day and t-night each, so etime is NOT an image in any way-shape-form of our day of t-time.
Scale factors between these clocks, ψ, α, and ψ/α, are important fractals of Day to
scale times in each space domain. Man’s number, σ = 666 as 2/3 of a day is 16
hours and a ρ t-light year (t-stadium) of 1016 meters. Transcendental fractals include
7e ≈ 19, 0.7c ≈ 21, 7π ≈ 22; and ξ = 13, ψ = 107, are shown at their hour positions.
“Times” is the Son’s and Angel’s s-time
2. Dan 12:7 the man clothed in linen, who was above the waters of the river, lifted his
right hand and his left hand toward heaven, and I heard him swear by him who lives
forever, saying, "It will be for a time, times and half a time.

This verse relates to the Son’s “times” since it describes creation of heaven when
Christ’s Spirit hovered over the water surface separating Day from Night. Christ is
the “man clothed in linen”, pointing toward heaven, or all of Day at the beginning.
The bi-dimensional s-axis is space-time, so also bi-directional, allowing travel in
both space and time directions. Jesus saw into the future. It provides a transition
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path for spirits between heaven and earth, just as Jacob saw angles climbing a stair
in both directions. Gen 28:12 He had a dream in which he saw a stairway resting on the
earth, with its top reaching to heaven, and the angels of God were ascending and descending
on it. There above it stood the LORD… It provides the link to God’s e-time from man’s
t-time. Jesus himself described this dual dimensional and directional path in John
1:50 Jesus said, "You believe because I told you I saw you [Nathanael] under the fig tree. You
shall see greater things than that." He then added, "I tell you the truth, you shall see heaven
open, and the angels of God ascending and descending on the Son of Man." The times-

clock is dual so 48 s-hours, perhaps 50 just as the Jubilee is 50 s-years, not 49=7x7
Sabbaths. Jesus was born 50 s-days (50,000 t-years) after Adam’s sin. This shows
creation was completed 52,000 years ago, so matter was fully formed at that time.
“Half-a-Time” is the Spirit’s and Man’s t-time
3. Rev 12:13 The woman was given the two wings of a great eagle, so that she might fly to
the place prepared for her in the desert, where she would be taken care of for a time,
times and half a time.
This verse is related to the Spirit’s “half-a-time” describes the woman as all of
mankind, now in the world’s desert prison, reiterated by John in Rev 12:5. The woman
fled into the desert to a place prepared for her by God, where she might be taken care of for
1,260 days. This period is forty-two, 30-day t-months = 3.5 t-years. It is one-

dimensional, and one directional. “Time” represents 1 t-year, “times” 2 t-years, and
“half-a-time” 0.5 t-year, so also totaling 3.5 t-years.
God’s Generation of σ = 666 years forms the
one-sigma value of the Normal Distribution
Curve of God’s anger. a(s,t) = e-st. One
s-hour is 42 t-years, and Zechariah lived 12
s-hours before John wrote Revelation. This
figure shows God’s anger peaking at fifty
s-days or a Jubilee after Adam’s sin.
Increasing prior to, and decreasing after
Jesus was crucified. There were multiple
human generations of Zechariahs, but one of
God’s Generations of 666 years from the OT book of Zechariah to the NT book of
Luke, before John the Baptist (J-B) and Jesus were born about 2000 years ago. Two
x-axis scales apply to this figure, related to God and man. Man’s current generation
is σt = 84 t-years, like 2 s-hours. There are three dimensions to this “anger” model
with s,t replaced with e,s and e,t, and earth t-time, replace by eternal e-time. In
vector notation: csct = cs x ct; and cect = ce x ct; and csce = cs x ce; so all orthogonal.
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God’s Wilderness (models our Hell?)
A 40-day Jerk of Day’s walls at d3c/dt3 = 9ρ
(m/s/s) forms a two-dimensional normal
distribution on a plane called a Rayleigh
distribution that models the circle-radius whose x
and y components are random. This is often used
to estimate the miss of a weapon impact around
its target, called Circular Error Probable or CEP,
where half of the misses are inside this circle.
Since the probability of a perfect hit in both
directions is zero, this plot starts at zero. This
model is ubiquitous in nature so not unusual that
it applies to God’s breath of life that forms Day, with a perfect 12D God at its core.
During creation God converted egg-water-light energy into matter via c2 = (30ψ)2
using m = E/c2 = E/9ρ. God’s 9ρ-jerk was applied over 360/9 = 40-days, to form a
1-stadium wall gap within Day at evenings of both creation e-days #3 and #4.
These jerks must have caused the separation of e-time into s-time for the first jerk
as ces and t-half-a-time for the second as cte. Later when Satan and his angels
sinned, another jerk stopped rotation of their galaxy-core to form barred spirals.
This made the 61st element to be absent in those earths since astronomers see NO
signs of this element in our barred spiral Milky Way, but do see it in the normal
Andromeda galaxy. This same chart models the temperature of Day’s CMB with
the peak of the jerk being the zero-point of the Kelvin scale at e-degrees! The
Father also forgives believer-remnants in Savior Jesus who follow the Lord in
Today’s 3rd to 4th 666-year Generations, matching the 3rd to 4th e-days of the second
cycle. Many references describe a wilderness as a barren, waterless desert where no
one lives, and yet scriptures model all sinful men as living there now as children of
Adam and Eve. Jesus is their Savior from its barrenness. Jer 50:12 (s-days) your
mother [Eve] will be greatly ashamed; she who gave you birth [Israel and then all men]
will be disgraced. She will be the least of the nations — a wilderness, a dry land, a desert.
Adam and Eve sinned but a Savior was promised by the Father. Gen 3:14(e=π) So the
LORD God said to the serpent, [devil], Gen 3:15 “And I will put enmity between you and the
woman, and between your offspring [the devil’s angels] and hers [all men]; he [Jesus]
will crush your head, and you will strike his heel. [3-day-death in hell] " Matt 12:40 For as
Jonah was three days and three nights in the belly of a huge fish, so the Son of Man will be
three days and three nights in the heart of the earth. The flood removed all men except
Noah’s remnant. Gen 7:4 I will send rain on the earth for forty days and forty nights. Jer
2:6 They [Israel] did not ask, 'Where is the LORD, [God-Son, later Jesus] who brought us
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up out of Egypt and led us through the barren wilderness,. John the Baptist prepared the
way for Jesus: Isa 40:3 A voice of one calling: "In the desert prepare the way for the
LORD; make straight in the wilderness. Luke 4:1-2 Jesus, full of the Holy Spirit, returned
from the Jordan and was led by the Spirit in the desert, [wall gap] where for forty days he
was tempted by the devil. Isa 35:6 Then will the lame leap like a deer, and the mute tongue
shout for joy. [Jesus’ parables] Water will gush forth in the wilderness and streams in the
desert. Isa 35:1 The desert and the parched land will be glad; Jer 50:20 In those days, at that
time," declares the LORD, "search will be made for Israel's guilt, but there will be none, and
for the sins of Judah, but none will be found, for I will forgive the remnant I spare.

God’s breath made heavens’
and earths’ matter visible over
forty-days at void-gaps that
was a place where the devil
tempted Jesus for forty-days.
God’s breath-of-life caused
wall jerks during creation, later
created-life in angels, in our
parents, and now in us.
Galileo finally convinced his
church leaders that our world
was not the center of our solar
system, but they still believe
the church in the world is
important so insist God’s creation day matches our world’s rotation period. This is
not true, nor even scriptural, so our world is not central to the solar system, nor to
Day’s creation time-line.
Einstein recognized the tight coupling between space and time so both are merely
four separate dimensions in earth’s space-times, expanded into eight in Day’s and
twelve in the universe’s. Each set is orthogonal to the other two. Atomic colliders
measure matter as existing in these three distinct sets, each converted from energy
into its own mass via Einstein’s ratio E/m = c2 m/sec-squared. Though scientists do
not admit it, this demands three speeds of light, so it follows that there must be
three different times in three different spaces to produce three ratios for matter,
listed in figure 19.1. All three divide into 24-hour days. God’s e-second is 2,777 of
our t-years, God’s (4σ + 111) t-year “Fourth-Generation”! Using a Rev 12:5-360day t-year, a creation e-day = 24ψ t-years = 666α = σα s-days, thus confirming that
angels were created early in e-day #6; Satan’s Asα years prior to tempting Adam.
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At our world’s creation in our earth, our t-years were half of 700 so 350 t-days/yr.,
so 29 days/mo. After 2-3 e-days, Rev 12:6 equate 1260 days to 42 months, so 360 tdays/yr., or 30 days/mo. Today this has drifted to 365.25 t-days/t-year or 30.4
days/mo. Scriptures also establish a ratio α, between earth and heaven; 2 Peter 3:8
With the Lord a day is like a thousand years, and a thousand years are like a day. So α =
1000 s-years per t-day = 3.5 x 10+5 s-days/t-day, while α-1 = 1/1000 s-years/t-days =
3.5 x 10-5 s-days/t-day. At Adam’s creation, our year drifted by 15 t-days, further
today to 15.25. These fifteen t-days appear in the 15 steps in Solomon’s relatively
recent Altar and interior temple stairs. Each of the 2/3-cubit steps of the bottom
three, shown here as green to represent earth, is one geologic era. Next to the gutter
is the Precambrian of e-day #4, then Paleozoic #5. and Mesozoic #6, Today is #7.
God is lifting his wrath as the Holy Spirit
convinces men they must accept Jesus’
forgiveness for their sins. We can easily
see this as Man’s understanding of the
technical universe is exploding after
52,000 (4ξα) t-years. Dan 4:25 Seven times
[70 x 777 = 54,400?] will pass by for you
[Nebuchadnezzar and all men] until you
acknowledge that the Most High is sovereign
over the kingdoms of men and gives them [the
kingdoms of men] to anyone he wishes [to
Jesus]. Also Rev 22:14 "Blessed are those who wash their robes, [which replace the skin
God made for Adam] that they may have the right to the tree of life and may go
through the gates into the city [heaven]”. We all exist in earth’s four-dimensional

prison and God does not allow us to see the other four dimensions in heaven, nor in
the four outside Day in the void. We cannot see any other life in the universe from
within this prison. It takes faith supplied by the Holy Spirit, for those God wishes to
“see” God’s truth in scriptures. Zechariah (who may be Malachi) are four 84 t-years
(a human generation) and eight s-hours prior to John the Baptist. The 50 t-year
Jubilee (Lev 25:8) is 50 s-days from Adam to Jesus, a mere 18 e-seconds for Christ,
the Son of God. Thesis 20.3.
Theologians attempt to justify a creation day being 24 worldly hours because
scriptures use the same word for a Sabbath day for God’s Rest after 6 creation edays, and a Sabbath day of man’s rest after 6 t-days of our work. However, that
makes God’s Sabbath an image of our Sabbath, which is clearly wrong, because
scriptures say that man is an image of God, NEVER the other way, so man’s
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Sabbath is an image of God’s Sabbath, not in how it relates to time but how it
relates to resting after 6 days of work. God rested after six if his days, men rest after
six of our days, so these are definitely not the same. Theologians require men have
faith that God’s day is equivalent to man’s day to justify that God requires faith in
their misinterpretations. This is disputed by physical facts from measurements of
the universe via astronomy and physics, and our world’s geological and biological
footprints. To say God made the world to “look old” is an oft-quoted statement to
dismiss obvious paradoxes in theological miss-interpretations of created space-time.
If God fools us in this way, is there a line between foolishness and truth? There is
absolutely no foolishness in original scriptures, though is in some translations.
In scriptures, our 24-hour day starts at 6 AM. Matt 20:1 "For the kingdom of heaven is
like a landowner who went out early in the morning [6 AM] to hire men to work in his
vineyard. He agreed to pay them a denarius for the day and sent them into his vineyard.
"About the third hour [9 AM] he went out and saw others standing in the marketplace doing
nothing. He told them, 'You also go and work in my vineyard, and I will pay you whatever is
right.' So they went. "He went out again about the sixth hour [12 AM] and the ninth hour
[3 PM] and did the same thing. About the eleventh hour [5 PM] he went out and found still
others standing around. He asked them, 'Why have you been standing here all day long
doing nothing?' "When evening came, [6 PM] the owner of the vineyard said to his
foreman, 'Call the workers and pay them their wages, beginning with the last ones hired and
going on to the first.' 'These men who were hired last worked only one hour,' they said, 'and
you have made them equal to us who have borne the burden of the work and the heat of the
day.' Matt 20:45 From the sixth hour [12 AM] until the ninth hour [3 PM] darkness came
over all the land. About the ninth hour [3 PM] Jesus cried out in a loud voice, "Eloi, Eloi,
lama sabachthani?"-which means, "My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?" When
some of those standing there heard this, they said, "He's calling Elijah." Immediately one of
them ran and got a sponge. He filled it with wine vinegar, put it on a stick, and offered it to
Jesus to drink. The rest said, "Now leave him alone. Let's see if Elijah comes to save him."
And when Jesus had cried out again in a loud voice, he gave up his spirit. At that moment
the curtain of the temple was torn in two from top to bottom. The earth shook and the rocks
split. The tombs broke open and the bodies of many holy people who had died were raised to
life. They came out of the tombs, and after Jesus' resurrection they went into the holy city
and appeared to many people. The first humans raised with Jesus to join angels.

Regarding life, scientists believe life evolves from lower forms to more complex.
Simple lowest-life magically arrived on our world, and then turn into humans of
extreme complexity. To respond by pushing this creation to some other place in the
universe, or to a huge time-span, do not provide an answer. It appears that Day is
isotropic so our location in Day is typical and not much different from any other
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location. Many scientists think water came from asteroids and then life formed
after the world had enough. Why would there be water on very miniscule sized
asteroids, but not on our world at the start? This approach cannot work, so men will
never resolve Darwinian evolution that goes against physics’ second law of
thermodynamics that entropy or randomness only increases in time. Evolution
demands decrease in entropy, a fundamental contradiction of science. Men talk as
if plants and animals have a magical capability to adapt to their environments, not
ever knowing why they needed to do this, whereas it is clear that angels designed
every relationship of life between kinds, originally created by God, to their worldly
environments. It is absurd to assume plants and animals could work together to
establish millions of symbiotic relationships between species of life. Just listen to
scientists as they say that these millions (or trillions) of life forms ALL evolved to
design themselves to fit into their environments. Ask yourself, is this logical? The
answer is an emphatic NO. Because these fantastic lifeforms exist does not mean it
happened naturally the way men claim, whatever that may mean to different
scientists. Is it easier to say plants and animals can evolve themselves, or admit
there is a designer and his adapting angelic aides?
Scriptures actually tell us how old Day is, how it was made, and where life came
from, if mature adults only hear the words without forcing them into simplistic
translations and theories which Jesus called being like the scribes of his time.
Space and time dimensions of the universe, are connected via three ratios ci, of
space-to-time. We call it the “speed of light”. Scientific measurements show that all
physical objects increase mass proportional to speed in each associated space of
heaven or earth. Mass goes to infinity as it approaches the “speed of light” since
this is the scale factor of that mass when moving through its space dimension in its
time dimension. This “speed of light” is therefore not the motion of something
science calls mass-less photons, but rather a change of space compared to a change
of time, a transmission time dimension relative to its space dimension. Photons are
packets of energy and cannot have mass since God did not breathe life into them.
These packets actually do NOT have “speed”, only a propagation delay so this
speed is better thought of as transmission scaling. Man’s photons are models for
the granularity of light waves within our space and time, so digital increments of a
Δ-space/Δ-time or Δct = Δs/Δt = 30ψ m/s.
Electricity propagates through copper wires at about 2/3 the speed of light in air, or
20ψ m/s. Nothing within that wire actually moves through the copper. Electrons
have mass so cannot travel at this speed, only the transmission wave exists, which
again has no mass. Therefore, both electromagnetic waves of light and electricity
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are forms of light. If we had a copper wire 186,000 miles long, it would take a
pulse of power 1.5 seconds to reach the other end and turn on a light. When men
build high-speed electronic circuits such as computers, they worry about the
physical size of the components that cause electrical propagation delay within them,
even over “small” distances of inches. One inch in terms of the Planck distance is
enormous at 1035/40 meter.
Man’s number is 666 = σ, and it is meaningful to assign the triples 111 through 777.
Rev 1:8 "I am the Alpha and the Omega," says the Lord God, "who is, and who was, and
who is to come, the Almighty." Rev 22:13 I am the Alpha and the Omega, the First and the
Last, the Beginning and the End. The Trinity is Alpha and Omega, beginning and end/

Universe: 111 is God the Father (Alpha – Void – Wonderful Counselor)
222 is God the Son (Omega – Heaven- Mighty God)
333 is God the Spirit (Almighty – Earth – Everlasting Father - σ/2)
Day:
444 is Jesus, (Christ – Redeemer – Prince of Peace - Human)
555 is Angels in (Heaven)
666 is Satan and Men in (Earth)
Universe: 777 is God the Holy Trinity, (Alpha - Omega - Lord)
God’s e-second of time is 2,777 t-years, a Trinity symmetry-triptych.
God blessed the Israelite Simeon to see the coming of the Lord as the baby Jesus;
Luke 2:28 Simeon took him in his arms and praised God, saying: "Sovereign Lord, as you

have promised, you now dismiss your servant in peace. For my eyes have seen your salvation,
which you have prepared in the sight of all people, a light for revelation to the Gentiles
and for glory to your people Israel." Gentiles have survived God’s deepest wrath

through the third Generation to the year AD 2000, hoping to see the light for
revelation through scientific knowledge of scriptures, before leaving our world in
earth to “go through the gates into the city” called heaven, and “have the right to the
tree of life”, through its narrow door from our current room #1-30 of God’s temple.
Scriptures are full of information which must be extracted carefully from their few
and simple words. John 21:25 Jesus did many other things as well. If every one of them
were written down, I suppose that even the whole world would not have room for the books
that would be written. John calls Jesus “God-the-Word” John 1:1 In the beginning was the
Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. He was with God in the
beginning. Through him all things were made; without him nothing was made that has been
made. In him was life, and that life was the light of men.”, John 1:14 The Word became flesh
and made his dwelling among us. We have seen his glory, the glory of the One and Only, who
came from the Father, full of grace and truth. so all scriptures are words of Jesus and all
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of scriptures are included in John 21:25, not only what Jesus did as a man on earth,
but what Jesus did as Christ in Heaven and God the Son in the void.
The last books of the Old and New Testaments; Zechariah and Revelation, each
explain how to interpret the physics of scriptures with its many beautiful
mathematically based word-pictures, thereby completing Genesis’ descriptions of
creation. Both of these books, and Malachi (meaning messenger) as probably
written by Zechariah later in life, describe word pictures and parables. They contain
pearls of wisdom, uncovered by sweeping out the dust surrounding them. The
human examples they appear to present actually present deeper images of heavenly
knowledge buried within. The dust is there only to confound the readers who are
“not being saved” by these pearls: Mark 4:10 He told them, "The secret of the kingdom
of God has been given to you. But to those on the outside everything is said in parables.

The Kalman filter, Sec λ, is a statistical, recursive least-squares to minimize σ2
estimator, combining real-time data from multiple sources. Its application for the
first time on the GATS/GAM program, combined acceleration, velocity, position,
and time from a GPS receiver and an inertial system. This same approach is used
today in smart phones where miniature gyro, accelerometer and GPS receiver data
are merged to guide the user relative to a local map, anywhere around the world.
Finding the correct paradigm to search scriptures for scientific truths required that
the time be right so that the Holy Spirit would allow faithful men’s search to be
fruitful. Has God really withheld knowledge from men? Yes! Ex 20:5: and Deut 5:9:
I, the LORD your God, am a jealous God, punishing the children for the sin of the fathers to
the third and fourth generation of those who hate me, also Ex 34:7; and Num 14:18, Yet he
does not leave the guilty unpunished; he punishes the children and their children for the sin
of the fathers to the third and fourth generation." Men still live in the dark ages

between Jesus’ birth at 0 AD and the passage of four 666-year Generations of
God’s wrath. Men still hate Jesus’ testament that men are evil: John 7:6 Therefore
Jesus told them, "The right time for me has not yet come; for you any time is right. The
world cannot hate you, but it hates me because I testify that what it does is evil. You go to the
Feast. I am not yet going up to this Feast, because for me the right time has not yet come."
Having said this, he stayed in Galilee.” This is Jesus, God the Christ, explaining his

return to the feast in heaven, where he existed prior to creation of the earth portion
of Day. The comment about “staying in Galilee” is parenthetical to the underlying
truth in these words that tell of the patience of God to reach His “right time”, first at
Zero AD and perhaps again in 2666 AD, though entirely up to the Father.
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The concepts presented here are obviously not complete nor infallible. This
research is a beginning, but further study is required to further match scripture’s
descriptions of creation’s marvelous structure and life forms to physical facts that
are obvious in our world’s local space. The 12 most basic concepts include:
▪ Recognition that “earth” in scriptures is not our world but the entire portions
of all galaxies that are not part of their heavenly, central portions.
▪ Our world is one of many in our earth, just as found in all galaxies, but we
cannot see other life from within our worldly “prison”.
▪ Three distinct day time-lines are embedded in the universe of God’s Day,
labelled as void = e-day time, heaven = s-day times, and earth = t-day time.
▪ Each “day” of time is associated with three-dimensions of space of “Day”, espace-time is eternal e-(f,g,h); s-space/time is dual dimensional and bidirectional in time s-(u,v,w), and t-time, is mono-directional and follows our
world’s entropic “arrow of time” t-(x,y,z).
▪ Entropy is the randomness of the universe and can only increase in time, so
decreasing-random evolution without a designer is completely un-scientific.
▪ Day’s twelve dimensions’ form two hyper-spherical dodecahedron walls, the
“above” accelerating outwards and the “under” accelerating inwards.
▪ The nine accelerations of light with respect to the three times: dce/di, dcs/di,
dct/di, into the void form all natural physical forces, one of which is a larger
gravity, Gs, in heaven that man has not yet discovered.
▪ The life force or breath of God, converts energy into space-time and matter.
▪ Three types of matter, mk, k = τ, μ, t, are formed via life from light energy,
E, using Einstein’s equation: mk = E/cicj, i,j,k = e, s, t, cyclically, and are
made up of 12 elementary particles God calls his “precious stones”.
▪ Day is 1010 billion (1019 = ψe) t-light years across and 1,440 million t-years
old; heaven is 12 thousand stadia or light years wide; earth was created 3 edays or 720 million t-years, and Adam was created 52,000 t-years ago.
▪ Men are images of angels, probably created at the end of e-day #3, who
resided here before man’s creation at the end of e-day #6.
▪ Man’s number is 666 (t-years, etal.) so God’s 3rd Generations of wrath ended
at AD 2000, and the 4th Generation will end at 2,666.
▪ All life forms on our world were adapted to their environments by angels, and
they constructed all ancient stone structures and drawings on our world.
▪ Today is God’s Sabbath e-day #7, imaged by man’s weekly seven day
Sabbaths after each six t-days of labor.
▪ Solomon’s temple and surroundings represent atomic-to-galactic structures,
and also the entire finite universe of Day.
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β. Physical Scales of Day Measured by an Angel
Scriptures explain all of the above listed scientific quandaries. It is the only place
for knowledge outside of man’s four-dimensional earthly prison. Our limited
observations via light and natural forces/energy found in earth, are images of
heaven’s corresponding dimensions, forces, energy and eternal power, labeled as
“invisible” in scriptures. Not looking to scriptures for truth puts man “without
excuse”, Rom 1:20, and subject to God’s winepress of wrath, Isa 63:2 Why are your
garments red, like those of one treading the winepress? "I have trodden the winepress alone;
from the nations no one was with me. I trampled them in my anger and trod them down in my
wrath; their blood spattered my garments, and I stained all my clothing. Rev 14:19 The angel
swung his sickle on the earth, gathered its grapes and threw them into the great winepress of
God's wrath.” There are no visible clues of what was in the void prior to creation, or

in heaven after the creation of light, except via outside revelation, so reasoning
cannot know nor comprehend the mystery of how the universe was “made”. Man’s
only resort is to extrapolate backward in space and time from very crude estimates
of the red shifts of light with distance. This results in an impasse at the final zero
points, where reasoning blows up at smaller and smaller increments of space and
time, since both go to zero in the denominator of every known model equation. All
become “meaningless”. Eccl 1:2 "Meaningless! Meaningless!" says the Teacher. "Utterly
meaningless! Everything is meaningless."

Even space telescopes and large atom colliders can only show the transient nature
of heaven, without any real insight into its multi-dimensional beauty. The Holy
Spirit allows us to see the light of scriptures through faith, embedded in believers.
Even scriptures only provide brief explanations of heaven and angels, and nothing
of the void, sans light. God has hidden these explanations in scriptures’ words
because of Adam’s sin, so most men cannot “see” them except by looking deeply
into their inherent meanings. Not by adding human reasoning into the words, but by
hearing their real intent for being included through interpreting them from God’s
perspective. Scientists are not looking there, so their current understanding of true
physics of the universe is limited, and their reasoning falls back on predicting such
concepts as invisible dark matter, dark energy, and infinitely small black holes, but
with no insight as to how to find them. Scientists seek the “theory of everything”,
but miss its clear existence in scriptures and this Christian paradigm that explains
each of their human paradoxes as natural physics, extractable from scriptures.
Meanwhile religious leaders avoid all science lest they appear to “prove” scriptures
through scientific knowledge. They say such attempts could have a “slippery slope”
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attached through arbitrary or frivolous ideas with no real basis in either scriptural or
scientific facts. Men desire to “figure it out” using only their own logic based on
infinite extrapolation backward of the measured accelerating expansion of light. It
is now time to look outside this boxed-in limit of physical knowledge. The research
here introduces mathematical measurements and formulae based on biblical
statements to begin this process. This document applies this “new” approach to
science and helps Christians interpret scriptures by seeing how the visible world
and universe works scientifically. The power point document “Trinity Physics” at
www.heavenlights.com provides illustrations. It quantifies the theories expressed
in the original book, and is a basis for these discussions. It has more detailed
scriptural references, so better relates scriptures to the science explained here. This
document references its 24 theses, and many of its figures. Viewing figures on a
tablet pdf reader allows enlarging them for clarity. Scriptural and scientific detail
and cross references are more extensive in the power point file, so having it open
while reading here is encouraged.
Romans says to look at the visible universe to understand the invisible parts. God
said “let us make man in our image” so EVERYTHING in visible earth is an image
of invisible heaven. Many theologians take this to mean only man and woman, but
God also said that we see heaven poorly as an image in a mirror. 1 Cor 13:11 “When I
was a child, I talked like a child, I thought like a child, I reasoned like a child. When I
became a man, I put childish ways behind me. Now we see but a poor reflection as in a
mirror; then we shall see face to face. Now I know in part; then I shall know fully, even as I
am fully known.” This is Paul telling all men to become adults and apply adult

reasoning to interpretation of scriptures. Jesus criticized the Scribes for only seeing
the simplest meaning in God’s parables, not comparing them to other scriptures to
uncover their deeper meaning and real purpose for expression to men, not children.
Scientists have invented dark matter that holds galaxies together via dark forces, to
justify their big bang paradigm where matter from a single huge explosion is
coalescing into galaxies, but these are not required when using scriptural revelation.
Visible t-matter includes everything made from God’s 12 precious stones into 90
elements in the earth portion of a galaxy, including man’s body of skin. The other
28 elements comprising invisible μ- and τ-matter in heaven are only seen in atom
smashers or from galactic high energy Gamma ray Bursts, GrBs.
Physicists make measurements based on three sets of units, called “English”,
“Metric”, and “Scriptural”, each with its own basis units for space and time.
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▪ English inch, foot, yard and mile, and light year measure space, and the
second, minute, hour, day, and year measure time. Men have not recognized
that there are three real and different time-scales until presented herein.
▪ Metric meter with various sub and multiple units of 10, with no separate
scale for time, so the metric system uses English units for time.
▪ Scriptural cubit, stadia, handbreadth and day each measure volume, space
and time. Subunits for space include hand, palm, and finger, while subunits
for time are again based on the English time units. Scriptures describe three
different time-scales as God’s time, angel’s times, and man’s half-a-time.
The English Numbering System uses the numbers 12 and 24 for both space and
time. Space uses inches, feet, yards, etc. for measuring distances, and seconds,
minutes, hours, etc. for time. There are 12 inches in a foot, and 12 hours in half a
day. Our heartbeat of about 1 second forms a base for time, with 60 seconds a
minute, 60 minutes an hour, 24 hours a day, etc. A year for our world now is
365.25 days, but was 350 days at creation, and 360 days when God created Adam
because Revelation 12 says a time (1 yr), times (2 yr) and half a time (0.5 yr) or 3.5
years is 1260 days. Rev 12:14 The woman was given the two wings of a great eagle, so that
she might fly to the place prepared for her in the desert, where she would be taken care of for
a time, times and half a time, out of the serpent's reach. Rev 12:6 The woman fled into the
desert to a place prepared for her by God, where she might be taken care of for 1,260 days.

Multiples and fractions of 12 apply for both space and time in the English system.
The mile of 5280 feet only seems to apply in scriptures to absolute zero Kelvin.
The Metric System uses the meter, based on 10 and its smaller centimeter and
millimeter, and larger kilometer multiples to measure space. This system does not
include a time dimension based on 10, so it falls back on the English and Scriptural
systems of 12 and 24. Scientists prefer metric units for distance since it is easy to
convert with logarithms to much larger and much smaller distances, and scriptures
say space-time itself is logarithmic. French men constructed a standard meter bar in
1773 to represent the distance from the pole to equator as ψ meters. The conversion
of angels’ long cubit to man’s “long” meter is exactly 6 long cubits = π meters =
10.5 feet, or 0.5236 cubits/meter. Ezek 40:5 The length of the measuring rod in the
man's hand was six long cubits, each of which was a cubit and a handbreadth. This
handbreadth adds one inch = 4/3 finger, to the original 20-inch or 28-finger cubit.
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The original capstone “pyramidion” of the
Great Pyramid, was assembled from pieces
and measured to be exactly 1 long-meter
high with base-length of π/2 meter. It has a
circumference of 2π meters = 12 cubits =
21-feet around, so provides all conversions
between the three measurement systems.
Its reconstruction does not allow seeing the
8-faces of the entire pyramid. The
“Revelation of the Pyramids” video shows
it was replaced by a modern Egyptian design with a
mockup that lacks all of these many revealing
dimensions. The purpose was to justify the baseless
claims that pyramids are Egyptian-king’s tombs, not
exact models of God’s space-time of Day, with top
at the time matter appeared to be visible in light.
These relationships all come from logic, based and our scriptural based paradigm.
God’s ark sat at the tip of the equivalent pyramidion-like stairs in the Most Holy of
the Temple. It thus acts as a mathematical Rosetta stone. Scriptures describe the
capitals on top of the pillars in front of Solomon’s Temple at 12 cubits around.
1 Kings 7:15 He cast two bronze pillars, each eighteen cubits high and twelve cubits
around, by line. He also made two capitals of cast bronze to set on the tops of the pillars;
each capital was five cubits high. These capitals model the five e-day expansion walls
of the “under” universe, and the five-cubit walls of the rooms around the Temple.
Pillars of smoke and fire, like lightning sprites to the world’s electric circuit, led
Israel out of Egypt, and 23-cubit pillars stood at the temple. These pyramids (Giza,
Temple, pyramidion) all model our world, π, e and the golden ratio, ϕ. In addition,
the speed of light, c, is found in the difference between inscribed and ex-scribed
circles around these pyramidal bases, see Section π. Since 70c = 210ψ m/s, this
number is represented by their perimeters, measured in feet. It is impossible that
early Egyptians built pyramids with all these inherent models of the world, galaxies,
and orientation in 8-D Day, plus match Israeli history. They were not even aware of
the meter nor that the world is a sphere. God was angry for Jesus’ crucifixion, so
ensured destruction of the Temple, and other confusions of men.
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Adam and Eve’s children
may have all been near the
same size, so scripture’s
space measuring systems
use the cubit arm length
based on 28 finger widths.
Later men developed the
meter as two-arms, to
represent a ten-millionth
of a latitude. Time systems
use sun/star motions based
on 24 hours per day, down
to a one second heartbeat.
The cubit measures space length, but also time length, and other words of “day”,
“stadia” and “handbreadth”, measure both space and time. The word “cubit” clearly
derives from the “cubic” volume of space-time of Day so expands continuously as
Day expands. An angel can only measure Day while it is expanding by using a
generic length within that expansion. Rev 21:10 And he carried me away in the Spirit to
a mountain great and high, and showed me the Holy City, Jerusalem, coming down out of
heaven from God. Rev 21:15 The angel who talked with me had a measuring rod of gold to
measure the city, its gates and its walls. The city was laid out like a square, as long as it was
wide. He measured the city with the rod and found it to be 12,000 stadia [light year] in length,
and as wide and high as it is long. This rod expands along with the structure under

measurement, i.e. inside of Day, not outside in the void. Therefore, whenever Day
is measured in Day, it will show the same cubit values. This is why God sees Day
expanding, but men and angels do not, except via gravity, and red shift of space.
This Egyptian cubit ruler (Coudée royale) in the Turin Museum is 28 fingers (doigt)
long. The cubit is scripture’s well-known length of a man’s arm, and the stadia is
the width of Day’s walls in light years. All of man’s scales in Day are of fixed
length, but expanding as Day expands. Day and everything in it are not only
expanding, but also accelerating outwardly in both directions, so Day’s size changes
relative to the void, but not to men and angels in earth and heaven. The cubit is also
an e-time of God’s time with 24 cubics of Day’s volume formed during the first 24cubit hours of e-day creation time. When measuring volume in three dimensions,
the calculation is, volume = cubits3. When measuring volume in seven spatial
dimensions of Day, the corresponding cubic volume = cubits7. Day is immense in
three dimensions, but unimaginable in six spatial, one t-time, and one s-space-time
dimension. Earth only has a mono-half-a-t-time dimension, so space and time are
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separate for earth’s 4-dimensions. An Egyptian Petite coudée is 24 fingers, a Grand
griffe 14, and a Petite griffe 12. All are fractals in scriptures so probably used by
angels to construct pyramids and other stone structures. Egyptian men later used
pyramids to entomb their pharaohs and decorated them with their stone additions
and drawings. The Royal Egyptian coudée represents a man’s arm length of 20.8
inches, but was undoubtedly a much longer angel’s arm length scale prior to man’s
creation. The huge size of their building-stones supports this assumption.
Sub-units include a hand’s span from wrist to fingertip of 9 inches, a palm of 3
inches, and the finger width or breadth of ¾ inch. The palm is four fingers, and the
palm’s thickness at the knuckles is 4/3 finger = one inch = one handbreadth.
Ex 25:24 Overlay it [the Ark] with pure gold and make a gold molding around it. Also, make
around it a rim a handbreadth wide and put a gold molding on the rim. Moses’ original
cubit was exactly 20” or 0.5 meter, so the ark was 30” x 50”. The handbreadth rim
had to be only one-inch-thick, or 0.0236-meter. A long cubit was used for the
measuring rod of Solomon’s Temple in Ezek 40:5 I saw a wall completely surrounding
the temple area. The length of the measuring rod in the man's hand was six long cubits,
each of which was a cubit and a handbreadth. This makes 6 long cubits = π meters,
confirming three simple ratio conversions between scripture’s and man’s two
systems of units. A cubit is 21 inches, 4 cubits = 84 inches = 7 feet.
God told Moses how to build the ark and other tabernacle furnishings using a
human-size arm length cubit of 20”. Accelerating expansion of Day over 6 e-days
increased these scales, so Solomon’s Temple walls used the long cubit as in 1 Kings
6, Ezekiel 13, 2 Chronicles 3, and Revelation 21. This increase was God’s way to
provide men with knowledge of expansion of Day into e-space-time. God’s long
cubit increased the space-cubit by a handbreadth from 20” to 21”, and the meter
from 0.5 to 0.5236 = π/6 meter. The above or outer wall of Day, measured by an
angel, is 144 cubits thick where this cubit is ψ meter. The under wall is thinner by
one expanding e-day so 120 inverse cubits thick. These two directions relative to
man are explained twice in Ps 90:4 For a thousand years in your sight are like a day that
has just gone by, and 2 Peter 3:8-9 With the Lord a day is like a thousand years, and a
thousand years are like a day. The measuring angel talked first to Zechariah, Zech 2:1
Then I looked up-and there before me was a man with a measuring line in his hand! I asked,
"Where are you going?" He answered me, "To measure Jerusalem, to find out how wide and
how long it is." Then the angel who was speaking to me left, and another angel came to meet
him and said to him: "Run, tell that young man, 'Jerusalem will be a city without walls
because of the great number of men and livestock in it. And I myself will be a wall of fire
around it,' declares the LORD, 'and I will be its glory within.' Four human generations of

2 s-hours each (84 years) later that same s-day, this same angel talked to John on
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Patmos Rev 21:15 The angel who talked with me had a measuring rod of gold to measure
the city, its gates and its walls. The city was laid out like a square, as long as it was wide. He
measured the city with the rod and found it to be 12,000 stadia in length, and as wide and
high as it is long. He measured its wall and it was 144 cubits thick, by man's measurement,
which the angel was using. He measured New Jerusalem as a model of Heaven.

β-1. Scripture’s Cubit, Meter and Inch
Scriptures use generic units with multiple values of “day”, “cubit”, and “stadia”, to
measure all twelve space-time dimensions of its tabernacle models built by Moses
and Solomon. Both structures model Heaven and Earth portions of Day. Detailed
mathematical descriptions of these structures in scriptures use earth’s t-space-time
units for the models, but are intended to be scaled up by fractals of α-alpha to
represent heaven’s structures, and by ω-omega for Day’s walls. Moses was
instructed to make a mobile tabernacle. Ex 25:8 "Then have them make a sanctuary for
me, and I will dwell among them. Make this tabernacle and all its furnishings exactly like
the pattern I will show you. Moses’ ark: Ex 25:10 "Have them make a chest of acacia wood
— two and a half cubits long, a cubit and a half wide, and a cubit and a half high. [50” x 30”
x 30”] Overlay it with pure gold and make a gold molding around it. The table: to hold the
ark: Ex 25:23 "Make a table of acacia wood — two cubits long, a cubit wide and a cubit and
a half high [40” x 20” x 30” so 10” smaller in length and width, but the same heights]. Overlay
it with pure gold and make a gold molding around it. Also make around it a rim a
handbreadth wide [1”] and put a gold molding on the rim. Moses’ table for the ark was

later placed in the Most Holy of Solomon’s tabernacle. It had exactly the same
dimensions as 40 x 20 x 30 cubits of the Father and Son’s portions of the 60 x 20 x
30 temple sanctuary, measured in inches rather than cubits, so scaled models of
each other. The ark and table had the same 30-inch height, modelling 30 cubits, the
“speed of light” or space-to-time ratio when scaled by ψ, just as man is equidistant
from Day’s above and under walls at ψ±5 meters. The ark was set in the Most Holy
section of the temple here on our world in earth, but also seen later in heaven (Rev
11:19) at the center of our galaxy.
Scripture’s numeric word-pictures provide mathematical models for both larger and
smaller objects. Scales for all four dimensions in all three sets of space-time, void,
heaven and earth, use the same word to mean different things in each set. For the
void, the cubit measures the expanding walls of Day in two directions into the void
as e-cubits of size and e-cubits of time. God created the above wall in 144-cubit
hours, resulting in 144-cubit above walls, and the under wall in 120-cubit hours to
form 120-cubit under walls. Twenty-four-cubit e-times make an e-day of space and
an e-day of time, and God created all of Day in six e-days. An e-day is not the
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same as an s-day nor a t-day, and an e-cubit is not the same as an s-cubit nor a tcubit, the same for each scriptural word, stadia, handbreadth, remnant, and gutter,
all apply to void, heaven and earth, with appropriate scale factors between them.
Moses’ tabernacle and ark, and Solomon’s temple are fractals of each other, lined
with gold and decorated with precious stones of the universe, including its gold and
jasper walls, with statues and images of cherubim. Together the ark and table model
heaven and earth in our galaxy, and the entire structure of Day, like Solomon’s
temple, its rooms and Altar, and Noah’s Ark. The one-inch handbreadth molding
around the table represents the same one-cubit expansion gap around the temple to
its rooms, matching both above and under gutters around Solomon’s Altar grate and
base as handbreadth gulfs around heaven and earth. The grate even had four horns
at its corners to “hook” it to heaven where entropy energy enters Day from the void
of Night through this model of the under-wall to the void.
Many scholars today have set the handbreadth in scriptures to be four fingers or 3
inches, rather than the 1-inch, third dimension or breadth of our hand. This one
inch increases the cubit from 20 to 21 inches, not to 23 inches, just as the long cubit
adds one cubit to the size of the Most Holy’s 20 plus gutter. Clear justifications of
this value is that the speed of light is 21/7 x 108 m/s so c is always associated with
21, just as 7c = 210ψ, 7π = 22, and 7e = 19. David describes how short our lives are
using this measure. Ps 39:5 You have made my days a mere handbreadth; the span of my
years is as nothing before you. Each man's life is but a breath. Though discussing the
time of our old age, this verse puts this word to be a very small addition to all four
dimensions, and the third dimension of a hand, its breadth at 1 inch = 4/3 finger,
also being the scale factor to convert length to spherical volume at 4πr3/3.
Wikipedia says “The meter was originally defined in 1793 as one ten-millionth,
(ψ-1) of the distance from the equator to the North Pole”. In 1799, the French
attempted to survey this distance by extrapolating measurements taken through a
section of Europe. They set it to 39.38 inches, stored in a “standard” bar in France.
Too bad, they did not round it to 40 inches since that would then define a meter as
two scriptural cubits, so the circumference through the poles would be exactly 4ψ
meters. Today science defines the meter using light, rounding the speed of light to
an integer, 299,792,458 meters/second, and a miniscule adjustment to the standard.
If scriptures prevailed, science would adjust the measured speed of light to exactly
30ψ m/s. Our world’s polar circumference would still be 4ψ meters so usable to
measure anything in our finite universe of Day, since Day expands at light speed.
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The above scriptural conversions of cubits to feet and meters are exact since God
defined them, but all measurements taken by scientists today use the current inexact
definition of their standard meter, and its relationships to the twelve-inch foot.
Scientific formulae herein and
their measurements of space
and time use human standards,
but are also interpreted from
scriptures. Conversions
encompass a1070 meter span to
cover distances out to both of
Day’s walls at ψ±5 meters and
ψ±6 seconds apart, and matter in
atoms to galaxies separated by
ψ±2.5 meters. Twelve-sided
spherical dodecahedrons model
both walls of Day, with its
expanse of Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) radiation sky-light between,
modeled by Euler’s simple equation for light γ ≡ eit +1 ≡ 0. This equation molds
into the normal distribution for random variables that defines God’s Generation for
mankind.
This graph of the CMB from the FIRAS
instrument is the most precisely measured black
body spectrum in nature. Measurements are
found at the COBE satellite data link. The
error bars are almost unreadable around the
plot, even in an enlarged image, and it is
impossible to distinguish the observed data from
the theoretical Rayleigh-like curve that is a
polar coordinate f(r,θ) display of the normal
radial distribution for two-dimensions.
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This says the light of Day is completely
random relative to man and angels, and
reflects off 12-D above and under walls.
This figure shows the r-component while
the angular θ-direction is constant so a
horizontal straight line. The peak occurs at
the one sigma value of the two normal
distributions. Half of the cumulative
distribution at 0.5 is the Circular Error
Probable, CEP = σ√(π/2), at about 1.253σ.
This value is used to express a weapon’s
target miss. Statisticians like the 3σ limit,
and with 4σ, is Gods third-to-fourth
generation to include almost 100%. Science’s microwave blackbody background
radiation temperature arises from Euler’s equation for light. This curve matches the
speed of light radiation in heaven at eψ m/s peaks, peaking at e = 2.72o kelvin,.
Scientists currently boast that this residual
CMB energy, modelled by dodecahedral
structure is proof that there was an initial
explosion, but God said, “Let there be light”,
and that light makes up everything in God’s
Day, including this radiant energy of spacetime itself, and even matter, forces and finally
life. These first words of Genesis claim this
proof, not science’s big explosion of unknown
energy in an unknown space with conversion
to matter via an unknown Higgs force.
Heaven’s diameter from Rev 21 is 12αeψ stadia (light years), while Day’s diameter
is ψe stadia and its “speed of light” into the void is ce = ψ/70 m/sec. Heaven’s spaceto-time scale factor is cs = eψ. Heaven’s expansion energy into void of Night is Ee
= d(ψe)/de = eψ joules, so the entropy of Day at its walls is S = AEe = 4πψ±5e joules.
Heaven’s gravity is Gs = dcs/ds = eψ m/sec2. Earth drifts away from heaven at σ/2
km/second and earth’s gravity Gt = dct/dt = σψ/2 = 10σ (m1 x m2)/(ψr)2 m3/kg-sec2,
Newton’s gravitational constant is G = 10σ/ψ2 = 666 x 10-13 m3/kg-sec2.
Science’s twelve fundamental particles are God’s “precious stones” and their seven
natural constants are scriptures’ golden ratios, ϕ;φ and σ, scaled by powers of ψ.
A dodecahedron’s twelve sides symbolize scriptures’ and science’s 12 fractals.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Trinity: Father, Son, Spirit (four each)
Tribes of Israel
Apostles
Precious stones on the priest’s breastplate and temple walls.
Fundamental elements
Under and above dimensional walls of Day.
Clocks of Day
Zodiac constellations

The Forces of the Universe diagram shows gluon forces holding atoms together,
and gravity holding Day together, are both accelerations of light’s walls into the
under and above void, g = dcs/dt = ψ5αGt = 1038 Gt. Scientists measure this largescale factor between these forces, but their standard equation cannot support this
huge span since it assumes forces are particles, similar to matter itself, so scientists
formulate the force of gravity separately from atomic force particles. Scientists
originally formulated as light emanating from our eyes. They still believe gravity
magically emanates from matter as gravitational waves, but with no real source.
What is wrong with admitting the universe is too perfect to not be designed, and
accept surface wall accelerations in both above and under directions, rather than
calling forces boson-particles, which actually makes no sense?
Boltzmann’s equation,
found on his tombstone,
S = kB ln W, relates the
macro-world entropy to
the micro-world
temperature. It describes
the number of distinct
microscopic states of
temperature, W in the
smallest direction from
man, to its macroscopic
entropy, S toward the
larger direction. From
the smaller direction, kB
= (ψ-π/7) joule per kelvin
(J⋅K−1), while toward the larger, Avogadro’s number, NA = φψπ per mole (mol−1).
Their ratio is φψπ/ψ-π/7 so 7φψ2π. The natural logarithm, ln eW = W, dominates
physical parameters in science and in scripture’s heaven where cs = eψ.
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The range of space is ψ±5 meters and time is ψ±6 seconds. In Solomon’s Temple, the
temple models the space of heaven, consisting of the Most Holy inner section
related to the Father, plus the outer sanctuary’s two sections related to the Son and
Spirit, while its portico models time. Earth is modeled by the 90 rooms around the
sanctuary, all measured by an angel in cubits of both space and time. These rooms
represent the 90 elements that are stable in earth, with the other 28 only stable in
heaven so included in the temple. All of these elements are formed from God’s 12
precious stones which were embedded in the Temple’s foundations, just as the 12
elementary “particles” form the basis of all 118 elements parsed out from the 118
neutrons of golden oil that enter heaven. Just as there is a long-cubit of space at 21”,
which is slightly longer than the original 20”-cubit, so there is a long cubit of time,
which is slightly longer than a 12-cubit day. The angel’s ratio of 350,000 t-days/sday between man’s 1000 t-years and heaven’s s-day has a long t-day of 360,000
humans t-days/angel s-day, agreeing with statements in scriptures about 360
days/year and our current 365. The expansion of Day, and our drift away from our
sun, cause these different day-lengths. For angles, 2π radian = 360o, and ψ2π = 1044.
Science has concluded that the mass-energy of the universe of light consists of
about 27% dark matter, about 68% dark energy, and only 5% is visible mass. Of
the total energy/matter in the universe of Day, 84% is dark. Of course, this analysis
is based on the incorrect Big Bang theories that massive black holes at the center of
galaxies is attracting matter, which from scriptures is exactly backwards. Light
entering heaven from the void occupies about 22.2% of a galaxy’s space out to
12,000 light years, but it contains about 77.7% of its invisible mass! All of the
natural Numbers representing mass repeatedly show up in ratios between
elementary particles, which are God’s precious stones. Masses in heaven are
invisible due to unseen space/time dimensions, and possibly due to the transient
nature of μ-matter in s-time caused by its high velocity ratio relative to t-time. Even
more clear is that because of sin; Matt 18:30 "But he refused. Instead, he went off and
had the man thrown into prison until he could pay the debt.” Our world is a prison in the
earth portion of Day, where every man is now located so we cannot see any other
visible life in Day from within our prison. Men must stay here until Jesus comes
back from where he “went off” to the heaven portion of every galaxy in Day.
The science of this research follows the Romans 1:20 command, and is based on two
totally opposite areas of study; astronomy to look at things much larger and slower
than man, and nuclear physics to look towards the very small and very fast. Both
areas of science extend well beyond our visual earthly view into them since both are
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intrinsically infinite in extent relative to man, even though both are finite to God
within Day’s walls in his infinite void. Scientists build larger telescopes and higher
power atom smashers to see matter that makeup galaxies and atoms, and the Hubble
and LHC are their latest versions. Although man’s analyses of these measurements
employ incorrect Big Bang and Darwinian paradigms, the tests and data reductions
themselves are meaningful, so useful to interpret scriptures.
Scientist’s attempt to prove that their math models simulate real-world operation of
matter in God’s space and time by inputting new measurements into them to show
that new tests agree with model predictions. Such formulas have shown that
everything in the universe can be modelled using God’s mathematics. God’s three
numbering systems described to men in scriptures form all of man’s mathematics.
God originally based measuring units on man’s physical dimensions such as
Adam’s hand, foot and arm, using four, seven, ten and twelve extensively. A finger
is ¾ inch so four fingers is a palm of 3 inches. Seven fingers are a hand, twentyeight fingers the arm, and a cubit of 20 inches, and two cubits became a meter to
measure large distances. The foot is 12 inches, also used to measure time as a halfday, so 12 hours. Stars in earth measure four seasons per year of twelve 30-day
months, so 360 days, and seven days per Sabbath. There are 4 x 13 = 52 Sabbaths
per year. God established the distance from our world’s pole to equator as ψ = 107
meters. Even angels used this menorah-like symbol ψ in the left branch of their
Paracas candelabra drawing with its three “arms”. These units model the physical
motion of all objects in general, such as inertial navigation and guidance models
explained in detail in section η for a variety of vehicles. All numeric values found
in scriptures are therefore useful to understand God’s models of His universe of
“Day”. Scientists mathematically simulate the very large universe using the very
small, and believe that there is deep symmetry between these studies so this also
works in the opposite direction.
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Very small living structures
form the very large, just as the
foundations of God’s precious
stones built New Jerusalem and
Day. Science calls these twelve
smallest particles of matter
positive and negative quarks,
neutrinos and electrons. They
group naturally into three sets
of four with each set having
similar physical characteristics.
God’s breath of life creates life
and physical matter, so
science’s Higg’s boson is not “real”, never to be “found”.
Every area of scientific study in space/time, except man’s earthly “half a t-time”,
shows symmetry in physical designs, and there is symmetry in other characteristics
beyond the physical. For every up, there is a down, for every good thing a bad, etc.
Angels’ heavenly s-dimension called “times” is dual, having a past and future. No
one knows how God can “see the future in s-time”, but scriptures present multiple
examples, and the concept is fundamental to the choice of His people before
creation as based on God’s e-time. 1 Peter 1:20 He [Jesus] was chosen [by the Father]
before the creation of the world, but was revealed in these last times for your sake. and Deut
7:6 For you are a people holy to the LORD your God. The LORD your God has chosen you
out of all the peoples on the face of the earth to be his people, his treasured possession.”
and Eph 1:11 In him we were also chosen, having been predestined according to the plan of
him who works out everything in conformity with the purpose of his will, and John 15:19 As
it is, you do not belong to the world, but I [Jesus] have chosen you out of the world.”

Thus both God the Father and God the Son, Christ as “the Lord your God”, and as
the man Jesus in earth, chose the faithful out of all worlds via the Spirit who brings
them the Word. Note that both “earth” and “world” used in these words, show
that our world is one of many in all earth portions of all galaxies, and Jesus has
saved all throughout the universe! We may think that even saving all men on our
world would be impossible, but think of saving all men on all worlds in all earths in
all galaxies! Of course, this information is not found directly in scriptures, but is
logically extended from these words.
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The most basic description
of the universe of Genesis
as created in the first three
“days” is Revelation’s
actual measurement of the
heavenly portion or the
“city”, also called New
Jerusalem. The city relates
to the entire universe of
Day since God created
earth inside the “sky” of
heaven. Section χ-4. Rev
21:15 The angel who talked
with me had a measuring rod
of gold to measure the city
[Heaven in a galaxy and
ultimately all of Day], its gates and its walls. The city was laid out like a square, as long as it
was wide. He measured the city with the rod and found it to be 12,000 stadia in length, and
as wide and high as it is long. He measured its wall and it was 144 cubits thick, by man's
measurement, which the angel was using. The wall was made of jasper, and the city of pure
gold, as pure as glass. The foundations of the city walls were decorated with every kind of
precious stone. This image of our Milky Way is an artist’s conception, overlaid on

the schematic of Solomon’s Temple and rooms. Jacob’s stairway enters heaven
through Triangulum. Solomon’s Temple measurements provide parallel
interpretations to all galaxies as discussed further in section δ.
This sample is astronomer’s M1234.
Science measures our world at 24,000
light years from our central Heaven
Light. Heaven is ¼ of our galaxy’s
radius at 12,000 light years (stadia) as
measured by the angel, so there is
another 12,000 from the edge of
heaven to our world, just as there is
one floor of temple rooms and we are
at the end of that floor. Heaven’s size
is constant in time at the core, and
earth is three times larger since earth was created in day’s #4, #5, #6 as its matter
flowed outwardly at σ/2 = 333 km/sec. This uses man’s number, also the ratio
between heaven’s s-day of 360,000 t-years/s-day, compared to 240,000,000 t-years
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per e-day. Thus 240,000/360 = 666 = σ s-days/e-day. The wall around the temple
portion of Solomon’s Temple is 6 cubits (π meters) wide from six e-days, and all
rooms are 5 cubits high, modeling one cubit per creation e-day for five e-days.
Science looks for answers to the very small by examining the very large, and vice
versa, since they connect in the middle. No matter how far we look in one
space/time direction; larger-smaller or slower-faster than man, there must be a
connection to the other. Binary or dual symmetry abounds. Science looks today for
a “Theory of Everything” by using the concept of super-symmetry in an attempt to
explain forces as being particles rather than using my interpretation from scriptures
as being simply various accelerations of space/time itself into the smaller-under and
larger-above void. The reason for looking for a new theory is that no one can
explain why the graviton is so small, missing the fact that this is not a particle at all,
and that there is a much larger gravity we can’t see in orthogonal heaven, I call Gs.
Science uses the symbol c to represent light speed so a light year of space distance
equals c x 1 year of time = 1 light year = 1016 meter which I have set to ρ-1. The
opposite distance into the atom is ρ = 10-16 meter and a gold atom is 84ρ meters.

β-2 Fractals and the
Golden Ratio
Fractals are repetitive designs
found throughout Day itself
and in all living plants as they
grow, with the larger portions
being perfect images of their
smaller parts. Blood vessels
match these living designs that
occur everywhere in nature;
flowers, vegetables, leaves,
branches, forests of trees made
up of tree fractals. Fibonacci
sequence is formed starting
with zero and one, then the
next number is the sum of the previous two. This generates {0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13,
21, 34, 55, 89, 144…28657…46368…}. The ratio between two consecutive
numbers approaches the golden ratios, ϕ;φ = ½(1±√5). These two values are
ϕ = 1.6180339… and φ = 0.6180339…, related by ϕ = φ + 1 = ϕ2 – 1, ϕ – 1 = 1/ϕ.
The Great Pyramid and all other angel-built structures are full of these ratios, so are
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all models of living things. Many fundamental numbers of physics contain them.
Movie-makers use fractal-equations to generate designs taken from nature. Today it
is impossible to determine if a background scene is real or mathematically
generated. The 12th number is 122, the 23rd is close to 120x190 = 350eω; the 24th =
46,368, close to Jesus’s 50α Jubilee seen on the Fibonacci Clock.
On 5/20/2019, the 144th anniversary of the meter, the
CGPM committee in charge of Standard International,
(SI) physical units replaced the meter-bar and
kilogram-cylinder currently stored in France, with
seven measurable constants. It quotes: “The 2019
redefinition of the SI base units came into force on 20 May 2019,[1][2]
the 144th anniversary of the Metre Convention. In the redefinition, four of
the seven SI base units – the kilogram, ampere, kelvin, and mole – were
redefined by setting exact numerical values for the Planck constant (h),
the elementary electric charge (e), the Boltzmann constant (k), and the

This New SI Units-Tree
was established 144 years after the meter was defined,
a curious “model” of the age of the universe in God’s cubits!
Avogadro constant (NA), respectively”.

Rev 21:17 (7c) He measured its wall and it was 144 cubits thick, by man's measurement,
which the angel was using. Angels used our scales so 1 t-cubit = 0.5 meter, 1 t-stadium

= 1016 meters. This figure shows seven measurements around the outer loop,
including speed of light c, and specific frequencies ΔυCs, from cesium, Planck’s
constant h, Avogadro’s number NA, Boltzmann’s constant kB, the electron volt eV,
and degree Kelvin temperature Kcd. The resulting seven SI standard units are
shown around the inner loop. They include the second s, meter m, kilogram kg,
ampere A, mole mol, candela cd, and degree Kelvin K. Equipped laboratories can
make these measurements so scientists no longer depend on comparing data to
“standard” physical objects. Significantly, each has a scriptural fractal equivalent.
1. Speed of light,
c ≡ 299,792,458
≡ (30ψ) m per second (s-1).
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Planck constant,
h ≡ 66.2607015 × 10−35
≡ (σψ-5/10) joule-second (J⋅s).
Elementary charge, eV ≡ 1.602176634 × 10−19 ≡ (ϕψ-e) coulomb (C).
Avogadro constant, NA ≡ 0.602214076 × 1022
≡ (φψπ) per mole (mol−1).
Boltzmann’s constant, kB ≡ 0.1380649 × 10−22 ≡ (ψ-π/7) joule per kelvin (J⋅K−1).
Time (133Cs)hfs, ΔυCs ≡ 919.2631770 × 107 ≡ (αψ) per seconds (s−1).
Luminosity @540 x 1012 Hz, Kcd, ≡ 683
≡ (σ) candela (sr⋅s3⋅kg−1⋅m−2).
The ≡ symbol means an EXACT definition.

Apparently scientists do not notice that Boltzmann’s equation, S = kB ln W, scales
the smallest electron volt, eV to Avogadro’s number, NA that measures the number
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of atoms or molecules in a mole of any element, using ψ-π/7. Each of those are
golden ratios, ϕ scaled by ψ-e relative to men, and φ scaled by ψπ. These numbers are
God’s two life-based fractals of ϕ and φ, clear evidence of their origin in God’s
Words, and evidence that all physical matter is based on God’s breath of life. The
electron volt is related to God’s small precious stone topaz, named Simeon on the
x-axis at symmetry’s 2 o’clock position. Day’s size from scripture is ψe stadia (light
years), and related by ψπ = 1022 = 103 x 1019 = αψe, and c2 = 9ρ. All seven fractals
from scriptures should out-rank and replace man’s definitions, but this may not
occur until the end of God’s fourth generation in the year AD 2666, or after one
e-second in 2777 years AD. There is a similar symmetric relation for the irrational
number √2 = 1.4142135… Its reciprocal, 1/(√2-1) = 2.4142135…= √2+1. The
speed of light c = 30ψ m/s., is derived using the difference (√2-1) between two
circles of expansion within and without the base of the Great pyramid at Giza, as
described in section π-1. At a fractal of 7π = 22 smaller, c is also seen in the
pyramidal stairs to the Most Holy. Scriptures and science model God’s creation
using “natural” fractals found in the scaling between items that are “alike”, such as
the distance between these pyramids in various units of 439,784 m ≈ 440 km. = 840
kilo-cubits. The latter models the 1084 = ψ12 time-span of daytime in the universe!

β-3 The Universe of Natural Fractals
Natural fractals
represent repetitive
shapes and size growth
of vegetation and animal
life. They are also found
in physical structures
from atoms to galaxies.
For this reason, every
structure in nature can be
represented by another
of equal design, but
having a differing
spacial size or timescale. Scriptures often
use the word “like” to
make these comparisons,
found there 1,530 times!
Science uses math-models to represent physical processes.
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“Like” comparisons may be within a design, or even across designs. A man may be
said to be like a lion, or a body like a home, to express similar functionality, even if
not in design, shape or size. The most common scientific fractal is the Fibonacci
sequence. Its 25th value is 46,368, and when combined with the 10 Trinity Fractals,
form 35 (logarithmic size) of fundamental fractals of Day, tabulated in Appendix J.
Other common fractals are all integers from α = 1 to ω = 24; 28. 35, 40, 42, 84, 144,
and σ = 666. Transcendental fractals in scriptures-science are light’s e, π, i = √-1.
Natural forces holding our earth portion of Day together include E, G, g, W±, and
Z0, which are related to t-matter. We cannot see mu-matter in heaven, but heavenly
forces are represented as; Gs, ig, iW±, and iZ0 where i = √-1 define orthogonality
such as μ- and τ-matter. Scriptures say God is a spirit, so there may not be τ-matter
other than water in the void, but a purely mathematical extension of Day into Night
matches the outer wall of Dayτ to nuclear forces jg, jW±, and jZ0 where, i,j = √-1,
related to tau-matter in the walls as uncovered in atomic colliders. This may not be
a correct way to represent a system orthogonal to our system, and to each other in
any hyperspace, so existence to these “invisible” forces are from wisdom, so
orthogonality may be extended to 24 directional dimensions in the void, not 12.
Many scientific numbers are scaled by various powers of 10, such as c = 30ψ =
3x108 meter/second. The numbers 7, 10, e, π, α, and ψ, are all modeled in a
Menorah, also in David’s star. Values are listed in App-A, and on the triple-clocks
of 24-hour days. A triplet of clocks with a circular logarithmic scale from alpha = 0
to omega = 24 relate to the Father’s “time” the Son’s “times”, and the Holy Spirit’s
“half-a time”. The 24 hours model the dual nature of the 12 elementary particles
God calls his precious stones. Twelve particles form three types of matter, all
described by Einstein in his well known, E = mc2 = 9mρ. Scientists believe the
square root of c has plus values of real matter, and minus values associated with
anti-matter that is not stable in real space-time. They also believe there is only one
value for c, but three types of matter are known, labeled mτ, mμ, mt each with their
own energy, Em. Men justify this by actually ignoring them, thus ignoring heaven!
These three values for energy, Em, use three different “speeds of light” formed by
the three space-to-time scale factors, ce, cs, ct, acting on a unit mass of each type of
matter. The scalar value measured for c2 is c2 = |cs x ct| = 900ψ2 = 9ρ m2/s2.
Heaven is orthogonal to earth, and |cs x ct| is the scalar magnitude of a cross
product, ce = cs x ct of scaling vectors. The vector is the upper speed limit in
t-space/t-time for movement of all matter in our 4-space-time dimensions, (t,x,y,z).
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When merged with heaven’s four, (s,u,v,w) dimensions it makes up all of Day.
Einstein’s equation in Sec θ derives three space-to-time ratios and their cross
products from God’s precious stones in three orthogonal space-times.
ce = 0.014 ψ
= ψ/70
related to void’s walls - Day’s structure,
cs = 2.718 ψ
= eψ
related to heaven,
ct = 333 ψ
= σψ/2
related to earth,
2
2
csce = eψ /70
= 0.04 ψ
orthogonal to ct as heaven-void jerk,
ctce = σψ2/140
= 4.5 ψ2
orthogonal to cs, as earth-void jerk,
2
2
csct = σeψ /2
= 900 ψ
orthogonal to ce. as Day-light jerk,
These 6-equations and 7-derivatives merge scriptural truths into all scientific data.
Normalized total energy required to produce God’s mass in the universe is E = 12.8
ψ3 = 128 x 1020-GeV. Data at the LHC produced excess light at 125 GeV, first
thought to be the Higg’s boson, but now debunked and actually proves God’s
energy value, Sec σ. Physical matter made from light in our t-space cannot “travel”
faster than c2 = csct since s-times and t-half-a-time are 7-of-8-space-dimensions.
Einstein found that as the speed of an object in t-space increases, its t-time must
decrease to keep the scaling between space and time fixed at God’s time-of-day.
Angels and God exist in heaven’s s-space/time and void’s e-space/time respectively
so are bound by this same restriction, but having different constants. The numbers
π, e and α tightly link spaces and times via e10 = 22α = 7πα. The logarithm base, e,
relates time dimensions via the derivatives dex/dx = ex for each value x = e, s, t.
Fractal Number 2 expresses Symmetry throughout Day. God’s e-time and Earth’s
t-half-a-time are mono-directional, the others are dual symmetric. Christ and Jesus
are 222 and 444, and heaven’s s-time is dual space and time. Subjective dualsymmetry concepts such as “love and hate”, freedom and slavery” etc. abound.
Science uses duality extensively as the numbers 0 and 1 in computers. Powers of 2
are common, especially 22 = 4, 23 = 8, 24 = 16, 25 = 32, 26 = 64, 27 = 128, 28 = 256.
It is curious that 256 instances of the word “cubit” occur in scriptures, and there are
8 symmetrical dimensions in heaven and earth, thus 28 = 256! No coincident here.
The square root of 2, √2 = 1.4142135, contains natural scriptural number 14, 21, 35,
while √2/2 = 0.707107, and 2π is the angular size of a circle. Binary systems are
everywhere, but clearly broken by our mono-directional t-time God has called his
“half a time”. Science created the word “entropy” to define our “arrow of time”
which cannot be naturally reversed in earth. Entropy is randomness and its only
direction is to increase randomness in the universe in t-time, unless acted upon by
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intelligent design. Solomon’s temple is 20 cubits wide and 3x20 cubits long and
models heavens in all galaxies, as well as galaxies and the entire universe as
described in sec δ.

Fractal Number 3 is also important with 333 as the Trinity, Father Son and
Spirit as one God. There are also a trinity of 24 hour clocks God calls “time, times
and half a time” dividing the trinity of days into a trinity of hours, minutes and
seconds (Thesis 19). There are three different “speeds of light” in the three sets of
space/time dimensions, three sets of matter, three sets of natural forces, etc.

Fractal Number 4 is the number of dimensions in each “type” of space-time as
displayed in the Altar at Solomon’s Temple. It is tightly related to 7, and 4 cubits
equal 7 feet. Life is formed via four types of genes, A, C, G, U.

Fractal Number 4/3 is the size of a handbreadth in “fingers” of the Egyptian
cubit, it represents God’s three-to-four Generations of 666-years of anger since
Jesus’ death, and men just entered that period between the years 2000 to 2666. The
index of refraction of our t-water is 4/3. In biology its inverse, E = M¾ is about the
exponential amount of energy an animal of mass M needs from its food.

Fractal Number 5 describes the
Pentateuch of Father, Son, and
Spirit, Heaven and Earth, and their
five names on a star. Isa 9:6 And he
will be called Wonderful [Father]
Counselor [Spirit], Mighty God [Son],
Everlasting Father, [Father] prince of
Peace [Jesus]., arranged in-line with

the SEA and Zodiac. Inner and outer
pentagons in the star model
pentagonal sides of the under and
above dodecahedral walls, and 10
space-dimensions of Day. Stars model the 5-petal almond flowers on 22 lamps on 7
arms/post of a menorah (Thesis 22.4); the door-jambs of the Most Holy portion of
Solomon’s temple; 50 lily-shaped petals and six-groups of 50 gourds on the SEA.
Beautiful sounds in music and infinite designs in nature are based on 5 and √5,
found in Fibonacci’s golden ratio, φ;ϕ = (1 ±√5)/2.
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Men and angels have a special symmetry in the universe, existing exactly midway
in Max Planck’s exponential fractal scales from the smallest spatial extent at ψ-5
meters to its largest at ψ+5 meters. These five fractals at ψ±5 = 10±35 meters are
God’s distances to the under and above gold and jasper walls enclosing finite Day.
The above wall is six e-days wide, the under wall five e-days wide since it was
formed on the second e-day. Walls of Solomon’s Temple are five and six cubits
wide to encompass the five cubits high rooms. Lily capitals on temple pillars are
five cubits high, Moses’s Altar was five cubits square as the under void. The Most
Holy and Solomon’s Altar were twenty cubits square as the above void, its ten-cubit
hearth and ten Stands as the under void. God created Adam 5 x 104 years BC.
The element cesium (also ceasium) is 55 on the periodic table. Its radioactive
isotope – 133 has a half-life of 30 years. Its blue spectral line is used in atomic
clockes for precise measurement of time by counting about 9 million cycles.
Fractal Number 6 forms the six days of creation and is the exponential
span of e-time at ψ±6. This number is everywhere throughout this document.
Fractal Number 7 is used 387 times in scriptures, also embedded in other fractal
values. In addition, 70 is mentioned another 58 times. “Today” is God’s seventh
creation e-day in which we now live. The universe’s seventh dimension couples’
space and time to represent both, and heaven with earth. Many other fractals
involve exponential (or logarithmic) ratios of 7 and 107, such as Boltzmann’s kB
constant in his law: S = kB ln W, relating the micro-world to the macro-world, just
like Peter 3:8, With the Lord a day is like a thousand years, and a thousand years are like a
day. The most important ratio formed from multiplying the number 10 together 7
times, is labelled here as ψ = 107.
Fractal Number ψ = 107 = 10 million, so log ψ = 7. This fractal models lamps in
ten menorahs in Solomon’s Temple, each having seven lamp sets. It scales God’s
eternal clock to man’s daily clock at 24ψ t-years/e-day, so ψ t-years = 1 e-hour.
Fractal Number 28 Theologians interpret seven to represent God’s Gospel
Covenant. It is the basis for scripture’s scale of measurement, being one hand’s
worth of ¾ finger to be 1-inch. The “royal” Egyptian “long” cubit ruler has 28
divisions, so one long-cubit is 28 fingers or 21 inches, both multiples of seven. The
cubit is also π/6 meter. The fractal number 21 represents the speed of light, c since
7c = 210 x 107 m/s, and is found embedded in the Giza and temple pyramids via
expanding circles. It is also in the temple pillars and menorahs. The words “out of
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Egypt” are found 140 times in scriptures, not a coincidence, nor is the fact ψ = 107
and that c is very close to 710 = 282,475,249 compared to 299,792,458 m/s, only
about 1% low, like the original 20-inch cubit changed to 21 inches. Heaven has 28
of the 118 elements. Man-made elements are merely mathematical, not real.
The Fractal Number 35 as the product of five (5th t-time dimension) and seven
(7th s-time dimension) is the logarithmic Plank limit in both directions of space and
time at ψ±5 = 10±35 meters and ψ±6 = 10±42 days. Man is logarithmically midway
between Day’s water walls that are separated by ψ±10 = 10±70 meters and ψ±12 =
10±84 days. One world-year started as 350 world-days, drifting today to 365.25
days/year. It defines the angel’s ratios relative to man at, α = δ+ = 3.5 x 105 t-day
per s-day, and also α-1 = δ- = 3.5 x 10-5 s-day/t-day, derived from the ratios of days
per year between men and angels of α = 10±3 from 2 Peter 3:8 and Psalm 90:4. The
width of Solomon’s Temple, and its Most Holy cubic volume, are 20 cubits = 35
feet. The handbreadth of expansion of Day is found in the one-cubit, 21-inch
handbreadth gap between the Temple as heaven, and earth as its rooms, also in the
petals of the Sea that are wider than its bowl by π/3, and in the one-cubit gutters
around the Altar base and hearth, and the molding around Moses’ ark. Combining
the 24-hour clock-of-Fibonacci numbers, 10-Trinity constants, plus the number 0,
produce 35 fundamental fractals in Day, listed in App J.
Fractal Number 40 in t-days is the length of time required to form the two gaps
in space when God jerked the walls of Day at c2 (m/s)3 to allow matter to appear in
heaven at evening of e-day #3, and later in earth at evening of e-day #4. That gap
separates heaven from earth and represents a desert wilderness where the devil
tempted Jesus to test his evil against God and man. It still exists there today as a
reminder of man’s sin and our separation from heaven’s perfection. References in
scriptures say the flood lasted forty days to model this time of expansion jerk:
Gen 7:4 Seven days from now I will send rain on the earth for forty days and forty nights,
Gen 25:19 Abraham became the father of Isaac, [Israel] and Isaac was forty years old when
he married Rebekah Ex 16:35 The Israelites ate manna forty years, Deut 9:18 Then once
again I [Moses] fell prostrate before the LORD for forty days and forty nights; I ate no
bread and drank no water, [like Jesus] because of all the sin you had committed, Deut 29:5
During the forty years that I [Moses] led you through the desert, your clothes did not wear
out, Judg 5:8 When they chose new gods, war came to the city gates, and not a shield or spear
was seen among forty thousand in Israel. 1 Kings 6:17 The main hall in front of this room
[Most Holy room] was forty cubits long. 2 Chron 9:29 Solomon reigned in Jerusalem over
all Israel forty years. Ps 95:10 For forty years I was angry with that generation; Ezek 29:11
No foot of man or animal will pass through it; no one will live there for forty years. Ezek
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29:13 At the end of forty years I will gather the Egyptians from the nations where they were
scattered. Jonah 3:4 He proclaimed: "Forty more days and Nineveh will be overturned."
Acts 1:3 He [Jesus] appeared to them over a period of forty days and spoke about the
kingdom of God. Acts 7:30 "After forty years had passed, an angel appeared to Moses in the
flames of a burning bush in the desert Heb 3:7 Today, [e-day #7] if you hear his voice, do
not harden your hearts as you did in the rebellion, during the time of testing in the desert.

Fractal Number 42 as the product of seven and six forms the range of time via
another fractal of ψ beyond the spatial wall limits of ψ±5 to ψ±6 = 10±42 seconds.
Max Planck also found this time granularity. Man had no way of knowing space
and time dimensions in Gol’s world, so God established space-dimension based on
Adam’s body, while the first mention of time-dimensions was Gen 4:3 In the course
of time Cain brought some of the fruits of the soil as an offering to the LORD. Later God
introduced space dimensions to Moses for building the tabernacle and ark, and for
writing scriptures. God created the distance from our world’s North Pole to its
equator to be 107 meters. The polar circumference of the earth relative to its radius,
re at 0.7ψ, is 4ψ meters around. The radius of our sun is 70ψ meters; our galaxy’s
radius is ψ3 meters; and Day’s outer space scale is ψ5 meters. Our heartbeat is
natural for counting time, so is the basis for our second.

Fractal Number 8 participates throughout music, and in earth’s atomic matter in
cyclic repetitions. All music harmonizes in octaves of 23 = 8. All matter is periodic
in octaves after the first two elements, hydrogen and helium. The periodic table
shows this harmony with similar chemical characteristics repeating for all elements
with multiples of eight protons/neutrons pairs.
Fractal Number 10 is designed into our “garments of skin” (Gen 3:21) when
Adam’s spirit was clothed at expulsion from heaven in a body which includes 10
fingers and toes, making counting easy. Theologians call 10 “completeness”. It
forms the basis for our counting system and the metric system for measuring space.
Exponents of 10 form all scientific scales and earth’s logarithmic base. All other
fractals are scaled up and down by powers of 10 to measure Day.
Fractal Number 12 = ω/2 is pervasive throughout scriptures since it
describes the space and time dimensionality of our universe, and has its
binary fractal double for our daily clock’s time scale. The square of 12 = 144 is
found often throughout Day, and 12α = 12,000, such as: Rev 7:3 "Do not harm the
land or the sea or the trees until we put a seal on the foreheads of the servants of our God."
Then I heard the number of those who were sealed: 144,000 from all the tribes of Israel.
From the tribe of Judah 12,000 were sealed, from the tribe of Reuben 12,000, from the tribe
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of Gad 12,000, from the tribe of Asher 12,000, from the tribe of Naphtali 12,000, from the
tribe of Manasseh 12,000, from the tribe of Simeon 12,000, from the tribe of Levi 12,000,
from the tribe of Issachar 12,000, from the tribe of Zebulun 12,000, from the tribe of Joseph
12,000, from the tribe of Benjamin 12,000.

These words and numbers form a parable like the ones Jesus used, to describe the
size of his church, and the dodecahedral makeup of earth’s portion of Day’s space
and time. The trees are all life forms. Science recently “discovered” what appeared
to be their Higg’s boson they even call the “God particle”, but later discarded it as
statistically insignificant. This force field supposedly converts energy into matter,
so is fundamental to their big bang theory that the universe started as pure energy.
This pervasive Higg’s field is actually God’s breath of life! Science can never
explain life since no one can explain how matter in cells, “lives”! Gen 6:3 Then the
LORD said, "My Spirit will not contend with man forever, for he is mortal; his days will be a
hundred and twenty years." The value science recently measured from a single sample

at the Large Hadron Collider for their Standard model Higgs boson is about 125
GeV (125.3 ± 0.6)! The electron volt is a fundamental unit of the atom and a GeV is
109 of them. Hubble data estimates the number of stars in Day to be ψω/2.
How perfect is it that God says 120 years is the limit of man’s earthly life, which
this number represents? Scientists think that perfect symmetry existed after the big
bang, but then some unknown, infinitesimal imperfection generated the Higgs field
throughout the universe, which then produced matter from energy. How
incomprehenable is that? Add to that immense line of reasoning the added
speculations of where life came from. How simple is God’s explanation that he
breathed life into pure light energy on e-day #3 to form lands and seas, then plants
and animals, then into Adam on e-day #6 to create humans. A recent PBS TV show
describes how “aliens” must have suddenly converted primitive animals into
humans about 50,000 years ago since our brains suddenly became “modern” like
our status today, thus Adam and Eve were suddenly “evolved” from something else.
Fractal Number 24 = ω, t-hours/t-day. Our day is a model of God’s six creation
days of 24 e-time/e-day. God calls his e-time a cubit of time, and the distance light
travels in one e-time is also a cubit of distance. Six creation e-days formed Day’s
144-cubit thick walls as the walls grew at the void’s speed of light ce = ψ/70 m/s.

Fractal Number ξ = 13 and
Fractal Numbers 26 = 2ξ, and 52 = 4ξ weeks/year, displayed via the Sphinx at
Giza and Solomon’s Cherubim in the Most Holy, since their east-facing lines-ofPage 177

sight form a clock hour hand, driven by our world’s precession-clock-rate of 72 tyears per celestial degree. This clock runs at 26,000 t-years = 2ξα = 26 s-days per
24 precession-hours. This p-hour-hand traces through twelve Zodiac constellations
around the world’s ecliptic, so each constellation covers two p-hours: see section π.
Precession of our spinning world is mostly due to the sun’s gravitational force
acting on its rotational inertia, L = Iω, much like a spinning top in gravity. The
time from Adam’s creation to today in our year AD 2,000 is 52,000 or 4ξα heavenly
s-days. The pyramids and other stone structures around the magnetic equator were
probably built by angels, 1.5ξα t-years before Adam’s creation so 5.5ξα t-years ago.
I claim angels built the Great Pyramid and Sphinx 72,000 t-years ago because 72α
scales our world’s precesion-rate, and these structures model pyramidal stairs to
Solomon’s Most Holy volume that can contain six pyramid-chamber volumes, and
that hold a pair of sphinxlike cherubim. The one-cubit high great pyramidion-cap
scales the 35-cubit Boaz/Jakin column-pair at the temple portico, both being
transportation-arks between the world and heaven, and Moses’ guiding columns of
fire and smoke. The pillar-pair of II Chron 3:15 is drawn in the Paracas candelabra
that is 350 cubits high. Orientations and relationships between these structures are
described in Theses 6.9. David was referred to be like-a-lion and the zero p-hour was
when the sphinx and cherubim faced Regulus in Leo. That star is currently about 25
degrees ahead of our current p-clock position along the ecliptic, so in 1800 years it
will be directly east from the Sphinx again at sunrise. This will complete a p-clock
“day” matching a Mayan calendar B’ak’tun of 144α/6, they measure as 394 solar
years, so angels built these structures, and like Egyptians, are just used by men.

Fractal Number 16 references many scriptural and scientific models such as a
light-year in the large direction at 1016 meters, in the small direction at ρ-1 = 10-16
meters is the size of gold atoms. On our clock, 16 s-hours is 2/3 = .666 = σα-1 of a
heavenly s-day. The number 16 = 24 is a hexadecimal base used in computer
hardware and its software. It is embedded in many of science’s mathematical
constants such as Boltzmann’s constants that convert temperature energy in
degrees Kelvin to light energy in ergs: kB = 1.38 x ρ erg/deg-K. This number, 1.38
is very close to 10/7 and ρ is an inverse light year. Science’s Joule of light energy
equals ψ ergs. A light year is 1016 meters, and for the opposite direction relative to
man, an inverse light-year as the Fractal Number ρ = 1016 meters. Therefore, ρ-1 =
α ψ-e = α2ψ-π meters. It is extremely impressive that the diameter of the entire
universe is ψe light years, and of heaven is ψe meters.
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Four important transcendental numbers of the universe are e, π, ci, and φ;ϕ:
Fractal number e is unique such that dex/dx = ex, is the natural logarithm base,
describing light itself and all structure of Day/day space and time,
Fractal Number π is the ratio of a circle’s circumference to its diameter,
Fractal Number ci, are the speeds of light in our world, heaven and the void,
Fractal Numbers φ;ϕ, are the Fibonacci numbers of natural growth in Day so
relates inanimate matter to living matter. Golden rations φ;ϕ are seen throughout the
pyramids and in “Revelation of the Pyramids” of other angle-built structures.
The ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter is only 0.001… away from
22/7 ≈ π. The natural logarithm base, e, and ratio of space-to-time is within
0.004… of 19/7 ≈ e. The frequency of a cesium clock that now defines an exact
length for a meter relative to our 24-hour clock, is 299,792,458 m/sec. This is about
.0002… seconds from the ratio 21/7 x 108 ≈ c ≈ 30 ψ m/sec. A cesium atomic clock
reproduces this frequency in the laboratory. The speed of light c, was built into the
great pyramid at Giza via a ratio between circles inscribed and escribed in the 440cubit base, s. Their circumference difference is s(√2-1)π2/6 = 299,795,760, within
3.3 km/second out of 300 thousand; the speed of light. This same value is obtained
from Solomon’s Temple pyramidal staircase since it is scaled down to s = 20 cubits
by 7π = 22. Had men subtracted a mere 0.7 mm from the meter, the speed of light
would adjust to be exactly 30ψ. This would be difficult now since the meter bar in
France can’t be changed at this point in our human history. In actuality, the
definition should be c2 = 900 ψ2 m/second, since what we measure is c2 = csct. Too

bad Albert missed this relationship since he lived before atomic colliders.
Fractal Number ψe arises from 7e ≈ 19 so we may substitute ψe = 107e = 1019.
This scale factor measures galaxies from scriptures at ψe meters, and Day at ψe light
years or stadia. This is a very clear fractal scaling both galaxies and the entire
universe with just a unit-conversion factor between them. The derivative of ψe is
eψe-1 = 19e x 1018 = 190eψe. Science measures the ratio between gravity and gluon
forces of Day’s accelerations; g = 1038 G = ψ2e G.

Fractal Number ψπ = 107π = 1022 = 103ψe, = αψe. Astronomers estimate the

“deep space” Hubble image with 10,000 galaxies extrapolates to 1011 = ψπ/2
galaxies in the visible universe. Its diameter from scriptures is ψe light years across,
holding ψ-ω/2 stars! How convincing is that?
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Fractal Numbers δ+ and δThese ratios between s-time for angels in heavens and t-time for men in earths form
a pair of natural numbers. 2 Peter 3:8, With the Lord a day is like a thousand years, and a
thousand years are like a day., and Ps 90:2 Before the mountains were born or you brought
forth the earth and the world, from everlasting to everlasting you are God. You turn men
back to dust, saying, "Return to dust, O sons of men." For a thousand years in your sight are
like a day that has just gone by, or like a watch in the night. These ratios are:

δ+ ≡ 1,000 = 103 t-year/s-days; and its inverse
δ- ≡ 1/1,000 = 10-3 t-day/s-years.
The first factor applies to heaven’s “s-sizes” and “s-times” much larger (up to 1035)
and slower (up to 1042) than man’s “half-a-time”. The inverse applies to s-sizes and
s-times much smaller (down to 10-35) and faster (down to 10-42) than man.
Notice that these are not directly mathematical inverses since δ-1 is not 1/δ+1
because they are scaling days into years and these slopes “break” at man’s
dimensions, so s-time is two-directional with plural dimensional scaling’s labeled
by God as “times”. However, the ratio of 1,000 days/year cam be inverted since it
describes this unit’s conversion in two different directions. At 350 days/year this
generates the “creation angel’s ratios” of δ+ = 3.5 x 105 and δ- = 3.5 x 10-5. Today
these values have grown to 365 days/year, but not God’s ratios based on half of 7 as
found throughout Solomon’s Temple, Sec ε and its menorahs. Again, God’s designs
never change as man’s t-time progresses and Day expands. Occasionally the factor
360 days/year will be used to agree with John’s use of 1260 days as 3.5 years or 42
months of 30 days/month. Theologians often interpret 3.5 as representing the
broken covenant, (Luke 4:24; Rev 11:9 and 12:6).
Using δ+1 we calculate 1 s-sec to be about 4 t-days, Thesis 19.1. When angels come
to earth, as stated so often in scriptures, they must forego about 250 of their s-days
for each minute they linger here! As an angel, you may not wish to return!

Fractal Number 84 = 3.5ω, is related to ratios: 7x12 and 24 and δ = 3.5 x 105.
This δ scales God’s size and time to man’s size and time as 24ψδ = 84 x 1012. The
inverse comes from dual scaling of 1000:1 and 1:1000 as found in scriptures so δ-1
= 3.5 x 10-5, the 35 is not inverted as it just splits above from under. One hour of
God’s clock relative to angel’s clock for a 24-hour day of “time” vs “times” is 1 etime = (ψ/α) s-hours. Our world is “typical” in earth, so using our 360 t-days/t-year
from Revelation is then 24ψα-1 = 2400/36 = 666 = σ s-day/e-day. One hour of
God’s clock time relative to man’s “half a time” is 1 e-time = ψ t-hours, (Dan 12:7).
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Scriptures define one e-time ≡ one cubit, so six creation e-days took 144 cubits of
time as measured by Christ’s angel, (Zec 2:3-5; Rev 21:17). The clocks of Day in
section θ, shows these time scales between man, angels and God. The distance
between Solomon’s Temple 20-cubit pyramidal stairs and the Great Pyramid at
Giza is 440 km = 84 x 104 cubits. Its base is 440 cubits. A cubit of length is 28
fingers and the pyramid is 280 cubits high. The architectural model of Solomon’s
Temple from 2 Kings is built to 1” = 4-cubits, so scaled at 84:1. Scriptures mention
that the prophetess Anna was 84 years old when Jesus was born. Luke 2:36 There was
also a prophetess, Anna, the daughter of Phanuel, of the tribe of Asher. She was very old; she
had lived with her husband seven years after her marriage, and then was a widow until she
was eighty-four. She never left the temple but worshiped night and day, fasting and praying.
Coming up to them at that very moment, she gave thanks to God and spoke about the child to
all who were looking forward to the redemption of Jerusalem. The largest chromosome of

genetic material in a human is 84 mm long, a huge length to fit inside every cell in
our bodies, yet a fundamental model of the size God’s temple of Day/day’s spacetime. Or just another coincidence of nature?
Fractal Number σ ≡ 666
= 2000/3, and σ/2 ≡ 333.
Revelations tells us to
calculate Man’s number,
the number of the “beast”
Satan, who convinced
Adam and Eve to follow his
lead and sin against God.
Rev 13:18, This calls for
wisdom. If anyone has insight,
let him calculate the number of
the beast, for it is man's
number. His number is 666.

Many uses of man’s
number, σ are “calculated”
in science, but not seen by
scientists as a natural number. This σ is God’s definition of man’s “Generation” at
666 years or 2/3 of his original 1,000-year lifespan. Therefore, every 3-Generations
of Jesus’ 75 ancestors listed in Luke 3:23 lasted 2,000 years for a total 50,000 years,
or 50 s-days. This represents Jesus’s Jubilee when he brought humanity back to his
Father and himself, the Son Christ, the high-priest. Lev 25:13 "'In this Year of Jubilee
everyone is to return to his own property. 21 When the field is released in the Jubilee, it will
become holy, like a field devoted to the LORD; it will become the property of the priests.
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The Clocks of Days chart show 10 s-hours between Zechariah, (also the Messenger
Malachi), and John the Baptist, 8-human generations of one 666-t-year Generation.
The lineage of the last author of the OT, Zechariah was the father of John. When
Luke listed the 75 Generations between Adam and Jesus, these represent 75 x 666
years or a Jubilee of 50,000 t-years, only 50 heavenly s-days Ps 90:4 For a thousand
years [t-years] in your sight are like a day [s-days] that has just gone by. Here the use of
“day” for both earth and heaven is describing two different periods of space-time.
All astronomical observations
and quantum mechanics convert
light packets of energy, E into
photons of frequency, ν, using
E = hν. Planck’s constant
h = 66.26 x 10-35 joule-seconds,
so h employs man’s σ = 666, or
h = σψ-5/10 J-s. The added
factor of 10 here in Planck’s
constant, and also an added
factor of 10 in Newton’s Law of
gravity, match the Jubilee
which adds a 50th year to 49
Sabbaths of Sabbaths. All major
mathematical models of space-time for earth incorporate “man’s number” σ or σ/2!
Newton’s fundamental law of gravity for the attraction force, between two masses
separated by a distance d in space is f = G(m1m2)/d2. The value for G = 666 x 10-13
m3/kg-sec2. Using ξ = 13, Newton’s equation is f = σ10-ξ(m1m2)/d2. The added
factor of 10 appears here, also matching Planck’s constant that matches the Jubilee.
Our solar system, and all galactic matter in all earths beyond its extent of heavenly
cores, drift away from heavens at this same σ/2 = 333 km/sec. (the Spirit’s number).
Earth’s speed of light into the gulf around heaven is ct = σψ/2. Accelerating
expansion of the universe causes earth to expand at dct/dt to create Newton’s force
of gravity and the gluon nuclear forces. Men measure our sun’s inertial velocity
through space-time at σ = 666 km/second, directed toward the “east end of heaven”
in the constellation Triangulum. But this is includes the velocity of the opposite
spiral arm behind this point actually moving away from our arm. This relative
velocity is incorrectly interpreted as “dark flow” of the entire galaxy toward a
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“great attractor” in that direction. Thus, each arm is moving apart at σ/2 = 333
km/second, so we cannot measure Milky Way motion relative to galaxies from data
obtained from our galaxy. God created earth during e-day #3, appearing on e-day #4
between 720 and 480, or about 666 million years ago. As noted earlier, one e-day =
σα = 666α s-days when Satan sinned. Wise Solomon was given 666 talents of gold
every year; 1 Kings 10:14. A Menorah was 66.6 inches high at about 3e = 57 inches,
plus 3π = 9.42 inches to the branches and top post. The resulting dual-triangle
branch forms the David’s Star on Israel’s flag.

β-4 Measuring Forces
The space/time of the
universe of Day is held-in
by God the Son within its
small and large walls (Col
1:15-17). Science has found
that all space/time is
accelerating away from us.
All of the Son’s forces can
be shown using Newton’s
Law relating force to
acceleration, f = ma, and his
famous falling apple
analogy and equivalent
force of gravity, f = mG.
Gravity force between any
two masses is inversely proportional to the square of the distance, d, between them
so f = Gm1m2/d2, with G = σ = 666, measured by acceleration of matter into the
void around heaven. Luke 16:26 And besides all this, between us and you a great chasm
has been fixed, so that those who want to go from here [earth] to you [heaven] cannot, nor
can anyone cross over from there to us.' Earth’s gravity, Gt only acts over 36 light years
or over distances that hold double or triple stars together in groups. Heaven’s
gravity, Gs is 36α larger, so holds matter out to 12,000 stadia, the limit of heaven as
measured in Rev 21.15. Man’s nine acceleration forces as measured in Day are a
matrix product of time derivatives of space velocities, dci /di, i = e, s, t.
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Scriptures say God converted these walls to “gold” and “jasper”. The gold forces
are science’s gluon strong forces, gt of six colors, holding atoms together. Two
weak forces W±t and Z0t are also time derivatives of velocity scale factors that
produce natural alpha and beta radioactivity of the nucleus of atoms. Gluons gs, gt,
gse, and gte hold atoms together, with expansions of Daylight into smaller void, with
our gt = αψ5Gt = 1038Gt = ψ2eGt. Expanding these ratios to heaven and the void
must follow their relative mass rations, so gs/Gs = 190gt/Gt and ge/Ge = 120gs/Gs.
The largest reaction force of Ge gravity may not produce forces external to Day
except in the above wall to balance tau-matter nuclear force. Weak force ratios for
earth are measured to be gt = ψW±t, and Z0t = αγt. Science’s strong interactions are
the under-wall accelerations responsible for the strong gluon nuclear force, gt, gs, at
the range of 10−15 m (1 femtometer), the strong force is approximately 137 times as
strong as electromagnetism-γ, a million times-α2, as strong as the weak interaction,
and 1038 times as strong as above-wall acceleration of gravity. The W/Z coupling
constant compared to g-force is g/ψ, to electromagnetic photons αγ, and gravity;
Gs, and Gt = gt/αψ5 = gt/1031035 = 10-38 gt. Total integrated forces: ∫(gt - Gt)dt = 0.
Weak interactions W+ and W-, or Beta Decay turn
a neutron into the three fundamental elements of a
proton, electron and neutrino. God could form all
matter from the 118 neutrons of gold. The top set
in this energy/mass chart apply to tau-matter,
middle set to mu-matter, and bottom set to earth’s
matter. Such transitions might allow angels (dasharrows) to interchange DNA with men. Heb 13:2
Do not forget to entertain strangers, for by so doing
some people have entertained angels without knowing it.

An interesting paradigm study would compare
these measured forces to nine wall accelerations.
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The other omnipresent force of the electron is light’s electromagnetic radiation, γ or
“light” itself. The acceleration of light into the void is energy, called “entropy”, S,
and often associated with information. The source of this informational entropy is
the Father’s and Son’s design plans for the universe as maintained by the Spirit.
Acceleration of light into the void in God’s e-time is the external energy of
expansion, calculated as S = Adγ/de, where A is the area of the outer wall. This
wall is calculated from the outer radius of Day at ψ5 meters to be A = 4πψ10 =
4π1070 square meters. Likewise, the area of the smaller wall is 4πψ-10 meter2,
values only found from scriptures.
Gravity is the only known natural force to act in the larger direction relative to man.
Our gravity Gt is so very small that it is 10-38 = (10-19)2 = (ψ-e)2 = ψ-2e times smaller
than the strong nuclear gluon g-force in the smaller direction relative to man, (Col
1:17). Angels live on sun, world, moon, systems in heaven, much like our solar
system. The model of four lamps on the menorah post imply heavenly worlds orbit
their own sun and moon exactly like our world. The lamp on the menorah post
represents the interface to the void called here a heaven light. The other three
lamps around it represent angel’s sun/world/moon systems where God lives in
heaven and the void. These also represent the Most Holy portion of heaven and the
Temple. The acceleration that creates the gluon force g, is inside every atom at the
under τ-water wall, gathered together to form matter during e-day #2. The Altar
hearth represents this under void and the land/sea appearing in heaven on e-day #3.
Our world’s lands/seas appeared in earth on e-day #4. The Altar’s base gutter
represents the gulf around heaven, separating the Temple from its Rooms to form
heaven’s forces. The long-cubit of the Temple is an original cubit of 20-inches plus
a handbreadth of 1-inch, so the 20-cubit Temple has a 1-cubit gap, just as the
Altar’s base gutter is 1-cubit. The hearth gutter is the gulf around earth and burntout galaxy matter to form earth’s forces. When protons collide in accelerators,
particles explode due to matter conversion, half-way logarithmically from the walls.
Today, scriptures call the original outer wall of τ-water, jasper, and the under walls
are gold. Rev 21:18 The wall was made of jasper, and the city of pure gold, as pure as glass.
The foundations of the city walls were decorated with every kind of precious stone. The first
foundation was jasper. It continues to accelerate into the void to form heaven’s s-

gravity, Gs = dcs/ds, much larger than earth’s t-gravity, Gt = dct/dt. This gravity is
not “visible” to man, but forms what science calls “dark energy”, the continual
addition of light energy into Day that decreases entropy at S = 12πψ13, sec μ. Once
inside of Day this entropy increases and results in transient μ-matter science calls
“dark” so also invisible to men, but stable in heaven’s s-dimensions. It takes high
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energy in colliders like the LHC to generate μ-matter that disappears in 10-10
second, and higher to produce τ-matter that disappears in 10-20 seconds. Mu-matter
forms angel’s “white robes” God calls our future “imperishable” bodies, and τmatter is visible to angel’s imperishable eyes to allow them to see the visible God.
Job 19:25 I know that my Redeemer lives, and that in the end he will stand upon the earth.
And after my skin has been destroyed, yet in my flesh I will see God; I myself will see him
with my own eyes -I, and not another.

Our very weak earthly gravity could never hold the universe together since it cannot
even hold galaxies together as matter outside heaven drifts away. Men look for
dark matter to provide what they think is enough mass to hold matter together in
galaxies, and even into their black holes with “infinite” gravity at their centers as
part of their Big Bang theories. This becomes infinite since the distance divisor in
the Standard Equation goes to zero as distance goes to zero. This infinity is a
paradox not allowed in any scientific theory. They also look for dark energy to
produce enough force to hold galaxies together over their estimated 14 billion years
out to the limit of our visibility. Scriptures remove these paradoxes, explaining that
Gs = dcs/ds force produces enough gravity to hold heavenly matter to its Heaven
Light only out to 12,000 light years or stadia. The remainder of galaxies drift away,
proving that they are young enough at 1.44 billion years to be visible everywhere.
Galaxies further than 1.44 billion light years away appear only as embedded images
in created light. Scientist’s term “particle” recognizes that finite matter in an infinite
universe must have a minimum size that contains a hole inside that “goes to
infinity”. What then makes it finite? Only scriptures answer this question, saying
matter was made from the “under” water wall between day and the void. Gen 1:6 So
God made the expanse and separated the water under the expanse from the water above it...
And God said, "Let the water under the sky be gathered to one place, and let dry ground
appear." This wall is inside every particle of matter, accelerating into the under void

to counteract electrical repulsion charges called gluon forces that hold atoms
together, and create “gravity” that seems to emanates from atoms.
Einstein separated his descriptions of how the universe of space/time works into
Special Relativity for atomic forces, and General Relativity to include gravity.
These equations describe four standard model forces, γ, g, W, Z, but with three
time scales revealed in scriptures, there must actually be twelve Einstein forces.
Scripture’s three different “time, times and half a time” are available to produce
nine possible related forces of acceleration of light described further in Sec ρ.
Scientists still believe gravity emanates from matter, so have not yet discovered the
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separate accelerations of heaven’s space into the void to produce forces unique to
heaven. These twelve measurements “prove” gravity is not related to matter but is
accelerations of light. No one else has yet addressed that these three types of matter
must have three types of gravity and gluon forces, only two visible within Day.
There are also larger gluon forces operating on mu and tau matter in heaven, labeled
here as ig where i = √-1. Larger associated nuclear decay forces i W± and i Z0, are
also in this same orthogonal space. Science attempts to replace God’s breath of life
with a heavy Higgs boson particle, but this imagined, manmade pseudo-force is not
scientific, so not included in this table. There is no need to think of forces as
particles, since all natural forces are nothing more than various accelerations of Day
into the Void, created by God when he said “let there be light”. Forces that contain
light within the space of Day come from the surfaces water walls, since there was
no matter in Day during the first two creation e-days to generate these forces. The
big bang concept requires that pre-existing matter exploded into energy, then
magically returned into matter via a Higg’s force field. Which came first???

β-5 Measuring Matter
This diagram shows atomic data for twelve elementary
particles and forces that make up all matter in Day,
arranged into three Types with similar characteristics.
Ratios between Type weights, measured in atomic
colliders in (Gev/c2) Giga-electron-volts per c2, show
energy ratios between types and individual particles.
All weights are scriptural-based fractals, so science’s
particles are God’s twelve precious stones, extracted
from under τ-water and made visible on e-day #3. These
same fractals describe lifeforms, as when God breathed
life into Adam, converting raw energy from the void into
space-time and physical-biological matter. A unit mass
is the sum of its four particle masses. Ratios are:
I.
Void τ-matter / heaven μ-matter; 177/1.48 = 120 = 5ω.
II. Heaven μ-matter / earth t-matter; 1.48/.0077 = 190 = 70e.
III. Void τ-matter / earth t-matter;
177/.0077 = 23,000 = 23α.
IV. Weak forces / earth t-matter;
172/.0077 = 22,000 = 7πα = e10.
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These amazing ratios confirm
that fundamental scientific
data are fully explained in
scriptures’ numerical models
of structures built by angels
and men. Most scientists
wonder about these strange
values for their particles, while
God’s explanations are simple
and marvelously coordinated
with other physical
mathematics within Day.
The right column of the above fermions figure shows the four physical forces in
earth. They consist of light γ; the strong gluon force holding atoms together g;
weak radioactive decay forces alpha W±, and beta Z0. These decay force ratios add
up to 171.58 so 22αmt = 7απmt = e10mt.
Today, science adds their Higg’s Boson force in an attempt to quantify God’s
breath-of-life. This clearly comes from outside Day, and is not a physical force at
all. As such, measurement from inside Day is futile. This is like attempting to
measure zero degrees Kelvin from inside Day where light energy forms space-time
itself so can NEVER be removed. The Trinity God not only exists within galaxies
amongst their angels in heavens’ portions and men in earths’ portions as stated in
scriptures, but also in the space between galaxies which is the lighted but
“massless” expanse of Day. As spirits, the Trinity also exists outside of Day in the
“no-light” void of Night. After we die and step up into four new dimensions of
angels in heaven, God may explain the differences between expanse of sky that
contains light, and the void of Night’s ten dimensions which does not.
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Science says a Higg’s Boson converts
energy into matter, a particle theorized
from the Big Bang paradigm. How a
particle requiring a force to hold it
together can also “be” a force is
ambiguous. Science uses its test data
from the LHC to show that the
conversion between energy and matter
is explained in scriptures to be
modeled using entropy: S = AdE/de =
Ad(ce cs ct)/de = 12πψ±13 ≈ 40ψ±13,
(Thesis 25.9). An interesting
observation from this equation is that
this very large input to the universe from the void explains Gamma Ray Bursts,
since NO other physical theory can, see Section ς. Scientist’s idea of concentrated
light beams from distant “stars” directed towards our world is impossible.
Stephen Hawking and Jacob Bekenstein have spent their adult lives interpreting
the physics of sciences’ black holes and concluded their entropy to be: S = Ak/4ℓ2,
(Thesis 17). In this equation, the area of the supposed “event horizon” or outer
surface is determined from its Planck length: ℓ = √Għ/c3 = 10-35 = ψ-5 meter, and is
Boltzmann's constant. If the gravity inside this surface is infinite, sort of like their
imagined initial conditions for the entire universe, then how could there be an event
horizon? Whatever it may be, this equation is extremely close to that obtained here
from scriptures natural numbers using acceleration of the under and above walls of
Day in e-time into the smaller and larger void to be the source for all forces in Day.
We must actually see galaxy’s births during e-day #3 as gamma-ray bursts when
God gathered the under-water walls to create lands and seas. Their magnitudes are
defined by entropy added into Day through the total area of the inner walls of Day
within atoms of matter as A▼e E = 12πψ±13. The under walls of the universe
described in Genesis prohibits the formation of science’s black holes of infinite
mass that keep light from exiting, since such a black hole requires that matter in
Day can escape the under-walls that protect Day from Night. True black holes are
Night’s void, sans light and matter showing through the transparent above wall.
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Twelve physical particle states as
God’s precious stones map onto a
dodecahedron with each type of
matter forming four sides, colored
as τ-Father-blue, μ-Son-red, tSpirit-green. Six sides are electrons
and neutrinos, six are quarks. The
solid form has protons together
above and neutrons below their
smaller particles around its middle.
Angels are larger by 70e in μmatter. The Trinity in τ-matter is
24α larger, near the mass ratio of 22.8α. No wonder every knee shall bow before
him, (Rom 14:11; Phil 2:10), Moses only saw God’s backside, (Ex 33:22).
Angels modeled this dodecahedron in
their pyramids. The Great and Bent
pyramids in Giza were both 8-sided to
represent Day, with 4-sides underground as a base to represent Night. The
Great sides were divided vertically. The
Bent divided horizontally to represents
3-e-days each for heaven and earth, and
even shows the 12-degree index of light
refraction between them.
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β-6 Measuring Space-time
Every galaxy must touch the
void’s 10 space dimensions,
providing a source of light from
the void via the Son’s Heaven
Light lamps, modeled in a
menorah: (Rev 21:23). In 10
space dimensions, every galaxy
must be equally far from the
inner/under wall of Day, so
every galaxy sees the same
universe! Eph 3:20 Now to him
who is able to do immeasurably
more than all we ask or imagine,
according to his power that is at
work within us, to him be glory in the church and in Christ Jesus throughout all
generations, for ever and ever! Amen. This passage uses words as “immeasurably”,
“imagine”, “power” and “within us”, to describe God the Father’s and Son’s eternal
“glory” for all “generations”, to justify assertions herein regarding power “within
us”, and space/time, matter and forces of acceleration within the light of Day.
Gamma Ray Bursts must show the birth of
new galaxies as they appeared during e-day
#3, so are visible today from new light.
They only appear to come from the “above”
wall of Day rather than the “under” wall,
though both interface with the same void.
Just as matter exists to half the distance to
both walls, so gravity must also be effective
out to half the logarithmic distance from
man to a galaxy’s diameter of ψ5 meters.
This half-distance of ψ2.5 = 32 x 1016m. is 32 light-years, observed in the Forces of
the Universe chart of Sec σ, and in Thesis 16.3G. This is the distance between
mutually interacting binary and triple star systems in our galaxy. Alpha Centauri
is 4.4 light years, and Proxima Centauri at 4.3 light years, a triplet with our sun.
The angel who measured the size of heaven called New Jerusalem, said he was
using man’s golden measuring rod, which equates to 1 stadia = 1 light year = 1016
meters. Scriptures say heaven’s gravity holds matter to its Heaven Light out to
God’s 12,000 stadia = 12,000 light years = 12ψe meters. Thesis 16.2. Scientists who
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do not accept scriptures finite day have not discovered these limits, but do admit
matter is quantized at the Planck limit. Scriptures say the wall of the universe is
144 cubits wide, which is clearly the amount the space/time of Day grew during six
creation days at 24 cubits per e-day, or 1 cubit per e-time, (Rev 21:15). Other
scriptures establish 1 e-time = ψ = 10 billion years, Thesis 19.1, so Day is measured
at 144-cubit x 107 years/cubits. Thus 6 e-days = 1.44 billion years, plus 52,020
year’s growth during Today’s seventh e-day, puts the age of Day now in 2020
accurately at 1,440,052,020 t-years. Recent data from the Gaia satellite estimates
the mass of the Milky Way; “The closest match between the simulation and the data puts
the mass of the Milky Way at between 670 billion and 1,250 billion times that of the Sun.”

In man’s world, a t-stadia is translated in the NIV to be scaled down to 200 meters,
Rev 14:18 "Take your sharp sickle and gather the clusters of grapes from the earth's vine,

because its grapes are ripe." The angel swung his sickle on the earth, gathered its grapes and
threw them into the great winepress of God's wrath. They were trampled in the winepress
outside the city, and blood flowed out of the press, rising as high as the horses' bridles for a
distance of 1,600 stadia. This scale would convert the size of New Jerusalem’s 12,000
stadia to 2,400,000 meters. Aaron’s breast-piece (Ex 28:16) symbolizes God’s

precious stones of elementary particles, stated to form the foundations of heaven
(Rev 21:15). It is said to be a span square, which is a man’s hand-length of about 9”
= 0.24 meters square, making their ratio (2.4 x 106)/(2.4 x 10-1) = 107 = ψ.
Using man’s early translations of Luke 16:26 and Rev 14:20 to make them meaningful
to men, this story of Lazarus and later a winepress symbolizes God’s winepress in
heaven. It is not a human winepress in our world, where the blood river extends
300 kilometers by two meters thick! God numbered it at 1,600 stadia, which is
1,600 light years relative to heaven’s 12,000 stadia-light-years. This huge river of
blood outside of heaven symbolizes God pressing the life-blood out of a large
number of sinful men on all of earth’s worlds who will not enter heaven because
they do not accept the Word! This river may represent hell where the gulf is fixed to
not allow men nor angels to crossover: Luke 16:26 And besides all this, between us and
you a great chasm has been fixed, so that those who want to go from here to you cannot, nor
can anyone cross over from there to us.' This confirms that many angels travel both

ways to and from worlds in earth. The door along the seventh s-dimension to
heaven is narrow, so only believers find the path around this river of blood.
The fact that there is a difference between earth’s Gt and heaven’s Gs gravities is yet
to be acknowledged by science since man cannot see heaven, in spite of its multiple
references in scriptures (Col 1:16). The force-to-force ratio between Gt and the
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gluon, gt is so large that gravity’s models cannot be included in science’s Standard
model about how atoms work. Men look for a Theory of Everything to somehow
encompass gravity. The Standard model is a collection of individual models of
forces active within each part of an atom’s structure associated with electron
electromagnetic radiation, nuclear binding forces, and nuclear decay. This standard
model only addresses the very small-fast universe, while gravities address the very
large and slow. This is explained in scriptures, 2 Peter 3:8 and Ps 90:4 by
describing two forms for α and α-1. In spite of the rather large size differences
between man and angels, this ratio is still very small relative to the huge spread of
the universe itself that we see looking away from us to walls in both directions at =
10±35 meter. The diameter of Day’s sphere is 1070 = ψ10 meter. The associated
Planck time-granularity in Day is 10-42 seconds with the age of the universe at 1.44
billion = 1084 = ψ12 years. The logarithms for these two wall limits are each half of
God’s prevalent numbers of 70 and 84.
Mathematics completely defines the universe via physical models, but it is not a
computer simulation without a living spirit, (Isaiah 45:18). Scientists may separate
their physical theories related to universe operation from those related to life, but
physical facts must include life forms and physical models are only useful when
applied by reasoning people to life-based philosophies. Without being a spiritual
image of God, man’s existence is useless and meaningless. Men without God are
not really living, and have no hope for a future in space nor time. Matter would not
exist in the universe without its continuous creation via life forces. Scientists are
missing the critical spiritual link between their physical forces and energy, and
matter. Science has no idea where life began or how it works, and of course,
without admitting God created it, they never will. Life demands a designer but
scientists still look for physical means to avoid the need for God. Metaphysics is an
abhorred word in man’s scientific, logical reasoning. Such life is sad and empty.
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β-7 Logarithms and Tensors
Multiplication or division of two numbers expressed as exponents of a common
“base”, are accomplished by adding or subtracting their exponents. In mathematics,
logarithms are exponents, and using them comes in handy when the scales that
measure distances are extremely wide, such as in our almost infinite universe.

A linear scale in any model for the universe quickly becomes unwieldy, but using a
logarithmic scale for x and/or y in a model such as in the “Scales of the universe”
chart, allows encompassing the entire universe in a 6-inch wide chart.
“I-AM” God exists at the 0-points where the past and future connect, forward and
backward in time and space. The walls of Day repeat at ψ±6 t-years at the middle,
left and right edges of the time-scale when time is zero and multiples of ± π/2.
Exponent logarithms convert multiplication and division into addition and
subtraction. An old-fashion slide rule uses logarithmic (exponential) scales to
convert multiplication and division into addition and subtraction of scale length.

This image shows a slide rule multiplication of 5 x 2 = 10. The logarithmic basis of
10 expresses numbers as exponents to count the number of zeroes. Raising 10 to the
number 5 is 105, which is the number 100,000 so in this case log10 (100,000) = 5.
Each ψ division along the x-y-axes in the “Scales of the Universe” and “Forces of
the Universe” charts herein from Genesis, use this type of exponential scale to
show the size of Day in the void of Night, created over six e-days of e-time.
An exponent does not have to be ten or an integer, for example, 10e = 102.71828... =
522.735… so log10 (522.735…) = 2.71828... = e. An exponent can also be negative
which is the inverse of that number so log10 (1/100,000) = -5. The logarithm of 1 is
zero since 10 = 1 so log10 (1) = 0, ergo zero zeroes, and there are no zero logs. Just
as sine and cosine functions interchange 0 and 1, so do logarithms since they are
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similar orthogonal functions, and are often expressed in all sciences as Fourier and
eAt transformations of each-other. Such transformations are considered covariant or
contravariant to either shift a vector in a given space, or inversely to shift the
measuring spaces of a given vector.
A few fractal-logarithms of Day include:
100 = ψ0 = e0 = 1 –Day #2 evening in t-meters when γ = 0 initiating gs = -Gs,
10±3 = α±1 the angel’s ratios, the (+) t-years to s-days and (-) t-days to s-years,
107 = ψ – cubit hour of e-time t-years, ratio ergs/Joule, world half latitude.
1011 = ψπ/2 – possible number of galaxies in Day,
10±16 = 100ψ±2 = ρ light year in meters, ratio of atoms to stadia,
1019 = ψe – galaxies in meters, Day in t-light-years or stadia,
10±35 = ψ±5 – distance to Day’s walls Today in meters,
10±42 = ψ±6 – time to Day’s walls in t-years,
1070 = ψ10 – distance width of Day’s hyper-spherical walls in meters,
1084 = ψ12 – time width of Day’s surface in t-years.
A “natural” logarithm is
based on the transcendental
number e = 2.718281828…
It is seen as often in
mathematics as well-known
transcendental ratio of the
circumference of a circle or
sphere to its diameter of
π = 3.141592653589793…
To distinguish this logarithm,
it is noted “ln” instead of
base 10 “log”; i.e. ln et = t.
Together they define light.
γ = eit +1. When t = e = π,
γ = eiπ +1 bounds space and
time of Day-to-Night in 12space-time dimensions, like a
spherical dodecahedron.
Imaginary i = √-1 and π/2 both express orthogonality of dimensions. Heaven’s 7th
s-space-times axis is unique to couple space and time together into a single
dimension that allows all three types of matter to mover together in all three times,
e-, s-, t-, each in their own 4-set; {e},{s},{t}. These natural numbers are extremely
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close to e ≈ 19/7 and π ≈ 22/7 respectively, just as 7c ≈ 210ψ while the speed of
light ratios of space to time in the void is ψ/70 m/s, and in heaven is eψ m/s. All
spiral galaxies like ours are 100,000 light years = 105 stadia wide = 1021 ≈ ψe meters.
Adam’s post-sin age was 1,000 t-years or an s-day, when he was cast out of heaven
before he could eat of the tree of eternal life. There are tight links between 10 and e
and therefore between mass and energy (light) since heaven’s mass, mμ = 190mt.
and void’s mass mτ = 120mμ, are the same ratios that connect light speeds, also
between the other dimensions. Weak forces, W+/- and Z0 = e10mt. All light in Day
originates at the size of God’s precious stones or elements of matter γ = eiπ +1 = 0.
This is also the zero point where forces balance to gs + Gs = 0 so atomic forces and
gravity both originated by God, and still end here inside atoms. These relationships
are not coincidental since space-time is light in ten-dimensional covariant-sky-space
with three-dimensional contravariant-time, and 7th-dimension merges into spacetime to allow motion of space with time. Man’s infinite black holes are no longer viable
concepts, a large explosion did not occur, the source of expansion energy is explained, the
extreme range between gluon and graviton forces and dark matter are hereby resolved!
God’s Word is a true Theory of Everything.

Angel-to-God Pyramid-Connections
Scriptures say man’s connection to the
Covenant was with arks. Angels had a
similar connection with their pyramids. The
1-cubit radius of Day when matter appeared
in heaven at morning of e-day #2 is seen in
the original 1-meter high cap stone
Pyramidion found broken in pieces at
Egypt’s Red Pyramid, but it came from the
Great Pyramid with its ark in the king’s
chamber. Its 8-faces are split vertically
down the center to represent {s,u,v,w}and
{t,x,y,z}. The under-base face is also split
into {e,f,g,h}, so a 12-sided dodecahedron.
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The Bent Pyramid also has 12-faces, but split
along the horizontal up at 48-meters or 96-cubits
to present 8 s- and t-faces, and no doubt the under
base is also 4-e-faced. The distance from the
Great to Bent is 22,174-meters, the Son Christ’s
222 and also 120x190 = 22800. Men say
Egyptians designed it poorly so redesigned midway up the 54.5ᵒ sides to recover from too much
weight. Actually, the 11-degree bend models the
120-index of refraction of light between heaven
and earth as it appeared at e-day #4, 720 million
years (3 e-days) ago. The base represents 1,440
million years ago at e-time = 0. The bottom 4
faces represent μ-heaven and upper faces t-earth,
ending at the pyramidion of τ-Today #7.
Pyramids are intended to be models of Day-in-Night. All their stones are made from
re-melted volcanic matter after being put in place, as a way to avoid mortar and
heat re-shaped to withstand quakes. Today pyramids look like volcanos,
vegetation-covered, where God moves land. Job 9:5 He moves mountains. Volcanos
formed our world, so angels used its malleable matter to build stone structures
along the magnetic equator prior to Adam and Eve. Noah may have landed at
Machu Picchu, built earlier by angels. The smallest surface area of any volume in
space is a sphere, like suns or planets, and for a sphere the
surface area is A = 4πr2 and the volume V = 4πr3/3. This 4/3
factor is the 21” cubit scale factor found in scriptures
between 28 fingers in a cubit, and 12-inch foot that makes
4/3 finger = 1-inch handbreadth; the expansion of Day for
both space and time. The seal on a one-dollar bill shows this
pyramidion as visible matter, or a seeing-eye.
A body moving in time is represented by the time rate-of-change of space. For
earth this is v = dp/dt. Inversion of the simple linear model equation of speed in
time; p(t) = At, has a solution of A = eip(t), the Euler equation for light! Position,
p(t) is a 3-vector and A is a matrix with k = 3x3 components in earth. This equation
is a vector/matrix equation with as many components in p and A as there are
“dimensions” in space and time, such as the inertial system equations; x = At,
shown in Sec ι. The pyramidion cap-stone is 1-m high and 12-m around, and just
like the altar-like base under the Most Holy, the difference between inscribed and
ex-scribed circles around the bases exactly model the speed of light, c.
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Tensors. It has been shown that the three time and
space units have different ranges and granularities in
the 12 Void and 8 Day dimensions. Scientists have
developed tensor notations that apply between our
three model sets of e, s, t, space and time, and used
effectively by Einstein for his descriptions of gravity.
The three time-space dimensions herein are directly
associated with tensor notation shown in this figure,
with e = T(e1), t = T(e3), and the seventh is s = T(e2) + σ22.
producing σ = ce x cs x ct, as energy entering Day.
Einstein’s gravity-tensor notation implies that any
repeated exponent is summed over three dimensions
they represent. A typical vector in t-space, such as our
world’s rotational axis ωt, is represented as a contravariant column matrix with three t-space components.
The transformation between earth and solar space is a 3x3 matrix Ωst so the earth
rate vector in solar or inertial space is: ωs = Ωst ωt, with the s-row elements as a
covariant vecor. This inertial vector is measured with a set of three gyros, so to
represent it in local earth coordinates requires the measurements be transformed
back to an earth-fixed set, such as E,N,U. This is accomplished with the inverse
transposed (T) Ωts = [Ωst]T, so ωt = Ωts ωs. The lower subscript is called covariant
and is a row vector since the columns become rows in the inverse matrix. One Ωts
moves a vector into t-space, while together Ωst Ats ΩstT moves a matrix Ats from sto-t-spaces. Einstein’s gravity tensor is a 4x4 matrix based on our Earth set {t, x-yz}. Matrix elements depend on the coordinate set being used. Assumptions are
required to provide an approximate solution to his equations. Solutions for p(t) to a
linear equation A = ep(t) can be expanded in a Taylor series in time, or in a Fourier
series in sines and cosines, to any level of accuracy. Other expansions are available
using any orthogonal function such as Bessel, Hilbert, Legendre etc. A popular
solution for the gravity tensor for our world is the Schwarzchild metric used in
some long-range missiles navigation systems. The gravity matrix used here is
extracted from scriptures as a simple solution ala Newton. Maxwell’s constants in
light-speed notation used herein are: μ0 = 1/cs = 4πψ-1 H/m, and ε0 = 1/μ0ctcs. The
scripturally defined physics-tensor of seven-derivatives of light, (n = 0-6),
developed earlier, has three covariant-rows and seven contravariant-columns.
Typically, a linear model of first-order for a moving object p(t), works over very
short time periods, but second and third order terms can be included in the model to
create smoother agreement between the model p(t), and the actual path taken by the
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object as it moves over longer time periods. When using fast and powerful
miniature computers, a second order model usually works well enough, except for
the most dynamic motions in time. The first derivative of p(t) is velocity, v = dp/dt;
the second is acceleration, a = dv/dt; the third is jerk, j = da/dt. Each of these
vectors can become a “state” in the model equation represented by the A-matrix.
The model also works as we add dimensions, which increases the number of states
in each vector. Thus, in our 8-D universe, a velocity vector has 8 space components
vi, i = 1…10, and three time derivative components, i = e, s, t, with s being both
space and time that is the well-known space/time component of science.
The squares of both positive and negative “real” numbers are all positive numbers.
Euler’s equation, eiπ + 1 = 0, describes what man has called imaginary numbers
noted by the letter i = √-1, or i2 = -1. “Imaginary” numbers thus have negative
squares, so are imagined not to exist in the real world. They have as much right to
be called real as negative numbers that are actually positive numbers “waiting to be
subtracted. Like zero there is nothing “real” about a negative number, and zero is
not a counting number either. Thus, the formulation of x – y = z is nothing more
than x + (-y) = z arising from the equation x = z + y, so the negative number –y is a
positive number “waiting to be subtracted”. Zero is simply what is left when we add
x and –x. Negative numbers are as “imaginary” as i, since an “imaginary” number
is a real number waiting to have a negative square in an orthogonal direction.
Negative-positive numbers are linear-symmetric around
zero, while imaginary-real numbers are dual-symmetric or
orthogonal around the real axis. Euler wrote this equation
as a Fourier expansion: eiϕ = cos ϕ + i sin ϕ introducing a
phase angle ϕ between the real and imaginary axes. This is
illustrated by plotting imaginary numbers against real
numbers with ϕ being the polar coordinate of the imaginary
number related to its real equivalent. In this way
imaginary numbers are equivalent or “like” being orthogonal to their real number
equivalent, just as negative numbers are symmetric to their real equivalent. When ϕ
= π, then eiπ = -1 + 0i, so just “real”. This value is valid at void-walls, orthogonal to
Day, where heaven is also orthogonal to earth, so the concept that heaven is
“imaginary” is also man’s way of denying its existence.
We now know there are six pairs of complementary axes of derivatives of light.
Perhaps scientists will re-look at their understanding of light and matter with their
many wave-exponential symmetries in space and time. All twelve axes of light are
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probably Fourier transforms in pairs, with the most obvious pair being space and
time itself, and the first two creation e-days of time that formed energy and matter
in sky-space as photons and electrons.
Other pairs may be the larger atomic matter in
the nucleus as protons and neutrons, and
smaller matter of electrons and neutrinos.
These might pair according to types of charge;
charged versus neutral rather than size. Forces
of gravitons and gravity must pair, and finally
space-jerks as God’s breath-of-life to switch
from smaller cubits to larger stadia.
Three space dimensions of heaven are invisible
to man in our four-dimensional earthly prison,
with t-time and s-times only seen as a product
in light speed, so heaven’s (s, u-v-w) coordinates are orthogonal to earth’s (t, x-y-z)
set with the s-axis parallel to t-axis. Both are orthogonal to the void’s (e, f-g-h) set,
with the tenth-space dimension e-axis parallel to s, and t; (e – s – t) = 0. This is
displayed in space/time’s twelve orthogonal sides of a dodecahedron, visualized in
our world’s 12 tectonic plates. This polygon is only a model in 3-dimensional
space, so does not have 90-degree orthogonality. Euler also found that by counting
faces, F, vertices V, and edges, E of any regular polygon that F + V – E = 2. For
example, the dodecahedron gives 12 + 20 – 30 = 2, and for the tetrahedron its 4 + 4
– 6 = 2. This total of 2 represents the most basic universal fractal of dual symmetry.
The universal symmetry of space-time or light itself is Euler’s equation, eiπ + 1 = 0
or eiφ = cos φe + i sin φe having the equivalent 12-sided symmetry seen as, eπ - π =
20, the count of dodecahedron vertices-axes.

γ. Light is e-day of 24 e-hours or 24ψ t-years
Unfortunately, most scientists interpret their physical observations based on their
non-religious (actually anti-religious) physical and life paradigms called the Big
Bang and Darwinian Evolution. Perhaps scientists would look to the bible for their
creation paradigm if theologians would preach scriptures as based on science rather
than avoiding it. This could occur if theologians would present a clear and correct
explanation of physical measurements of the universe as found in scriptures. Also
unfortunately, most theologians have not explained creation correctly because God
has reasons for allowing early scriptural interpretations to mislead men purposefully
due to Adam’s involvement in Satan’s sin. Zech 1:12 "LORD Almighty, how long will
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you withhold mercy from Jerusalem and from the towns of Judah, which you have been
angry with these seventy [heavenly-] years?"

Adam followed the devil rather than God, and then his children killed the Son,
Jesus, so God’s wrath prohibited all men from seeing the truth in scriptures. Jesus
came after a 50 s-year Jubilee to redeem Adam’s sin and return humankind into his
grace. We now live in the 2000th year since Jesus’s death and resurrection. God’s
wrath has now decreased from 3σ to 4σ to allow the Holy Spirit to start opening
men’s eyes. Man now has the opportunity to start learning all of scripture’s truth.
This is the most fundamental reason for man’s belief that the universe does not
require a Creator, resulting in avoidance of scriptures as a source of scientific
information. There are also several human-based reasons inhibiting men from
understanding how God created the universe He calls Day.
The First human reason for not accepting scriptures descriptions of creation is
insistence that scripture’s use of the words “day” and “earth” are equivalent to just
our day of our world. Under this assumption, Genesis only describes how our
world was made and populated with vegetation during scripture’s third and fourth
days, then animals in days five and six, and man at the end of day-six. If this
occurred over six 24-hour days, then this paradigm demands a very short time
history of man after final creation of the universe, until today. Theologians insist
the bible says that all creation ended a few thousand years ago. Most scientists
discard this as illogical so dismiss Genesis entirely. Their recourse is to assume the
universe exploded from “nothing” and that man magically evolved from animals
millions of years ago. This provides no explanation of where or how life started.
Looking at our world today, these concepts are neither satisfying nor correct. The
word “earth” links directly throughout scriptures with the word “heaven”, so
describe two large and separate portions of the universe. Earth is not just our world,
but one of many in the earth portions of all galaxies. God placed sinful men in a
prison, only able to see our world without access to others. Many Christians agree
with science’s paradigms for lack of better ones, but still believe that man was
created only a few thousand years ago as calculated from Luke’s list of 75
generations of Adam to Jesus. Even if they use 100 years per generation, and
without intervening children with only direct father-to-son relationships, this
approach yields less than 7,500 years between man’s creation and today. This
approach does not resolve other fundamental issues since it follows man’s incorrect
paradigms and attempts to meld the bible into them. We certainly know that man’s
history extends back well over 5,000 years since the pyramids were thought to be
built 2,500 years ago, and many dinosaur bones are found in the Saharan Desert and
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mountain tops proving that animals were here many millions of years ago. All
observations of the world today show that man has been around much longer in
spite of some individual’s theories, such as those professed by the Christian
Research Society as excuses for a history of far less than 10,000 years. This also
rejects concepts that God created our world looking old since it would be illogical
to do that, especially for God who cannot lie. The only approach that will allow a
long period of creation is to start with a new paradigm as described herein.
Adam was created in a garden named Eden within a paradise called heaven, and
was probably intended to live for a very long time in his “white robe” body. After
Adam’s sin God apparently limited man’s life to less than 1,000 years or 1 s-day
since all early men are stated to have lived around 950 years, and the skin that God
made to house Adam’s and Eve’s spirits was perishable when he banished them
from Eden to a world in earth. He also required Adam and Eve to live via food
produced in the dust from which he was made, Gen 3:21. This skin was more than
what we call skin today since it is compared to imperishable flesh in heaven, so is
the entire body of flesh. Thus Adam and Eve were completely recovered with flesh
after their sin. This was clearly not merely an animal’s skin that covered their
original “skin”, since the flesh is all that is not bone, just as is Adams new skin.
After the flood around 7,000 years after Adam, the remnant of Noah’s family lived
to 950 years but his son, Seth to only 500. After the flood, God states clearly in Gen
6:3 Then the LORD said, "My Spirit will not contend with man forever, for he is mortal; his
days will be a hundred and twenty years." Men are thus restricted to live only 120

years. David said that a man is blessed if he reaches 80 or 90 years, which is a
current generation at 2/3 of 120 years. God’s Generation is based solely on the
originally intended millennial age of men, expressed as 666 years when Adam was
convinced by Satan to sin. God specifically states that Satan and man’s number is
666, one obvious application at 2/3 of his original 1000-year life span. Today our
80 or 84-year generation is 2/3 of man’s new 120-year lifetime. This is two
heavenly s-hours (2,000/24). This also explains God’s 50 s-day Jubilee being 2/3 of
Luke’s 75 Adam-to-Jesus Generations. The radius of our galaxy is 50 light-s-days
so light that entered heaven when Adam sinned left at Jesus’ resurrection. Is this all
a coincidence or validation of these concepts?
Another reason is due to theologians insisting that a common usage of the word
“day” is required throughout scriptures. This single word actually describes both
space and time separately in Genesis, but many only interpret this word to define
time, and it must always mean a world’s day of only 24 world-based hours. This is
especially true for the six creation days which are described in Genesis only as a
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period of time lasting from “evening” to “morning”, with “night” not mentioned
here as part of this time. The word “Night” is specifically stated to be the void
where there is no light, while “Day” is the universal space formed of light. This
also excludes God’s use of the trinity of time-words “time, times and half a time”.
There is no other reference to evening and morning for the universe, but only our
evening and morning caused by rotation of our world. These words in Genesis thus
mean something other than a period of rotation of a world since our evening and
morning are only 12 hours apart or half-a-time, and include both day and night.
Earth was not yet created during the first three creation days since God said earth
was still void, so should not be referenced at all before e-day #4. Earth’s days are
undefined prior to that point in Genesis, and God stated that the void at the
“beginning” was without light called evening, and then “later in God’s time” filled
with light called morning. This occurred over the first time period scriptures calls a
“day”. These words are thus defined thereby, not by our later interpretations related
to our world’s rotation. Words are always defined in logical progression, not later in
a document. Calling a creation day 24 t-hours makes God’s universe of heaven and
angels, to be images of earth and man! This is not acceptable since it places men
above angels and God, while in actuality God and perfect angels, are both above
sinful man. Only faith in Jesus returns us to angelic perfection and thereby allows
our spirit the free gift of a mansion in heaven.
Our “time of day” was define later on creation day #4 when God said he finally
made earth. At that point in God’s eternal time, he set lights in heaven’s sky for
references on heavens’ worlds, and later earths’ worlds for times of days, seasons
and years. These are both images of the void’s e-day, not the other way around.
Earth’s t-time is an image of heaven’s s-time, completed in e-days #1 through #3.
Nowhere do scriptures state that earth’s time, or even heaven’s time, were intended
to explain creation’s period of evening to morning described earlier. They only
explain seasons, days and years on angel’s worlds in heaven caused only by their
rotation relative to their “greater light”, and then separately stated as time references
for man’s worlds in earth. Gen 1:14, “and God said, "Let there be lights in the expanse of
the sky to separate the day from the night, and let them serve as signs to mark seasons and
days and years, and let them be lights in the expanse of the sky to give light on the earth."

The expanse of the sky encompasses both heavens and earths since these are within
and between the outer and inner walls of water which now form the above and
under walls of jasper and gold.
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The many suns in earth are visible in heaven to define heaven’s days, seasons and
years. Earth is above heaven, just as now heaven is above earth from our opposite
point of view in the galaxy. These s-days are not God’s e-day since Revelation says
there is no night in Day, Rev 21:25 On no day will its gates ever be shut, for there will be
no night there. Genesis does not mention an e-night being a part of an e-day of time,
only as being “the void of Night”. Each creation e-day’s evening abuts the prior eday’s morning without an intervening e-night’s period. Thus e-night of time is
infinite just as space of Night is infinite, while e-days last only from evening to
morning. E-days are divisible into 24 e-time periods God calls cubits, a unit of
volume and length. Thus, 24 “cubits” equal one creation day’s-worth of the volume
of Day. After six e-days the volume was 144 e-cubits and the above wall 144 linear
e-cubits wide, the under wall 120 e-cubits wide.
Requiring a short length for these two s-time and t-time periods is purely man’s
interpretation because angels and men live on rotating worlds so the heaven and
earth lights shine on and off for a man or angel because of their rotation in space.
The lights are not being turned on and off during day and night. The light source for
Day does not turn on and off to cause an e-day’s day and night either, so God called
the period of the continuous supply of light to Day to be between the two words
“evening” and “morning”. Our world’s earthly definition of a day of rotation
should not be shoehorned into the creation story because scriptures do not do that.
This would be equivalent to saying that man is designed to live 1000 years because
the bible says Adam lived 970, as did many early men, whereas God later stated
clearly that his life would be limited to 120 years. God never stated later in a
similar way that creation only lasted 6 of our world’s t-days. Men falsely
interpreted the definition of God’s full e-day of the 7th Sabbath and our repetitive
Sabbath each 7 t-days to be equivalent. Our Sabbath is an image, not a definition,
lest men imply that heaven is an image of earth, which it obviously is not because
God said “let us make man in our image”. Man is currently “in prison” in the earth
rather than “free” in heaven, and scriptures place our “sentence” at 120 years.
This concept also goes against the scientific nature in almost everyone since visual
observations justify much longer existence of the universe, fully visible in images
of all galaxies, Thesis 6. Each galaxy shows all 6 e-days of creation. The radius of
galactic cores are all 12,000 stadia or 12,000 light years. The demand that men
have faith alone to justify the claim that a creation day is 24 t-hours is not what I
believe God intended when he inspired men to write scriptures. Creation of heaven
and earth are clearly explained without need for pure faith. It merely requires
basing reality on reasonable and correct interpretation of scriptures’ words stated
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logically in Genesis and then summarized by Zechariah at the end of the old
testaments, ten heavenly s-hours prior to Jesus’ birth, and then by John at the end of
the new testaments in Revelation, two heavenly s-hours after Jesus’ resurrection.
Both of these visionary books occurred during a single 1,000-year heavenly s-day.
This s-day references man’s count of years Anno Domini, Thesis 19.2. Both books
explain how to read all physical descriptions for word-pictures of the universe as
presented throughout scriptures in the form of parables, images and likenesses to
more familiar objects in our world.
Zechariah saw the measuring angel leaving the angel of Christ who said, “Run, tell
that young man, 'Jerusalem will be a city without walls’”. Later that same s-day
John saw this same angel measuring “New Jerusalem”, a city modeling three
fractally scaled portions in Day: Heaven at 12ψe ≈ 1020 meters, Galaxies of heavens
and earths at ψ3 = 1021 meters, and Day itself at ψ5 = 1035 meters. These are all
built on God’s foundation of “precious stones” down at ψ-e ≈ 10-19 meters, and
imaged throughout Solomon’s temple design described in 1 Kings 6.
God is not restricted in any way when it comes to his created s/t-times since God
lives in a separate e-space/time outside of Day. His throne is within its temple, and
earth’s t-space/time is his footstool in its courtyard. These are plural because every
galaxy contains both a heaven and an earth, each separated by the sky-expanse
within Day. Yet every galaxy touches and is powered by light from the espace/time void, so to God they are not spread out throughout Day as we see them,
but directly accessable from the void. Day belongs to the Son and each galaxy to its
Spirit, all overseen by the Father who will decide when to “roll it up”.
The relatively small bible is full of word pictures with numeric images and likecomparisons, providing brief descriptions of many physical, biological, and
geographical concepts. Yet it is a spiritual book to help men live. Most scriptural
content is intended to convey multiple and deep concepts by using word-pictures.
Parables tell of digging for pearls of truth and sweeping the house for a precious
object, so men must search the scriptures for “hidden” or as God uses the word
“invisible” meanings, (Rom 1:20; Col 1:15-16; 1 Tim1:17; Heb 11:27).
Science’s poor interpretation of the universe’s physical creation and makeup due to
ignoring scriptural explanations extends to how science interprets life as well. The
universe is expanding so men have ignored all scriptural-based concepts and
assumed it started as a point of infinite mass and zero size. Growth of limitless
lifeforms match their assumed physical growth of matter from an explosion of an
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infinitesimal bit of matter, growing into the immense universe. Men assume life
magically appeared as earth-based t-genetic material, then “grew” from small single
cells to large complex plants and animals, with no concept of how or where it
started or how it grew. Both concepts admit there is no information in our finite or
even infinite universe, of how these originally existed or magically transformed.
How can two illogical concepts form the basis for man’s physical - life paradigms?
Men claim these formulations to be scientific, but the truth is that none of the
fundamentals is scientifically verifiable. All test data are shoehorn into the
paradigms, but tests cannot reproduce fundamental concepts. Unsolvable paradoxes
result so scientists simply say we have not found their solutions yet. No matter how
much science twists and turns within these erroneous assumptions, there is no path
a “theory of everything”. Scriptures explain how the universe was really “made”.
This study is only a beginning. Further research into the 12-D Day, its forces and
t-μ-τ-matter as created by God’s breath of life in Day will truly develop an overall
theory. Humankind is now at the end of his third 666-year Generation and starting
his fourth, so God will remove darkness and allow us to understand creation. The
Spirit of God guides scientists in analyses whether they know it or not, providing
inspiration just as Caiaphas was guided in John 11:51 (Slide 20.3; and Romans 1:20).
Geological and biological sciences relate to the equivalence between stadia and
light years, cubits and e-times, by seeing their three primary eras in the scriptural
descriptions of what God created on our world during e-days #4, #5, #6.
δ. Size of Day in Space and Time
An angel measured the city of New
Jerusalem, modelling Heaven, and all of
Day, the Temple of God. Rev 21:15 The
angel who talked with me had a measuring rod
of gold to measure the city, its gates and its
walls. The city was laid out like a square, as long
as it was wide. He measured the city with the rod
and found it to be 12,000 stadia in length, and as
wide and high as it is long. He measured its wall
and it was 144 cubits thick, by man's
measurement, which the angel was using. The
wall was made of jasper, and the city of pure
gold, as pure as glass. The foundations of the
city walls were decorated with every kind of
precious stone. Rev 3:12 Him who overcomes I
will make a pillar in the temple of my God. Never again will he leave it. I will write on him
the name of my God and the name of the city of my God, the new Jerusalem, which is
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coming down out of heaven from my God; and I will also write on him my new name. Rev
21:2 I saw the Holy City, the new Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from God,
prepared as a bride beautifully dressed for her husband. Measuring large distances and

times in Day’s finite portion of the universe requires large units that can easily scale
relative to our world. God’s rod was six cubits long when measuring the temple,
and these represent e-cubits that are ψ stadia long in Day. Ezek 40:5 saw a wall
completely surrounding the temple area. The length of the measuring rod in the man's hand
was six long cubits, each of which was a cubit and a handbreadth. He measured the wall; it
was one measuring rod thick and one rod high. Science measures the speed of light as

c2, and use their standard meter and a year of 365.25 days, to make a light-year to
be 9.46 x 1015 = 1016 meters. Scriptures say the speed of light in heaven and earth
combine to cst2 = csct.= 9ρst, and a long cubit (today) is π/6 meters, so c = 3√ρ = 30ψ
m/s. Thus science’s ρ-light-year is also scripture’s 30ψ x πψ sec/yr. = 100 x 1014 =
1016 meters, man’s light-year. The Ark of God’s Covenant was Moses’ connection
to God, and Noah’s Ark to transfer pre-flood lifeforms into heaven until it landed
on Mt Ararat. God’s ark symbolized both, and ended up in heaven. Rev 11:19 Then
God's temple in heaven was opened, and within his temple was seen the ark of his covenant.

Day is truly logarithmic-symmetric relative to man and angels, with the under
Planck wall of gold at 10-35 meters and the above wall of jasper at 10+35 meters
relative to man and angels. This puts the “radius” of Day at 1035 meters/1016 meters
per light-year, or 1019 light years, expressed as Day’s radius = ψe = 1010 billion light
years from men. This is the distance to the above wall from our indeterminate
position in Day. Heaven was created full sized during e-day #1 and #2, and it then
grew over six e-days as the walls accelerated at dcs/ds = Gs and dcs/de = gs, to
provide gravity and nuclear forces needed on both outer and inner walls to hold the
heaven portion of Day together and stable in the void. This is not science’s 13.7
billion years, claimed to justify birth from a large explosion of miniscule matter and
then time required to see its current state to the furthest galaxies. The Big Bang
theory claims the diameter of the visible universe to be only 100 billion light years
across, not 1010 billion from scriptures. Science’s size is excessively small, but age
is excessively long for God, resulting in the paradox of why have we not left our
galaxy? Their conclusion? Invisible dark matter.
The measuring angel in Rev 21:15 was using “man’s scales” when describing the
size of New Jerusalem that came down from heaven as 12,000 stadia, that is 12,000
light-year with 1,000 light-year = 1019 meters = 12ψe meters. Scriptures measure all
of these structures, including New Jerusalem. Zechariah says there will be no wall
around heaven so that men and animals can get back in, even though that wall is
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only broken via the narrow doorway to rooms on the south side of the Temple.
Scriptures outer impenetrable jasper wall surrounds Day, while the inner wall is
smaller than elements, made of transparent gold. Zechariah says golden oil (energy)
enters from the Void to form heaven’s streets. Abraham in heaven told the rich man
in hell about a river from God’s winepress around heaven that no one could cross.
Luke 16:26 And besides all this, between us and you a great chasm has been fixed, so that

those who want to go from here to you cannot, nor can anyone cross over from there to us.'

Only faithful Christians can get past this river of blood via the narrow door, so sin
must stay outside. The clocks of days chart shows a creation e-cubit is equal to one
e-time of time, or ψ t-years. The size of heaven in all galaxies are ¼ of their
diameters, as is the bar of our galaxy, Thesis 6.6. Day’s-light expansion over six edays of time is 6 x 24 cubits of space, so Day’s outer wall is 144 stadia or lightyears thick. Scriptures and science agree!
The pyramidion acts as a measurement Rosetta Stone, since it allows calculation of
the Egyptian long-cubit of distance to be 1/12 of a 1-meter circle’s circumference;
1 cubit = 2π/12 = 0.5236 meter = 21 inches. This recognizes that it changed length
over the time between man’s creation, 52,022 years ago, and Ezekiel-measurement
for a long cubit. One-cubit was exactly 20 inches and 0.5 meter based on Moses’s
Tabernacle, but then later became 21 inches and 0.5236 meter based on Solomon’s
long-cubit temple measurements. Ezekiel’s vision of the temple as shown to him
by an “angle of God, Gabriel”, provides the most detail description of the temple.
Ezek 40:2 In visions of God he took me to the land of Israel and set me on a very high
mountain, on whose south side were some buildings that looked like a city. He took me there,
and I saw a man whose appearance was like bronze; he was standing in the gateway with a
linen cord and a measuring rod in his hand. Ezek 40:5 The length of the measuring rod in
the man's hand was six long cubits, each of which was a cubit and a handbreadth. Ezek
43:13 "These are the measurements of the altar in long cubits, that cubit being a cubit and
a handbreadth: As described earlier in section β, God defines a long cubit to be a

cubit plus a handbreadth, which is the “thickness of a hand” or about 1-inch. Thus a
20” cubit becomes a 21” long cubit. 1 Kings 7:25 The Sea stood on twelve bulls, three
facing north, three facing west, three facing south and three facing east. The Sea rested on
top of them, and their hindquarters were toward the center. It was a handbreadth in
thickness, and its rim was like the rim of a cup, like a lily blossom. It held two thousand
baths. Since 7 feet = 84” = 4 x 21”, this results in scaling the Temple building to 4/7

cubit/foot. This puts the building fractal scale, τ = 4/7 in line with other natural
numbers such as e ≈ 19/7, π ≈ 22/7 and c ≈ 21/7. The selection of 20” as a model of
a cubit is also inferred from the temple portion of Solomon’s building being 20cubits square, so the gap between the temple and the rooms of 1-cubit adds exactly
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1-cubit handbreadth, and models the long cubit at 21”. This is also the width of the
gutters on the Altar, and 1-inch thickness of the Sea bowl.
The golden ratio is found in nature wherever there is a beautiful design, and is the
limit of the Fibonacci sequence ratios at: ϕ = (1 ± √5)/2 = 1.6180339… and
0.6180339… They meet the two criteria ϕ + 1 = ϕ2 and ϕ - 1 = 1/ϕ. It is found in
many measurements of the Giza Pyramid, and in site-locations of Angel-built stone
structures around the world. Many scholars use their various measurements to
interpret the Egyptian 1 long cubit = π – ϕ2 = π/6 = 0.5236 meters = 21”. This long
cubit includes the handbreadth of 0.0236 meter or 0.94 inches, so Moses’ original
cubit was 0.5 meter. This meter also comes from the polar circumference of the
earth being 4ψ meters. The perimeter of the square base of the Giza pyramid at
4x440 cubits, when formed into a circle like the world’s equator, has a metric radius
exactly the speed of light, c, larger than the radius of an inscribed circle within the
base. See part 2 of “The Revelation of the Pyramids” explained in Thesis 6.9c from
the video at https://vimeo.com/75290991.
This paradigm concludes that the pyramids
and other stone structures around the world
were not built by Egyptian Pharaohs, or
other men, but by angels who lived here
prior to Adam’s creation. These stones fit
tightly together without grout. Their design
can easily be explained by assuming angels
could melt large stones at the temperature of lava at about 700-800 ˚C, inside
adjustable forms that are open at bottom and top. The desired stone would be
placed at its desired position, converted into lava that would flow down to fit the
space below and beside on two or three sides, and the top formed like concrete to
make it whatever the builder desired. Such construction is obvious all around the
world, so the same form shapes were used by everyone. These structures cluster
along the magnetic equator around the world, and later men used them as worship
sites. Religious or astronomical people are credited with such constructions.
Men built Solomon’s temple’s, with its Most Holy section designed by God around
a pyramid with the ark at its apex. This is one of the few such structures actually
built by men, so easily destroyed. It is significant that the two cherubim in the Most
Holy section of the temple mirror the orientation of the Sphinx, and represent steeds
for the Father and Son. Both Sphinx and cherubim precess through the Zodiac every
26,000 years. The “king’s chamber” volume in the great pyramid is exactly 1/6 of
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the Most Holy portion of the Temple, with two supporting its floor, exactly like the
Altar outside. Thesis 6.9j. These six volumes represent the volume of each creation
e-day with the bottom two supporting the above-void room.
Many angels lived here prior to God stating, “let us make man in our image”. To
adapt them to their environments they designed the multitude of plant and animal
species, going back to dinosaurs and all early life forms,. God created the ant, but
angels then formed 10,000 varieties to exist on every continent with their specific
environment, food sources, and ability to coexist with other plant and animal life.
These same angels helped save all their living designs during Noah’s flood. Pick
any plant or animal and ask yourself,
“could this life form have redesigned itself
via evolution?” Certainly not! Yet men
say every life just “evolved” without any
knowledge of its future. How absurd is that
conclusion? The paradigm here answers all
paradoxes in these human ideas.

Menorah
Ex 25:1 The LORD said to Moses, … Ex 25:31

"Make a lampstand of pure gold and hammer it
out, base and shaft; its flowerlike cups, buds and
blossoms shall be of one piece with it. Six
branches are to extend from the sides of the
lampstand — three on one side and three on the
other. Three cups shaped like almond flowers
with buds and blossoms are to be on one branch,
three on the next branch, and the same for all
six branches extending from the lampstand. And
on the lampstand there are to be four cups
shaped like almond flowers with buds and blossoms. One bud shall be under the first pair of
branches extending from the lampstand, a second bud under the second pair, and a third bud
under the third pair — six branches in all. Job 1:6 One
day the angels came to present themselves before the
LORD, and Satan also came with them. The LORD
said to Satan, "Where have you come from?" Satan
answered the LORD, "From roaming through the
earth and going back and forth in it."
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Men have used the image on the Roman Forum Arch of Titus as if it were an exact
drawing of the plunder of the Temple by Babylon. It is clearly a flat image to fit on
a flat surface. Exodus 25 actually describe the six arms as being around the central
post as shown in this diagram that matches the Israeli flag. The Sea bulls follow
this design so are also symmetric around it bowl. Section π-2 shows an image
drawn by angels into the desert sand in the Paracas peninsula of Peru near the
Nazca lines and at ψ-meters from Giza pyramids. Its right branch is a symbol of a
menorah with branches spread out vertically. Looking down on the menorah forms
a David Star. Its triple lamps do not form a line as seen in the image of the plunder
of Jerusalem on a stone arch in Rome
since this is simply a flat image of a 3dimensional lamp. A menorah shows 1
cubit = 21” = 3x7” triangles: Ex 25:31. Its
height to the level of the Father’s triple
lamps was 3-cubits so 63” or 5 feet 3”,
and the post with its lamp set was 66.6” to
match σ and the three times of Day, ci, i =
e, s, t. The base matches the void, and its
David Star shape at 19” and 21” are
exponents for 7e and 0.7c. The Paracas
model also shows this void-base, and is
350 cubits tall, the number of t-days/year
at creation. The number of galaxies seen
in Hubble’s ultra-deep space survey,
extrapolate to the entire sky by
astronomers, has been estimated at about
2 trillion, [2.2 trillion from scriptures].
Since 7π/2 = 11, this can be written as
22x1011 = 22ψπ/2 galaxies, so each of 22
lamps on a menorah represent ψπ/2
galaxies! Light and its derivatives are all modeled by γ ≡ eiπ ≡ -1. The factor, π/2
represent orthogonality amongst Day’s 10 space-dimensions in which Day is 1019 =
ψe stadia wide and holds ψω/2 stars. Water walls 6x24ψ cubits wide hold stars in
Day, e10 heavier than earth’s water, so the menorah is a complex model providing a
plethora of symbols. It models golden streets of heaven and universal fractals, π, ϕ,
σ, e, ψ, α, ω, used throughout scriptures to represent atoms, heavens, galaxies and
Day. Zec 4 says the menorah represents two olive trees of life supplying golden oil
of light entropy from the void into Day in each galaxy. Of course, it represents
Light, the foundation of Day.
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The Greek symbol ψ is a perfect menorah model with its post and three pairs of
arms, each set forming the David star of Christ and Spirit. The height of the lower
set of 3 lamps (the Spirit) was probably 3x19” or 57 inches high, the upper set of 3
(Christ) at π inches higher, and the post (Father) set another π higher, making the
menorah 66.6 inches = 0.1σ inches high! Amazing! Up to now, everyone accepted
the one-dimensional menorah taken from the image in Rome, but David’s original
menorah is three dimensional, shown schematically in Thesis 21.3. It mirrors a
David’s Star with six points and three vertical space/time divisions. The post and
six arms hold 22 lamps of almond buds and flowers. The tetrahedron of four on the
post has a central lamp depicting a galaxy’s Heaven Light, the Father’s interface
from the void in every galaxy, and three lamps around it to represent solar systems
formed in heaven on e-day #3.
The post represents all three time-lines, e, s, t. Triplet lamps on six arms represent
18 similar solar systems in earth, formed on e-day #4. These are all fractal images
melded together into a single item that was originally designed to provide light to
the temple, and actually provides light to Day, just as atoms in the shape of a
menorah provide new light to worlds in earth. A NOVA program describes math’s
of God’s Day, and illustrates the many natural fractal images of life, based on the
menorah’s Fibonacci sequence. Just replace their word “evolution” with “God” to
appreciate the wisdom of scriptures. Evolution is based on magic, a Satanic excuse
for life. A video called geometry (skip the ad) describes the natural frequency, 440
Hz, twice the number of lamps in the Temple, and fundamental solid figures,
especially the 12-sided dodecahedron. Flowers are arranged around the post in two
rings of 6 and 12. Those along the edge represent the 12 water lily petals around the
pillar capitals at the front of Solomon’s temple. They are 12 cubits around, with the
inside petals completing a water lily flower.
This pattern has a total of 21 petals representing the speed of light, 7c = 210ψ m/s.
The pillars are actually named Boaz, who lived 21α years after Adam: Thesis 20.1,
from Luke 3:32 the son of Obed, the son of Boaz, and Jakin, the 21st priest named by
David to run his Father’s temple. 1 Chron 24:6 The scribe Shemaiah son of Nathanial, a
Levite, recorded their names in the presence of the king [David] and of the officials…24:7
The first lot fell to Jehoiarib,… 17 the twenty-first to Jakin,.. All of this physics is

described throughout scripture, but especially in Zechariah and John’s Revelations.
In a non-physical way, it also represents Christ’s seven churches of his people with
its many associated spiritual images of seven stars, horns, eyes, trumpets, thunders,
plagues, angels, bowls, hills, kings, etc. It is clear that each arm of the menorah
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represents six creation days. Each lamp set represents sun-world-moon sets in the
footstool of earth, and the center post represents a heaven light and heaven’s triplet
of sun-world-moon sets. God’s throne with its four lamps supply Day with three
sets of four elementary precious stones of Arron’s breastplate. The menorah clearly
models a galaxy with its central bulge for heaven and its arms for earth, each filled
with lamps to represent star lights. Solomon’s Temple represents heaven, and its
rooms represent earth. It thus represents a galaxy and even the entire universe of
Day. Thus scriptures are full of physically scaled fractal models.

ε. Solomon’s Temple
Solomon’s Temple is described in
detail in 1 Kings 6, Ezek 43, and
later in Chronicles and Revelation.
The cubit sizes describe the actual
temple, and via fractal scale factors,
model heavens of New Jerusalem
galaxies (temple) and earths
(rooms), and ultimately the entire finite universe of Day. Ezekiel also describes
details of the Altar, Sea and ten Stands in front. 1 Kings 6:2 The temple that King
Solomon built for the LORD was sixty cubits long, twenty wide and thirty high. The portico
at the front of the main hall of the temple extended the width of the temple that is twenty
cubits, and projected ten cubits from the front of the temple. He made narrow clerestory
windows in the temple. Against the walls of the main hall and inner sanctuary he built a
structure around the building, in which there were side rooms. The lowest floor was five
cubits wide, the middle floor six cubits and the third floor seven. He made offset ledges
around the outside of the temple so that nothing would be inserted into the temple walls. 1
Kings 6:8 The entrance to the lowest floor was on the south side of the temple; a stairway led
up to the middle level and from there to the third. So he built the temple and completed it,
roofing it with beams and cedar planks. And he built the side rooms all along the temple.
The height of each was five cubits, and they were attached to the temple by beams of cedar.

Solomon’s father, David, lived 35 of God’s Generations after Adam, symbolically
22,000 = 7απ years, and his temple was 20 cubits = 35 feet wide. Cubit units apply
to distance and time within God’s space-time dimension of t-earth, s-heaven, and evoid. Today, a long-cubit = π/6 = 0.5236 meters scaled up by 12ψe meters as 12α
light years (stadia) of galaxies for heavens, and 50α for earth, and ψ5 = 1035 meters
equal to ψe = 1019 light year (1016 m/ly), of the finite space-time of Day. These
descriptions of matter in space and time are seen when reading other texts
discussing God’s temple of Solomon and tabernacle of Moses, down to atoms at ρ-1
meters, and double that to Planck’s under-walls of Day at ψ-5 = 10-35 = α-1ρ-2 meters.
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Ezekiel 41 further describes an angel measuring God’s temple, just as John in Rev 21,
and Zechariah 2:4 saw this same angel measuring heaven. Ezekiel’s description of

Solomon’s Temple uses a 21-inch cubit, and this is an e-time of time, and converts
into ψ3 meters of distance for heaven. Ezek 41:4 He [an angel of the Lord God] said
to me, "This is the Most Holy Place." Then he measured the wall of the temple; [heaven] it
was six cubits thick, and each side room around the temple was four cubits wide. The side
rooms were on three levels, one above another, thirty on each level. There were ledges all
around the wall of the temple to serve as supports for the side rooms, so that the supports
were not inserted into the wall of the temple. The side rooms all around the temple were
wider at each successive level. The structure surrounding the temple was built in ascending
stages, so that the rooms widened as one went upward. A stairway went up from the lowest
floor to the top floor through the middle floor. The 4 cubit per 1-inch physical model,

pictured in App C, exactly matches all these measured descriptions.
The angel of God is explaining the city as if talking about Solomon’s buildings, but
is also describing Day, where the walls are not the physical walls of those buildings,
but the light expansion walls of heavens and earth in the universe. Three floors
here are in earth, around heaven’s temple, with a 1-cubit gap so not connected to the
temple of heaven. A gap or great gulf separates them to keep man’s sin out, just as
in Jesus’ parable of the rich man. This gap also models the river of blood around
the city from God’s winepress, and the seventh e-day of creation called, Today.
These alternate meanings are their precious pearls and coins, found by “sweeping
the floor”: Luke 15:8 "Or suppose a woman has ten silver coins and loses one. Does she not
light a lamp, sweep the house and search carefully until she finds it? Matt 13:45 "Again, the
kingdom of heaven is like a merchant looking for fine pearls. When he found one of great
value, he went away and sold everything he had and bought it. Everyone must now be

ready to walk away from prior simplistic interpretations of scriptures and search for
its pearls of wisdom based on truths of a Christian, scientifically-based paradigm.
The top central lamp on the menorah post represents the Glory of God the Father
who provides light to heaven via its lamps of the Lamb, God the Son. Rev 21:22 I
did not see a temple in the city, because the Lord God Almighty and the Lamb are its temple.
The city does not need the sun or the moon to shine on it, for the glory of God gives it light,
and the Lamb is its lamp. A 6-cubit high, 18-cubit wide foundation around the temple
formed the first ledge to support the three floors at 5, 6, and 7 cubits wide. Ezek 41:8
I saw that the temple had a raised base all around it, forming the foundation of the side
rooms. It was the length of the rod, six long cubits. 1 Kings 6:5 The lowest floor was five
cubits wide, the middle floor six cubits and the third floor seven. The 6-cubit floors explain

the raised entrance to the lowest or first floor on the south side of the temple. Christ
told the angel he formed a one-cubit gap between temple and rooms, except at the
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doorway to heaven that he opened for believers to enter. Zech 2:3 Then the angel
who was speaking to me left, and another angel [Christ] came to meet him and said to him:
"Run, tell that young man, 'Jerusalem will be a city without walls because of the great
number of men and livestock in it. And I myself will be a wall of fire around it,' declares the
LORD, 'and I will be its glory within.' Earth’s stone floors were not connected to

heaven’s temple wall other than via the stairway, so only cedar floor and roof
beams connected the rooms to the temple.
This gap is the difference between Moses’ original 20-inch cubit and a 21-inch long
cubit used by Solomon and the Egyptians, making the 20-cubit wide temple one
additional cubit wide to include the gap. This cubit separates heaven, represented
by the temple, from the rooms of earth. This is confirmed in 2 Chronicles 3 where
the original 20” cubit called the “old standard” is cited. 2 Chron 3:3 The foundation
Solomon laid for building the temple of God was sixty cubits long and twenty cubits wide
(using the cubit of the old standard). The portico at the front of the temple was twenty
cubits long across the width of the building and twenty cubits high. The added handbreadth

for measurements made by the angel later in Revelation describe the expansion of
the scales of Day. When David and Solomon built their Temple, scripture’s say
that the 20 x 60 cubits used the “old standard” of 20” per cubit. Later in 1 Kings, it
states that the cubit added a 1” handbreadth, but it was the same temple, so only the
scales used to measure it had changed due to the expansion of Day. Today the
length of the temple remains at 20” standard cubits, but now the measuring scale
shows 21” long cubits. The repetition of these numbers also confirms that the
handbreadth is 1”. This is further proof that scriptures explain the expansion of the
universe as we know it, including its acceleration to produce all of Day’s forces.
The walls of the temple itself were 6 cubits thick, which is a time scale for heaven
representing six creation days, also the six arms of a menorah lampstand. By
including the portico, the length becomes 70 cubits, just as in the Scales and Forces
charts show 5 and 6 ψ-decades of space and time. The portico represents heaven’s
s-time dimension. Here in Solomon’s worldly model. a cubit is a distance scale
since the walls are scaled down to man’s distance scale to model heaven’s lightyear distances. The six-cubit walls are outside the 60 x 20-cubit interior. The
western third of this area is the 20 x 20 x 20 cubic dimensional Most Holy part,
1 Kings 6:19 He prepared the inner sanctuary within the temple to set the ark of the covenant
of the LORD there. The inner sanctuary was twenty cubits long, twenty wide and twenty high.

This section was elevated by 10 cubits from the remainder of the temple to place it
in the highest volume of 30 cubits. The stairs leading up to it extended 7 cubits into
the sanctuary with a slope of 10/7 or 55⁰. This formed a 20-cubit pyramid whose
apex would be just inside the door to place the Ark of the Covenant at its peak. This
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stairway is exactly 7π smaller than the Giza Pyramid, and six-chambers fit exactly
into the Most Holy section, four model Day and two its base-foundation.
The walls are part of heaven since they represent light speed times 6 e-days
expansion of the above wall and 5 e-days for the under wall during creation. Since
these walls are an important part of heaven, I have assumed the curtain separating
the Most Holy portion holding the ark extended outside the temple to include the
wall in God’s design. There is a gap between this wall and the rooms representing
Earth to exemplify the separation of holy heaven and sinful earth, and physically
the jerk of Day to turn-on t-matter. Removal of the curtain occurred early in the 7th
e-day, still called “Today” and is 52 s-days wide at t-year of 2000, a 1-cubit gap.
The height of the Most Holy part being 20 cubits indicates that there must have
been a 10-cubit stairway from the floor to the front of the Most Holy section to raise
it to the full 30-cubit height of the structure. This raises the ark to the same level as
our floor in Earth, 12,000 stadia from heaven and 24,000 stadia from our Heaven
Light. This is where the Ark was seen in heaven.
The Most Holy room was panel with 600 talents of gold, compared to a menorah
lampstand weighing 1 talent: 2 Chron 3:8 He built the Most Holy Place, its length
corresponding to the width of the temple-twenty cubits long and twenty cubits wide. He
overlaid the inside with six hundred talents of fine gold. The gold nails weighed fifty shekels.
He also overlaid the upper parts with gold. Fifty-shekel nails weighed over a pound.

The Most Holy portion of the temple represented creation e-days #1, including the
statement “Let there be light”. Then e-day #2 separated out “sky” and e-day #3
created matter and life via life forces. These two e-days represented 40 x 20 x 30
cubits, the remainder of the temple. As stated earlier, the table for the ark in Moses’
tabernacle was 40” x 20” x 30” foreshadowing the temple portion.
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The side rooms were built in
“ascending stages”, and on three
levels with a stairway between
the “lowest floor to the top floor
through the middle floor”. The
lowest floor here is equivalent to
the middle and top floors, so this
lower floor is also above the
temple floor to separate it from
heaven as stated in Ezek 41:8. The
first floor’s side rooms are 4
cubits (about 2 meters) wide, and
larger at 5 and 6 cubits as one
ascends “Jacobs” staircase to the
second and third floors. Ezek 41:8 I saw that the temple had a raised base all around it,
forming the foundation of the side rooms. It was the length of the rod, six long cubits. The
outer wall of the side rooms was five cubits thick. The first floor was set on a foundation

ledge 6 cubits thick, and the next two floors are each separated by 5-cubit ledges,
plus a 5 cubit third floor of rooms for a total height of 21 cubits to the roof. The
first floor has 4x4x5 rooms and represents the 6th creation day. The middle floor
represents the 5th e-day of creation and holds the 5x5x5 cubit rooms. The top floor
represents the 4th creation e-day with 6x6x5 rooms. Just as a galaxy expands further
over the longer time since creation of earth on the 4th day, so the rooms are wider as
we go back in time to the 4th e-day which is the highest and largest floor. Also,
each floor is horizontally deeper as the stairway is ascended, from 5 to 6 to 7 cubits
wide, just as the distance the matter in the arms of expanding galaxies increased as
this earthly matter moved away from heaven over 3 e-days at 1%/e-day.
The outer rooms are attached on ledges to the outer wall, but not to the inner temple
wall, so they form a completely separated structure. They are separated from the
temple by a 1-cubit gap, just as earth is separated from heaven by a gulf that cannot
be crossed, matching the 1-cubit gutter around the Altar. Each floor is setback for a
total width of 18-cubits, and the outer support wall adds 5 cubits for a total of 23
cubits. This is also the height of the pillars and the rooms section, so the rooms’
cross section is 23-cubits square around the back three sides of the Temple.
1 Kings 8 Then Solomon stood before the altar of the LORD in front of the whole assembly of
Israel. When Solomon had finished, he rose from before the altar where he had been
kneeling. Then the king offered sacrifices: twenty-two thousand cattle and a hundred and
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twenty thousand sheep and goats. the king consecrated the middle part of the courtyard in
front of the temple, and there he offered burnt offerings, grain offerings, because the bronze
altar before the LORD was too small to hold the burnt offerings.

The Wailing Wall in Jerusalem is a small section of the west wall around the entire
temple area, and there are large foundation stones found there. The walls were
probably made from hewn stone, cut to 8 x 10 x 3 cubits to make building the 80 x
100 x 30-cubit structure easy. The Wailing Wall has many 4 x 4 x 8-cubit blocks:
1 Kings 7:10 The foundations were laid with large stones of good quality, some measuring ten
cubits and some eight. Above were high-grade stones, cut to size, and cedar beams. The
great courtyard was surrounded by a wall of three courses of dressed stone and one course
of trimmed cedar beams, as was the inner courtyard of the temple of the LORD with its
portico. This reference to 8- and 10-cubit stones explains the 18-cubit foundation for

the rooms, and one such is found today at the Wailing Wall. The inner and outer
court yards were surrounded by a lower wall of 3 – 4 cubits, 5 – 6 feet.
The temple with its wall was 66 x 32 and the
entire structure was 100 cubits both north-south
and east-west, including the portico and side
courtyards. Ezek 41:13 Then he measured the temple;
it was a hundred cubits long, and the temple courtyard
and the building with its walls were also a hundred
cubits long. The width of the temple courtyard on the
east, including the front of the temple, was a hundred
cubits. These numbers validate the design shown

here since this temple’s east-west dimensions
add up to; 10 (portico) + 60 (temple) + 6 (wall) +
1 (gap) + 23 (rooms) = 100 cubits. The
dimensions at the front of the temple include the
inner courtyards, so the north-south add up to; 20
(temple) + 12 (walls) + 2 (gaps) + 46 (rooms) + 20 (inner courtyard) = 100 cubits.
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The temple walls are six cubits thick, just
as creation was six e-days, and there are 3
floors around the center, just as Genesis
says there are three e-days for creation of
earth around heaven. Ascending floors
are 5, 6 and 7 cubits deep with rooms
increasing from 4 to 5 to 6 cubits square
and 5 high. This models arms of galaxies
that drift away once the matter is too far
from the larger gravity of heaven to be
held in orbit. Our solar system is in room
#1-30 and drifting directly away from
heaven through 12,000 stadia since it left there at the start of e-day #6.
There were two freestanding pillars on either side of the portico, the one on the
north side was called Boaz and that on the south side Jakin (or Jachen in KJV). 1
Kings 7:15-22 He cast two bronze pillars, each eighteen cubits high and twelve cubits
around, by line. He also made two capitals of cast bronze to set on the tops of the pillars;
each capital was five cubits high. A network of interwoven chains festooned the capitals on
top of the pillars, seven for each capital. He made pomegranates in two rows encircling each
network to decorate the capitals on top of the pillars. He did the same for each capital. The
capitals on top of the pillars in the portico were in the shape of lilies, four cubits high. On
the capitals of both pillars, above the bowl-shaped part next to the network, were the two
hundred pomegranates in rows all around. He erected the pillars at the portico of the temple.
The pillar to the south he named Jakin and the one to the north Boaz. The capitals on top
were in the shape of lilies.

Boaz was Ruth’s husband and lived 32
Generations = 21 millennia after Adam, Thesis
20.1. Jakin was the 21st Levite chosen by David
to be high priest, 1 Chron 24:6 The scribe Shemaiah
son of Nathanael, a Levite, recorded their names in the
presence of the king [David] and of the officials…24:7
The first lot fell to Jehoiarib,… 17 the twenty-first to
Jakin,.. 21 represents light as 7c = 210ψ m/s, also

the pillars of cloud and fire which preceded
Moses through the desert, and the columns of
smoke that rose from the burnt offerings on the
altar in front of the temple. The distance to the pillars was probably 21 cubits from
the temple center, though not stated specifically in scriptures.
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Free-standing 23-cubit tall pillars are made up of 18-cubit columns and 5- cubit
capitals, and are 12-cubits, or 21-feet around. There were 200 pomegranates on two
hanging chains around the capitals in a network. These may represent souls being
transferred to and from heaven as angels. These pillars may thus represent lightning
sprites which carry man’s spirits to heaven as described in Sec η. Pillar dimensions
mirror the horizontal 23-cubit first ledge and wall, consisting of 18 for the ledge
holding the first floor of rooms, and the 5 for the wall surrounding them. Pillars are
shown to be 21 cubits from the portico centerline, separated by 42 cubits, the midpoint of the exponential scales of Day. Solomon stood by them when addressing
the Israelites as they consecrated the temple by bringing the ark from the city of
David to install in the Most Holy sanctuary. This ark is the ark Jacob saw in heaven,
connected by God with Moses in the desert. The capitals were in the form of
(water) lilies that had 21 petals arranged exactly like the outer 21 lamps of the
menorah. Looking down on the pillars would be exactly like looking down on the
menorahs inside the Temple.
The temple represents a galaxy with
heaven at the center and earth’s floors
surrounding in the arms. Measuring
the temple outward from the center,
the sanctuary is 20 cubits, plus twice
19 for the floors and gap for a total 58
cubits. When the universe was
finished on e-day #6, the total width
was 1035 = ψ5 meters = ψe stadia. This
must be the distance to the outer walls
of the universe of, Thesis 4.2. This
physical model represents galaxies,
with their heavens and earths, but also
the universe of Day, via fractals
measuring all the way from quarks at
the inner void to everything in Day at
the outer void. There is a stairway
through each “floor” as seen by Jacob
with angels ascending and descending
between heaven and earth. Lightening
sprites transport angels and men’s
spirits along this stairway via arks seen by men in both spaces.
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Foundations of the temple
represent heaven, holding its ark
to represent the Heaven Light
interface for God between the
void and universe of Day. The
100 pomegranates around the
temple capitals might represent
spirits in the lightning bolt
sprites as they transfer to
heaven. Just as lightning bolts
symbolically connect from our
earth to the ark at the Heaven
Light to transfer spirits bidirectionally, so that light
originally comes from the void, seen today in GrBs. See sec η.
Each floor represents three levels of
rooms around the temple, and one e-day
of growth of earth in a galaxy. Each
represents a 12,000 stadia wide ring. Each
floor of the temple gets wider as the stairs
ascend to 5, 6 and 7 cubits, just as each
ring of a galaxy has increasing expansion
widths of 1, 2 and 3 e-days. There can be
absolutely no doubt that God is
explaining in his temple design how He
formed galaxies in ten space and three
time-lines. All of these designs are
visible Today as galaxies in e-day #7.
There are 30 rooms on each floor of the
temple, which require twelve rooms on the two sides and six on the west end. The
12 rooms represent the 12 tribes of Israel and 12 apostles, while the 6 end rooms
represent 6 creation e-days and 6 arms of a menorah.
These 90 rooms may also establish that there are 30 ψ worlds in each e-day ring of
earth, meaning there are 90 ψ worlds in each galaxy. The 90 rooms in earth, plus 28
more in heaven, also represent the 118 elements found in atom smashers. The 28
rooms in heaven represent radioactive, heavy elements. Our world is located in the
61st room of Promethium on the first floor. Each floor represents one e-day with
30 rooms of 0.8 ψ, or 8,000,000 t-years each. I numbered them, starting at the
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Spirits construction for each day and working backwards in time. Thus, the most
recent room is on the north side of the 1st floor, room, #1-1. Progressing around this
floor to the 30th room puts us at our world, #1-30. The rooms then proceed up the
stairway to the second floor at room #2-1. Scriptures only state that the stairway is
in the south wall, but not where along that wall. If the stairs are as shown along the
east wall, then the last room accessed along the first floor would contain our world
and the very last room on the third floor would represent the oldest 8,000,000 years
of e-day #4 in the lower right corner at #3-30. This would represent hydrogen, the
lightest and most abundant atom in Day.
Hamilton Architects drew these
sketches according to specifications
from scriptures. Day’s foundations
formed during the first two creation
days, represented by the base under the
Most Holy portion. Just like the crypt
in the Great Pyramid, the remaining
four e-days fill the Most Holy volume.
The outer portion of the central temple
models heavens. Then earth and the
“side rooms of the temple” are outside
or “above” heavens during the final
three e-days. Heavens are the central portions of galaxies so the temple portion and
earths are above them, an inverse image of our world as we see “earth” as the center
of our space, and the “heavens” above. We are looking to heaven from the other
direction in our galaxy. Earth is not merely our world, but all outside heaven.
The Altar in front of the temple matches
the base of the Most Holy portion with its
stairs, so by removing the base gutter, it
fits exactly into the remaining front half
of the Temple. The base gutter is the
chasm mentioned in Luke 16:26 And besides
all this, between us and you a great chasm has
been fixed, so that those who want to go from
here to you cannot, nor can anyone cross over
from there to us.' so is the gap between

Temple and Rooms, and models the
expansion of Day into Night to generate heaven’s very large gravity, Gs.
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Each room in the structure
represent a 12-degree sector
of the “time” clock of a
galaxy, both in the 28heavenly temple and 90
earthly rooms, so each room
represents one of the 118
elements of Day. The entire
temple and the streets of heaven are lined with gold, and golden oil pours from the
tree-of-life into Day. 1 Kings 6:30 He also covered the floors of both the inner and outer
rooms of the temple with gold. Rev 21:21 The great street of the city was of pure gold, like
transparent glass. Zech 4:11 Then I asked the angel, "What are these two olive trees on the
right and the left of the lampstand?" Again I asked him, "What are these two olive branches
beside the two gold pipes that pour out golden oil?" The nucleus of a gold atom contains

118 neutrons, which must have formed the basis for all 118 elements of Day, and 79
protons and electrons representing the volume of the temple’s Most Holy section at
8000 cubics. A single Gold atom is 144 x 10-12 meters across. Clearly related to
Day’s above wall at e-day #6, whose nucleus is 84ρ-1 = 84 x 10-16 meter with ρ-1 an
inverse light year, and atomic weight of 197 units. It forms a golden menorah with a
cubic crystal structure having sides of about 500x10-12 meters = 500 pico-meters =
500/(100αψ) meters. The ratio to the Most Holy 20 cubic sides at 10.5 meters, is 21
x 109 or 2100ψ = 70c, representing God’s speed of light. These atoms model 200
pomegranates on the Temple pillars, Jer 52:20, also 1 Kings 7:20 two hundred
pomegranates in rows all around. Also, Jesus’s 153 fish for his apostles.
Six King’s chambers in the Great Pyramid at
Giza exactly fill the volume of the Most Holy
portion of the temple. Two form the under-floor
of this section of the temple, representing the
first two creation e-days, and the other four fill
the remaining volume to represent the other four
e-days. The Sphinx is 40 x 40 x 140 cubits, so
might be a long 4:1 model of the two cherubim
in the Most Holy at 10 x 10 x 10 cubits. They
may represent the Father and the Son, while the
cherubim on the ark cover represent the Son and
Spirit, one God in three persons in heaven and
earth, providing God’s interface with men.
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Precession of our world
causes the Sphinx to be a
Zodiac clock, as described in
the video, so also these two
cherubim face Regulus in
Leo every 2ξα years, Sec π.
The distance between the
Temple and pyramids at Giza
is exactly 440 km., the same
length in cubits as the side of
the pyramid, and 7π times the
temple stairs. These
similarities verify that angels
built the Giza pyramid and
sphinx much earlier than
Solomon built the Most Holy stairs and cherubim.
David said: 1 Chron 29:3 I now give my personal treasures of gold and silver for the temple
of my God, over and above everything I have provided for this holy temple: three thousand
talents of gold (gold of Ophir) and seven thousand talents of refined silver, for the overlaying
of the walls of the buildings, for the gold work and the silver work, and for all the work to be
done by the craftsmen. Then the leaders of families, the officers of the tribes of Israel, …
gave toward the work on the temple of God five thousand talents and ten thousand darics of
gold, ten thousand talents of silver, eighteen thousand talents of bronze and a hundred
thousand talents of iron. Any who had precious stones gave them to the treasury of the
temple of the LORD”. A talent is about 34 Kg or 70 pounds, currently about a million

dollars of gold per talent. How did they use 100,000 talents, or 100 tons of iron?
No one seems to know where it all went.
Burnished bronze items for the Temple came from Huram. 1 Kings 7:40 So Huram
finished all the work he had undertaken for King Solomon in the temple of the LORD: the
two pillars; the two bowl-shaped capitals on top of the pillars; the two sets of network
decorating the two bowl-shaped capitals on top of the pillars; the four hundred pomegranates
for the two sets of network (two rows of pomegranates for each network, decorating the bowlshaped capitals on top of the pillars); the ten stands with their ten basins; the Sea and the
twelve bulls under it; the pots, shovels and sprinkling bowls. All these objects that Huram
made for King Solomon for the temple of the LORD were of burnished bronze. The king had
them cast in clay molds in the plain of the Jordan between Succoth and Zarethan. Solomon
left all these things un-weighed, because there were so many; the weight of the bronze was
not determined.
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KMCA Inc model builders
constructed an 84:1 (1” = 4
long cubit) wooden and 3D
printed model from these
drawings. It provides an
accurate representation of
God’s temple and 90
rooms, interpreted using
this paradigm from five
different books. Though
not described in scriptures,
twenty-eight 3x3x3-cubit
rooms are included outside
the Most Holy section of
the sanctuary. Each of these
added rooms fit nicely along its roofline to complete the 118 rooms of known
elements in the naturally occurring periodic table. Architect Brittany Messier, and
model maker Tom Shevavesh, are in this photo. More photos are in App C.
Dividing a 360-degree
circular galaxy by 30
rooms per floor in its earth,
plus 28 in its heaven, allow
for 12 degrees per room,
similar to 12 hours per
half-a-day. Hydrogen is
the first of ninety stable
elements in earth,
represented by the
outermost room. God
created the above τ-water
(τ-H2O) wall over which
the Spirit hovered. The
ninetieth heaviest element
fills the 90th room at the
first floor’s north side, closest to heaven. The remaining 28 natural elements are
radioactive in earth. Mu and tau elements are heavy enough to host matter in the
stronger gravity, Gs in heaven.
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These 118 elements form the basis of Day, extracted via God’s breath of life from
the 118 neutrons in the Golden Oil coming from heaven’s tree of life. Ninety
rooms are in earth and Jesus describes the 28 rooms in heaven: John 14:1 In my
Father's house are many rooms; if it were not so, I would have told you. I am going there to
prepare a place for you. And if I go and prepare a place for you, I will come back and take
you to be with me that you also may be where I am. You know the way to the place where I
am going." We are supposed to know the way! This “way” is not only the “how”

through faith in Jesus, but also the direction and distance we must go, and perhaps
even the mode of transportation via lightning “to the place where he went”. We
know that heaven is a real portion of every galaxy with many rooms, accessed along
heaven’s s-axis space-time axis, described by Jacob and modelled in the stairs to
three floors around the Most Holy and three levels up to the Altar hearth.
Elijah went directly to heaven via a chariot of fire and bolt of lightning since men
saw Elijah and Moses with Jesus on the mountain in God’s seventh e-day of Today
after six creation days. Both are there now in our time so we will be also. Matt 17:1
After six days Jesus took with him Peter, James and John the brother of James, and led them
up a high mountain by themselves. There he was transfigured before them. His face shone
like the sun, and his clothes became as white as the light. Just then there appeared before
them Moses and Elijah, talking with Jesus. The altar for burnt offerings is described in
great mathematical detail and was in front of the temple on the east side: Ezek 40:47
Then he measured the court: It was square-a hundred cubits long and a hundred cubits wide.
And the altar was in front of the temple. The platform on the altar was the same

dimensions as the altar in Moses’ tabernacle, and it mirrors the Most Holy.

ζ. Moses’ Tabernacle and Arks
Prior to construction of the tabernacle, Moses was instructed to build the Ark of the
Testimony: Ex 25:10 "Have them make a chest of acacia wood — two and a half cubits
long [50”], a cubit and a half wide [30”], and a cubit and a half high. Overlay it with pure
gold, both inside and out, and make a gold molding around it. Cast four gold rings for it and
fasten them to its four feet, with two rings on one side and two rings on the other. Then make
poles of acacia wood and overlay them with gold. He followed detailed specs for the
tabernacle to house the ark during their wilderness travels: Ex 26:1 "Make the
tabernacle with ten curtains of finely twisted linen and blue, purple and scarlet yarn, with
cherubim worked into them by a skilled craftsman. All the curtains are to be the same size —
twenty-eight cubits long and four cubits wide. Join five of the curtains together, and do the
same with the other five. Make loops of blue material along the edge of the end curtain in
one set, and do the same with the end curtain in the other set. Make fifty loops on one curtain
and fifty loops on the end curtain of the other set, with the loops opposite each other. Then
make fifty gold clasps and use them to fasten the curtains together so that the tabernacle is a
unit. Ex 26:33 “Hang the curtain from the clasps and place the ark of the Testimony
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behind the curtain. The curtain will separate the Holy Place from the Most Holy Place. Put
the atonement cover on the ark of the Testimony in the Most Holy Place.” Moses was
given the tabernacle specifications in Ex 25-27 on the mountain, along with the law

written on stones. Solomon’s permanent temple mirrored most of its designs,
especially regarding the inner temple portion where he was told the Holy Place
should be separated from the Most Holy. The fifty lily petals of the Sea match the
fifty gold clasps, and the six groups of 50 gourds around its rim. The Ark of the
“Testament” was relabeled “Covenant”. Num 10:33 So they set out from the mountain of
the LORD and traveled for three days. The ark of the covenant of the LORD went before
them during those three days to find them a place to rest. Moses describes earth and

world as separate creations, our new 80-year generation of σt ≡ 84, and the need for
wisdom to understand how Jesus quelled God’s anger in: Ps 90: “Lord, you have been
our dwelling place throughout all generations. Before the mountains were born or you
brought forth the earth and the world, from everlasting to everlasting you are God. We are
consumed by your anger and terrified by your indignation. The length of our days is seventy
years — or eighty, if we have the strength; Teach us to number our days aright, that we may
gain a heart of wisdom. May the favor of the Lord our God rest upon us.”

The campsites given
Moses during wanderings
in the wilderness also
mirrored the temple
layout as shown in Thesis
19.4. This layout equates
the 12 tribes of Israel,
detailed in Num 2: to
New Jerusalem’s
foundation stones
described in Rev 21, that
are also our universe’s
elementary foundation
particles, and also 12
precious stones on
Aaron’s breast piece,
Jesus’ 12 apostles, and 12-dimensions of Day.
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Moses fabricated the priest’s
breastplate and engraved names of
the 12 tribes on God’s precious
stones. Reference the Clocks of Day
figure of section θ relating space to
time. Men from the Levites match the
fractal 7000π = 22,000. When the
tribes broke camp, the first to lead the
party were the three tribes starting
with Judah on the east, followed by
Reuben’s three from the south, then Levi with the ark in the center, followed by
Joseph’s two tribes and Benjamin on the west to make up for Levi, followed by
Dan’s three from the north. The Levites with the ark were seventh in line as they
marched towards Jerusalem. Moses took a census of the twelve tribes. Num 1:5
These are the names of the men who are to assist you: from Reuben, Elizur son of Shedeur;
from Simeon, Shelumiel son of Zurishaddai; from Judah, Nahshon son of Amminadab; from
Issachar, Nethanel son of Zuar; from Zebulun, Eliab son of Helon; from the sons of
Joseph: from Ephraim, Elishama son of Ammihud; from Manasseh, Gamaliel son of
Pedahzur; from Benjamin, Abidan son of Gideoni; from Dan, Ahiezer son of Ammishaddai;
from Asher, Pagiel son of Ocran; from Gad, Eliasaph son of Deuel; from Naphtali, Ahira
son of Enan." This order does not match the age of the tribes, but this arrangement

of the tribes around the Ark of the Covenant are like the 12 bulls holding up the Sea
in the courtyard of the temple. Packing the tabernacle for moving must have taken
several days for the Levites.
Moses built a portable altar to carry in the desert that pre-represents the Altar in
front of Solomon’s Temple. Ex 27:1 "Build an altar of acacia wood, three cubits high;
[like three ledges of 2-4-4 cubits] it is to be square, five cubits long and five cubits wide [like
the 5x5 platform]. Make a horn at each of the four corners, [like the four hearth horns] so
that the horns and the altar are of one piece, and overlay the altar with bronze. Make all its
utensils of bronze — its pots to remove the ashes, and its shovels, sprinkling bowls, meat
forks and firepans. Make a grating for it, a bronze network, and make a bronze ring at each
of the four corners of the network. Put it under the ledge [like the ledges] of the altar so that
it is halfway up the altar. Make poles of acacia wood for the altar and overlay them with
bronze. The poles are to be inserted into the rings so they will be on two sides of the altar
when it is carried. Make the altar hollow, [like the hearth] out of boards. It is to be made just
as you were shown on the mountain.

Just like the Ark of the Covenant, Noah’s ark also represents a connection between
earth and heaven. This ark was similar to Solomon’s temple but used smaller scales
for a standard cubit: Gen 6:15 This is how you are to build it: The ark is to be 300 cubits
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long, 50 cubits wide and 30 cubits high. At 0.5 meter/cubit, this is 150 meters long, 25

meters wide and 15 meters high or at 20”/cubit, 500 feet long, 84 feet wide and 50
feet high), Make a roof for it and finish the ark to within 1 cubit of the top. Put a door in the
side of the ark and make lower, middle and upper decks. This ark was three times longer
than the Temple, but slightly narrower and had the same height and same number of
three floors. The value of 84 feet is embedded in its width, just like 35 feet is
embedded in the temple’s 20 cubits. This ark performed in the same way as the
Temple Ark did, being a connection between heaven and earth. God transported all
animals to safety with angels until the ark landed on Mount Ararat where they
returned to the world. This would allow God to save ALL created animal-kinds via
the Ark. Angels re-adapted kinds to their new environments. Gen 7:1 The LORD then
said to Noah, "Go into the ark, you and your whole family, because I have found you
righteous in this generation. Take with you seven of every kind of clean animal, a male and
its mate, and two of every kind of unclean animal, a male and its mate, and also seven of
every kind of bird, male and female, to keep their various kinds alive throughout the earth.
Seven days from now I will send rain on the earth for forty days and forty nights, and I will
wipe from the face of the earth every living creature I have made." Gen 7:24 The waters
flooded the earth for a hundred and fifty days... So Noah came out, together with his sons
and his wife and his sons' wives. All the animals and all the creatures that move along the
ground and all the birds — everything that moves on the earth — came out of the ark, one
kind after another.

It is obvious that all of the millions of types of animal and birds on our world would
not fit in this ark and exist for 150 days except by a miracle, or if this is a parable
rather than a factual story. That miracle fits in with scriptures description of angels,
such as Heb 13:2 Do not forget to entertain strangers, for by so doing some people have
entertained angels without knowing it. Remember those in prison as if you were their fellow
prisoners, and those who are mistreated as if you yourselves were suffering. Animals and

birds could be transferred between heaven and earth as easily as angles who adapted
them to specific locations on the world. Just as the Ark of the Covenant (formerly
Testament) was a connection between men and God, so angels also had their own
connection via pyramids. Noah’s Ark was a parable of angels using pyramids to
perform the actual transfers from around their world.
Moses did not know his earthly Israeli father, but connected to God, his heavenly
Father from birth as represented by his small ark of reeds. The Spirit brought him
to Pharaoh via his daughter. Having been raised by royalty gave Moses access to
leadership skills he used later to free Israel from slavery. His journey is analogous
to Joseph who was also brought to Egypt to help Israel survive famine. Both
foreshadowed Jesus’ beginnings in Egypt as mentioned in Hosea.
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This pyramidal interface was later brought directly to Jerusalem in Solomon’s
Temple as the final home for the Ark of the Covenant. To keep men from
worshiping material objects, both the ark and the temple were destroyed so Today,
only the site remains where they stood. This site is still a place of worship, and
many angel-built stone structures around the world are also, but my model is not
intended to become an object of worship. It is only to be used as a tool to visually
clarify the original design as described in great detail in four historically separate
portions of scriptures. Its construction is explained in 1 Kings 6 and Ezekiel 42,
while its destruction is in 2 Chronicles 3, and its scaled-up measurements to heaven
and earth is explained by an angel in Revelation 21.
After earth was finished in creation e-day #6, and Adam sinned early in day #7,
God placed a wall with flaming sword around heaven to keep sin out. Jesus
removed that wall when he said a Jubilee or 50 s-days later in Zechariah that he
would be the Way, the wall and narrow doorway, and later from the cross said “it is
finished”. This statement was imaged in Jerusalem by tearing the curtain in the
temple that separated the inner sacred area (heaven) from the courtyard (earth).
The space/time of Day is embedded in the Void, (f,g,h,e) so the Void is the
foundation within and without Day, and God still lives in the void both outside of
Day and inside of Day. Day contains many heavens (u,v,w,s) and earths (x,y,z,t) in
galaxies, so both are embedded in Day. There is a direct s-space/time dimension
connection between heavens and earths in individual galaxies. The Trinity has
access via the void within Day to all galaxies. I assume men and angels might be
restricted to their individual galaxies within Day, but perhaps not! It might require
a special void-connection beyond eight Day-dimensions to move between galaxies.
Thus, just as the s-space/time axis connects heavens and earths in galaxies, so
perhaps the e-axis is also a space/time dimension in the void to connect the void and
Day in both space and time. This could make God’s time and heaven’s times both
bi-dimensional, leaving our t-time the sole mono-dimension.
Perhaps, each galaxy can be considered to have its own Holy Spirit who proceeds
“like brothers” to the first-born Son to guide men in their earths. I do not believe
this contradicts understanding the Trinity of one God in three persons. This is not
explained clearly in scriptures other than through using “begotten” and “first-born”
for the Son, and then “proceed” for the Spirit as they relate to the Father. Jesus had
brothers and this could image Christ having brothers in heaven and the Son having
brothers in the void, however they may be different in body.
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There are two forms of the value for α just as scriptures mentions two conversions
between heaven’s days/years and earth’s years/days. One is the ratio to convert
1,000 t-years of 350 t-days into one heavenly s-day mostly for sizes larger and
times slower than man, thus α = 350,000 t-days/s-day, which I have called the
angel’s ratio. The other is a direct conversion of α-1 = 10-3 t-years/s-day for sizes
smaller and times faster than man. Both of these have been employed here as
applicable to larger and smaller directions relative to man. Note α-1 is not the same
as 1/α since they apply to opposite directions relative to man as is specified in
scriptures, and have different units. Just as explained in scriptures. If we use 360
days/year for our world having a unique location in earth, then 24ψ/α = 666 = σ eday/s-day. Note also that man’s number labeled with σ = 666 is 2/3 x 1,000 so all
natural values for the small direction that include 2/3 may also include σα-1 = 0.666,
Thesis 15.2. This applies for example to the charge of quarks, whose electrical
charge is either 2/3 or -1/3. Combining three of them properly results in either 1 or
0 net charge, via 2/3 + 2/3 – 1/3 = 1, making a proton, and 2/3 – 1/3 – 1/3 = 0,
making a neutron, Thesis 22. Quarks were formed during e-day #2, atoms in #3.
Heaven’s version of ψ = 107 is
e7 = 1096 so σ = 666 is slightly
smaller than 2e7/3. Other
“curious” ratios that link
heaven and earth incorporating
e, include: e10 = 22,026 = 7απ,
which is the ratio between the
weak forces in earth to matter
in earth, so W/Z = 7απmt =
e10mt. Thesis 15.1. Seven
menorah branches with 22
lamps represent these ratios.
The speed of light ratio of
space to time for heaven is eψ which is also the acceleration of heaven into the void
since dψe/de = eψe-1. To make the light year symmetric into the smaller direction,
the inverse light year is ρ-1 = 10-16 meter. The center of an atom is just slightly
above the quark so (ρα)-1 = 10-19 = ψ-e, and it is curious (or well planned) that the
size of a gold atom is 84ρ-1 meters, and the 118 neutrons in gold match the number
of elements in Day. The ratio between the atom’s strong force and earth gravity is:
g = 1038Gt = αψ5 Gt = ψ2e Gt. The ratio between Solomon’s pyramidal stairs and the
Great Pyramid is 7π = 22, and between the pyramidion and the Temple’s pillars is
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simply the difference between a square and circle with the same 12-cubit perimeter
and circumference. Both must represent lightning sprites that interface the world’s
electric circuit into an access-portal to and from heaven for angels and men’s
spirits. Amazingly, (π/2)7 = 24, and the reduction of gravity with distance in heaven
would go as 7√24, so reduction goes as (π/2).
Chapter 4 of Zechariah speaks of the
two golden olive trees that model
the tree-of-life in the Garden of
Eden. Entropy energy that forms
matter Christ called golden oil
enters Day at the core of galaxies
via “pipes” to form galaxies. Golden
streets of New Jerusalem in heaven,
and golden menorah of the Temple
model the smallest elements through
man up to the largest galaxy. Since
man’s sight is an image of angel’s
sight, angel eyes may see a much broader range of the spectrum beyond our few
frequencies from violet to red, plus seeing in stereo to include the magnetic phase of
light. Perhaps the angel’s ratio describes this range as shown in the Scales and
Forces of the Universe charts to include ultra-violet and x-rays down through
infrareds. A clear explanation of the logarithmic (exponential) scale of the universe
from the Planck size at 10-35 meters out to 10+27 meters may be found at “Scales of
the Universe”. This person thinks the universe stops at science’s estimate of 14
billion light years, not the 1010 billion shown here as found in scriptures.
Regarding the “zoo” of fundamental particles that have been discovered with the
precursors to the LHC and more recently using that large atom smasher, the ratios
between the particles which make-up our visible universe and those which exist
only in heaven, are all prevalent in scriptures. These particles and their ratios are
scientifically summarized in Theses 15 and 16, with the comparison to the menorah as
a model. I haven’t even addressed the spectrum of light that emanates from all of
these atoms with each atom unique in its production of new light in our space/time
with their relationship to scriptures. These spectra are fourn in several good
references to the periodic table, and spectral analyses. There are volumes of
scientific comparisons to scriptures if anyone has the time to look. All of these
scientific physical dimensional units of measurement are linked at the various
Wikipedia links elsewhere in this document, in the References page of the website
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www.heavenlights.com, and in the Trinity Physics power point link on its home
page or in the book. God explains these numbers: (Thesis 7).

η. Birth of Galaxies using Maxwell’s Equations
Science describes light as being electro-magnetic energy, whose two components
are orthogonal, and not only in man’s four dimensions, but in all twelve as
scriptures explain where they are grouped into three sets of four in the deep void,
heaven and earth. The electrical field increases in our three-space and one time as
the magnetic field decreases, and vice versa. Man’s eyes cannot see the magnetic
phase of light, but is easily observed in motors as the driving force for all electromagnetic equipment, and in solar prominence loops. There are three forms of light
in the three different space/time sets labeled here as e, s, t. Angel eyes must be able
to see the magnetic component of light that we can’t, because heavenly space-time
is orthogonal to earth’s space-time as described above “In The Beginning”.
Maxwell’s Equations (from Wikipedia), model
orthogonal and bounded waves of light energy in
Day, with the electric phase permittivity, ε0 in earth,
and magnetic phase permeability μ0 in orthogonal
heaven. These two factors explain the capacity of
light energy to move through space, where his factor
1/ε0μ0 = c2 (30ψ)2 = 9ρ (m/s)2 is described herein as
reciprocals of c2 = csct. This says men only see the electric phase of light, but
angels in orthogonal heaven see both phases, and the speed of light is exactly c2
with μ0 = 1.2566370621 ×10−6 H/m = 4π/ψ Henry/meter, and orthogonal
ε0 = 8.8541878128 ×10−12 = 1/4πμ0 Faraday/meter. The electric field E, is a
vector field and the magnetic field B, a pseudovector field with curl B = 0 and
invisible to men, and each has a location space dependence in t-time. Light’s c2 =
csct= 1/με, so in heaven and for angels, μ =1/cs = 1/eψ, and for men ε = 1/ct = 2/σψ.
Energy sources are measured in total electric charge density ρ, (total charge per
unit volume) and total electric current density J (total current per unit area).
Maxwell did not recognize two speeds for light, so related c to a simple square root
of measured c2. There is no light in the void, but inner wall τ-matter is related to ce,
which is also invisible to men in earth. Scriptures do not explain this prison wall.
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Euler’s equation to describe light
and life is eiπ = -1, or eiθ = cos θ + i
sin θ. This links e, i, π, 1, and θ
together in a five-state, pentagonallike dodecahedral symmetry! This
diagram of light entering Day from
Night actually came from an article
about our DNA gene spiral, so its
design inadvertently pictures three
types of light! Various frequencies of
light, ωi, and thereby space-time and
matter, grow into angles, θi, in the void’s e-time, heaven’s s-time, and earth’s
t-time, as θe = ωee, θs = ωss, and θt = ωtt. Earth’s t-matter is stable, so visible, in our
view of Day. Heaven’s μ-matter is unstable in earth, measured in atom smashers as
stable over about 10-10 t-seconds. The Void’s τ-matter must also exist in Day, but
only lasts for 10-20 t-seconds. The imaginary-vs-real circle of light rotates in the
void’s time in “real inertial” e-space. Its two orthogonal electro-phase and
magnetic-phase form cosine and sine components in time in the orthogonal spaces
and times of heaven and earth. In spite of the short t-time life of μ-matter, a
heavenly μ-day is like 1,000 of earth’s t-years so stable to form all heavenly matter,
which must look much like our matter when seen with angel’s eyes. God’s original
τ-water wall might look like heaven’s μ-water and earth’s t-water when seen with
angel-eyes. Job 19:26 And after my skin has been destroyed, yet in my flesh I will see God;
I myself will see him with my own eyes-I, and not another.

The frequencies or speeds at which the circle is rotating produce each type of matter
from light energy via E = mc2 = ce cs ct. The higher the frequency of rotation, the
heavier the space-time energy or matter it produces. Heaven’s s-space/s-time and
μ-matter are all “heavier” than earth’s equivalents because the scale factor cs is
smaller than ct, and the incoming light frequencies ωs are higher than ωt. Selection
as to what is produced by this energy as it enters Day must be according to God the
Father’s and God the Son’s design plans. Angel’s eyes will see light in “stereo”
being able to discern both electric and magnetic phases of the orthogonal light of
heaven, and also over a much broader portion of the spectrum than men can see by
the ratio of α = 10±3, while God can see all frequencies to ω = ψ±6. These three
“dimensions” of light parallel the temple’s dimensions of 20 x 30 x 60 cubits. Job
said he would “see” God, not in his perishable “skin” originally made for Adam and
Eve, but rather in a new imperishable “flesh”; Gen 3:21 The LORD God made garments
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of skin for Adam and his wife and clothed them. Job 19:26 “And after my skin has been
destroyed, yet in my flesh I will see God; I myself will see him with my own eyes - I, and not
another.” Job was claiming to be provided with “new” eyes in his “new” flesh that

could see the living God. This new glorious, powerful, spiritual flesh is
“imperishable”. 1 Cor 15:42 “So will it be with the resurrection of the dead. The body that is
sown is perishable, it is raised imperishable; it is sown in dishonor, it is raised in glory; it is
sown in weakness, it is raised in power; it is sown a natural body, it is raised a spiritual
body.” Thus our new “robe of white” is not a covering for old human skin, but an
entirely new flesh covering our spirit in heaven, just as our current skin covers our
spirit here in earth.
So how did matter and life arrive into Day? Via science’s Higg’s Boson and
Darwinian evolution? Actually, during the third creation day God gathered light’s
first water from the “under wall” to form matter and lifeforms, and perhaps even
angels, though scriptures never say when angels were created. Gen 1:9 And God said,
"Let the water under the sky be gathered to one place, and let dry ground appear." And it
was so. God called the dry ground "land," and the gathered waters he called "seas." And
God saw that it was good. Then God said, "Let the land produce vegetation: seed-bearing
plants and trees on the land that bear fruit with seed in it, according to their various kinds."
And it was so. The land produced vegetation: plants bearing seed according to their kinds
and trees bearing fruit with seed in it according to their kinds. And God saw that it was good.
And there was evening, and there was morning — the third day. Matter thus appeared in

heaven and its lands and seas were populated with vegetation life. Earth was void.
Scientists wonder what causes Gamma
Ray Bursts (GrB’s) since their light
output exceeds anything else seen in
Day. Just as tests seen from the LHC
that forms μ–matter, astronomers see
the initial very high frequency gamma
frequency μ–burst last for as short as
microseconds, up to several minutes or
even longer for a few days. Galaxy
stopping rotations are not describe in
scriptures, but are calculated to be 40-tday jerks for converting energy into matter. Nothing can disburse this much energy
in all 4πr3 directions as we see them, so scientists attempt to explain them to be
from focused beams of energy from very distance galaxies, sweeping like a beacon
past our world. This drawing of a single galaxy shows such a jet, so this theory says
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a jet may also emanate from large black holes in many distant galaxies at the instant
of their formation due to collapse of a massive star. This is highly unlikely since
we see almost one per day, too many to expect a narrow beam from the “edge of
Day” to pass by us and produce an apparent huge burst over a very short period, or
somehow longer. The fact that this light may continue for many minutes further
disproves this concept else how could it pass by, then still generate further light
toward us? These bursts must be coming at these measured strengths into all spatial
directions for us to see them all. The amount of energy we see is beyond any known
current theory since science must explain these bursts as happening after their big
bang, so cannot consider them to be births nor core-rotation terminations, but rather
from known common physical phenomena. Scriptures explain creation of new light
from matter as initiated during e-day #3. These occurrences can easily be explained
as the appearance of galaxies all at once as frozen light, but seen as time to our
world works backwards through Day. The 40 e-day jerks some early time in 24ψ
t-years of e-day #6, is very reasonable. This matches measured geology of heaven,
earth and our world. Those galactic images beyond these burst-distances are seen
from God’s original embedded images at creation.
This analysis does not “prove” the bible is correct since we can only achieve this
knowledge through faith that it comes from God the Holy Spirit through the Word,
but it strengthens that faith since it melds weak human knowledge with the power
of the Word. The distribution of GrBs is isotropic relative to our location in our
space and time of Day, as seen from this plot of their locations throughout the sky.
The color of the dots indicates the brightness, or distance, to us and also shows no
direction preferences. The rate of burst at a few per month dose not accrue to more
than the number of barred spiral galaxies we see today. a 40-day burst is logical.
The BATSE Compton GrB
detector satellite, was active for 9
years between 1991 and 2000, and
found 300 bursts per year. Quote
from the data: ”The BATSE
instrument averaged one gamma ray
burst event detection per day for a total
of approximately 2700 detections. It
definitively showed that the majority of
gamma-ray bursts must originate in
distant galaxies.” This satellite was

intentionally de-orbited to avoid
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random natural breakup upon re-entry. It
was replaced in 2004 with the Swift that
saw 900 GrBs or 90/yr. The lower
detection rate may show the BATSE data
had some bursts that were not
extragalactic because Milky Way gamma
bursts have also been seen. The NASA’s
Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope was
launched In 2008. This satellite observed
the very bright GrB 130427A on April 27,
2013. Red shifts of an optical near-by
galaxy assumed to be associated showed
it to be at 3.6 billion light years away with
output at 9ψ eV.” This according to
current ideas about red-shift vs distance,
which are completely incorrect since Day
is only 1.44 billion years old. This burst
was followed by many minutes at visible frequencies.
Such calculations are based on the notion
that the universe walls are 14 billion light
years away, and that the GrB is caused by
collapse of matter in a galaxy. They are
actually much further, caused by direct
insertion of enough light from the void to
build a galaxy. Their light output is even
greater, and not focused toward us but
seen from all directions. Another large GrB 080916C seen on Sep 16, 2008 in
Carina had an estimated output of 8.8 x 1047 joules or 8.8 x 1054 ergs. This is 5900
times a type Ia supernovae and lasted 23 minutes! Later optical images of a galaxy
in that area predicted a distance of 12.2 billion light years, based on the red shift of
light and the derived distance vs red shift, plus the assumption of GrBs being star
collapse. This satellite also detected gamma and x-rays above and below our Milky
Way, an artist’s drawing showing this here. These display the branches supplying
light into Day, just as oil decreases entropy from the void: Zech 4:11 Then I asked the
angel, "What are these two olive trees on the right and the left of the lampstand?" Again I
asked him, "What are these two olive branches beside the two gold pipes that pour out golden
oil?".
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Gamma ray pulsars are mostly located within our own
galaxy since they cluster along the Milky Way. These
might show inter-galactic wormholes since scriptures
mention that a star called Wormwood exists. Rev 8:10
“The third angel sounded his trumpet, and a great star,
blazing like a torch, fell from the sky on a third of the rivers
and on the springs of water- the name of the star is
Wormwood.” This image however is an optical match

to a blinking gamma ray burst from the Fermi LAT
found at NASA.gov. These huge bursts are probably
from a single source shining in all directions from the
under void into Day, not a focused beam of light currently theorized from a black
hole explosion. It is assumed here from scriptures that these bursts might be jerks
of barred spiral galaxies when God stopped core rotations as spectacles to men!

θ. Einstein and Clocks of Day
Einstein deduced that space and
time dimensions are tightly
coupled, and matter is pure
energy like vibrating strings of
light. Each string or photon in
this model is said to vibrate at a
different frequency to make
every particle of matter unique.
Einstein’s equation E = mc2 has
resulted in man building atomic
bombs since c2 is an extremely
large factor equal to 9 x 1016 =
9ρ m2/s2. A “scriptural”
equation assumes there is a
model space within Day that equates mass directly to energy. This equation may be
written symmetrically by setting the mass in earth to a unit scale factor, E = c2, so
total energy into Day is E = ce x cs x ct. This is actually a vector cross-product with
entropy or information of E. We measure the speed of light as c2 = (30ψ m/s )2.
The only statement from God was that he created Day via “let there be light”, so
only God can convert light energy to mass via the forces he calls “formed” and
“breath-of-life”. Gen 2:6 “the LORD God formed the man from the dust of the ground and
breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, and the man became a living being.” This
“force” must also include inanimate matter as well as animated, or organic matter
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God calls “living”. Living water from the under wall of Day forms all matter as the
source of life and motion of matter, including land and seas. Life is synonymous
with motion in time to link space with time and God’s breath-of-life is a “jerk”.
This results in three Einstein-like equations that model each known type of matter
scientists call normal, Et = mtcsct, mu, Eμ = mμcect, and tau, Eτ = mτcecs. There is an
inverse relationship between energy and their scaling factors into matter. The
scientifically measured weights for each of the three sets of elementary particles
from atom-smasher data, relative to the mass of each set in earth, are: mμ = 190mt;
and mτ = 120mμ =, 23,000mt. Solving these for the three masses gives mt = E/csct;
mμ = E/cect; and mτ = E/cecs. These ratios are seen to be scriptural fractals that
establish the mass ratios between men, angels and even God in the space of Day.
ce
= 0.014 ψ = ψ/70
speed of light in the deep void,
cs
= 2.718 ψ = eψ
speed of light in heaven, and
ct
= 333 ψ = σψ/2
speed of light in earth.
Mass ratios using scriptural fractals are then:
ce cs = 0.039 ψ2 = eψ2/70
ct ce = 4.76 ψ2 = σψ2/140
cs ct = 900 ψ2 = 9ρ = σeψ2/2.
The “speed of light” in s-time and e-time are both smaller than in man’s t-time to
make matter increasingly heavier, similar to what we see as light bends when
entering or leaving water. This is due to earthly t-matter being 190 times lighter
than angel’s μ-matter, which is 120 times lighter than the Trinity’s τ-matter.
Genesis 1:2 says τ-matter exists in the void-to-day surface walls, and Job and other
references say angels see God in heaven, whether as μ-matter or τ-matter is not
clear from scriptures since that depends on angel’s eyes. The surface walls are made
of τ-matter and angel eyes, like man’s new skin-eyes, may not be able to see that
wall, so God must be visible in heaven’s μ-matter. Moses only saw God’s “hind
part when in the cleft of the rock. Ex 33:22 When my glory passes by, I will put you in a
cleft in the rock and cover you with my hand until I have passed by. Then I will remove my
hand and you will see my back; but my face must not be seen."

Heaven’s space-to-time s-scale factor for light speed contains the natural logarithm
base e, the earth’s factor contains man’s number σ/2, and the Trinity’s ratio contains
the Father’s favorite number 70 related to life itself. These ratios scale all matter
measured by men in Day, strong proof they correctly translate from scriptures.
Simple geometry shows that heaven’s size, calculated from scripture’s 12,000
stadia or 12ψe meters, that the expanse of Day is ψe light years. The s-time
derivative (or acceleration) of heaven’s expansion rate forms heaven’s gravity,
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Gs = d(12ψe)/ds = 12eψe-1. This says 12,000 stadia are 12,000 light years, and walls
of 144 cubits of scripture’s hours of time are ψ of man’s t-years in 12 dimensions.
Fractal equations described in Sec ν for the golden ratio show ϕ = 1.6180339.., and
φ = 0.6180339…, so ϕ = φ + 1, with plus 1 again showing orthogonality. This also
indicates that φ is a time derivative of ϕ. This may be a model of some heavenly
exponents of sizes, times or gravities for heavens and earths. Another interesting
relation between π and e is taken from Euler’s equation but without the imaginary
number i in the exponent since the number eπ = 23.14069.. ≈ 20 + π within
0.000900 or within α-1. It is not clear what these relationships imply, but further
study is required. The height of the Great Pyramid at Gaza is exactly φ times its
base length, described in section π.
Daniel and Revelation use the
phrase: “time, times and half
a time” related to father, son
and spirit with “time” = 1
e-time; “times” = 2 s-times;
“and half a time” = ½ t-time.
These three times total 3.5
units of time. This total is
related to scripture’s 3.5
years = 42 months = 1260
days found in, Rev 12:6 “The
woman fled into the desert to a
place prepared for her by God,
where she might be taken care of
for 1,260 days.” Scriptures

equate three times to 3.5 years, and explain the flood. Rev 12:14 “The woman was given
the two wings of a great eagle, so that she might fly to the place prepared for her in the
desert, where she would be taken care of for a time, times and half a time, out of the serpent's
reach. Then from his mouth the serpent spewed water like a river, to overtake the woman and
sweep her away with the torrent. But the earth helped the woman by opening its mouth and
swallowing the river that the dragon had spewed out of his mouth.” 35 and 42 are the

midpoints of the scales of Day where men reside so the woman represents all
humankind. The world’s immense oceans verify that it had swallowed up Satan’s
attempt to drown humankind in sin with Noah’s flood.
Three, four-dimensional tetrahedrons model the separate space-time sets in the
void, and form three-of-five that makeup the dodecahedron. The other two represent
heaven and earth. The Father’s e-time is one dimensional in eternity since God
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spoke about creating a starting time: “in the beginning”. The Son’s s-time in Day
and heaven is two-dimensional space-times, so also two-directional, allowing
movement in both plus and minus directions. Man’s and the Spirit’s t-time in earth
is only “half a time” so ω/2 = 12, and only moves forward in one direction. There
is little doubt that there are three well-defined clock-times for the universe and Day
related to the Trinity, with heaven’s s-time two-directional, and earth’s t-time
mono-directional.

Clock Sets
Space and time are coupled
in Day, and just as there is a
Trinity of “persons” of The
One God, there is a trinity
of “space-times” of God’s
universe of “Night” and
“Day”. This figure shows
the relation between these
three clocks. Only one of
these space/times are
visible to men, with the
other two orthogonal so
invisible as referenced in
Rom 1:20; Col 1:15; 1 Tim
1:17, and Heb 11:27.

God’s e-time is absolute throughout the universe, but no one can determine when
anything happens in another galaxy relative to ours, nor even when things happen
within our own Milky Way. It takes 75,000 years to see its other side.
Measurements within our galaxy are also dependent upon movement time-wise
relative to each other. As Einstein concluded, any motion between two persons
changes the time of their occurrence when based on person-1 clock-time.
We look backwards in time when we look at stars in our galaxy that are many light
years away. This effect increases for other galaxies that are millions of light years
away. Relative speeds between such objects affect our understanding of “our” time
relative to “their” time. We cannot describe “when” something happens out there!
The age of Day is not long enough for us to see anything further than three e-days
or 720 million light years away. At c = 30ψ m/s and ρ = 100ψ, this is All galactic
images were embedded in space/time on the fourth e-day, else we could not see
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anything beyond this limit. Gen 1:9 “And God said, "Let the water under the sky be
gathered to one place, and let dry ground appear." And it was so. God called the dry ground
"land," and the gathered waters he called "seas." This same sequence happened for

earth with entire galaxies visible through e-days four, five and six. Our nearby
neighbor Andromeda is 4-million light years away, so it took 0.01666 24-cubit ehour creation e-days, each 240 million years, to reach us. Is its heaven visible in xrays as the flaming sword placed at the east end of Eden?
God is not bound by our t-space/time. God can easily know what is happening in
our lives over a “span of t-time”, and that span encompass our entire lives! Thus,
what we consider “predestination” or “post-destination” have no meaning to God in
our t-time. We must travel through t-time, but God lives in t-time and in twodirectional s-time, so sees whether men accept his Word before we die while we are
still in progress toward that end. Just as Jesus predicted many things while here on
our world, God must also know what happens to angels over their s-time existence.
It is clear that knowing how our universe “works” is important to our understanding
of Rom 1:20. We cannot just relate everything in scriptures to a “single” mono-timeline like our t-time. To insist that God’s creation took six of our day’s lacks all
logical reasoning. Only God lives in true “inertial space” in Day and in Night’s
eternal e-time.
Since a satellite near the world is traveling very fast, we cannot merely measure its
velocity as distance divided by time relative to our world using a clock on our
world. Such a measurement of velocity, as far as the satellite is concerned, must be
“compensated” with the compression of space/time between the satellite and the
world. The factor is (1-v2/c2). Without this compensation in the clock’s time in the
speeding GPS satellites, measurements made on the world would not work! Thus,
the satellite clock and any world-bound clock run at different “speeds” just because
there is a significant difference in their relative velocities in local inertial space.
Strangely but logically when you think about it, the other person’s clock always
seems to run slower than ours, because there is no absolute reference to compare
these times to so both observers must reach equivalent conclusions. Also, nothing
can travel faster than the speed of light squared in earth, and also in heaven. Both
of these might have the same limit which is the square root of ctcs.= 30ψ m/s.
These facts further complicate how our time and space are entirely different than
thought by early theologians when they interpreted scriptures to insist our day and
God’s day are the same. The relative speeds of objects in space are enormous,
making their clocks enormously different. God lives in high-speed t-time well
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below nanoseconds so sees 2,777 t-years per his e-second and knows men’s entire
lives. To contend that our day and God’s day are the same is incongruous!
Understanding these concepts allows us to explain scriptures statement that “the
earth stood still for almost a day! Josh 10:12 On the day the LORD gave the Amorites
over to Israel, Joshua said to the LORD in the presence of Israel: "O sun, stand still over
Gibeon, O moon, over the Valley of Aijalon." So the sun stood still, and the moon stopped, till
the nation avenged itself on its enemies, as it is written in the Book of Jashar. The sun
stopped in the middle of the sky and delayed going down about a full day. There has never
been a day like it before or since, a day when the LORD listened to a man. Surely the LORD
was fighting for Israel! Hab 3:11 Sun and moon stood still in the heavens at the glint of your
flying arrows, at the lightning of your flashing spear.” Since God’s e-time is malleable

relative to man’s t-time, which is clearly variable relative to t-space, and time is
even two-dimensional in heaven, there is little doubt that God could slow down our
t-time relative to motion of matter in our t-space to produce the results described
here. It is not necessary for God’s laws to be altered to produce the effect of life
proceeding at a different pace in time while the earth and moon appeared to “stand
still”. Men just “moved” at a different “speed” so the entire day from morning to
evening only lasted 0.2 t-seconds so appeared to stand still.
As an aside, GPS corrections to inertial guidance systems exemplify again that God
is finally allowing humankind to better utilize all science found in scriptures. The
procedures used to incorporate high accuracy GPS corrections to improve poorer
inertial guidance system performance emulates God’s process of correcting man’s
self-guidance errors in our paths through life, via prayer. Continual correction of
our paths via God’s guidance eventually calibrates our moral understanding of his
word, and thereby allows us to avoid our own misdirection of our life. Of course,
this only works for men if they hear the Word and respond in prayer.

ι. Position, Velocity and Acceleration of a moving body
The purpose for explaining aided inertial guidance system designs, data analyses
and operation here, is to apply their coordinate systems and system state-vector
equations to the 12 inertial dimensions of space/time and forces of Day itself. They
explain gravity and nuclear forces, not as more particles of matter, but as caused by
Day’s wall-accelerations into the smaller and larger void. Scientists can see and
measure gravity expansion forces that cause increasing red shift of light at larger
distances, but cannot see blue shifted light that cause nuclear forces in the smaller
direction. Understanding of the difference between earth’s gravity and heaven’s
gravity follows from these models, because heaven is orthogonal in space and time
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to earth, so its matter is invisible from within earth. It’s presence is only known by
using colliders to break atoms apart to expose the energy in them. It explains
where, why and how much continuous new energy and design information must
enter Day from the void on a regular basis to maintain our universe expansion.
Science looks for this energy, realizing it must already exist within the universe as
“created” so as dark energy, or it must come from “outside”. This causes a major
paradox for single explosion theories, requiring simultaneous assumptions of the
universe being both finite and infinite. Genesis’ dual-surface, finite designs for Day
completely resolve these issues by leaving the universe as infinite, but Day as finite.
As we drive in a vehicle at constant velocity, we constantly change position. The
velocity is the vector time-rate-of-change of the vector position, whose magnitude
is a scalar number called speed. This is expressed with an incremental mathematical
calculus formula as velocity = position change/time: v(t) = dp(t)/dt. This is a
calculus formula which expresses a small differential change of position dp, over a
differential amount of time dt, creating an instantaneous velocity v. This
differential equation expresses an infinitesimal increment along the path or
trajectory followed by a moving object in space. The path that the body follows
through time, p(t), defines a curve in space whose instantaneous velocity, called its
derivative dp/dt, is the slope of the curve along this trajectory, dp(t) = v(t)dt.
The formula to calculate our change of position over any given amount of time, t,
uses the integral operation which is the sum of the incremental velocities over that
time period, expressed by; p(t) = ʃt dv(t) dt. This is read as “the position of the car
as a function of time from an arbitrary starting point p(0), is the integral over that
time period of incremental velocities multiplied by the incremental times over
which they were measured.” If the velocity is not constant in time, then this
equation still works but we must then know how the velocity is changing in time so
we must know the vector function, v(t).
To get our car up to a given velocity, v, we must accelerate from zero up to v.
Acceleration is the rate of change of velocity or a(t) = dv(t)/dt. Just as with
position, the velocity may be calculated as the sum of the changes of velocity,
which is the acceleration as a function of time; or v(t) = ʃt da(t) dt. Thus if we can
measure the car’s acceleration as a function of time, we can then get position as p(t)
= ʃt ʃt da(t) dt2. These are vector equations meaning that there are three components
for each parameter in our world’s three space-dimensions and t-time. Mathematical
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coordinates are (x, y, z, t), and v = (vx, vy, vz, t) and p = (px, py, pz, t). These
concepts are adapted to multi-space-time systems by adding more subscripts.
Vehicle position relative to our starting location on the world requires measuring
vehicle attitude to convert the velocity direction to world coordinates. Comparable
attitude measurements come from gyros whose angular rates, ω(t) measure angular
accelerations, α(t). Attitude is a vector Θ(t) = ʃ dω(t) dt = ʃ ʃ dα(t) dt2. The
superscript, t on the integrals is implied since the integrals are calculated over any
period from zero to t so ʃ ʃ dα(t) dt2. This same equation applies with t-time
replaced by s-time or e-times in heaven or void. Attitudes are: Θ(t) = (θx, θy, θz, t).
A car motor, or the force from a missile thrust motor, creates accelerations,
measured using any sensor that detects it, and applying Newton’s law, f = ma,
solving for acceleration: a = f/m. This measured a(t) is then used in the integral
equations to obtain position in time. Without a person to steer the vehicle, guidance
equations use this navigation data to steer it along a desired trajectory.
This figure provides an example
of a car as accelerated by its
motor at a(t). This figure shows
one component of acceleration
as a(t) = 24t2 f/s2, then the
velocity is its integral or v(t) =
8t3, and position is p(t) = 2t4.
Note that taking a derivative of
a function with exponents is the
exponent times the function
with the exponent reduced by
one. Thus starting with the
position curve; p(t) = 2t4 ; dp/dt
= 4x2xt3 = v, then dv/dt =
3x8xt2 = a. The values for one component of velocity and position are shown here.
At time, t = 7, the measured x-axis thrust acceleration minus gravity is 1176 f/s2, the
velocity at this instant is 2744 f/s, and the position at t=7 is 4800 feet.
A simple unit to measure vehicle acceleration is a hanging pendulum or “proof
mass” with a scale to measure how far the pendulum swing back as the vehicle
accelerates forward, just as we get pushed backward into the seat as we accelerate
our car. As soon as we stop accelerating, the force disappears and the pendulum
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falls back to vertical and we no longer feel horizontal pressure into the seatback,
and we know we are now moving at a new constant velocity relative to the ground.
Without acceleration, we cannot feel we are moving, so we really do not know how
fast we are moving without an external reference to compare to our changing
position. The proof mass always senses gravity as an ever-present acceleration, Gt,
toward the center of our world. Gravity causes the accelerometer to react in the
same way as any other acceleration of the unit, express by f = mGt. Thus when we
stand on our world we feel as if we are accelerating upward, making it hard to walk
uphill but easy to walk downhill. If a missile is standing on the ground it does not
rise until the upward thrust F, exceeds its mass M, times gravity Gt. The upward
acceleration is a(t) = F/M – Gt, so the earth holds up the missile until the thrust
takes over when F/M = Gt, at which point the vehicle begins to accelerate relative to
ground, increasing as fuel mass, M burns and mass decreases. Position is modelled
as p(t) = ʃʃ a(t)dt2; angular orientation θ(t) the same with a(t) replaced with ω(t).
Today, smart cell phones and electronic tablets have accelerometers embedded by
etching out a small part of the silicon chip to create an oscillating section forming
the “proof mass”. This mass reacts to acceleration of the chip perpendicular to the
chip surface. Electronics vibrate the mass at a fixed frequency via forces fields
above and below the chip surface. When accelerated, the force field changes in
proportion to acceleration to keep the proof mass at a null position. Gyros are also
formed in the silicon to measure attitudes. The entire GPS electronics are also
embedded in silicon. Electronics to form these integrals measure changes, typically
at 50 hz (measurements per second), via integrated circuits, so the unit is selfcontained and very small. Each measure is a single axis of acceleration or angular
rate, so three each are oriented along x, y, z-axes of the unit. This makes our smart
phones integrated GPS-inertial navigation systems! The GPS provides initial
conditions and the inertial provides high speed tracking between 1-second GPS
measurements. Don’t worry, if we are attacked by enemy missiles using GPS, the
GPS signals are encrypted and only friendly users with daily approved passwords
will be able to use these highly accurate measurements when that is needed.

κ. Navigation Coordinate systems
These navigation equations are all three dimensional in earth and our world so have
three components along three orthogonal directions we may call north, east and up
(N,E,U) relative to our world. Normally guidance systems use three nominally
orthogonal gyros to measure vehicle attitude, and three orthogonal accelerometers
to measure vehicle acceleration. Being orthogonal means motion along one axis
does not affect that along the other two, so their input axes are nominally at 90
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degrees from each other and denoted (x,y,z). Other alignments are possible, with
the outputs orthogonalized via equations. Measurements are along “inertial” axes
for our world in our solar system, and for our solar system in the galaxy. We cannot
determine where our galaxy is located relative to Day.
Sun and moon gravitational forces cause tides, but only slightly affected local
navigation, so are ignored. The world rotates in “inertial space” at 7.2921158 x 10-5
radians/second. Accelerometers sense and measure gravity, so it must be removed
from outputs to calculate position relative to the world. Gravity must be very
accurate, and it changes as we travel around near the world. High accuracy
guidance systems must calculate gravity from precise equations that are latitude,
longitude and altitude dependent. Position calculated from pure inertial navigation
degrades in time, so external sensors of altitude and horizontal position are usually
required periodically to avoid accruing errors in calculating gravity from the
positions determined solely from the inertial system. Fortunately, today GPS
measures position well enough to calculate gravity, and few modern inertial
guidance systems do not use it.
Since the physical inertial sensors cannot be mounted perfectly orthogonal within
the guidance unit, each system must be calibrated after assembly by measuring
known acceleration of gravity and the world’s rotation in inertial space around its
north polar axis to adjust the sensor output scaling’s and alignments. These
calibration factors usually include a bias and scale factor for each sensor to scale
raw data into accelerations a, and rate ω, and sensor alignments to adjust their
outputs to make them orthogonal. To increase accuracy these factors may include
second order terms in the input variables such as a2 or ω2. The final step generates a
transformation matrix from inertial coordinates (x,y,z) to (N,E,U). This requires a
setup time before using the inertial guidance system to measure local gravity and
earth rate before using the system for vehicle navigation, but to start-up in-flight,
other measurements such as star trackers or GPS are used.
During ground alignment, accelerometers measure the large gravity vector easily to
obtain local level, but the small earth-rate vector requires moderately good gyros to
find north, called gyro compassing. Gyro compassing accuracy is improved by
rotating the system 180 degrees around vertical to average horizontal gyro errors.
The Carousel IV system for the B747 and Titan II Rivet Hawk update consists of
two sets, a vertical axis gimbaled set and horizontal axes set rotating constantly at
one rpm around it. Acceleration and attitude are calculated at 50 Hertz (50
measurements per second), then integrated and state-vector compensated, and
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transformed to local coordinates east, north, and up where they are merged via a
Kalman filter with local GPS data at one or one-half Hertz.
When required for redundancy, coordinate sets of sensors may be non-orthogonal.
Component outputs are coupled so must be separated to calculate vehicle position,
using proper corrections in the model equations. For one triple-redundant drone
application, six non-orthogonal instrument pairs, rather than three, were employed.
If up to three gyros or accelerometers failed, the others would still measure the
vehicle’s velocity and attitude to maintain guidance and control. Redundancy is
important in strategic vehicles today that need to operate in spite of parts failures.
The Boeing 747 and all other strategic aircraft contain at least two operating
guidance/control units, since the aircraft fly-by-wire control requires them to
operate during maneuvers. In the 1950’s at Goodyear Aircraft Co., radar images
were analyzed for information content to develop radar map matching guidance
systems, employed on Tomahawk cruise missiles. These guidance systems for long
range cruise missiles were later replaced with the GPS-aided inertial systems.
Twelve sensors were set on the
12 sides of a dodecahedral
shaped base to maintain
symmetry in the outputs no
matter which one, two or three
of each type of unit failed. Only
three accelerometers and three
gyros must be working. To
perform the calculations, the
vehicle’s three dimensions are
set to (x,y,z) nominally along
the fuselage, wings and wheels
of the vehicle, and one set of three instrument pairs (a gyro and an accelerometer)
labeled (u,v,w), and the other set (f,g,h). This coordinate setup is very similar to
that used in this paradigm, with (x,y,z) representing earth, (u,v,w) representing
heaven, and (f,g,h) representing the void. The dodecahedron has 12-sides and 20
vertices in pairs to form 10 axes. These 10-axes are symmetric and represent the 10
space dimensions of the universe.
Redundancy management equations selected the best set of at least 3 gyro-sensors
and 3 accelerometer-sensors to use to calculate vehicle navigation data. Prior to
launch, the transformation from vehicle-to-world (x,y,z)-to-(E,N,U) is found from
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the gravity and earth-rate vectors, and during flight, updates to velocity and position
from external sensors are incorporated to maintain long term accuracy. Today the
external measurements are accomplished with GPS updates, but back then, since
high accuracy for this demonstration of proof of long-term operation was not a
requirement, we used a very crude but world-wide system called Omega. Omega
was only accurate to 2200 meters or so, whereas GPS today is good within meters.
Even crude external fixes helped.
There are also non-Cartesian coordinate systems that define mathematical
equations. A common two-dimensional set is polar coordinates where a point is
referenced not by (x, y), but by its distance and angle from the x-axis (r, θ). This is
extended to three dimensions by including the angle of the object from the r- θ
plane, (r,θ,ϕ). There are also orthogonal functions such as the Fourier and Bessel
Functions that use trigonometric transformations to expand equations in sine’s and
cosines, which are also orthogonal to each other. The Fourier function uses
trigonometric terms incorporating π, and the Bessel Function is based on
derivatives so includes time, resulting in using both π and e. Each of these
functions can be carried to any level of accuracy using Taylor Series expansions,
and e itself can be expressed as a Taylor series in sines and cosines. Each of these
constructions has a place in the study of both inertial guidance systems with their
many state vector dimensions, and the universe with its twelve dimensions.

λ. GPS Aided Inertial Navigation via Kalman Filtering
The dodecahedron-based guidance system design described above is shown in
figure A with 12 gyro and accelerometer units. The system was too large to fly.
Today our smart phones have three gyros and three accelerometers that are
machined directly into the silicon chips that operate the phone. GPS aids signals
monitoring four GPS satellites, to measure our own position and velocity as we
move around with them in our pockets. These electronic components are now so
small they are not even the main purpose for having a phone. Having triple
navigational redundancy in our pockets would only require that we carry the
equivalent of two phones-worth of those parts.
The GPS satellite system has redefined navigation accuracy for our world. Pure
inertial systems that are very accurate over moderately long time periods of several
hours are very expensive. The Boeing 747 aircraft uses two Carousel IV navigation
systems that have a gimbaled vertical z-axis with the horizontal x and y gyros and
accelerometers rotating around it at 1-rpm to accurately gyrocompass to north. This
system was adapted to the Titan ICBM and a Kalman Filter designed to make it
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accurate enough to navigate the ballistic missile. This system was adequate because
it only worked for about 10 minutes for the missile, but 10 hours for the aircraft.
The GPS user equipment (e.g. inertial systems or smart phones) receive GPS radio
waves at L1 (1.575 GHz) and L2 (1.227 GHz) frequencies from four or more
satellites out of the constellation of 24, and triangulate to them. Four are required to
measure the three space dimensions and one time. Use of two frequencies
compensates for ionospheric bending that depends on frequency. There are four
satellites in each of six equally spaced orbits around the world at 53o to the equator.
Each has a different one-week portion of the L1 and L2 base frequencies. They are
maintained from a base station in Colorado, with uplink antennas around the world.
Aided inertial systems use an algorithm based on a recursive least squares estimator
called a Kalman filter to calibrate inertial unit models. The filter uses zero velocity
at a known position for stationery operation, or external GPS measurements of
velocity v(t) and position p(t) for moving systems, via the Kalman gain matrix, to
estimate the inertial system’s model equation A-matrix. The number of component
states in this model to convert accelerometer and gyro outputs into vehicle velocity
and position, depends on the accuracy desired in system performance. For example,
for the Titan II replacement guidance system, the model used a 36-element state
vector to achieve desired ICBM accuracies. The B-2 inertial navigator uses about
the same number, while the very short flight of the JDAM bomb guidance system
only needed 16 states. As a result, the Kalman filters were fairly complex. The first
application of the Kalman filter was developed for a high accuracy floated ball INS,
the SABRE (self-aligning ballistic re-entry) system designed by the MIT Draper
Labs. This unit was the for-runner for the MX and B-2 flying wing systems, and the
Kalman filter is used in all. This concept was begun in 1965 at AC Spark Plug
Corp, presented at the Fifth Guidance Test Symposium in October 1970, and
refined throughout the 1970s and 1980s.
The statistical Kalman Filter gain vector K, distributes the measurement error
vector between the GPS and inertial, (Δp ; Δv). These values are added into the
system states, x where dx/dt = A(t). The A-matrix uses the system model. The
covariance matrix, P tracks the uncertainties in each state. Its diagonals are the
variances (σ2) of each of the k-random variable states in the state vector equations,
and off-diagonals (σx σy) are the covariances between states. This (k x k) symmetric
matrix is propagated in time from time point n to n+1 via a state transition matrix,
ɸ, via Pn+1 = ɸPnɸt + Q with t being the transpose matrix and Q is a variance vector
of a-priori estimated noise in each state. The state transition matrix, ɸ is made up of
the time dependent forces of acceleration and angular rates, a(t) and ω(t),
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experienced by the vehicle over this nth to (n+1)st time period. This is expressed as
xn+1 = xn + ɸnxn. These computations run every two seconds using smoothed inertial
sensors measurements at 50 Hz, so 100 navigation computations per filter cycle.
For the Titan II upgrade application k = 36 whereas for the JDAM application k =
16. For k=36 there are k2 = 1296 elements in P, but being symmetric there are 36
variances on the diagonal, and 630 independent off-diagonals elements which must
be calculated. The normal distribution shows these random variables in section ν.
The state vector variances are initialized by estimating the (a-priori) uncertainties of
each state element, and then the actual vehicles driving forces propagate those
uncertainties in real time. The a-priori variances are obtained from many lab tests of
the system parameter stabilities. After each measurement, this covariance matrix is
reduced by the same state vector to re-estimate the new uncertainties to be used in
the next (n + 1)st computation. This is called a recursive, least squares computation
since it tracks the uncertainties of all states of the calibration in real time. The gain
matrix distributes the external measurements into all states in the sense of least
squares, including the position, velocity and model equation coefficients, based on
their time variable state vector uncertainties. It is clear there are many computations
to be performed and it is good that current miniature computers can perform them
quickly. A major implementation development in this process was to ensure that the
variances never went negative due to computational round-off since we only had
16-bit computers at that time. A method was developed to avoid this by only
calculating half of the covariance’s through matrix subscript multiplication
manipulations. Today’s 64-bit computers usually resolve this issue.
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These equations are now used in most inertial
guidance systems for any moving vehicle whether
on land, sea or air. The earliest was application to
the original Titan II missile guidance systems in
the 1970s. These computations were performed in
a van-mounted DEC computer which was driven
from silo to silo and the 10-hour calibration was
performed with the missile ready-to-launch in the
silo. Later when these guidance systems could no
longer be maintained, the Rivet-Hawk
replacement program applied the filter to a
modified Boeing 747 inertial system, and a single
proof missile was flown from VAFB to Kwajalein
island on June 27, 1976.

μ. Thermodynamics, Entropy and Information
Scientists researching heat energy transfer within and between isolated systems of
matter developed four “laws” of operation that govern their theories of
Thermodynamics. Heat is created by adding energy into a system, and a
fundamental source of energy is light. These same laws govern information
“energy” and its transfer between systems such as computers. These laws are
numbered zero through three. The zeroth law says two thermally equivalent
systems in equilibrium with a third system are thermally equivalent to each other.
The first law says energy is conserved when heat flows in and out of an isolated
system. The second law says entropy or randomness of an isolated system cannot
naturally decrease unless acted upon by design, and the fourth law that as the
temperature of an isolated system approaches zero Kelvin, (-273 0C) so does the
entropy, typically labeled S to honor researcher, Shannon. Shannon used heat laws
to describe information transfer, signal processing and data compression. The
hyperlink states: “The second law of thermodynamics asserts the irreversibility of
natural processes, and the tendency of natural processes to lead towards spatial
homogeneity of matter and energy, and especially of temperature.” The entropy
hyperlink states: “It is often said that entropy is an expression of the disorder, or
randomness of a system, or of our lack of information about it”. The fact that
entropy cannot decrease without application of intelligence disproves all evolution
concepts. No living organism evolved “naturally”. Biologists dismiss all intelligent
creation by simply applying the word “evolved” everywhere to explain the marvels
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of life throughout out world. How living creatures knew that they had to change,
and knew how to adapt to future environments, is completely absurd. All
information as to how our universe works comes from light, and Day light is finite
as described by its designer, God.
Information transmission concepts are prevalent in computers, sound, light and
heat. Data compression reduces information transmissions for high-speed
communications. Compression of pictures and video via jpg and mpg, zipped data
files are good examples of application of current information theories. The
concepts of computer generation imagery or cgi in movies to convert fractal
equations into pictures is a further application of information compression.
Boltzmann’s equation S = kB ln W,
considered important enough to be
written on his tombstone, relates the
number of distinct microscopic
temperature-states, W of a closed
system in its smaller direction, to
the macroscopic entropy, S toward
its larger direction. It is log-linear
with the ratio kB. This links the two
directions from man in the Scales
and Forces charts together, and is
clearly just another version of Euler’s equation for light and Planck’s E = hɒ. In
scriptures it links the “under” and “above” spheres described in Gen 1:6 And God
said, "Let there be an expanse between the waters to separate water from water.", to form
the sky of Day. Scriptures link slower-faster time and smaller-larger space relative
to man as equal in both
directions. 2 Peter 3:8 With the Lord
a day is like a thousand years, and a
thousand years are like a day. Ps 90:4
For a thousand years in your sight
are like a day that has just gone by.

Matter comes from the smallest
direction; Gen 1:9 And God said,
"Let the water under the sky be
gathered to one place, and let dry
ground appear." and we see it in

the larger. The heavy τ-water
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under-sphere remains in every particle of dust to provide its gluon force via
acceleration into this under “black hole” void. This phenomenal conclusion further
deepens the mysteries of the 12 dimensional universe of Night and Day we live in!
How can we imagine such thoughts lest God provide them in scriptures? The scale
factor to convert temperature, W in degrees Kelvin to energy, S in ergs or Joules,
has the value of kB = 1.38 x 10-23 Joule/Kelvin, and 1.38 is 4% lower than 10/7 =
1.42857, an oft found pair of fractals. An energy of 1 Joule = ψ erg so this equation
is kB = 10(7ρψ)-1 Joule/Kelvin. This equation thus incorporates important examples
of universal numbers 7, 10, ρ and ψ, with (ρψ)-1 = 10-16 x 10-7 = 10-23. The area of a
sphere is A = 4πr2 so the ratio between the areas of the spherical walls above at 1035
and under where entropy enters 10-35: A2/A1 = (ψe/ψ-e)2 = ψ2e = 1038.
The Boltzmann’s constant, kB is used in all of Planck’s calculations for space/time
size granularity, and is part of the entropy equation proposed by Hawking for a
black hole at; S = AkB/4ℓ2. (Thesis 17). In my paradigm, a black hole is equivalent
to the “under” wall described in Genesis 1:9 that is the inner black sphere of Day,
accelerating into the smaller void. This is where the strong and weak nuclear forces
act; g, W± and Z0 in earth, and ig, iW± and iZ0 in orthogonal heaven. Boltzmann’s
equation thus applies to the entropy entering Day at the ℓ = ψ-5-meter under-wall.
The link to the “above” or outer wall at the void at ℓ = ψ+5 meters is where the two
forces of gravity, Gt and Gs are found. This entropy E may enter Day from both
walls to maintain symmetric balance, and thereby cancelling forces relative to the
void. Zechariah 4 implied that entropy is golden oil coming from two trees of life,
so definitely at the inner (under) wall of Gen 1:7, but calculated from the balancing
force at the outer (above) wall which is S = 12πψ13. The individual entropy entering
at the many inner walls might be small, but combine to balance the outer, which is
thus easier to calculate.
This spherical model of the dodecahedron emphasizes the
nature of Day as being God’s menorah. Entropy comes from
the 12-dimensional void into Day via the menorah base and
via a heaven light at its apex. Science offers this to be “dark
energy” of unknown origin, due to our prison inside earth of
Day. Compare what is found in scriptures when Paul visited
the scientific city of Athens: Acts 17:23 For as I walked around
and looked carefully at your objects of worship, I even found an
altar with this inscription: TO AN UNKNOWN GOD. Now what you worship as something
unknown I am going to proclaim to you. Christ explained how he supplies dual
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branches of “dark energy” to Day from the void when he said to Zechariah: Zech
4:12 Again I asked him, "What are these two olive branches beside the two gold pipes that
pour out golden oil?" He replied, "Do you not know what these are?" "No, my lord," I said.
So he said, "These are the two who are anointed to serve the Lord [Christ] of all the earth."

Menorah pipe-lamps spew our golden oil streets of New Jerusalem-heaven.
We all understand that a glass which is breaking from impact on a hard floor cannot
just naturally go back together. This is an example of how the information which
described the glass is increasing in entropy as the glass breaks, so converts from
complete knowledge of the design into randomness without design. This defines an
“arrow-of-time” scriptures’ calls half-a-time. Without intervention to rebuild a
random set of matter into a specific object, entropy cannot be decreased so the glass
will never assemble together unless accomplished by an intelligent being. The
statement that there must be a God to create Day in the universe follows directly
from this second “law” of thermodynamics. Scientists who postulate evolution of
life ignore this law and claim that “natural” laws also exist which allow “natural”
decrease in entropy to form complex life, although no one has ever actually seen
this law work anywhere in the universe! Since God made life forms so that they
could adapt as their complex environments changed, this is not creation of new
designs, merely good initial design, and then angels must have authority to adapt
God’s original designs of his many “kinds” to different environments. All the life
forms found on our world were all adapted by angels prior to man’s creation. These
same angels built all the large stone structures and items such as the Nazca lines and
Easter Island statues around the world. Incas were possibly angels, or else like
Egyptian men who used these pre-built structures. This one-directional design
especially denies natural formation of life and then evolution of life into more
complex rather than less complex plants and animals. God decreased entropy via
heaven lights from the void to make the universe, and only God originally, and
perhaps angels later, decreased entropy to form life within Day, and adapt new
living species which allow them to live in new environments, but always within
God-designed kinds of life. “Natural” evolution, and natural physics as we
currently know it, cannot coexist.
Thesis 16 uses this concept to describe how God provides light energy to Day from
the Void, and thereby provides the information as to how that light energy is
converted into space/time itself, or matter via life forces. Once this information is
introduced into heavens at the core of galaxies, the natural universal “laws” of
thermodynamics govern how this minimal entropy increases in randomness in time,
at least in mono-directional t-time as we know it.
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The conversions of light, γ, coming into Day through the inner dodecahedron wall
whose area is A = 4πψ-10, into entropy is: Aγ = S = A▼eEe. Perhaps God also
provides this entropy via the outer wall of Day as well, such as seen in GrBs. We
may never know, although Zechariah only describes the tree of life as we seem to
observe as inflow of energy at the cores of galaxies. We do know that the only way
Day could expand into the void and produce the measured red shift of its
accelerating expansion is to have new energy always being supplied from outside of
Day. Atheistic scientists are now searching for the “natural” source of this entropy
or “dark energy”, but of course will fail in this pursuit since they do not allow for
God, or a void without light, outside Day. Perhaps Satan will eventually provide
them with some implausible theory for this, just as recently a noted scientist defined
a monstrous “inflationary expansion” idea that everyone grabbed onto for
explaining the sudden conversion of energy into isotropic matter for the observed
distribution of galaxies. This is supposed to have lasted from ψ-2e to ψ-2ρ (10-38 to
10-32) seconds after the big bang! It is easier and more logical to follow scriptures
and say that God made Day at its current finite size except for the two Jerks to turn
on visible matter, within the void, and continues to breathe life into it today.

ν. Normal distribution and
Man’s Number
God place Adam the first
man, into the prison of our
world and sentenced him to a
50 s-day Jubilee = 50,000 tyear term. Then, God’s only
begotten Son Christ. came to
free men, and return them to
God. But men killed Jesus as
described in the parable Matt
21:38 'This is the heir. Come,
let's kill him and take his
inheritance.' So they took him
and threw him out of the
vineyard and killed him. Thus, God’s anger again sentenced men to a three-to-four

Generation term, or 2000 to 2666 years. This sentence just passed the 2,000-year
mark, so anger will relax during the next 666 years to the year 2,666 AD. The
normal distribution is familiar to all scientists to describe random variables, and is
based on light’s model for γ.
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The Kalman filter discussed earlier uses it to merge inertial and GPS data to
improve guidance system performance. God also associates this distribution with
man’s number 666 via the reference to man’s punishment over three-to-four
Generations. The accepted symbol sigma (σ), defines the horizontal scale with
σ = 666 years as the time of God’s original Generation that still applies Today.
God originally set man’s lifetime after Adam’s sin at one millennium or one s-day.
Adam lived 930 years so 93% of that limit. Most early men lived over 900 years
with Methuselah the oldest at 969. Later after the flood, Shem lived 500 years, and
God then set man’s lifetime to 120 years. Few make it. God stated several times
that a heavenly day is 1,000 earth years, and set man’s Generation at 666 years or
2/3 of a millennium. Two s-days are three Generations, which are 3σ of a normal
distribution and we just started s-day #4. At 1,000 t-year per s-day, one s-hour is
1000/24 = 41.66 t-years so 2 s-hours = 84 t-years. David said it is normal for man
to live 80 to 90 years, so this became man’s current generation at σt = 84 years.
There are several references in scriptures to 2 days. In Ester 9:27, men rejoiced for
two days after Mordecai relieved them from their enemies, and this period was just
two of our world’s t-days. Hosea 6: describes that man will have troubles for two
days after Jesus was to be crucified, and this period is from s-zero when man killed
Jesus through two heavenly s-days or 2,000 years. This same 2 s-day period may
be modeled if we interpret all mankind to be like the Samaritans described as the
people at Jacob’s well where the woman spoke with Jesus in John 4:1; where at John
4:39 Many of the Samaritans from that town believed in him because of the woman's
testimony, "He told me everything I ever did." So when the Samaritans came to him, they
urged him to stay with them, and he stayed two days. And because of his words many more
became believers. Although Jesus stayed with them for two of our t-days, he also has

been gathering more believers for the last 2,000 years or two of his s-days.
Since we just entered the period after 2000 years, we are now at the threshold of the
4th Generation when God further reduces his anger with the children of men, so will
allow us to transition into a Generation of increasing peace. The normal
distribution curve is down to about 0.3% at 3σ, and 0.006% at 4σ. We can easily
see this with the rapid increase in communications and worldly knowledge with
computers, the Hubble and JWST Telescopes and Large Hadron Collider, along
with the rapid advances in our knowledge of geology, medicine and genetic science.
We therefore expect to see a large increase in human knowledge over the next 666
to 777 years. Using 777 is God’s time for another e-second out to 2,777 years.
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God says he is impatient with men for a very short e-second, not years or millennia
as we see it. Also, the ratio between the largest and smallest of the 12 precious
stones, the top-quark at 171 Gev/c2 and the smallest neutrino at 0.0000022 Gev/c2,
is exactly 7.77 x 107 = 7.77ψ. God assigned these 12 stones to represent Israel’s
nations and Jesus’ apostles. Perhaps the wrong names are associated herein with
scripture’s sequences of tribes and apostles, along with science’s element layout,
but consistency is most important, so changes may be left to future research. If God
truly increases mankind’s blessings over the next 666-year Generation, it will be
increasingly difficult for pastors to quell the upwelling pride of men as they
accomplish more and more unbelievable deeds. They will, of course, think they are
doing these great things on their own, not recognizing the hand of God in history.

ο. Scientific Paradoxes
There are thousands of scientists currently working with the Large Hadron Collider
facilities, the Hubble and now JWST telescopes, and analyzing all the data they
produce. Most are attempting to resolve major paradoxes caused by baseless
paradigm Big Bang and creationless Darwinian philosophies. No one knows if the
place in which we find ourselves is finite or infinite, if other life exists there, and
how we got here in the first place. Everyone wants to know:
▪ How and when did the single Big Bang explosion occur, then convert into
matter and nature-life? Perhaps via an imagined “Higgs Boson” and magic?
▪ How big and old is the universe of space and time?
▪ How many dimensions are required to explain this universe using various
mathematical string theories ?
▪ Are there smaller “elementary particles” than quarks/electrons/neutrinos?
▪ How can “electrons” having mass be both waves and particles, and why can
they seem to exist at two different places simultaneously?
▪ Why is there so much “dark matter”, “dark energy” and a “dark flow” so our
solar system seems to be headed toward a very distant, great attractor?
▪ Why is gravity so weak relative to the forces holding matter together, and can
the nuclear equation called a “Standard Model” be extended to gravity?
▪ Why do galaxies seem to defy simple rotational velocity?
▪ Can a “Theory of Everything” eventually be developed?
▪ Who built hundreds of large stone structures throughout the world, and when?
▪ How did life start and how did it get so diverse?
▪ Do human spirts live on after death???
This list contains only the most fundamental questions, but there are thousands. It
was chosen as topics to be discussed herein, because scriptures explains them all.
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Using large atom smashers such as the LHC, men smash protons together and
detect many parts within atomic nuclei. They found a “particle zoo” of objects,
eventually grouped together into three types of matter, each made up of four
fundamental parts. They consist of two types of quarks, an electron, and a small
left-over mass mathematical-physicists call a neutrino. This left-over part has no
charge with a very small mass, so is nearly impossible to detect. It is a product of
the standard model, with billions spent in attempts to prove its existence, along with
proving there is a Higgs field to replace life forces from the Creator that made
matter and life directly from energy. There are 3 varieties of each of these 4 nuclear
parts. The mathematical models to achieve this identification, called the Standard
Model, that is a collection of equations each of which explain a part of the test data.
No one can explain the strange ratios between these particles, and why they are so
well-balanced to make the universe “work”. The designs within Day are extremely
complex to have just happened randomly, so men now believe there must be infinite
universes, with only a few achieving the complexity of the one we live in, including
its life designs. Men must be very unique and lucky to be here since we see no other
life within our limited purview of the immense universe. We are prisoners (Heb 13).
Four forces are required in man’s
Standard model to “hold” matter
together and explain natural
radioactivity and other forces
associated with light. They divided
them into six strong force colors that
negate the repulsions caused by the
electrical charge of protons within
atoms, two weak forces that cause
radioactivity, and the electro-magnetic
forces of light. The six color forces are
best represented by a Star, like six arms
and the post lamps of a menorah, that model the seven primary spectral colors.
Science uses the symmetric properties of the universe to claim forces to be
particles, called bosons, of similar construct to energy packets of matter. The
electromagnetic force is the mass-less photon, and even the gluon and graviton.
The strong gluon colored forces also supposedly have no mass?? Two weak forces
are called the W± and Z0 bosons, but do have mass?? Gravity is not part of the
standard model because it cannot fit together with nuclear forces, but supposedly
has an associated mass-less boson force called a graviton. The Higg’s Boson is
supposedly a “force field” which converts energy into matter, the “God Particle”.
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A color wheel matches the menorah and Sea, here as two sets
of interlaced triangles of 12 colors. Complementary colors
are across from each other, so for example blue and yellow
make green. Scientist’s standard model and Einstein’s c2
allows for both positive and negative solutions, so predict
that there is “real” matter, and a parallel set with opposite
charges called “anti-matter”. These particles are not visible, so science believes
them to be extremely short-lived to merge immediately with “real” matter and
“disappear” into energy. Anti-matter is easily explained by accepting existence of
orthogonal heaven, with its own set of four-dimensions, and c2 = csct.
Each LHC test consists of millions of collisions between oppositely travelling
protons and data analysis looks for new results which may show existence of new
particles and forces, especially a Higg’s Boson which is considered to be another
boson of great mass, or energy. Mass and energy are equivalent via Einstein’s
equation E = mc2, and mass is now always measured in terms of the energy required
to separate the parts. One test out of trillions of collisions discovered in July of
2014 is thought to have produced one sample of a Higg’s Boson. The community
was all excited about that one sample, but it has not yet been duplicated in trillions
more collision tests so is now not considered to be relevant. Each test produces
millions of collisions that must be analyzed by multiple large computers throughout
the world. None of the standard theory explains the very, very weak fifth force we
know as gravity, so it is excluded from the standard model theory and science has
been attempting for many years to bring gravity into the fold without success. The
associated boson is the graviton. This attempt has been dubbed the path to a
“theory of everything”, and is currently the major effort by the thousands of
scientists operating and analyzing the data from the LHC and now the JWST.
Everyone hopes to find this theory, already written in scriptures.

π. String Theory
In a further attempt to simplify the “zoo of particles” scientists uncovered in atomic
colliders, such as the latest LHC, they noted that these smallest particles might all
be made up of just “strings” of energy, vibrating at various frequencies to create
both matter particles and force particles. This scientific concept has a basis in
scriptural fact, since God says everything is made of the vibrational energy of light,
including space/time itself. Scriptures state that the first matter created from light
was water, over which the Spirit “hovered”. The expanse of sky was formed within
two spheres of water separating day from the above and under void of night, and the
under-water was then collected together to make other matter consisting of lands
and seas. Finally, all living kinds were made from this matter, up to angels and man.
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As part of this concept, mathematicians needed extra space dimensions to account
for these string vibrations, as three axes of space would not work. Such concepts
seemed to require there be one time and 10 space dimensions in the universe, for a
total of 11 dimensions. Since we can’t see these added dimensions, most scientists
believe they must be “curled up” at the Planck length of 10-35 meters, or perhaps at
the size of quarks which they are attempting to represent as particles at 10-18 meters.
How a dimension can be curled up with nowhere to go is beyond comprehension.
Of course it does provide a reason they can’t be seen to replace the obvious fact of
invisible orthogonality as found in scriptures, which science abhors.
The paradigm presented here utilizes scriptures’ ubiquitous number 12. There are a
12 dimensions, a straight forward tripling of the 4 we already understand in earth.
The two added sets of four each exist in heaven and the void. Eight axes in Day
extend to its walls, and the void’s twelve dimension, out to plus and minus infinity
in all 12 directions. Day contains finite heavens and earths as described in the first
words of Genesis, ending at its two walls. The two additional, orthogonal sets of
four dimensions exist in heaven and the void to makeup Day. Our set in which we
live mirrors these encompassing two sets of dimensions, but heaven has the added
capability for matter to move in both directions of s-times just as we move in both
directions along each t-space axis. It is speculative as to how that works, even
though movies attempt to show how this paradox may work in limited scenarios.
Scriptures tell us God fully knows our lives, and Jesus knew the future, but we are
allowed to make personal choices during our lives. We can proceed as we desire,
but God sees our entire life so knows what will occur during this progress. This
allows for “predestination” without removing our “free will”. Our half a t-time
proceeds mono-directionally forward, while God’s e-time is “everywhere” and
heaven’s s-times is bi-directional. This forms a deeper understanding of a trinity of
times associated with our understanding of a single Triune God. It is much more
satisfying than concepts that require God’s creation days to be 24 t-hours.
In spite of being out of the mainstream flow of scientific theories in the halls of
higher education for many years, I am not aware of any current understanding in
science of a space called the “void” into which the matter that makes up Day is
going “into”. This is part of science excluding any concepts from scriptures.
However, the big bang theories imply that exploded energy is going into a space
that must be different from that space/time which is doing the expanding. Both
these “types” of space cannot be the same else there would be a division line. God
explains this division line as the surface over which the Spirit “hovered”. Science’s
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explosive energy somehow converted into matter via a Higg’s field, without
knowing how each type of matter formed. God lives in two directional “time”, but
it is not clear in scriptures how a single timeline called evening-to-morning of a
“day” occurred. The words evening and morning clearly do not imply our
equivalent evening and morning since ours are only 12 hours apart, not 24, and God
says that the Light is “day” and the Void is “night”, not like our day and night.
If there are scientists who believe a 12th dimension called another time in the void
exists, I have not found any mention of it. In attempts to explain matter, science has
invented the Higg’s Boson particle, and is searching for it in particle accelerators.
This Christian paradigm equates the conversion of energy into all matter types as
performed by God’s miracle called His breath of “life”. Life is not a boson in spite
of scientists who like to call their Higg’s boson a “God particle”.
Scriptures explains how God converted the light energy of Day into matter on e-day
#3 using his “life” forces in Gen 1:9 And God said, "Let the water under the sky be
gathered to one place, and let dry ground appear." And it was so. God called the dry ground
"land," and the gathered waters he called "seas." And God saw that it was good. Then God
converted inanimate matter into living matter in: Gen 1:11 Then God said, "Let the
land produce vegetation: seed-bearing plants and trees on the land that bear fruit with seed
in it, according to their various kinds." And it was so. The land produced vegetation: plants
bearing seed according to their kinds and trees bearing fruit with seed in it according to their
kinds. And God saw that it was good. And there was evening, and there was morning — the
third day. God’s third creation day produced heavens of land, seas and vegetation.

Except for the first introductory statement that God intended to create heaven and
earth, which was initially empty and void, they do not say more about earth until
scribes added this word incorrectly as part of day #3. Neither is anything said about
creating angels during the third day, but this might be inferred from ensuing
statements, such as saying on the fourth e-day that someone would need the stars to
provide time references, and then on the sixth e-day “let us create man in our
image”, implying angles were present then. Scriptures jump from vegetation
creation in e-day #3, to creating vegetation, birds and fish in earth on day #5,
animals in day #6, and man late in day #6. Gen 1:30 And to all the beasts of the earth
and all the birds of the air and all the creatures that move on the ground — everything that
has the breath of life in it — I give every green plant for food." The first three days

resulted in heaven with heavenly sun, moon, world systems containing vegetation
and perhaps angels. Earth was then created over the next three days, #4-#6, to exist
above heavens, with three purposes; to provide stars to mark s-seasons, s-days and
s-years; to separate Day from Night; and to provide energy for worlds in earth. The
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reason to provide time references for angels in heaven would only make sense if
they lived then, but could also apply to just e-day #6 for both men and angles.
Scientists believe that when a large star with more than a minimum amount of mass
burns up all of its hydrogen, it will explode and the core will collapse right through
a neutron star and into a black hole. We see many exploded stars that form
beautiful nebulae with many having a neutron pulsar star at the center rotating at
high speed, such as the crab nebula whose core star rotates at 30 revolutions per
second. A black hole theoretically has a “singularity” at the center that has infinite
mass and no size. This mathematical division by zero is not explained, without
there being an infinite void described in scripture. God says there is truly an inner
wall for Day that is made of transparent gold, and an outer wall of jasper.
Gold’s atomic nucleus diameter is 84 x 10-16 meters, its atoms are 144 picometers,
its molecule forms a 500 pm cube, and its quarks are down at ψ-e = ρα-1. These are
well-known biblical numbers. This referenced link states: “For example, the charge
radius of a proton is approximately 0.84–0.87 femtometers (10-15) while the radius
of a gold nucleus is approximately 8.45 femtometers. It is obvious that a gold
nucleus contains 118 neutrons, which is exactly the number of elements in Day.
Day’s element may have started from gold atoms as God’s converted the under wall
of water from the void into all matter in heaven on e-day #2 and earth on e-day #3.
God knows all frequencies of light, and angels can probably see a much broader
spectrum than men. Since higher frequencies such as x-rays go right through matter
that is opaque to us, gold is transparent to God and angels.
String theory sounds a lot like scriptures saying we live “in the light” of the
space/time/matter of “Day”. Every point in space contains every light ray from
every object in Day. Clearly there is not any way all these photons of light could all
pass through any point in space. Therefore, is it clear (to me) that light IS space and
we merely move around in it and “see” the light that is instantaneously at that point
in space/time. Space/time of Day is light itself. That our brains can interpret light
energy as objects in space and time, with various frequencies of light as color, is
amazing. When Scriptures are used properly, all physical information of life and
matter is explained in Solomon’s Temple and its accessories. We also see in the
world how angels constructed massive stone structures that model these designs,
and the almost infinite variety of plant and animal life so marvelously adapted to it.
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π-1 Pyramids and Petroglyphs
The three floors of the rooms of the temple
building represent three creation days of earth
over three eras of geology, while the central
section represents the three creation days of
heaven. The 90 rooms represent 90 elements
stable in earth, the remaining 28 elements in
heaven are mostly unstable. Stairs to the
Most Holy section 10-cubits above the floor
of the Temple are pyramidal, scaled down
from the GP at Giza stones. The speed of
light, c, is found from the difference between
two circles, one inscribed in the pyramid base
of length s, and one ex-scribed around it. √2
larger. Using a cubit as π/6 = .5236 meter,
this difference is then, c = s(√2-1)π2/6 =
0.681354s km/sec. This is only 6% larger
than φ. The GP base of s = 440 cubits, gives
exactly the “speed of light” at 299,795
km/second! Why? Because angels built the Great Pyramid. Its 440 cubits sides are
22 times, or 7π larger than Solomon’s pyramidal stairs at s = 20 cubits. Also, the
pyramidion has s = 3 cubit sides so is scaled down by 20/3 = 10σ. Solomon’s
pyramidal stairs, the pyramidion, and the Great Pyramid all use gravity’s σ and 22
lights of the menorah’s π, to all model the speed of light using three different e,s,tfractal scales of Day!
Light energy comes from the void via the six
clerestory window interfaces into the Most Holy
area of the Temple, with its space modeled by
four of the Giza pyramid’s main chamber, and
travels “down the pyramidal stairs” into the
remaining heaven portion of the temple, and
then into the rooms of earth. This also models
the actual light that comes from the void via
stars like our sun, to maintain Day’s expansion.
Since men could not have built the pyramids
and many ancient Moai and stone walls, angels must have built them prior to
creation of man in about 6ξα BC. Men use them as temples. Angels live in much
higher gravity in heaven than men on our world in earth, so are larger and could
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have easily handled the large stone in pyramids and ancient walls with ease. They
had superior knowledge and technology they brought from heaven. Their
understanding of light energy and its uses must have made cutting such stones a
simple operation.
There are multiple reasons to convince us that all these stone structures contain
superior knowledge of space-time of Day’s 12-D, along with all life-forms that
were adapted from God’s original kinds, to have all been formed by angels during
their long residence on our world prior to Adam and Eve.
Two cherubim in the Most Holy and two on the
ark cover, represent riding steeds for God-theFather and Son, ala Ezek 10:11 I looked, and I
saw the likeness of a throne of sapphire above the
expanse that was over the heads of the cherubim.
The LORD said to the man clothed in linen, "Go in
among the wheels beneath the cherubim. Fill your
hands with burning coals from among the cherubim
and scatter them over the city." And as I watched, he
went in. The sphinx probably modeled

cherubim, and this design shows the lion-like
sphinx with a man’s face with Samson-like
hair. It is a compromise between many scriptural references, matching the lion
located at the 4 o’clock position at the pyramids, and Leo in the Zodiac. The
“king’s chamber” is exactly one sixth of the Most Holy, and the stone box still in it
may have been an ark-to-heaven connection for angels, just like the Ark of the
Covenant for the Israelites. The north side of the pyramid might have formed stairs
for angels to ascend to its chamber. Dinosaurs might have been angelic pets, but
not wiped out in the recent flood in Noah’s time, else so would have been the angels
who left then. Both were created in early e-day #6, but in unknown order.
Angels would have had the
knowledge, equipment and
probably laser cutting tools to
shape stones to fit together
perfectly without grout, no matter what their shape. This allowed them to build
earth quake resistant walls, even without grout, and obtain amazing symmetry in
oddly shaped stones. Often the same shapes are symmetrically located on opposite
sides of doors. Statue faces show perfect three-dimensional symmetry. There is
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little doubt that angels formed these structures, but left when man sinned, and didn’t
return until Jesus came back “out of Egypt” as the “Angel of the Lord”, mentioned
65 times in scriptures as the spirit of Christ. Men merely adapted them into temples
of worship throughout antiquity. Most that remain are along the magnetic equator,
the great circle defined by our world’s magnetic poles, at symmetric latitudes,
separated by golden ratios.
Historians incorrectly attribute the pyramids at Giza to be the burial chamber of
King Khufu. “Khufu is well known under his Hellenized name Khêops or Cheops”.
This structure was actually built by angels prior to man’s creation 52,000 years
ago, and merely used by men. Angels designed them to contain many universal
parameters that Egyptians did not understand. They did not know the world was a
sphere, yet it models the world perfectly in size, shape, layout, with its embedded
speed of light and rotational rate, ωe that defines our time of day. It contains 2.2
million (0.22ψ) stones fitting without grout, just as ancient stone structures along
the world’s magnetic equator. The impossibly tight fit between stones in all these
structures is explained if angels simply had capability to re-melt stones at about 600
degrees C into lava-like material, to be formed with adjustable side-plates to flow
onto the stone below, impressed with top plates as desired for the next stone above.
This material would then reset into whatever stone was placed there of any size or
shape, close to its final desired position in a wall or pyramid.
Men used these structures throughout history as worship sites, described in the
video “Revelation of the Pyramids”. They are all within 100 km. of the magnetic
equator. They include the 350-cubit high drawing on the Paracas Peninsula, and
other Nazca lines. Many other stone structures such as at Ollantaytambo, Machu
Picchu, Cusco in Peru, Sacsayhuaman. Dogon Country in Africa. Tassili N’Ajjer
in Algeria. Siwa oasis and Giza area pyramids in Egypt. Petra in Jordan. Ur in
Iraq where Abraham was born. Persepolis in Iran. Mohenjo Daro in Pakistan.
Khajuraho in India. Pyay in Burma. Sukhothai in Thailand. Angkor Wat and
Preah Vihear in Cambodia. Atagama Giant in Chile, Finally on remote Easter
Island. The Great Giza pyramid, and near-by Solomon’s temple, are located at the
center of the world’s landmasses, so are the northerly “zero” point for these Angelbuilt structures around the world. The rim of the Sea at the temple models the lily
blossom expansion of Day, and is along our world’s magnetic equator.
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The island of Sardinia west of Italy has 8,000 ancient
Nuraghe towers of stacked stones,
seen on this density map. The Santa
Cristina well stones are precision cut,
shaped like keyhole- Kofun tombs in
Japan, is a model of a pyramid, and its
above hole is aligned to our lunar
orbit. Mayans also used such structures in Machu Picchu, so
probably all are angel-built. They knew about long-term periods
of motion around the sun and through space-time. Their
calendars include periods up to 23 trillion days or 63 million
years, 2,400 precessions of our polar-axis through the Zodiac. A
“Tun” was a 360-day year, the same as used by John in Rev, and 144,000 days a
“B’ak’tun”, all scriptural and scientific fractals.
Long Count
unit
1 K'in
1 Winal
1 Tun
1 K'atun
1 B'ak'tun
1 Piktun
1 Kalabtun
1 K'inchiltun
1 Alautun

Long Count
period
20 K'in
18 Winal
20 Tun
20 K'atun
20 B'ak'tun
20 Piktun
20 Kalabtun
20 K'inchiltun

Days
1
20
360
7,200
144,000
2,880,000
57,600,000
1,152,000,000
23,040,000,000

Approximate
Solar Years

1
20
394
7,885
157,704
3,154,071
63,081,429

The 440-cubit Great pyramid is full
of symmetries. A S-N vertical cross
section as seen from the East side,
with the other two pyramids and a
triangle and circle, plus the sphinx,
laid onto the horizontal map of the
area, shows the same layout applies
in all directions. Even the lower
chamber in the pyramid lies on the
triangle connecting these items on the
ground. The circles on the ground and
vertical cross sections are also
sections of a sphere, and the triangle models pyramid alignments. All symmetries
extend to three dimensions, viewed from south and east and up.
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The Giza pyramid and sphinx are
clearly pre-models of the staircase
leading to the Most Holy section in
Solomon’s Temple, as described in
1 Kings 6, including two cherubim
with touching wings, both facing
east to form the Zodiac clock. The
20 x 20-cubit pyramidal stairs are
scaled up by 7π = 22, to the Great
Pyramid 440 x 440 cubits, with the
stairs shown as 1/3 of the pyramid,
and the entire 60-cubit length of
the temple to 1,320 cubits. The
distance between this image of Solomon’s Temple, and the
real temple in Jerusalem, is 440 km., or 84x104 cubits.
The number 84 represents God’s ratio, 5ω/108, and the
universe’s time span of 1084 seconds. Analyses of the Fermi-LAT gamma ray
satellite data predicts there are 1084 stars. Three spherically symmetric pyramids
and sphinx represent Day, heaven, earth and a cherub. The Great Pyramid is a
model of Day with its cap-stone representing Day’s 1-meter size when matter
appeared at the morning of e-day #2. Four split sides are only seen during
equinoxes when the sun is directly east or west, modeling eight e-dimensions of
Day’s e-space-time. The base has four more faces to total 12-D. The two smaller
pyramids by the larger GP also model s-space-time and t-space-time. Their
associated cap-stone sizes relative to
their bases are e-Khufu at 757square x 481 ft high, s-Khafre at
716 x 448 ft, and t-Menkaure at
356 x 215 ft. but is missing the 15 ft
top section as at Khufu, but larger.
This spherical symmetry and
location help justify the angel-toJesus connections described in Hos
11:1; the Father’s triple number.
This image from the video shows
that the great pyramid and the southwest smaller pyramid form a
triangle. It intersects at the Sphinx
with a circle formed from the top
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two pyramids. The video explains how the Sphinx looks outward toward the stars in
the Zodiac as we circle the sun each year. The entire set of Zodiac constellations
precess backwards due to the world’s spinning interaction with the sun’s gravity.
This occurs every 26,000 (2ξα) years, at 72 years per degree, 144 years per two
degrees, or 2,164 years per z-hour of precession of our 12-hour Zodiac clock. This
say’s it was all built 72 s-days, 72,000 t-years ago in 70 s-BC.
Continuing to look for models between Egypt’s pyramids and the temple, this map
of the Luxor valley shows they are fractally located relative to each other. The base
of the great pyramid is 440 cubits while the distance from the pyramid to the
temple, currently the Dome of the Rock, is 440 km equal to 840,000 cubits. The
pyramidion (insert) was originally found in pieces at the Red pyramid. Its original
design contained a plethora of universal fractals, and actually represents Day when
God jerked it between e-day’s #2 and #3 to reveal matter. The Bent Pyramid is not
an error nor partially built since it too has 8 faces, but split horizontally rather than
vertically to represent all of Day’s dimensions in Night.
The Red pyramid is 20 km from Giza and
along a perpendicular from that to the
temple, representing the 20-cubit square of
the Most Holy. The Great and Red pyramids
thus form a 20 x 440 km rectangle to the
Temple. The ratio of this length to the width
is 7π = 22:1, just as the ratio between the
bases. Even the Djoser pyramid is 14 km.
from the Great pyramid, so “half a cubit”.
To find the great circle distance
between two known points on the earth,
use the website http://www.movabletype.co.uk/scripts/latlong.html.
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By forming a square with 440 km sides from this rectangle, two other corners are
seen that may have angel-built structures buried in the desert sands near Mos
Claudius in Egypt and about 70 km east, south-east of Tabuk in Saudi Arabia.
These images show their approximate locations relative to the Pyramid and Temple.
Neither ancient people nor aliens built the pyramids and other stone constructions
around the world, because scriptures say angels inhabit our world. These
conclusions provide a new, logical base for
archeologists to pursue. Angelic designs
also replace biologists “Natural selection”
and evolution.
The many pyramids on every continent
must have been used by angels to transport
animal and bird pairs at the flood to heaven,
and then easily bring them all back from
where they came as described by Moses at
the flood. Noah’s Parable of saving his
family in his ark represents angels saving all life around the world by the same
angels who adapted them to their environments.
The brightest stars of the Zodiac
equinoxes and solstices (every
three months) consist of Regulus
in Leo the lion, representing
Israel and earth, Aldebaran in
Taurus the bull, representing a
sacrifice to God, Fomalhaut
(formerly the angel of Aquarius)
representing heaven, and Antares
is the star in former eagle, now
Scorpius representing a cherub.
The axis from Aquarius (or
Angel) to Leo (or Man) in
ancient times symbolized a winged horse/man, thus God’s cherubim.
The sphinx appears to model cherubim with human-like head, but without most of
its structure and wings. Ps 18:10 He [God] mounted the cherubim and flew; he soared on
the wings of the wind [like an Eagle or a flying lion]. The Sphinx axis now points about
25o south of Regulus the lion along the ecliptic, and should point directly at Regulus
in about 25-degrees x 72 years /degree = 1,800 years, thus near the year 3800 AD.
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It has returned today close to where it was when God created Adam 4ξ or 52 s-days
ago. The Mayan Calendar has a Long Count of 13 baktun or ξ-periods where a
baktun = 144,000 days. Their full cycle of 2ξα = 26,000 years ended on the winter
solstice of 2012. That became a doomsday concern for some people. Egyptologists
estimate that there were 144,000 capstones around the Great Pyramid with only the
peak remaining today after an earthquake broke many off, now found around Cairo.
The third floor of the temple, which
models creation of earth in e-day #4,
began 720 million years ago. Dividing
this number by 25,920 years per
revolution gives 27,777 revolutions of
360o of precession of our world since
earth creation started, although our world
may not have been created that long ago
but sometime later during that first 24ψ tyear e-day. This is the number of t-years in ten of God’s e-seconds as seen in Thesis
19.1, so an obvious fractal of some form, also associated with God’s speed of light
in the void at ce = ψ/70 m/s. The 7 Moai on Easter Island, which face away from
the island (all others face inwards) also model the 7 arms of a menorah and look
outward to the Zodiac, just like the Sphinx which was probably a representation of a
cherubim. Stone structures around the world exhibit strange faces and common
construction techniques unknown to both ancient and modern men, and result in
many theories about visiting aliens.
Another quote from Wikipedia states: “The Grand Gallery
of the Great Pyramid at Giza follows the slope of the Ascending
Passage", and its dimensions then use all of scriptures well
known numbers in feet, as described with this image. “It is 28’
high and about 154’ (5.5 x 28’) long. At the base it is 7’ wide, but
after 7.5’ up, the blocks of stone in the walls are corbelled
inwards by 3 inches on each side. There are seven of these steps
every 3’ up, so 42 inches = 3.5’ of corbelling.” Thus the Grand

Gallery at its top is only half as wide at 3.5’. These
numbers model fractals of Day of 42, 28, 7, 3.5, and 3.
Archeology agrees the pyramid models our world and is
centered in its land masses, but just like Solomon’s
Temple, it also models heaven, galaxies and Day via
embedded universal fractals of c, π, ϕ, α and e. Continuing
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the quote: The “King's Chamber” is entirely faced with granite and the roof, which is
formed of nine slabs of stone weighing in total about 400 tons, has five compartments known
as Relieving Chambers.” The first four have flat roofs formed by the floor of the

chamber above, but the final chamber has a pointed roof, similar to the Grand
Gallery chamber. Perhaps this design is intended only to support the large amount
of stones above this void, but perhaps also to transmit electricity and spirits into the
world’s electric circuit, similar to sprites and the pillars in front of the Temple.
Dimensions of the King's chamber: Quoted from “Building the Great Pyramid”.
“The measurements of the King's chamber are
very interesting: the floor plan is 5.24m x 10.48m
(10 X 20 Royal cubits) with a height of 5.33m
(10.172 Royal cubits). Experts were puzzled, why
the height of the chamber is not a whole number,
for example 10 Royal cubits. But if you take a
closer look you realize, that this was not by
accident or because of a slight miscalculation
but was based on a well thought decision of the
master builder {God the Son}. Not the height but
the diagonal of the smaller side wall (15 Royal cubits = 7.86m) and the diagonal through the
whole room (25 Royal cubits = 13.1m) are whole-numbered (drawn with blue). Using those
distances to countercheck, the Egyptian* master builders could be sure, that the chamber
which is completely enclosed inside the pyramid structure was right-angled - otherwise a very
difficult task to accomplish. The ancient Egyptians didn't know the theory explaining the
Pythagorean Theorem (a² + b² = c²) but they knew from experience, that they could form
right angles by using a so called primitive Pythagorean triple (for example 3²+4²=5²). As the
King's chamber shows, they used this knowledge expertly when building.”

*we now know that the Egyptians couldn’t have built this structure.
Thus, this analysis of the construction
concludes that the builders knew
more than the Egyptians of that time
did, and that its various dimensions’
match those found in scriptures. The
chamber was exactly half the base of
the Most Holy section of Solomon’s
Temple. This further justifies use of
the pyramid as the stairs from the
heavenly section up to the Most Holy
portion of the temple, which in turn
exactly matches the Altar. The Giza
Pyramid’s function to transport
angels between heaven and earth, is also why Jesus came “out of Egypt”, not
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merely as the child with Joseph and Mary but as God’s Son. The analysis also notes
that the sarcophagus was built into the chamber, too large at 1m x 1m x 2.25m,
about (2 x 2 x 4.3 cubits), to be inserted after construction. This concludes that it
models the base for the Ark of the Covenant that was 1.5 x 1.5 x 2.5 cubits.
The “King’s Chamber” of the Khufu pyramid at Giza is 10 x 20 x 10 cubits, exactly
fits in one half of the volume holding up the Most Holy section of Solomon’s
Temple, shown with dashed lines in this figure. This confirms that Solomon’s
Temple contains a model of the Giza Pyramid, scaled to 7π = 22:1, with the
chamber within Solomon’s Most Holy volume being a full-scale replica of the
“heart” of the Khufu Pyramid. Thus the Kings Chamber is a true description of this
space since it refers to the King of Kings, God the Father, not Pharaoh, a human
king. Six chamber volumes, each of 10 x 10 x 20 = 2,000 cubics would exactly fill
the Most Holy section of the Temple at 20 x 20 x 30 cubits = 12,000 cubics, and
clearly represent the six e-days of creation and diameter of a galaxy’s heaven in
stadia. Two chambers-worth support the floor of the room, and represent e-day #1
and e-day #2 as the foundation of Day, while the other four represent e-day #3 that
completed heavens, and e-day #4, #5, #6 for creation of earths. Being scaled
models of each other, these pyramids contain many instances of the natural fractals
of π, ϕ, and c, and both are representations of the world, heavens and earth in
galaxies, and the entire universe of Day. Thus the Giza pyramid MUST have been
built by angles a multiple of 2ξα = 26,000 years ago.
When Christ came back to our world as Jesus, he “came out of Egypt”, stated in
Matthew: Matt 2:14-15 So he got up, took the child and his mother during the night and
left for Egypt, where he stayed until the death of Herod. And so was fulfilled what the Lord
had said through the prophet: [Hosea] "Out of Egypt I called my son." This reference to a
son in Hosea was talking about Israel, Isaac’s son formerly called Jacob: Hos 11:1
"When Israel was a child, I loved him, and out of Egypt I called my son. Hos 12:9 "I am the
LORD your God, [who brought you] - or [ever since you were in] out of Egypt. Luke 3:23 to
3:37 lists Israel as a human son of God in 3:34 via Adam, and Moses brought all of

Israel’s tribes out of Egypt. Here Matthew reinterprets this comment to separate out
the phrase “Out of Egypt I called my Son”, to actually say it was referring to God’s
heavenly Son Christ as Jesus, not Israel. Matthew did tie it to his human parents in
this quote, but then looked back to the prophet Hosea where it was tied to Israel, but
was actually talking about Jesus. The comment “out of Egypt I called my son”
refers to Christ Jesus as a Son and not of being just a baby but also Christ’s Spirit.
Joseph was a “model” of Jesus living in Egypt to save his family from famine.
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Another consideration supported by this concept is that, since Christ the Lord was
present when Adam and Eve were created, “let us make man in our image”, that the
Lord also later walked with them in the Garden of Eden after they sinned. Gen 3:8
Then the man and his wife heard the sound of the LORD God as he was walking in the
garden in the cool of the day, and they hid from the LORD God among the trees of the
garden. But the LORD God called to the man, "Where are you?" The Angel of Christ

may have left with the other angels after Adam and Eve sinned, and then returned
later to that same location in Egypt as the spirit of baby Jesus. He undoubtedly did
not need a pyramid interface to heaven since God the Holy Spirit introduced Jesus
the Christ’s spirit into Mary’s virgin womb. Perhaps all angels who were on our
world at the time Adam and Eve sinned, including Satan who tempted them, needed
transportation just like our spirits will at death of our perishable bodies when we
become angel spirits ready to access heaven.
Christ Jesus the Son of God the Father was stated in scriptures to be a new priest,
not descended from Levi, but of a new “order of Melchizedek” who came via
Judah. The angel of Christ was the “one and only” so must have also lived within
the spirit of Melchizedek just as God now lives in us, but who was also a priest of
Salem and came out to bless Abram with communion bread and wine: Gen 14:18-20
Then Melchizedek king of Salem brought out bread and wine. He was priest of God Most
High, and he blessed Abram, saying, "Blessed be Abram by God Most High, Creator of
heaven and earth. And blessed be God Most High, who delivered your enemies into your
hand." Then Abram gave him a tenth of everything. Melchizedek was the King of Peace

and Righteousness and it is said that he “was priest”, anointed “by God Most High”,
so he could “bless men through God Most High”. This puts Christ to be in him in a
special way as a priest to serve God and man. Christ was not a priest via the
previous lineage of Levi, but via direct command of the Father, just like
Melchizedek, who was born in the lineage of Judah.
This is expanded in: Ps 110:4-6 The LORD has sworn and will not change his mind: "You
are a priest forever, in the order of Melchizedek." The Lord is at your right hand; he will
crush kings on the day of his wrath. He will judge the nations, heaping up the dead and
crushing the rulers of the whole earth. So at the right hand of God Most High to judge
all nations. Heb 5:5-6 So Christ also did not take upon himself the glory of becoming a high
priest. But God said to him, "You are my Son; today I have become your Father." And he
says in another place, "You are a priest forever, in the order of Melchizedek." Christ was
the son of God and directly anointed as priest of men. Heb 5:7-10 During the days of
Jesus' life on earth, he offered up prayers and petitions with loud cries and tears to the one
who could save him from death, and he was heard because of his reverent submission.
Although he was a son, he learned obedience from what he suffered and, once made perfect,
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he became the source of eternal salvation for all who obey him and was designated by God to
be high priest in the order of Melchizedek. so Christ Jesus could save men from death.
Heb 7:14-1 For it is clear that our Lord descended from Judah, and in regard to that tribe
Moses said nothing about priests. And what we have said is even more clear if another priest
like Melchizedek appears, one who has become a priest not on the basis of a regulation as to
his ancestry but on the basis of the power of an indestructible life. For it is declared: "You
are a priest forever, in the order of Melchizedek." Christ became a priest who dwelled in

Melchizedek, making them both a priest of men. It is therefore implied that Christ
and human Melchizedek were linked, but not as tight as Christ and human Jesus,
because Christ was “in the order of”, thus being in line with Melchizedek, while he
was begotten by the spirit so embedded solely as God in Jesus. Thus Melchizedek
was a human priest who had God living in him like God lives in us, but we are
saints, not priests. Priests (and pastors) are chosen directly by God to serve the
Lord. We know they are sinful men who also need salvation through Christ Jesus.
The pyramidion, which supposedly sat atop the Giza pyramid, had a perimeter that
mirrored the pillars at Solomon’s Temple, both being 12-cubits. One reference even
say the top acted like a Leyden jar, creating sparks. The Giza pyramid performed
the same functions as the Temple pillars, which was to transport souls into the
world’s electric circuit on their path to heaven. This happened when all the angels
left earth after man’s sin, and was the purpose for the baby Jesus having “come out
of Egypt, a phrase used 140 times when describing Israel. For example, Mic 6:4 I
brought you up out of Egypt and redeemed you from the land of slavery, also specifically
for Jesus: Matt 2:15 where he stayed until the death of Herod. And so was fulfilled what the
Lord had said through the prophet: [Hosea]"Out of Egypt I called my son."

This phrase also applies to all Christians, since the desert of Egypt represents the
home of the woman in the desert, who represents the bride of Christ or all
Christians currently in prison on our world. Rev 12:13 The woman was given the two
wings of a great eagle, [Christ] so that she might fly to the place prepared for her in the
desert, where she would be taken care of for a time, times and half a time. We are being

cared for in three times, and will also be delivered “out of Egypt”. This phrase is
used 141 times in scriptures, including the Spirit brought the seed of Jesus to Mary
from there. The Pentateuch and other scriptures express how God saves all of his
people, Dan 7:2 Daniel said: "In my vision at night I looked, and there before me were the
four winds of heaven churning up the great sea. Four great beasts, each different from the
others, came up out of the sea. "The first was like a lion, and it had the wings of an eagle. I
watched until its wings were torn off and it was lifted from the ground so that it stood on two
feet like a man, and the heart of a man was given to it. Daniel’s vision of four beasts

alludes to the impending history of man, starting with Satan coming to lure Adam
into sin, and ending with: Dan 7:25 The saints will be handed over to him for a time, times
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and half a time, just as we are now handed over to Satan. Jesus’ sacrifice on the

cross saves all of God’s people throughout all of our history during God’s time,
Angels times, and Man’s half a time of Today, God’s 7th e-day of Sabbath Rest.
To summarize the connections between Solomon’s temple and great pyramid: both
are full of universal natural numbers π, ϕ, ψ, the speed of light, c; the world’s
angular rotational rate, ω; and the length of a meter, π/6. Six volumes of the
“kings” chamber fit exactly in the Most Holy volume, so both had equivalent
functional and space-time significance. The first two of six creation e-days
represent the foundation under the Most Holy section when heaven’s space was
formed. The other four e-days, when matter and life were created, fill the upper
volume. The stairway to this section is 1/3 of a pyramid, scaled by 1/22 or 1/7π to
reduce its 440-cubit square base down to 20-cubits square of the Most Holy.
Paracas, Nazca, Atacama Drawings
Angels undoubtedly formed
the Nazca lines. They show
animals they designed, and
the nearby Paracas Peninsula
candelabra shows a menorah
on the right arm, its distance
relationship to Giza on the
left arm, and its center arm
matches temple pillars, with
a lily top at exactly 183
meters or 350 cubits tall. It is
also along the magnetic
equator at 7ψ/6 meters from Giza and the Jerusalem Temple at 105 spherical
degrees. Its center post points directly at that north magnetic pole so is clearly
related to the world’s magnetic field, forming a spherical triangle which is actually
seen on the left arm of this candelabra symbol. The right arm shows a real menorah
as described in Ex 25:31. The post is exactly 183 meters so at
π/6 cubit/m is 350 cubits long, ten times the length of the
combined pillars in front of the Temple 2 Chron 3:15 In the
front of the temple he made two pillars, which [together] were
thirty-five cubits long, each with a capital on top measuring five
cubits. This drawing is exactly as if it were an angel’s golden

record as attached by modern scientists to the Voyager
spacecraft to tell future lifeforms where we are located in our
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solar system and what we look like. It is not hard to imagine angels thought of this
concept too. Would they be boasting that they designed living creatures like
monkey, spider, hummingbird, etc. we now see at Nazca?
This line drawing comes from the
sign at the entrance to the glyph. It
incorrectly merges two menorah arms
together on the right branch, spread
vertically to show a 3-dimensional
menorah whose six arms are equally
spaced around the post. They are not
lined up as seen in all menorahs,
incorrectly interpreted by men from
the Coliseum arch in the Roman Forum.
The right branch of this ψ-like symbol clearly depicts a
Menorah as described in sec ξ. The center branch of
the symbol emulates Solomon’s two pillars with its
base as the VOID and top as the water lily capitals,
while the left branch shows the spherical triangle
geometry of where it is located on the world relative to
Giza and Jerusalem. The Great Pyramid is well known
to be the center of dry land masses of our world, so it is
natural that this symbol uses it as a reference “zero”
point. The central post and base represent the Father Void, on his right hand is the Son – Heaven, and left
hand the Spirit - Earth.
This compound symbol was drawn by very intelligent beings, since it incorporates
▪ A center post pointing toward the north magnetic pole, 30 degrees from
the North Pole, representing two Solomon Pillars together, 2 Chron 3:15,
and pillars of cloud and fire which guided Moses through the desert,
▪ A menorah on the right arm, just as described in scriptures with its six
arms around the post, not lined up as current menorahs are depicted, and
▪ On the left arm, a scale factor as used as herein of ψ = 107 and the
spherical triangle which shows where the drawing is located on our
world relative to the great pyramid at Giza, also built by these angels.
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Like all angel-drawn figures, a copy of
one of the Nazca figures is the Atacama
Giant, found as part of over 5,000 aligned
in Chile along the magnetic equator. Its
height is 390-feet = 222 cubits; Christ’s
triplet number. The ratio between body
height and width is 76/28-cubit = e, also
matching the Temple shape and size. The
artists knew of the 12-D of the universe in
its costume or physique, or even an
attempt to model Christ. Twelve head bars
model three 4-dimensional space-time sets. Its top is the above e-void, its right side
is s-heavens and left t-earth. Two body-bars might also represent these latter. Its
feet are the under-void, the right arm is s-times, left arm is t-half-a-time, restrained
to one direction for Satan’s angels and men. There might be a small angel, a man,
and the opposite galactic arm in Triangulum (the arm inset).
Angels must have drawn this figure and
perhaps a recently found cemetery of
pterosaurs nearby were another indication
that such animals were designed by angels.
The south magnetic pole is located in
southern Alaska, 30 degrees’ latitude from
the world’s current rotational axis we call
North Pole because the north end of a
magnet points towards it. This pole
position is along the extension of the same
30-degree longitude line as Giza, and 90degrees north and 105-degree, 7ψ/6 meterlongitude west to form an apex of a spherical triangle at Machu Picchu, the
Peruvian Nazca lines and the Atacama Desert glyphs. Alignment of these drawings
and other stone structures around and along the magnetic equator is certainly due to
their construction by angels who “see” the orthogonal magnetic phase of light in
orthogonal heaven. The world’s magnetic lines are symmetric and parallel along its
magnetic equator, so “stereo” vision there for angels might be fabulous. We cannot
imagine what “colors” they see, imaged by our vision of the northern lights.
Ther e are three separate pairs of arms of the menorah with the left side of the
lowest arms in front of the middle set, just as shown in Thesis 21.3, and as seen in the
three-dimensional Menorah model described there with the three arms spread
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vertically along the post. One of 200 pomegranates is seen on the center post
representing those on the pillar capitals. Thus, the entire symbol is a drawing by
angels who understood the significance of these designs, and of the great pyramid
and Solomon’s temple, long before scriptures were even written. It was placed in a
dry region of the world where they would last for millennia. The height at 35 cubits
is probably the number of our world’s days per year in cubits when drawn, having
drifted to 365 today. All these numbers are scriptural.
Another possible reason for finding all these stone structures along the magnetic
equator, is that the equator marks the warmest places on the world. When the
geomagnetic pole’s average position is aligned more closely with the rotational
equator, this could cause an ice age. Angels who may have been living here at that
time, may have needed to stay near that equator, resulting in many structures they
built being within 100 km of it. Geologists have estimated that the most recent ice
age occurred 10-12 millennia ago. These details are explained in part 2 of the video
so there is no need to repeat them all here. Of major significance is that if angels
built them, it explains the age-old question of who actually built all these selfstanding stone structures, including many in China that have yet to be uncovered.
There may also be pyramids under the ocean such as at Yonaguni Japan, although
this may be natural rather than fabricated. Thus the search for Plato’s sunken
Atlantis may not go on today, but searches should actually continue to measure
more pyramids, both above and below the oceans, to uncover possible scriptural
symmetries in more of them.
Geologists have seen in the
continental crust that the world’s
magnetic direction has probably
switch polarity about 400 times
over its long history. The video says
100 but this has probably been
updated more recently. Our world’s
rotating iron core produces its
magnetic field like a motor, and the
magnetic pole moves relative to the
rotational pole probably due to the
rotational inertia of the large heavy
core wanting to remain in inertial
space while the crust spins around it. Because the sun also influences our magnetic
field, during its precession the magnetic pole could have been aligned perpendicular
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to the sun in periods of ξ millennia. This might have caused these effects seen in the
world, so both the rotational and magnetic equators were possibly aligned in the
ecliptic sometime during these switches. According to the shifting magnetic lines as
new land is formed along the mid-Atlantic ridge, the polarity directions do not shift
on a regular basis. The following quote is from Wikipedia, Geomagnetic Reversal

“The rate of reversals in the Earth's magnetic field has varied widely over time. 72
million years ago (mya), the field reversed 5 times in a million years. In a 4-millionyear period centered on 54 Ma, there were 10 reversals; at around 42 Ma, 17 reversals
took place in the span of 3 million years. In a period of 3 million years centering on 24
mya, 13 reversals occurred. No fewer than 51 reversals occurred in a 12-million-year
period, centering on 15 mya. Two reversals occurred during a span of 50,000 years.
These eras of frequent reversals have been counterbalanced by a few "superchrons" –
long periods when no reversals took place.”

Since earth’s first creation e-day was from 720 to 480 mya, there may have been
27,000 or only 18,000 precessions of our world during that e-day. If that number is
24,000 precessions so 24 s-days ago, then our world was formed 576 mya. Neat!ρ
Light and symmetric Red-blue shift
What is light? No one can explain how everything emits light when exposed to
light so every item in Day can be “seen” with our eyes from every point in Day.
Science claims that these items emit light via photons, which are quantized packets
like everything else in Day having a “minimum” amount of energy. Yet, these
weightless photons must actually have no “size” since anything with a size would
need to exclude others with a similar size from their point in space, and there are an
infinite number of them going through every point in space. These photons all
travel at the “speed of light” and are claimed to have no mass, since anything
having mass cannot go as fast as a photon. Therefore, we have not really explained
what light is, merely how light affects our eyes and brains. Our brains can also see
images while we dream when no light is actually present. We can also ask why the
shape of every distant galaxy looks just like those nearby, since the further they are
away from us, the older they are supposed to be if their light took time to get here.
We know for example that the light from our sun took 8 minutes to get to our
world. This does not prove that all images took time to arrive at our eyes. God said
matter appeared on the third e-day, so where did it appear? EVERYWHERE! Of
course, there is a time-to-space ratio we call speed, but in 12 orthogonal space-time
dimensions, time did not require change in order to create space images throughout
Day. The concept of a big explosion is denied by this fact since older galaxies show
just one revolution of its structure, no matter how far away. God built-in images!
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The under wall of water is accelerating into the smaller void of Day, so its light is
“blue shifted” just as actual measurements show upper wall is “red shifted” into
the larger void. No other scientist I am aware of considers blue shift of light in the
same way they do red shift, but I believe accelerations of these light walls produce
all nuclear and gravitational forces within the universe. These are not pseudoparticles, rather they are real accelerations of space-time itself into the larger and
smaller voids. Their “particle” nature is actually their Plank granularity.
Just as light in the form of photons (or Plank energy quanta) seem to travel through
space/time at c = √(csct), so electricity in the form of electrons seem to travel at
about (2/3)c through a copper wire. The photons and electrons themselves may not
move to produce light and electricity flow, they may merely excite the neighboring
energy packets at the speed of light. Thus when God created light and matter in
Day’s space/time, he created it to be visible throughout all light in all space/time.
This would explain how we now see galaxies which are actually too far away for
their photons to move here in the relatively short history of creation. The universe is
ψe = 1019 (or 1010 billion) light-years wide, and “only” 1.44 billion t-years old, so
galaxies which are closer than 720 million light years away have actually
“changed” their images, while further galaxies are seen “as created”. Today we see
galaxy formation as gamma ray bursts because their lights finally reach us in t-time.
Early scientists referenced the bible and attempted to explain the universe from it.
Eventually sinful men learned enough to think they could explain everything from
their math models, and stopped looking to miraculous or life-based creation
described by God in scriptures. Today, anyone who attempts to bring intelligent
creation into any scientific pursuit is ridiculed and ignored. Men consider the big
bang concept and Darwinian evolution are “sacred” even though they result in no
definition of life, nor explain how the universe actually works. Evolution does not
define life, it merely explains how all life seems to be made of common design and
matter, and the big bang theory ignores how the universe originally occurred and
why it is so isotropic in spite of being formed supposedly from rapidly disbursing
matter from an explosion. Atheists merely assume that current universal expansion
must have started from nothing, and nothing is the inevitable conclusion!

σ Day’s wall accelerations into the void
There is currently no theory in science to allow for more than one magnitude for
gravity. Scriptures imply it is different for heaven and earth, but scientists do not
believe there is a heaven so do not search for another value. They claim gravity to
be force particles called gravitons, just like nuclear and electro-magnetic forces, all
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without mass. Science believes the single force of gravity they measure acts over
large distances to form all physical makeup of the universe. A Christian paradigm
shows earth’s gravity only acts out to 32 light years, or stadia, so ψ2.5 meters, while
heaven’s gravity acts out to 12,000 stadia, one fourth of any galaxy, as measured by
Christ’s angel. This lack of a single, large-scale force allows earth’s matter outside
all galactic heavens to drift away, as measured, from the core at σ/2 = 333 km/sec.
With only one very small force of gravity to work with, science must explain all
universal operation by assuming it has infinite reach in both larger and smaller
directions. I do not believe this works in reality in spite of scientist’s simulations
that theorize enough invisible “dark matter” to force galaxy formation. No one
knows what makes up this matter or why it is invisible. Men assume all galaxies
possess a black hole at their center. Actually, matter cannot create forces, because
life forces are required to create matter. Current explanations of gravity forces as
magically emanating from matter lacks all credence, just as old theories of light as
emanating from our eyes produce vision. Light comes from the void, just as gravity
comes from the inner and outer acceleration of that light into that void, not
emanating from our eyes or from matter. Matter just happens to exist there, created
via life forces from light in Day around the under void. That under void beyond the
wall is as infinite as the above void.
When God said, “let there
be light” it included light’s
acceleration into the void
of Night since we now
know from scientific
measurements of the red
shift of distant light that
Day, made of light, is
accelerating outwardly.
There must also be an
inner wall to Day,
accelerating in the
opposite direction to
balance Day’s walls of
gold and jasper. (Col 1:16).
Life was present at the outset of e-day #1 to convert first-light into matter since
scriptures say the very first τ-matter was water, (H2O)τ over which the Spirit
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“hovered”. This was very “heavy” τ-water made from τ-particles. This water is
23,000 times heavier than our t-water. Light has a “speed” we call c = 30 x 107 (ψ)
meter/second. This is a combined speed c2 = csct to explain mu-matter in heaven
and t-matter in earth. Acceleration of heaven’s speed of light, cs = eψ m/s into the
above void creates its gravity, Gs = dcs/ds. Earth was created later in e-day #4, with
its light speed of ct = σψ/2 m/s.
Newton’s law of gravitational attraction between two masses in earth’s three space
dimensions is measured at ft = Gtmt1mt2/dt2 where Newton’s value for, Gt = 10σ/ψ2
= 666 x 10-13 m3/kg-sec2. Scriptures do not appear to reveal how gravity functions
in the multi-dimensional geometry of space-time. The inverse square law (1/dt2)
exponent most probably increases linearly with added dimensions. If so, heaven’s
seven space dimensions would expand this law to fs = Gsmμ1mμ2/ds6, and in day’s
ten space dimensions, fe = Gemτ1mτ2/de9. Our world’s gravity is about gworld = 10
m/s2. Science calculates the sun’s diameter as 109 times the diameter of our world.
Its mass is 333,000 times that of our world, strangely at σα/2 = ctα/ψ, and the
gravity ratio is about gsun = 30gworld = 300 m/s2. Inserting these values in the
differential equations for wall expansions will confirm their validity.
The time/distance ratio between dimensions in heaven and earth from 2 Peter 3:8 and
Ps 90:4 is α = 10±3 year/day = 3.5x10±5 day/day, so ds = αdt, with + selected for
distances larger than man, - for smaller than man. God’s “daytime” scale factor
between our earth and his void, is 1 e-time = ψ t-years, so God’s ratio to man is:
ω = 24ψα = 84x10±12. In both cases, the plus sign is for force of gravity and the
negative sign for atomic forces.
The three ratios between types
of matter are obtained from
atom smashers as mμ = 190 mt;
mτ = 120 mμ; and mτ = 23,000
mt. The ratio of light speeds is
cs/ct = (2e/σ), or cs = (2e/σ)ct =
.0083ct, so these ratios apply in
the opposite directions to c’s.
Men cannot measure Gs directly
from within earth, but may
calculate it from the ratio fs/ft
which contain the mass of
earth’s and heaven’s particles of
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matter, Gs = Gt(190mt1190mt2)/ds6, so heaven’s gravity may be Gs = 36,000Gt =
36αGt, depending on how these forces reduce with distance in eight dimensions.
More analysis is required; a challenge to the reader.
We see accelerating expansion whenever we release any body and see it stay in
inertial space and the world of t-matter around it expanding into the smaller and
larger void within and without, resulting in the body apparently accelerating toward
that mass. The larger the mass, the greater the apparent forces caused by this dual
acceleration. The only reason we cannot sense this accelerating expansion other
than the red and blue-shift of light is because EVERYTHING in Day, every piece
of “dust”, is expanding equally, including organic matter of life. Angels in heaven
are also expanding into heaven’s s-space/time due to their Gs gravity. Earth’s
gravity is an “image” of heaven’s larger gravity that acts in eight dimensions.
Angels accommodate this in their heavier μ-matter bodies. The stairway to the Most
Holy of Solomon’s temple is like the great pyramid at Giza as a larger, angel-built
scale model stairs. Angels must have been huge so could easily handle 240 million
stones. Thesis 6.9f. This 7π scale would make dinosaurs like small cat and dog pets.
Scientists were surprised when
measurements showed that the
universe expansion is
accelerating rather than
decelerating as expected. This
acceleration requires continual
addition of new energy into the
universe from somewhere.
Actually. few knowledgeable
scientists today really believe
that weak gravity could form
galaxies and their stars, and
that there was a single Big
Bang because it requires large
amounts of “dark” matter to account for the attraction required and statistically the
chance of the universe as we see it should not actually happen.
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Scientists design tests at
the LHC to measure their
Higgs Boson. A single
event captured by CMS
and ATLAS produced the
same mass equivalent of
120 GeV. This value
demonstrates the life force
that converts energy (in
electron volts) to mass (in
grams) as already available in scriptures when God declared that man’s LIFE would
only be 120 years. Gen 6:3 Then the LORD said, "My Spirit will not contend with man
forever, for he is mortal; his days will be a hundred and twenty years." Time and space
couple to man’s body of matter via life, showing this relationship as sought by men.
No one actually sees matter collapse into black holes, yet all current theories require
they exist at the cores of galaxies where matter is supposedly flowing inward to
power the amazing things seen there. Measurements show that stars are actually
flowing outwardly away from the galactic core. Thus the Big Bang does not work!
Unfortunately, too many scientists are using it so no one is willing to drop it yet.
Except for this Heaven Lights paradigm that requires there being a God in an
external void supplying this energy, nothing else works either.
Discovery that the universe
was expanding brought
about the (ridiculous)
concept that it must have
started from a very small
size but infinitely heavy
mass of matter smaller than
an atom, which somehow
exploded into “empty”
space. The resulting “pure
energy” somehow turned
into matter via an imagined
Higg’s field, and this matter
then produced enough
gravity, however small it may be by itself, and was able to stop it from expanding
and pulled it together into clumps. These clumps eventually merged via this same
small gravity into large enough clumps to form stars that magically “lit-up” and
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grouped into galaxies. Science has not devised how the large force field they call
the Higg’s Boson produces the gluon forces in atoms needed to convert light energy
into matter. LHC tests attempt to see the “God particle” or Higg’s Boson. Did it
magically existing in the void before the explosion, or was it part of the matter that
exploded? If the latter, was it there in anticipation of being required to convert a
future unknown explosion of energy into matter, and if so, who put it there? These
are paradoxes of a Big Bang paradigm.
It also turns out that mere stars do not have enough intrinsic energy to create
naturally occurring atoms larger than iron, and the extra energy to produce them is
theorized by current science to come from explosions of stars that originally did not
have them. The resulting larger atoms thus magically created were expelled from
these explosions and were again expanding rapidly. Then again, magically through
weak gravity reformed back into new stars. Thus ALL visible solar systems consist
of previously exploded stars, and life has magically ignited from this new matter
and even more magically grew into philosophically capable mankind! This type of
human logic is clearly FAR from fact. It more than doubles the time required to
produce the existing universe, and physics does not support this concept using our
weak, earthly gravity to accomplish it. A theory-house-of-cards is the result!
Scientists accept that galaxies
accelerate with space-time
outwardly into a void, but not
that quarks do the same inward
into the under void below the
Planck limit. There is a blue
shift to balance the outward red
shift of expansion. Scientists
do not see that all universal
forces are caused by these
balanced accelerations of space
at dci/di with i=c, s, t. Heaven’s
gravity and nuclear forces were
present during the first two creation days, prior to conversion of light into mass, so
the universe of Day could never exist if matter causes gravity. Matter and particles
thus cannot be the source of these forces. Only scriptures explain this fundamental
scientific concept from outside of Day! Scientists cannot accept these concepts, so
resort to black holes to provide massive energy sources. A black hole is surrounded
by the under wall to the void in every atom. Its acceleration is ψ5α = 1038 larger than
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our gravity, Gt = σψ/2 at the above wall. The concept of dual acceleration of three
speeds of light into the void removes the need to equate forces with particles, such
as science’s graviton and Higg’s boson, and removes the need to hypothesize dark
matter, dark energy, and dark flow. These accelerations come from proven
scientific measurements and formulae, so remove all of the paradoxes currently
sought by science! Overlaying the forces of the universe on the Scales of the
Universe chart, we see:
Earth’s Measured forces
gravity
Gt
strong forces
gt
W weak force
Wt±
Z weak force
Zt0
Newtonian Gravitation

= dct/dt
= ▼ t ct
= dce/dt
= ▼ t ce
= dcs/dt
= ▼ t cs ;
= dct/ds
= ▼sct
2
f = σm1m2/d

= 10 m/s2 for our world
= (αρ)2(W±/Z0) = 1038Gt
= αγ
= αγ
= ▼tσt

Heaven’s Predicted forces (orthogonal to t set)
Gravity
i Gs = dcs/ds
= ▼scs
strong force
i gμ = dce/ds
= ▼sce
±
W weak force
i Wμ = dct/de
= ▼ect

= 190 Gt
= 190 gt
= 120 Wt±

= ▼ecs

= 120 Zt0

= A▼e Ee

= 12πψ13.

Z weak force

i Zμ0 = dcs/de

Day’s entropy

S

= Adγ/de

The balanced red and blue shift forces provide a net zero acceleration into the void,
so there is no preferred zero spatial location within Day. The larger mass of μmatter in heaven requires a larger binding force, ig, as well as a pair of other weak
nuclear forces, iW± and iZ0.
Symmetry of space/time in orthogonal heaven shows that there are three nuclear
forces labeled here as coming from e-time derivatives relative to earth and heaven.
These three forces are not visible from earth, nor how they affect matter in heaven.
Since all energy to sustain Day comes from the void, and since the under wall to the
void produce all nuclear forces, perhaps when men explode atomic bombs, they are
actually breaking into the void to tap into its energy, just as the void provides
nuclear energy to stars in the form of hydrogen to helium fusion. The hydrogen
fusion bomb was the largest explosion produced by men. It requires a fission bomb
to ignite it, so fortunately is over-kill as a weapon and expensive to produce.
Biologists have found that animals use energy more efficiently as the mass M, of
their bodies get larger, probably due to the increased branching of blood vessels in
larger animals. They find that the amount of useable energy from food grows
approximately as E = M¾. A very small animal requires a large amount of food
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relative to its size as compared to a large animal. This ratio of ¾ is related to the
scriptural scales of ¾ inch (English distance) per finger (Scripture space-time).
The four forces in earth are measured and calculated scripturally, based ratios
between them as shown in Thesis 16.2. Since mμ = 190 mt, the strong μ-force would
be igμ = 190gt. Also, since g = ψW±/Z0, therefore the two heavenly weak forces
iW±/iZ0 = 120 ψ W±/Z0. These mathematical derivations are speculations, but there
might be LHC data that could verify them. Science’s most recent though recognized
false estimate of the Higg’s Boson from LHC data was about 120 GeV/csct. This is
based on very complex theories of how light energy is converted to matter since
scientists do not look to scriptures for a life-based paradigm. No one can postulate
a logical conversion process, but attempts are still being made to develop a “Higgs
field” rather than recognize God’s breath of life that converts light-to-matter-life.
Man has created larger atoms from smaller ones that are not found in nature, so men
do understand how matter is made from elements. However, man cannot convert
energy into matter the way life can as converting dirt, water and air into wood.
Even dirt had to be “made from light”, and this could only have happened via life
from God. This must have started during creation e-day #2 when the “under” water
was turned into seas and lands, and continues today at the core of galaxies where
new matter and space itself is converted by life, from light, from the void. The
bible is full of science, just as the Old Testament is full of the gospel. The gospel
and science are both seen by merely looking for them in the word pictures and
poetry God word-paints throughout scripture to map them out. God said he would
be angry at the sins of a father as passed to their children to the 3rd and 4th
generation. There are 4 human generations of Zechariah’s, each being 84 years = 2
s-hours long, between the books of Zechariah #1 (and Malachi) and Zechariah #4,
the actual father of John the Baptist. (Thesis 19.2 Clocks of Days). We are also
now starting the 4th of God’s Generations of 666 years so man will start now to
truly learn the truth of the scriptures during the next 666-year fourth Generation.

τ. Physics and Geology
How do angels travel between earth and heaven? Gen 28:12 He had a dream in which he
saw a stairway resting on the earth, with its top reaching to heaven, and the angels of God
were ascending and descending on it. There above it stood the LORD, and he said: "I am the
LORD, the God of your father Abraham and the God of Isaac.” Angels still come from

heaven to earth, and our soul’s spirit may become “like” an angel to travel from
earth to heaven. These portals are not seen by men, except when Jesus met with
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Moses and Elijah on the mountain, when Jesus ascended, and in John’s vision in
Rev 3-4, so must be either entirely within heaven and hidden from our view.
When men’s spirits go to heaven, it must
take a lot of energy, so may be disguised
within bolts of lightning. Multiple
references in scriptures say lightning and
thunder are in direct conjunction with a
portal to heaven, such as: Rev 11:19 Then
God's temple in heaven was opened, and
within his temple was seen the ark of his
covenant. And there came flashes of

lightning, rumbling peals of thunder, an
earthquake and a great hailstorm.”

A physics professor once mentioned that
Moses’ Arc was gold covered wood,
making a great “Leyden Jar”. Men were
killed when grounded and touching it.
This is an insulating glass jar with metal on the inner and outer sides, and a
connector to the inside. It stores a static charge from the inner to outer conductor,
so when a connection is made between, a large spark is produced. Thus, the Arc
was dangerous to approach if a man were grounded and contacted the inside via the
metal cherubim on the cover. Ex 25:18 And make two cherubim out of hammered gold at
the ends of the cover. Make one cherub on one end and the second cherub on the other;
make the cherubim of one piece with the cover, at the two ends. The cherubim are to have
their wings spread upward, overshadowing the cover with them. The cherubim are to face
each other, looking toward the cover. Place the cover on top of the ark and put in the ark the
Testimony, which I will give you. There, above the cover between the two cherubim that are
over the ark of the Testimony, I will meet with you and give you all my commands for the
Israelites. The cover would form a perfect lightning rod between heaven and earth

to conduct spirits, and God the Christ said he would also come, as Jesus the Son of
Man, in this manner. Matt 24:27 For as lightning that comes from the east is visible even
in the west, so will be the coming of the Son of Man.” Rev 11:19 Then God's temple in
heaven was opened, and within his temple was seen the ark of his covenant. And there came
flashes of lightning, rumblings, peals of thunder, an earthquake and a great hailstorm.

Other thunder and lightning references include: Ex 9:23 When Moses stretched out his
staff toward the sky, the LORD sent thunder and hail, and lightning flashed down to the
ground. So the LORD rained hail on the land of Egypt; Ex 19:16 On the morning of the third
day there was thunder and lightning, with a thick cloud over the mountain, and a very loud
trumpet blast. 2 Sam 22:13 Out of the brightness of his presence bolts of lightning blazed
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forth. The LORD thundered from heaven; the voice of the Most High resounded. Job 37:3
He unleashes his lightning beneath the whole heaven and sends it to the ends of the earth.
Job 37:15 Do you know how God controls the clouds and makes his lightning flash? Ps
18:12 Out of the brightness of his presence clouds advanced, with hailstones and bolts of
lightning. The LORD thundered from heaven; the voice of the Most High resounded. Ps
29:7 The voice of the LORD strikes with flashes of lightning”. Ps 77:18 Your thunder was
heard in the whirlwind, your lightning lit up the world; Ezek 1:3 the word of the LORD came
to Ezekiel the priest, the son of Buzi, by the Kebar River in the land of the Babylonians.
There the hand of the LORD was upon him. I looked, and I saw a windstorm coming out of
the north-an immense cloud with flashing lightning and surrounded by brilliant light. Dan
10:6 His body was like chrysolite, his face like lightning, his eyes like flaming torches, his
arms and legs like the gleam of burnished bronze, and his voice like the sound of a multitude.
Matt 28:2 There was a violent earthquake, for an angel of the Lord came down from heaven
and, going to the tomb, rolled back the stone and sat on it. His appearance was like
lightning, and his clothes were white as snow.” Luke 9:29 As he was praying, the appearance
of his face changed, and his clothes became as bright as a flash of lightning. Two men,
Moses and Elijah, appeared in glorious splendor, talking with Jesus.” Luke 10:18 He replied,
"I saw Satan fall like lightning from heaven. Luke 17:24 For the Son of Man in his day will
be like the lightning, which flashes and lights up the sky from one end to the other. But first
he must suffer many things and be rejected by this generation. Luke 24:4 While they were
wondering about this, suddenly two men in clothes that gleamed like lightning stood beside
them. Rev 8:5 Then the angel took the censer, filled it with fire from the altar, and hurled it
on the earth; and there came peals of thunder, rumblings, flashes of lightning, and an
earthquake.

It is estimated that there are continually
upwards of 100 lightning strikes per
second around our world, and some are
powerful enough to create “sprites”
above them which reach into the
ionosphere up at 60 miles. As a result
there is a constant flow of electrical
energy at 8 cycles per second flowing
around the world called the global
electric circuit, powered by these sprites. Each time a sprite was seen in the video
linked from a Nova broadcast to this image, there was a jump in amplitude of this
circuit as measured by a single vertical antenna in Rhode Island. This image is a
composite of seven sprite bursts, which are shown in three dimensions in this video.
Perhaps these sprites form the basis for men thinking angels have wings. There are
also thousands of lightning strikes per second seen on Jupiter and Saturn, so those
planets might amplify transmissions of angels from our world to and from heaven,
along the seventh s-space/time axis. Pure speculation of course, but fun to imagine.
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The hexagonal cloud formation found around Saturn’s
poles exemplifies our world’s electrical standing wave.
This rotating cloud is a perfect model of the six arms
and David Star shape, and base of a menorah. (13.4). A
menorah’s lamps represent 12,000 galaxies, so Saturn’s
rings also model menorah arms and galaxies in Day.
Sixty moons and numerous elements in these rings
might represent galaxies, visually displaying these
enormous quantities. Saturn consists of gas, so this wave
is visible there, but our world’s standing electrical wave is not visible to us. Four
cycles of this circuit stretch from our poles to equator, totaling eight cycles around
our world, like a musical octave continuously played by flashing, rumbling
lightning sprites as spirits leave our world, bound for heaven. Again, pure
speculation, but based on many references to God and lightning.
The pillars in front of Solomon’s Temple with their 200 pomegranates and water
lily capitals emulate sprites that transport souls. The pyramidion on top of the Giza
pyramid has the same identical dimensions as these capitals. Angels designed it to
transfer souls to heaven. Such a structure was required for a mass exodus of angels
after Adam and Eve sinned. It is located at the center of land mass and around the
magnetic equator where they lived. Regarding the six creation days of scriptures, it
is clearly stated that heaven was formed during the first three, and earth during the
second three. There was no sin in heaven so all sun/world/moon sets in heaven were
intended to remain eternally in orbit around each Heaven Light to provide living
spaces for angels. The earth or “footstool” portions of galaxies in Day started in eday #4 and provided suns that orbit outside heaven to define seasons, days and
years for heaven’s worlds.
God may have created sun, world, moon systems in earth as “recreational” locations
for angels to “work and play” outside heaven. It is clearly stated in scriptures, such
as seen by Jacob that angels move back and forth between heavenly worlds and
earthly worlds such as ours. Gen 28:10 Jacob left Beersheba and set out for Haran. When
he reached a certain place, he stopped for the night because the sun had set. Taking one of
the stones there, he put it under his head and lay down to sleep. He had a dream in which he
saw a stairway resting on the earth, with its top reaching to heaven, and the angels of God
were ascending and descending on it. There above it stood the LORD, and he said: "I am the
LORD, the God of your father Abraham and the God of Isaac. I will give you and your
descendants the land on which you are lying. Your descendants will be like the dust of the
earth, and you will spread out to the west and to the east, to the north and to the south. All
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peoples on earth will be blessed through you and your offspring. I am with you and will
watch over you wherever you go, and I will bring you back to this land. I will not leave you
until I have done what I have promised you." Christ, the LORD is talking about us!

Angels must have built the many stone structures seen around our world. Their
“work-play” could include adapting the millions of plant and animal life forms seen
throughout our geological records, to their individual worldly environments. I
assume these adaptations of kinds on an almost infinite number of worlds like ours
in earth, were accomplished by angels, not God.
Angels must be much larger than
men in order to live in the higher
gravity they experience on their
worlds. If so, they would have no
trouble handling large stones found
in pre-human structures. The
pyramids and walls around our
world’s magnetic equator, or along
the Giza latitude, are located within
100 km. of these lines, as shown along the line from Giza and Jerusalem through
Easter Islands and Peru.
These images from the Vimeo video at:
https://vimeo.com/74887398, refute the
current theories of how these structures were
constructed by human Egyptians. The
accepted assumption is that they were
somehow built by descendants of Adam, or
even early Cro-Magnon man, but this could
not have occurred. Aliens are science’s only
other alternative, but the distances to nearby
stars in earth preclude this option. Thus, it is
obvious to me that they were produced by highly intelligent beings such as angels
from heaven who had the means to produce them, but left (possibly via the Great
Pyramid) when sin entered the world through our ancestors, Adam and Eve.
Scriptures provide the only logical explanation. Rev 12:6 and 11:2 state that for our
world, 1260 days model a time, times and half a time, being equal to 42 months or
3.5 years of 30 days/month. Today our year is just over 365 days long, as our world
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has drifted slowly away from our sun, reducing its orbital speed from 350 days/year
to 365. The moon also drifts away from our world at 3.8 cm/year as measured by 3
laser corner-reflectors placed on the moon by Apollo astronauts.
Heaven is God’s temple and earth its courtyard. At the end of the sixth e-day, man
was created in God’s image in heaven, in a world called Paradise with its garden
called Eden. The expulsion of Adam to our world from heaven as a result of
Adam’s sin occurred early in e-day #7. The creation of our world must have
occurred near the beginning of e-day #6 since it has moved to its current location
12,000 stadia from heaven. This occurred much prior to man’s creation, not after
his sin. God is not bound by our linear t-time-line since he is free to travel back and
forth in s-time and t-time as simply as moving back and forth through s-space and tspace in all ten dimensions. There was no sin at completion of creation in e-day #6,
so the earth was perfect at that time, as it had been throughout e-days #4 and #5 so
angels could have visited our world in our earth. Our world was prepared as a place
for sinful man to reside outside of heaven. This follows from God stating that his
selections for redemption were made before creation, then confirmed by Jesus who
said later that he would return to heaven and prepare a new place there without sin
for us in s-space and s-time. This comment confirms that the Father must have
prepared a place called “our world” in earth outside of heaven to keep sin out of
heaven for all s-time.
This would imply that Adam was created in paradise, 4ξα t-years, or 52 s-days ago.
After he sinned, he was moved to our world and clothed in “skin” (Gen 3:21) at the
beginning of e-day #7 at its current location in earth relative to heaven. This is
certainly possible since today angels easily move between heaven and earth, and
redeemed men return from our world back to heaven at death via the seventh
dimension along Jacob’s stairway.
Men are clothed in perishable skin while angels are said to be clothed in
imperishable “white robes”. God’s transfiguration of matter between angels and
man must occur as discussed in Thesis 16.4. Man’s spirit lives within our bodies of
t-matter, but outside of its cells. This spirit can be “clothed” in any body, so can
transition between men and angels, who do not have a “skin” of s-matter but rather
a robe of righteousness. This robe does not degrade with s-time as our skin does in
t-time, Thesis 24.4. We do not know what those robes may look like, but they will
all be similar. Matt 22:30 At the resurrection people will neither marry nor be given in
marriage; they will be like the angels in heaven. But about the resurrection of the deadPage 293

have you not read what God said to you, 'I am the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and
the God of Jacob'? He is not the God of the dead but of the living."

It may be possible, however, to apply the scaling factors for the speed of light, ci, to
scale the number of genes
between human bodies and
angel bodies. There are
about 30,000 genes in our
t-bodies, this number is
modelled by the factor
10cα-1. Perhaps angels
have e times 10cα-1 genes,
or about 84,000 = 84α.
This is a recognizable
fractal, similar to gold
atoms at 84ρ meters. We
are not told where angels
get their human bodies
when they are here, or if
their angel bodies are somehow converted from μ-matter to t-matter and back. This
scenario is created via this paradigm of the physics of Day as obtained from
scripture, (Matt 5:29; Mark 9:43) and is supported by many physical measurements

υ. The Flood and Remnant of space and time
During the early 7th e-day (Today) as our solar system passes through our galaxy at
σ/2 km/sec, it may have encountered a heavenly fountain as mentioned earlier, that
caused flooding on all of its planets. This would explain our flood and why there
are rings of frozen water around Saturn and Neptune, and water erosion on Mars
that dried due to the solar wind blow-drying the surface. According to scriptures
this occurred at the time of Noah, 7,000 years after Adam’s sin. There are many
references to a “remnant” of believers that God maintained throughout Israel’s
history, and typically numbered them at 7,000 (1 Kings 19:18; Rom 11:4). Noah’s
single family of eight persons modelled this remnant at 7,000 t-years of time after
Adam and Eve, rather than in the numbers of believers saved.
This clock slide 19.2 shows how the vision of Zechariah around 400 BC at s-hour
14 explained that Christ was coming later that same 1,000-year s-day, and the angel
who measured New Jerusalem, or the heaven portion of the universe of Day, would
come to John 12 s-hours later that same s-day. A current human generation, σt is
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about 2 s-hours = 84 years, an s- hour being 1,000/24 t-years = 41⅔ ≈ 42 t-years
long. There are four σt human generations between Zechariah’s visions, described
in his book, to his fourth son, Zechariah #4, the father of John the Baptist. These
four generations are indicated around the clock from hour 14 to hour 22. Luke 3:1
during the high priesthood of Annas and Caiaphas, the word of God came to John son of
Zechariah in the desert. Jesus said that there were none greater than John the Baptist,

yet he came just prior to the peak of God’s period of wrath at men for crucifying
Jesus, (Thesis 20.3). Matt 11:11 “I tell you the truth: Among those born of women there has
not risen anyone greater than John the Baptist; yet he who is least in the kingdom of heaven
is greater than he. From the days of John the Baptist until now, the kingdom of heaven has
been forcefully advancing, and forceful men lay hold of it. For all the Prophets and the Law
prophesied until John. And if you are willing to accept it, he is the Elijah who was to come.”

This succession of four
Zechariah’s are shown in
this normal distribution plot
preceding Jesus as the timeline of God’s rising anger
a(s,t) = e-st leading up to
Jesus’ crucifixion. Here s
and t are heavenly s-times,
eψ and man’s half a t-time,
σψ/2 which combine to
form our c2 = 900ψ2 = 9ρ.
John’s father was the fourth
human generation from the
last chapter, Malachi of the
Old Testament, showing God’s anger building until John came to make the roads
straight for Jesus. This figure uses the same plot of for both horizontal scales of σe
= 666 years and σt = 84 years, the latter being shown with dashed lines.
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The normal curve in two
dimensions forms a Rayleigh
distribution, used for circular
error (CEP) plotting as the
distance to where half the values
fall within and half without. This
curve show WMAP data of CMB,
and the peak is at e-degrees
Kelvin. Note that 1000e = eα ≈
2777 as one second of God’s eday. Amazing! This curve also
models the third derivative jerk.
Baptist John is said to be a great
man and equated to the promise of the second Elijah who conquered the false
human gods of Baal. 2 Kings 10:10 Elijah went up to heaven in a whirlwind… The LORD
has done what he promised through his servant Elijah.", if “you are willing to accept this”.
Notice here that men’s spirits go to heaven when they die, just as angels do,
according to Jacob, (Gen 28:12) not at some future event, and Elijah’s glorified
angelic body was also seen by the three apostles on the mountain when Jesus
allowed it by opening Jacob’s stairway portal.
Jesus said he would bring many generations into his fold in one day, meaning here
Today’s heavenly e-day #7; Zech 3:9 See, the stone I have set in front of Joshua! There
are seven eyes on that one stone, and I will engrave an inscription on it,' says the LORD
Almighty, 'and I will remove the sin of this land in a single day. The first was the man on

the cross, and many more human generations have been added to his fold during the
two s-hours since Jesus’ resurrection. God continually keeps his 7,000-remnant
souls throughout Today, and as each group passes to heaven, new souls are added.
If scientists would just see the truth in scriptures, there would be many more come
into the Son’s fold. Science should stop teaching our children in our schools that
science knows all, and that scientists must ignore any religious involvement in their
scientific pursuits. Perhaps then, like Zechariah #4 who lost his speech while
awaiting John’s birth, they would lose their influence for preaching big bang
creation and evolution of life in our schools.
Man’s 3rd to 4th Generations are displayed for us as a model in the life cycles of the
Monarch butterfly. Three generations of Monarch caterpillars, like men in skins,
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work their way northward to various destinations in North America. Then a single
generation of butterflies fly all the way back to their winter haven in Mexico. We
are now like that final 4th generation of butterflies that will be clothed in white
robes with wings and return us to our home in heaven in a single flight. Recently
dragon flies were found to follow a similar life cycle starting in South America,
then flying across the Atlantic Ocean on rivers of clouds to Africa, finally after
several generations, returning back in a single generation. Christians can all look
forward to that trip and not fear death of our caterpillar-like bodies! All men ask
themselves “Why am I here?”, and this model answers that question.

φ. Formation of the Milky Way -note:

φ = golden ratio = (1 ±√5)/2

Our Milky Way, and other spiral galaxies, show all six of the 240 million t-year
e-days of God’s entire creation time-line for a total of 1,440 million = 144ψ t-years.
An angel measured the wall of expansion of New Jerusalem (Rev 21:15) over six edays at 144 cubits so here a cubit is an e-time. All galactic heavens formed over the
first three e-days and earthly arms during the next three e-days, #4-6. Our sun,
world, moon solar system formed while located in heaven during the fourth e-day’s
Pre-Cambrian era and fifth e-day’s Paleozoic era. God prepared our final location
outside heaven by moving it at σ/2 km/second = 10-4ct the speed of light during 24ψ
years of e-day #6, so 24ψσ/2 = 12x107x10-4 = 12,000 light-years. This was our
Mesozoic era. Other matter in spiral arms beyond our location preceded us by
traveling outward throughout e-days #4 and #5 as each e-day’s-worth are also
12,000 light-years wide. If we assume all of this matter consists of worlds with
lifeforms and humanity, then they too may have sinned against God at the same
time, or various other local half-a-time points throughout earth.
According to the clocks of days, Thesis 19.2, an s-months for a world in heaven
lasts ψ t-days, similar to the void’s ψ t-years. A menorah post represents heaven
with three lamps, like its arms representing earth, so angel’s worlds with moons
must move around individual suns like our world. An s-month of ψ t-days is a very
long “time” to us, yet it also works in the faster direction to be much slower. This
is very hard for men to fathom. Heaven’s gravity in eight space-time dimensions is
greater than our gravity in four, but no one knows exactly how an increase in
dimensions affects forces. Brian Green’s book “The Fabric of Space”, page 341
says that the reduction in gravity we now measure with distance decreasing as 1/r2
is a result of measuring it in three dimensions. He claims that this ratio would
change accordingly as the number dimensions increases, so in seven space
dimensions it would decrease as 1/r6. Then in the eighth chapter in his book, “The
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Elegant Universe” he discusses the idea of a multi-dimensional universe and
believes there are ten space dimensions not three, but seven are curled up at the
Planck size 10-35 meters. This is based on their idea that man can “see” everything
in the universe, which God denies, (Rom 1:20; Col 1:15; 1 Tim 1:17). In heaven’s six,
or even seven-space dimensions, forces like gravity may decrease as 1/r5 or even
1/r6, depending on how the seventh s-space-time dimension affects forces, again
difficult for men to fathom.
Our solar system and the opposite
arm of the Milky Way are both
moving away from the eastern edge
of the Garden of Eden at Vs = drt/dt
= ±σ/2 km/second. Spirits of saved
souls follow Jesus to heaven, and
angels move between heaven and
our world, along this s-dimension of
Jacob’s staircase Gen 28:12.
Astronomers measure this relative motion of our galaxy’s stars at σ km/second
from Triangulum, next to Norma, at the right-of-center of the galaxy. They call this
a great attractor of the entire galaxy in this image. The Father prepared our world’s
location in earth after he knew Adam would sin. Jesus said he would return to
heaven and prepare a new location for the faithful to return with Him along this axis
back to heaven. John 4:2 In my Father's house are many rooms; if it were not so, I would
have told you. I am going there to prepare a place for you. And if I go and prepare a place for
you, I will come back and take you to be with me that you also may be where I am.

Geologist’s three major eras beginning around 550 million years ago can be
associated with these last three creation days with the Precambrian, Paleozoic and
Mesozoic eras each lasting one e-day or 240 million years. When science analyzes
each of these geological periods they should agree with the bible’s description of
what God created during each of them. An article at the fossil museum website
regarding science’s Cambrian Explosion says many life forms came into existence
over only a few million years starting 545 million years ago. This is half way
through creation e-day #4 that lasted from 720 to 480 mya. This is when God said
he made earth’s vegetation, so confirms these correlations. However, the article also
incorrectly describes other life forms arriving simultaneously with vegetation.
As stated in this article, this explosion all but denies the truth of the Darwinian
paradigm by creating an unexplainable paradox of how all these types of life could
have arrived simultaneously without adequate time for evolution between them.
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Geologists still argue about this, while scriptures remove these dilemmas of man’s
evolution paradigm. Men should accept the truth that God created all kinds of life in
his described order, and that the age of Day is 1.44 billion years. The only fractal
required to resolve all their issues is six creation days are 24ψ = 24x107 year-days.
Scripture says God made the many kinds of life, and clearly God allows angels to
adapt them to their individual environments. The law of increasing entropy requires
extraordinary knowledge to accomplish these extraordinary adaptations of diverse
plants and creatures. Simultaneous design is especially required where both plants
and animals rely on each other for their very existence. Examples include colored
camouflage such as white praying mantis that can only survive on white orchids,
caterpillars that grow pine sprigs on their backs to look like the trees they eat,
chameleons and octopi that quickly adapt their coloration to their backgrounds, and
wasps that feed on plants that look like female wasps. The list goes on... Rom 1:20
A typical barred spiral galaxy,
whose heaven could have
stopped rotating when God
prepared a place for sinful men
in all galactic earths during
e-day #6 in the image of NGC
1300, (Thesis 6.8). The oftreferenced four horses, four
chariots and four corners in
scripture represent the division
of a galaxy into four parts. Since the oldest disbursing matter in earth must be the
furthest from heaven, the three e-days of earth’s creation are shown in the figure
counting from the outside in, whereas heaven’s creation was, and continues to grow
from the center outward. The newest earthly matter for e-day #7 is in the inner red
circle since it has only been 52,000 years since it started after God said creation,
including angels and humanity as Adam and Eve, was finished. Since heaven’s
matter continued to grow during e-days #4-#6, the circles in the inner region
symbolize the first three e-days, while all six including three for earth show in the
drifting arms Today. The galaxy rotated during e-day #4-#5, then stopped so matter
drifted straight out after sin in #6.
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An overlay of the Temple
rooms on this barred spiral
galaxy could show how Satan
sinned at the beginning of e-day
#6 to cause God to stop its
heaven’s rotation. Throughout
this e-day the earthly matter
merely drifted directly away
from heaven. Today’s drift is
indicated in red.

Our 24-hour t-day and heaven’s
1,000-year s-day are both images of
heaven’s 24ψ t-year e-day. These
relationships were explained to
angels and then to Adam and Eve,
and we are still using them today.
All earthly matter disperses into
space between galaxies, leaving a
ring of dust behind such as seen in the Sombrero galaxy, and described in
scriptures as the ground-level gutter around the Altar at Solomon’s Temple. Like
the Milky Way, it is 50,000 stadia across, but with 2,000 globular clusters.
Scriptures says the Trinity lives within heavens and earths, but the space between
galaxies is where the Trinity alone exists in τ-matter, and of course outside of Day
in the Void of Night where there is no light. God showed his “glory” to Moses who
was able to “see” his “back” but not his “face” (Ex 33:22). In this part of scripture
God repeated his condemnation of man’s sin to the third and fourth generation of
“stiff-necked” men, and this transition is starting today in the year AD 2,000.
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Luke at the end of chapter 3 calls Adam
an image “son of God” so angels must
also be such images, and Adam may have
been an angel when in heaven, but then
after sin, God clothed him with a man’s
body, not an animal’s skin, when moved
to our world in earth. Gen 3:21 “The LORD
God made garments of skin for Adam and his
wife and clothed them.” If this were an

animal’s skin God would not have had to
make it, since Adam could have done that
himself. Man also needs a new body to
exist in heaven since its matter is
transient in earth, we must live in much larger gravity, time and dimensions, and
our eyes would miss the broader spectrum visible to angels. Thus as a worm must
die to become a butterfly, so men must die to be re-clothed with an angel’s perfect,
white robe, imperishable body, 1 Cor 15:54.
There may still be questions by some regarding our world’s physical travel to our
current location in the Milky Way. If it occurred during creation e-day #6, to
account for its travel through 12 millennia of light years during this sixth e-day, this
does not quite correlate with the time history of man where sin caused the world’s
expulsion from heaven where it could no longer remain in eternal orbit around our
Heaven Light. If man’s sin early in e-day #7 prompted God to expel the entire
world’s population from heaven, then God had to prepare our world’s location in
the galaxy during creation day #6. This would be a place to put man when he
sinned. Genesis and Revelation say Jesus returned to heaven after his death to reprepare new places for men to reside after they return to heaven. Baptism
symbolizes our first death to sin, and after our lifetime, our second death occurs.
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The angel Satan had time to sin
against God in heaven and tempt
Adam and Eve to follow him, so
God created angels during the third
e-day. God allowed Satan to travel
throughout the earth portion of
galaxies, just as all angels seem to
do in the old and new testaments
throughout our history. Job 2:1 On
another day the angels came to present
themselves before the LORD, and Satan
also came with them to present himself
before him. And the LORD said to Satan, "Where have you come from?" Satan answered
the LORD, "From roaming through the earth and going back and forth in it." Then the
LORD said to Satan, "Have you considered my servant Job”. Here Satan confirms that

God’s “earth” is a vast portion of Day since Satan says he roamed throughout the
earth going back and forth in it, not on it, as would have been said if earth were
simply our one world. Satan undoubtedly tempted men on many worlds in earth.
This must also have happened in every galaxy in the universe since Day was to be
inhabited. Isa 45:18 “he who created the heavens, he is God; he who fashioned and made
the earth, he founded it; he did not create it to be empty, but formed it to be inhabited.”

Heavens and earth are large volumes of created space, and the earth portion of all
galaxies drift away from their heavens at the same velocity, σ/2 km/s. No Great
Attractor has infinite gravity.
Men have often incorrectly interpreted the final complete statement after the initial
phrases to only apply to the final noun “earth”, rather than to both “heavens and
earth” of the beginning portion of this sentence. The first portion of this sentence is
itself a complete sentence, and the second phrase is another complete idea, applying
to the entire first sentence, and thus to both portions of Day called heavens and
earth. God created the entire universe to “be inhabited”, and earth is not just our
world, nor even just in our galaxy! Men certainly want themselves to be more
important, but the finite universe of Day is immense and men are a small part in it.
Also in the Old Testament, Jesus Christ talked about his birth before Day was
created, with our world and its oceans, springs, hills and mountains. He says
specifically that the earth and heavens are separate regions from our world. Prov
8:22 "The LORD brought me forth as the first of his works, before his deeds of old; I was
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appointed from eternity, from the beginning, before the world began. When there were no
oceans, I was given birth, when there were no springs abounding with water; before the
mountains were settled in place, before the hills, I was given birth, before he made the earth
or its fields or any of the dust of the world. I was there when he set the heavens in place.”

Note that the earth has “fields” which clearly refer to Day’s gravitational and
nuclear force fields caused by accelerating expansion of both heaven and earth into
the void of night. These are not fields of grass! The worlds in earth are separate
from heavens. Since Christ already mentioned the world’s geography when
discussing how he existed before seas and land were made, he would have no
reason to add physical worldly items again such as fields of grass to his description
at this point when talking about all of creation. The word “dust” refers to all matter
in Day made from the light of Day, including humanity specifically made from
dust. Gen 2:7 “the LORD God formed the man from the dust of the ground and breathed into
his nostrils the breath of life, and the man became a living being.” There are many other
references to dust being matter, both inanimate like dirt, and that animated with life.
Men are not star stuff, but dust of earth which also contains stars.
Christ continued his explanation in Prov 8:27; “when he marked out the horizon on the
face of the deep, when he established the clouds above and fixed securely the fountains of the
deep, when he gave the sea its boundary so the waters would not overstep his command, and
when he marked out the foundations of the earth. Then I was the craftsman at his side.”

Here Christ tells us about setting the limits of the walls of waters around heaven
over which the Spirit “hovered” during creation (Gen 1:2) to assure that they not
overstep their limits, which at the end of creation e-day #3 surrounded heavens to
keep its matter within the limits of its gravity, Gs out to 12,000 stadia. This wall
then fixed the heavenly foundations of the deep fountains of water, so that he could
start building earth in the “clouds” above. Thus our world with its dust called by
most men “earth”, with clouds of “heaven” above, is actually an inverse image of a
galaxy’s heaven with their clouds of earth around it. Jesus was the craftsman at his
Father’s side during creation of all heavens and earths in each galaxy. The Father,
Son and Spirit exist in the void, and may exist in τ-matter within the space between
galaxies and in μ-matter in heavens where angels see the Lord, just as the Spirit
exists in t-matter in men. In the New Testament, Jesus reiterated his existence
before creation: John 17:5 And now, Father, glorify me in your presence with the glory I
had with you before the world began. He then includes God’s confirmation that Jesus
redeemed the world through the Father’s gift to believers of the Word. "I have
revealed you to those whom you gave me out of the world. They were yours; you gave them to
me and they have obeyed your word. God knows men’s entire lifetimes, even as we live
through them, to be included in his Son’s church: Now they know that everything you
have given me comes from you. For I gave them the words you gave me and they accepted
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them. Do you accept them? If so, you are part of Christ’s church, men who will

find the narrow Way to enter heaven. (John 14:6)

χ. Creation of Heaven and
Earth - In the Beginning
The opening section of this
document contains an
introduction to the creation
story. This section will recap
additional technical details
developed in the intervening
sections, pertinent to the
creation timeline. Gen 1:1 In
the beginning God created the
heavens and the earth. This is an

introductory statement of what
God intended to accomplish, so
is not part of the time-sequence of creation. By looking backward from our current
time in space, and better knowledge of scientific facts which are pertinent to
scriptures, this Christian Paradigm has replaced science’s atheistic Big Bang and
Darwinian paradigms, and theology’s lack of accurate scientific content in
scriptures, with a better merged paradigm which removes paradoxes in both
scientific and theologic paradigms.
God created the finite spherical space/time of Day within His void of Night,
consisting of light, originally enclosed by “under” and “above” walls of water but
today made of “gold” and “jasper”. God converted the underwater into inanimate
and living matter via His breath of life. God and angels in heaven-portions of all
ψπ/2 galaxies, are able to see the invisible magnetic phase of light that is beyond
human sight of the electric-phase. Men reside in in earth’s four-dimensional visible
space-time portion of galaxies surrounding heavens, but also accessible to angels.
Genesis describes the time sequence of creation over six of God’s eternal e-days,
and then Zechariah and Revelation provide further details. Solomon’s Temple and
its contained and surrounding structures model the structure and size of galaxies
and all of Day via fractal scale factors. Its construction is provided in 1 Kings 6,
with details in 2 Chronicles 3, Ezekiel 31, and Rev. 21. God formed heavens and
angels during e-day #3 and added earth during e-day #4. Angels lived in earth when
God created Adam 50,000 years BC, but left from our world after Adam followed
the angel Satan into sin against God’s commands. Angels built many structures on
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our world, mostly along its magnetic equator, and adapted God’s life-kinds into
many species of each kind. After they left, life forms continue to adapt as needed.
First e-day
Gen 1:2 Now the earth was formless and empty, darkness was over the surface of the deep,
and the Spirit of God was hovering over the waters. And God said, "Let there be light," and
there was light. God saw that the light was good, and he separated the light from the
darkness. God called the light "day," and the darkness he called "night." And there
was evening, and there was morning — the first day.

“The Beginning” is a zero point in our understanding of God’s eternal e-time. The
void was described, as “deep darkness” so had no light before this “beginning” of
the space God called “Day” and the time God called “days” in the void God called
“Night”. This void existed prior to creation of the time of day and space of Day, so
just “was”. The void is not defined further, but being deep, can be considered
infinite and outside the “surface of the deep” holding Day. The earth is said to be
formless and empty so was not created at the beginning of e-time and s-space-time
of Day in the void, but was added later after all heavenly galaxies were completed.
Except for the accelerating speed-of-light expansion, Day had Today’s dimensions.
The Spirit hovered over τ-waters, created initially to provide the “surface of the
deep” in the void to separate out the light coming into Day from the void “below”.
Light was “inside” the finite water surface and darkness of Night “outside” in the
infinite void, so Day was externally finite above while internally interfacing directly
with the infinite void below where God’s breath of light entered Day. Light has
velocity into the void as e-distance over e-time, so the water surface expanded into
the above void at ce = ψ/70 = .014ψ m/s, plus its acceleration at Ee = dce/de m/s2.
Entropy expanded Day’s 10-dimensional wall area, Ae from the void at Se = AeEe.
Mass of matter in Day is inversely proportional to the energy, or speeds of light that
form it. The LHC measures tau matter forming Day’s surface at 120 times heavier
than mu-matter in Day, so mτ = 120mμ. Heaven’s mu matter is 190 times heavier
than t-matter in earth so mμ = 190mt. Inverting these ratios to calculate the dual
speeds of light making up each type of matter switch these ratios. The void’s speed
is 190 times slower than in heaven, cs = eψ = 2.718ψ m/s, and heaven’s speed is
120 times slower than in earth at ct = σψ/2 m/s = 333ψ m/s. These ratios switch due
to mass being the cross product of two speeds to make up each type of matter. Thus
ce = 190cs, and cs = 120ct . The surface had to be accelerating at Ge = dce/de
outwardly to hold s-light inside the wall, in reaction to the entropy, Ee. This added
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entropy came from God’s Words “Let there be light”, producing the force of gravity
inside heaven’s 8-D portion at Gs = dcs/ds.
The Father and Christ the Son converted energy of the Word from the void into
light in Day. Scriptures later say Jesus is actually the “Word which became flesh”,
so we know the incarnate Jesus is that Word of energy called Christ the Son of God.
Water must have been formed via God’s power of life from light immediately upon
stating “let there be light” in order for God to separate light from darkness via a
spherical surface of water over which the Spirit of God could hover. This must
have been made of τ-matter and it is possible that God also existed in this same τmatter, but there is no other indication that God was other than Spirit with no need
for matter in which to reside.
God “showed” his hind parts to Moses, so at
some point became visible as t-matter,
created later in e-day #4. God may
physically reside in μ- and/or τ-matter in
heaven, because angels in their μ-matter can
“see” God with mu-matter-eyes: Job 19:26
And after my skin has been destroyed, yet in
my flesh [of μ-matter] I will see God; I myself
will see him with my own s-eyes- I, and not
another. and 1 John 3:2 Dear friends, now we
are children of God, and what we will be has not yet been made known. But we know
that when he appears, we shall be like him, for we shall see him as he is. God made

Adam’s soul a skin of perishable flesh and blood after he sinned. All men reside
within this skin, not in its cells but between the cells of our brain. The apostles
“saw” Jesus, Moses and Elijah glorified on the mountain. Only t-matter is visible to
our t-eyes, but here it is said that we will be “like” him so will also be given angel’s
imperishable white robe bodies of μ-matter when we “see” him as he is in heaven.
The under-water wall is mandatory to provide materials for life to convert light into
other matter within Day. Space and time itself is microwave radiation, separated
from the void by walls, and God’s twelve precious stones makeup all matter within
the walls of Day, forming a foundation framework. Thus all matter, space and time
were formed purely from the energy of light, which like God, is “undefined”.
Science can describe what light does, but not what light is. It has a ten-dimensional
structure, of which we see three, seven being invisible from within our prison.
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The “earth” portion of Day was still void so “heavens” filled Day. The void
consisted of twelve dimensions, of which three were unique to the void of
space/time and one eternal time labeled here (f, g, h, e-time). Water surrounded the
heaven of Day with the inside of the water surface now consisting of four sub-space
dimensions and a time dimension God calls “times” labeled here as (u, v, w, sspace/time). These four dimensions are embedded within the void’s dimensions,
and separated from them by the “above” or “outer” surface of water. Heaven’s
“times” dimension is dual in nature and bi-directional so all four s-dimensions are
direction-symmetric, based on the fractal of 2. How time can be symmetric is
beyond human comprehension since we live in mono-directional half-a-time.
This task of forming Day #1 lasted from the original condition of darkness at “the
beginning” until there was light within the surface of Day, so this e-time period was
called “evening” to “morning”. The space/time of light in heaven, labelled herein
as (u, v, w, s) fills “Day (#1)” and the time for its creation was one “e-day”. A
single surface of water contained Day within the twelve-dimensional Night of
space/time labeled here as (f, g, h, e; u, v, w, s; x, y, z, t). Earth’s (x, y, z, t) portion
is allocated here, but still part of the void during e-day #1 thru e-day #3.
How the first day’s light was contained is not further explained here, but perhaps at
the e-instant God said “let there be light” it was an amount which was sufficient to
first produce the water with its surface over which the Spirit of God hovered. This
could have then grown somewhat like a bubble with the water surface expanding as
new light was added inside. This e-day of expansion took 24 cubits or 24ψ of our tyears, and resulted in a bubble of ψ-2.5 or 10-17.5 meters, achieved in one e-day of a
quarter billion t-years. This resulted from the wall’s expansion at ce = ψ/70 m/s into
the void. At the end of the first e-day the outer wall of water surface was 24
inverse-cubits thick or 24x10-7 meters.
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Second e-day
Gen 1:6 And God said,
"Let there be an expanse
between the waters to
separate water from
water." So God made the
expanse and separated the
water under the expanse
from the water above it.
And it was so. God called
the expanse "sky." And
there was evening, and
there was morning — the
second day. God next

said that he created an
“expanse” to separate
out another new surface
of water under Day.
This expanse between
“water from water” he called “sky”. The new surface was “under” while the
original surface was “above”. The original surface was around Day while the new
surface is under and within Day. This resulted in an inner bubble but expanding
inwardly rather than outwardly to create nuclear forces “within” Day as required, to
produce matter. Without this inward acceleration there would be no forces to
prohibit “Day and matter” from falling into the inner void, just as there needed to be
an accelerating outer wall to prohibit Day from becoming infinite in the outer void.
This “under”-surface of water was separated from the “above”-surface. God
originally said Day was light while the earth was still void, so this new surface must
again separate the light of heaven directly from the void of Night, but is “under” or
within Day’s heavens. This second surface would allow light to accelerate bidirectionally into the larger and smaller void to create forces needed to “hold” Day
within these two water surfaces. Col 1:15 He is the image of the invisible God, the
firstborn over all creation. For by him all things were created: things in heaven and on earth,
visible and invisible, whether thrones or powers or rulers or authorities; all things were
created by him and for him. He is before all things, and in him all things hold together.

These words say God separated the above surface to form the sky of Day. The
single surface was “split” into two parts but if the above surface were like a balloon
that was being “blown up with light”, then from our three-dimensional point of
view, separation of the entire surface would exclude the light already inside. If
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instead the separation occurred at the “edges” of the surface that could be similar to
tying off the “mouthpiece” to keep air inside a rubber balloon. This separate under
wall could then keep light “inside” by accelerating into the under void, separate
from the above wall which was already accelerating into the above void. This new
surface would be like a bubble between matter in heaven and the under void, inside
every atom of matter, to provide its “gluon” force. This may seem miraculous, but
not more so than the life within every one of the two trillion cells in our bodies, or
our souls that exist outside and between our brain cells, which die sans our souls.
Third e-day
Gen 1:13 And God said,
"Let the water under the sky
be gathered to one place, and
let dry ground appear." And it
was so. God called the dry
ground "land," and the
gathered waters he called
"seas." And God saw that it
was good. Then God said,
"Let the land produce
vegetation: seed-bearing
plants and trees on the land
that bear fruit with seed in it,
according to their various
kinds." And it was so… And
there was evening, and there
was morning — the third day.

The bi-directional accelerating walls formed on the second e-day now provide the
required nuclear forces, g and W/Z to allow God’s breath of life to create matter in
the heavens of Day. This conversion of light into matter started by gathering the
under-water wall into seas, then God formed land in early heavenly galaxies. This
must have been a fantastic “sight” since we now see these conversions today as the
brightest visible objects we recognize today as Gamma ray Bursts (GRBs).
How much of e-day #3 consisted of creation of lands and seas, and how much for
vegetation on the land is not clear, but there was enough time to form vegetation in
all galaxies. God next described his creation of the earth portions of Day to provide
time references for intelligent life on these worlds, and to separate Day from Night.
Only angels would need these functions. The process described later for creation of
life forms in earth during e-days #5 and #6, including men, probably mirrors the
same sequence used to populate heaven. This would include intelligent angels.
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Scriptures purposefully omitted this information, so we must assume that God
intended to be secretive, so that early men would be confused about where angels
came from until the time was right to provide such insights.
Heavens were now lights and matter, including life, between two walls, each
separating Day from Night. Nothing is said yet about earth, so all the lands and
seas with life as discussed here are in heaven. Thus God used his miracle of life to
convert light energy from the under-surface of τ-water into μ-matter and μ-water.
This land and water were collected together into galaxies in the expanse of heaven
to form μ-worlds of lands and seas. These worlds eternally circle the “Heaven
Lights” at galactic cores which are interface points between the void and Day.
Scriptures do not explain whether these worlds all orbited the single Heaven Light
interface to the void, or whether there were solar systems like ours in earth where
worlds with moons orbited heaven’s suns as systems. The latter is most probable
since the four lamps on Menorah posts model sun, world, moon, systems in all
heavens, orbiting around the fourth lamp on the post that models the Heaven Light.
Gamma ray bursts pictured in the figures of section η must be showing light God
converted into new space/time and matter as birth of galaxies during e-day #3.
These gamma ray bursts are isotropic over the entire “sky” of “Day” relative to our
position and distance/time from them. They are energetic beyond comprehension,
but are clearly explained when consider to be the birth of entire galaxies, spewing
light in all directions in heaven’s 7-space dimensions. The early period of matter
formation in e-day #3 lasted between 0.96 and less than 0.72 billion years ago, so
the transition sphere from created light to new light now arrives from that period.
These visible events are all this far away from us as light transitions from created to
new light. They have been occurring regularly over man’s entire history at about
one per day, and continue as such galaxies pop into view in our Today. Another big
bang paradox removed with a few scriptural verses such as Zech 4:12 Again I asked
him, "What are these two olive branches beside the two gold pipes that pour out golden oil?"
He replied, "Do you not know what these are?" "No, my lord," I said. So he said, "These are
the two who are anointed to serve the Lord of all the earth." Scriptures here describe

Jesus’s servants who pour void energy into Day that accelerates its walls in both
directions and provides all forces to maintain his Day. Recent multiple radio
images of the Milky Way as Sagittarius A that men claim to be black holes show
these Heaven Lights.
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Fourth e-day
Gen 1:14 And God said, "Let
there be lights in the expanse of
the sky to separate the day from
the night, and let them serve as
signs to mark seasons and days
and years, and let them be lights
in the expanse of the sky to give
light on the earth." And it was
so. God finally placed earth

above each galaxy’s heavenly
skies, to provide heavenly
world’s with lights at night to
define their time scales for
seasons, days and years, and
to separate their world’s
views from dark night.
These heavenly worlds were inhabited with angels at this time who needed these
background lights for stellar time references. If not, why did God the Father tell the
Son and Sprit later in e-day #6, “let us make man in our image” if there were no
living angel spirits for whom to make the “lights in the sky” on e-day #4? Creating
earth could also be part of God’s “preparation” of a place for men should they sin.
Since the Father knows all, he knew and thus said when he finished creation that it
“was good”. There was a later e-time when it would not be good due to sin, and
men would need to be redeemed. This occurred later in God’s e-time, but not later
in two-directional s-time, nor in one-directional t-time.
The Heaven Light and heavenly suns that supplied energy to galaxy’s heavenly
worlds, were very far from earth’s worlds, so these worlds would also need near-by
stars to provide them with light and heat power, just as our sun does for our world.
Gen 1:16 “God made two great lights — the greater light to govern the day and the lesser
light to govern the night. He also made the stars. God set them in the expanse of the sky to
give light on the earth,” This is therefore the second reason for creating stars in earth,

to give earth its own light and thereby heat energy. The original texts in which
these passages were written, and then thereafter having been translated by men
originally and more recently into the NIV language, probably missed the subtle
meanings of words for earth and worlds in earth in their original languages. These
men may not have clearly stated creation of the separate portions of Day called
heaven and earth, with all its embedded worlds and moons associated with their
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suns, so that future translations of these ideas mixed the concepts of worlds and
earth together, and is still going on today.
It is specifically stated here that the greater light, the sun, provides earthly worlds
with the light of “day” and the lesser light, the moon, provides light during the
“night”. These two “lights” separate the “day” from the “night” via rotation of the
world. Man’s words for “day” and “night” are therefore different than God’s “day”
and “night” explained earlier as a “day of creation” in which there is no night.
God’s day exists within the void of God’s night. Men must not interpret God’s day
to be an image of man’s day. One cubit is God’s hour of ψ years since scriptures tell
of creation lasting six times 24 or 144 cubits of time by stating that the walls of Day
are 144 cubits of growth wide, so 24 cubits are one of God’s 24ψ-year days.
The difference between earth and worlds in earth also apply to scripture’s
statements regarding a greater light, our sun, and stars. We now understand suns
and stars are the same objects in the sky, while early men would not have known
this. Early men obviously thought stars orbited around our sun, and they actually
did not change this concept until Copernicus explained it 500 years ago, so writing
about our sun and stars seemed to demand separate descriptions in this passage by
early translators of Genesis’ original words. Men also did not know about extragalactic objects until as recently as 100 years ago. This lack of understanding
follows from the fact that God was still angry with men for crucifying Jesus up to
our current year of AD 2,000, and is just now relaxing this anger to allow men to
transition out of the “dark ages” of the third Generation into the fourth, to now “see
the light”. Continued better understanding of the universe by men requires that men
adapt to deeper interpretations of scripture’s facts as stated in Roman’s 1:20. Men
must be careful not to be like Lot’s wife who looked back to the days of darkness.
We can now follow scripture’s logic using the science presented herein. God set
them in the expanse of the sky to give light on the earth, to govern the day and the night,
and to separate light from darkness. This sentence is a mixture to explain how suns
within earth provide both local energy via light sources in the earth’s galactic arms,
being far from the Heaven Light at the core, while also providing lights above
heaven’s worlds to define angel’s, and later man’s, passage of time. These earthly
worlds were inhabited with vegetation and wild animals, just like worlds in heaven,
until men were put there. Angels could visit worlds in earth earlier, just as they
visit us here today. Satan was one of them when God asked him where he had
been: Job 1:7 and 2:2 Satan answered the LORD, "From roaming through the
earth and going back and forth in it." Satan was put in charge of sinful, but
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”blameless and upright” Job, so had to spare his life: Job 2:4 "Skin for skin!"
Satan replied. "A man will give all he has for his own life. But stretch out your
hand and strike his flesh and bones, and he will surely curse you to your face."
God allows Satan to be in charge of Job and his followers today. God now allows
Christian men and women to be in charge of spreading the Gospel.
The four-dimensional space (x, y, z, t), is an image of heaven’s (u, v, w, s). The
portion of the waters that formed the inner or “below” surfaces of water collapsed
as it too accelerated into the inner void, and disappeared from view, figure 5.5.
Small as matter may be, it is still accelerating into the infinitely small void to
balance forces in Day. God had prepared a place for angels on worlds in heaven,
and now for men on worlds in earth, including gardens where man could live, just
as Jesus said later that he would return to heaven to prepare new places for those
men given to him by the Father. John 14:2 In my Father's house are many rooms; if it
were not so, I would have told you. I am going there to prepare a place for you. And if I go
and prepare a place for you, I will come back and take you to be with me that you also may be
where I am. You know the way to the place where I am going." Human spirits will need

new and much larger angel’s “robes of white” to replace “skin” that God originally
“made” for their spirits in earth, allowing them to exist in larger heavenly gravity.
Jesus says we know the way to heaven, which is both spiritual in that we have faith
that he took away our sin, but also physical in that we know where he is located in
Day. Most theologians believe that heaven is some ethereal place in the sky we
can’t see, and if there are other worlds with men, we don’t see them either. The
paradigm here clarifies where that physical location exists as surrounding our
heaven light out to 12,000 light years, and that the matter we see is only a small
fraction of what is physically there. Since sin has place us in a prison, we will
probably never see those other worlds from here in earth using our human eyes.
Fifth e-day
Gen 1:20 And God said, "Let the water teem with living creatures, and let birds fly above the

earth across the expanse of the sky." So God created the great creatures of the sea and every
living and moving thing with which the water teems, according to their kinds, and every
winged bird according to its kind. And God saw that it was good. God blessed them and said,
"Be fruitful and increase in number and fill the water in the seas, and let the birds increase
on the earth." And there was evening, and there was morning — the fifth day.

The expanse previously called sky was all space between the waters separated on
Day #2, but here obviously refers to the “image” sky of a world where birds can fly.
For angels on worlds in heaven, this sky could be a reasonable restriction to a much
larger sky than we know, but here seem to indicate earthly world skies are images
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of heavenly world skies, now also present in earth. God created living creatures
during this fifth day on all worlds in earths in all galaxies. Heaven’s worlds may
already teem with life as mentioned on day #3, even though in our scriptures it was
only stated there that vegetation was created on that day. Scriptures ignore creation
of angels, buried in mystery, and requiring “wisdom”.
Angels can transition between their heavenly worlds in galaxies and earth’s worlds,
so it is certainly possible that angels had the privilege to adapt the vegetation and
animals created on earth’s world to the specific environments found on each. This
would certainly be an activity to occupy their time since they live in imperishable
bodies and must need useful activity, just as men required occupations today. This
would explain the millions of interdependent and environmentally specific life
found here prior to creation of man, and the many large stone structures found along
the magnetic equator on our world. Atheism wants men to have evolved from other
animals, but this is just not true. The fractal designs developed over eons of earth’s
animals was even used to build Adam and Eve: Gen 3:21 The LORD God made
garments of skin for Adam and his wife and clothed them.

Sixth e-day
Gen 1:24 And God said, "Let the land produce living creatures according to their kinds:

livestock, creatures that move along the ground, and wild animals, each according to its
kind." And it was so. God made the wild animals according to their kinds, the livestock
according to their kinds, and all the creatures that move along the ground according to their
kinds. And God saw that it was good. God created the final animals that man would
need for food and other support. Then God said, "Let us make man in our image, in our
likeness, and let them rule over the fish of the sea and the birds of the air, over the livestock,
over all the earth, and over all the creatures that move along the ground." So God created
man in his own image, in the image of God he created him; male and female he created
them. . Man was created in Eden (heaven) from the dust of matter, God blessed them
and said to them, "Be fruitful and increase in number; fill the earth and subdue it. Rule over
the fish of the sea and the birds of the air and over every living creature that moves on the
ground." Then God said, "I give you every seed-bearing plant on the face of the whole earth
and every tree that has fruit with seed in it. They will be yours for food. And to all the beasts
of the earth and all the birds of the air and all the creatures that move on the ground —
everything that has the breath of life in it — I give every green plant for food." And it was so.
God saw all that he had made, and it was very good. And there was evening, and there was
morning — the sixth day. But after Adam and Eve sinned, God expelled them from
this Paradise to earth. Ezek 28:11 The word of the LORD came to me: "Son of man, take
up a lament concerning the king of Tyre and say to him: 'This is what the Sovereign LORD
says: "'You were the model of perfection, full of wisdom and perfect in beauty. You were in
Eden, the garden of God; every precious stone adorned you: ruby, topaz and emerald,
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chrysolite, onyx and jasper, sapphire, turquoise and beryl. Your settings and mountings were
made of gold; on the day you were created, they were prepared. You were anointed as a
guardian cherub, for so I ordained you. You were on the holy mount of God; you walked
among the fiery stones. You were blameless in your ways from the day you were created till
wickedness was found in you. Through your widespread trade, you were filled with violence,
and you sinned. So I drove you in disgrace from the mount of God, and I expelled you, O
guardian cherub, from among the fiery stones. Your heart became proud on account of your
beauty, and you corrupted your wisdom because of your splendor. So I threw you to the
earth; Thus Adam was expelled from heaven and place on our world in earth, with a
skin for a body. Gen 3:21 The LORD God made garments of skin for Adam and his wife
and clothed them. And the LORD God said, "The man has now become like one of us,
knowing good and evil.

After this brief summary of the six e-days of creation, scriptures backup to fill in
some details of the sequence surrounding man’s creation. Gen 2:4 This is the
account of the heavens and the earth when they were created. When the LORD God made
the earth and the heavens — and no shrub of the field had yet appeared on the earth and no
plant of the field had yet sprung up, for the LORD God had not sent rain on the earth and
there was no man to work the ground, but streams came up from the earth and watered the
whole surface of the ground — the LORD God formed the man from the dust of the ground
and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, and the man became a living being.

Where is Wisdom Found?
Job 28:12 (28 fingers = 12 inches) "But where can wisdom be found? Where does
understanding dwell? Man does not comprehend its worth; it cannot be found in the land of
the living. [man’s theories] The deep [matter] says, 'It is not in me'; the sea says, 'It is not with
me.' It cannot be bought with the finest gold, nor can its price be weighed in silver. It cannot
be bought with the gold of Ophir, with precious onyx or sapphires. Neither gold nor crystal
can compare with it, nor can it be had for jewels of gold. Coral and jasper are not worthy of
mention; the price of wisdom is beyond rubies. The topaz of Cush cannot compare with it; it
cannot be bought with pure gold. "Where then does wisdom come from? Where does
understanding dwell? It is hidden from the eyes of every living thing, [men and angels]
concealed even from the birds of the air. Destruction and Death say, 'Only a rumor of it has
reached our ears.' God understands the way to it and he alone knows where it dwells, for he
views the ends of the earth [rather of Day as viewed from outside above-Day] and sees
everything under the heavens. [as God sees from under-Day].
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ψ Seventh e-day is Today – Thesis 6.1
Gen 2:2 By the seventh day

God had finished the work he
had been doing; so on the
seventh day he rested from
all his work. And God blessed
the seventh day and made it
holy, because on it he rested
from all the work of creating
that he had done.

“Today” is the seventh eday. It encompasses all
time since the evening of
the seventh day God calls
his Sabbath and we are
now living in it, having so
far passed through 52 sdays for heaven; 52,000 tyears for man. For the Trinity this is only 7e = 19 e-seconds of this e-day #7. Is the
year of 2,000 in “Today” important? Yes! Today is 3 x 666 years, the beginning of
God’s 4th generation when men will no longer be under God’s deepest anger.
Later God set every
seventh t-day as an
image for a reminder to
men of the importance
of the seventh day of
every week so we too
should set aside that
day in remembrance of
our need to read and
worship God’s Word –
Son – Jesus. Ex 20:8
"Remember the Sabbath
day by keeping it holy. Six
days you shall labor and
do all your work, but the
seventh day is a Sabbath
to the LORD your God.
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Today’s 7th Sabbath e-day of God’s rest belongs to God, not men. All time since
the beginning of this seventh e-day is our time to worship God, not just every
seventh of our t-days. Man’s repetitive seventh t-day of worship, also called a
Sabbath, is only an image of God’s seven e-days and his Sabbath e-day. Therefore
to use our seventh Sabbath t-day to insist that God’s seventh Sabbath e-day is also
one of our t-days long, is a complete reversal of what is actually said in scriptures.
Man’s Sabbath day is repetitious, but God’s seventh Sabbath Day is “forever”, or at
least until God rolls up the sky like a scroll. Isa 34:4 All the stars of the heavens will be
dissolved and the sky rolled up like a scroll; and Rev 6:14 The sky receded like a scroll, rolling
up, and every mountain and island was removed from its place.

After completion of Day’s creation, the inner (under) and outer (above) surfaces of
water were apparently “crystalized” into gold and jasper since these walls have
been explained in several places in scriptures, notably Gen 2:11 and Rev 21:18-21.
Both walls continue to accelerate into the void to produce forces that hold Day
together. 1 Cor 3:12 If any man builds on this foundation using gold, silver, costly stones,
wood, hay or straw, his work will be shown for what it is, because the Day will bring it to
light. As we have seen, God uses the word Day here to mean the entire lighted

portion of the universe within the Void of Night, since this word is associated with
the foundation’s golden entropy and costly stones, the basis of Day.

ω. God’s Big Toe – Theory of everything
Man’s Big Bang idea says a boson particle of nature formed a pre-existing atom of
matter to just explode from nothing into pre-existing space as visible light energy.
Scriptures present an infinite universe of Night as lightless space-time where GodI-AM existed as a Spirit. At a beginning time, I AM formed a finite space-time
portion light of Day. God built Day from a mass of heavy τ-water, now grown to
ψe -light years wide, with walls replaced Today by gold-under and Jasper-above.
Day began as an egg of pure void-energy, bound within above and under water
surfaces. I AM God created light, matter, life, angels, and man from water that is
120x190 times heavier than our water. Christ inherited Day from the Father at the
end of the second e-day, now managed by their Spirit that proceeds from the Father
and the Son as a Trinity source of all life in Day. I AM - God exists in the deep
Void of Night having 12 orthogonal-dimensions so 24 directions toward smallerfaster and larger-slower space-times relative to angels and men. Both directions
designed symmetrically. Heaven Lights are God’s Menorah at cores of galaxies
where light energy enters Day to enclose it within infinitely deep Night. Man’s
Black holes of infinite matter are not needed to explain huge energy at cores of
heavens out to 12000 light years where earth-matter drifts radially outward.
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The concepts in this Heaven Lights paradigm resolve quandaries in-and-between
science and scriptures, and provide a true description of all physical and biological
reality based on God’s inspired Holy Word as written by men. Earths were created
for the Spirit Jesus, who was the human incarnation of Christ the Son. This
paradigm is a significant deviation from man’s current misunderstanding of
measured scientific data and of scriptures. It follows from the single statement:
“In the Beginning – Let there be Light”. Men must not twist scriptures to fit their
humanist “natural” paradigm theories based solely on human thought.
Jer 3:14 (π) "Return, faithless people," declares the LORD, "for I am your husband. I will
choose you — one from a town and two from a clan — and bring you to Zion. Then I will
give you shepherds after my own heart, who will lead you with knowledge and understanding.
In those days, when your numbers have increased greatly in the land," declares the LORD,
"men will no longer say, 'The ark of the covenant of the LORD.' It will never enter their
minds or be remembered; it will not be missed, nor will another one be made. At that time,
they will call Jerusalem The Throne of the LORD, and all nations will gather in Jerusalem to
honor the name of the LORD.

Selected people on all worlds in all galaxies of Day will gather into Zion, God’s
real temples of heavens in all galaxies via internal earth-to-heaven connection
between 4-D to 8-D. Death will not be required to just transition into four more
orthogonal space-times. At the end of the fourth 666-year Generation in the year of
2,666, or God’s e-second of time in 2,777, everyone will find peace with God here
on our world in earth. God’s Big Toe resolves all paradoxes in Man’s
14-billion-year old Big Bang, and ideas of magic life creation and evolution.
MATTER
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God’s created light 1.44 billion years ago in deep infinite void of 12-D Night.
The light of Day has two 4-D orthogonal space times of heavens and earths.
Day-model is γm ≡ e±iγt (space) ≡ dnγm/dtn (7-derivatives) ≡ {▼nγm}; all light.
Three matter sets {quark-pair, electron, neutrino} are light’s 12 dimensions.
Finite 8-D Planck-egg of γm-light formed in 3-{clocks-of-Day} over 3 e-days.
Gravitons - gluons, are not {boson} particles that force matter into black holes.
Earth matter does not rotate but drifts radially outward in e-days #6 →#5 →#4.
All galaxy-cores are 12,000-stadia wide heavens that can measure its distance.
Our eras match creation e-days: Pre-Cambrian #4, Paleozoic #5, Mesozoic #6.
Adam completed creation, so there are no pillars of star-creation in ToDay #7.
Void energy continues to maintain {t-, s-, e-space-times} of {t-, μ-, τ-masses}.
Three space-to-time ratios to matter are Et ≡ mtcsct; Es ≡ mμcsce; Ee ≡ mτcect.
Maxwell 4-equations agree fully with 3-Einstein, where, cs ≡ 1/μ0 , ct ≡ 1/ε0.
Void mτ is 190 times heavier than heaven mμ -dark matter; and mτ = 22,800 mt.
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Matter appeared via-jerks over 40-t-day; e-day #3 960 mya, e-day #4 720 mya.
Walls bound light to, ∫(gt - Gt)dt = 0; accelerating at, gt/Gt = 1038 = ѱ2e.
Einstein 16-state gravity-tensor {Gt}44 is a subset of 49-state {Day-Tensor}77.
Man’s meter = 2-cubits and Day’s light-speed is exactly c2 = (30ψ-m/s)2 = 9ρ.
Man’s connection to heaven was via arks, but that connection is now gone.
Angels connection to heaven was with pyramids, but is also now gone.
Barred spiral galaxies formed after Satan’s angels’ sin early in e-day #6.
All tight-stone structures along our magnetic equator were built by angels.
Noah-ark held his family and food; a parable of angel-pyramids to move life.
Day holds 2.2 trillion ≡ ѱπ/2 galaxies and a human body has ѱπ/2 cells.
9ρ-jerks of Day-walls made s-t-matter visible and formed Satan-deserts of hell.
LIFE
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Life’s 3-DNA types are 5th→7th e-derivatives of light in e-days #3, #6, #7.
Width of Day is 1070 meters; time spans 1084 seconds; forces span 1084 erg.
A human string of DNA reaches 84 mm; Temple of Day is 1084 cubits wide.
{DNA}nm = {▼nγm} n = 5-veg, 6-anim, angel, man; 7-man’s new skin of flesh.
Angels (Satan) were created early in e-day #6, sin came early that e-day.
Angels adapted all of God’s kinds of life to live in their environments.
Darwinian evolution is Satanic human thought, based on impossible logic.
Solomon’s Temple models Day; galaxies; heavens; and angel-built pyramids.
118 Solomon-rooms model 118 elements based on 118 neutrons of gold atoms.
Solomon-Sea rests on 12-D bulls; Altar’s pyramid is 12-D of both voids.
Solomon-Altar = Most Holy base, gutters = light-jerks; bottom 3-stairs = eras.
Man’s soul-spirit lives outside body cells so does not die when cells die.
Men are in prison-hell deserts in t-half-a-time, so cannot see alien-angel life.
All souls at death pass into 8-D via Satan’s desert; saved go into heaven.
Natural σ- φ-fractals replace all of man’s fundamental measurement units.
All pyramids are 12-sided dodecahedra, built like other re-melted stone walls.
The Bent Pyramid shows light refraction at the heaven-to-earth boundary.
Mountains at our 12-tectonic plates formed where seen, not from a Pangaea.
Drawings and walls around our magnetic equator were drawn-built by angels.
The JWST will not look back further into time than Hubble’s limit of 960-mya.
God’s anger will end at His 4th Generation in AD 2666, or 1 e-sec.= AD 2777.
Man’s generation today is 84 years as 2/3 of our prison sentence of 120 years.
God’s e-day is 24ѱ ≡ 24 x107 t-years ≡ 1,000σ-Generation of s-days.
Amen – Scriptures provide a true scientific paradigm for reality of God’s Day.
This Final Paradigm page number: 314 = 100π
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Ω. Appendices
e = 2.71828182845… - det/dt = et
π = 3.14159265359… - C = πd
c = 299,792,458 m/s
- E = mc2
α’ = 3.5 x 105 day/day - Angel ratio
ω = 84 x 1012 = 24α’ψ - God ratio
ψ = 107 ; ψe = ψ2.718.. = 1019
ψπ = αψe = 107π
= 1022
ψω/2 = αψ12 = α107x12 = 1084
-Hubble sees ψπ/2 galaxies, ψω/2 stars
α-1 = 1/1000 = 10-3 t-day/s-years
σ = 666 = 2,000/3 -man’s number
φ;ϕ = 0.618034 ; 1.618034 -golden
h = 66 x 10-35 = σψ-5/10 j-s -Planck
kB = .1380649 x 10-22
-Boltzmann
16
ρ = 10 meters
-Light year
γ = dEe/de
-Light energy
S = A dEe/de
-Entropy
F = Gm1m2/r2
-Newton
-13
3
G = 667.43 x 10 m /kg-s2
Gi = dci/di, i = s,t
-Gravity
Gt = 9.80665 m/s2 = dct/dt -earth
gt = 1038Gt = αψ5Gt = ψW± = dcs/dt
-atomic gluon force
±
W = 80.4 GeV = αγ = dce/dt
Z0 = 91.2 GeV, = βγ = dce/ds
-alpha-beta nuclear forces
E = ce x cs x ct
-Einstein
ce = ψ/70
-Father’s “time”
cs = eψ
-Son’s “times”
ct = σψ/2
-Spirit’s “½ time”
iπ
e +1 = 0
-Euler light
1 stadia = 1 light t-year
1 cubit = 1 e-time = 20 inches
1 long cubit = 21 inches = π/6 meter.
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Appendix B: Einstein’s Equation – extended to three dimensions
Einstein’s equation, E = mc2 may be written symmetrically by recognizing that
there are three types of matter in the universe science calls “normal” mu, and tau.
These all must follow Einstein’s equation relating a unit mass to energy, so there
must be three different scale factors to obtain the three types of mass. I will call
these scaling factors between the light which forms space and time as they relate to
life’s conversion to matter with, ce for tau-matter, cs for mu-matter, and ct for
normal matter in earth. Thus, we may write three symmetric equations;
Et = mt cs x ct,
Eμ = mμ ce x ct
Eτ = mτ ce x cs.
We can measure the speed of “normal” light that we can see. It relates to normal
matter we can see, with the speed of light squared: c² = csct = (299,792,458 m/s )2
Therefore, solving the above equations for mass, and then using ratios between the
three measured types of matter as obtained from the LHC, shown in 15.1;
mt = E/csct
mμ = E/cect = 190 mt
mτ = E/cecs = 22,800 mt = 120 mμ
Forming the ratio between mu-matter and normal t-matter,
mμ/mt = (E/cect ) x (csct /E) = 190
For a common amount of energy, E the scale factor ct cancels out,
so: cs /ce = 190, or cs = 190ce = 70e ce
and: ct /cs = 120, or ct = 120cs = 5ω cs
Taking ratio between tau-matter and normal matter,
mτ/mt = (E/cecs) x (csct /E) = 22800.
Again, for the common energy, E, the scale factor cs cancels out,
so: ct /ce = 22800 or ct = 22800 ce.
Thus substituting one into the other we get
cs = 190 ce = 190 ct /22800 or
cs = 0.0083 ct
We can solve for ct = √(900ψ2 /.0083)
Thus
ct = 333ψ
= σψ/2,
so
cs = 2.71ψ
= eψ,
and
ce = 0.014 ψ
= ψ/70.
Day’s jerk:
cst² = csct = (30ψ)2 (m/s)2 = 900ψ2 = 9 x 1016 = matter,
Void’s jerk:
cte² = ctce = σψ2/140 (m/s)2 = 4.76ψ2 ≈ 5 x 1014 = life,
Heaven’s jerk: cse² = csce = eψ2/70 (m/s)2 = .0388ψ2 ≈ 4 x 1012 = Day.
Maxwell’s ε0 and μ0 are inverses of these light speeds in earth and heaven since,
ε0 = 8.8541878128(13)×10−12 so 1/4πε0 = 9ρst = c2 = csct.
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Appendix C: Model Photos
This scale model of the exterior of
Solomon’s Temple and 3D printed
structures in front, include the Altar,
the Sea, a Cherubim and Stand, all at
4-cubit per 1-inch, sitting on the roof.
Larger versions of a Menorah and
Stand at 1-cubit per inch are sitting on
the left rooms, and a 1-cubit per 0.6inch version of the Sea sitting on the
right rooms. Larger models give
clearer views; such as details of the 12
bulls holding up the 6-inch bowl of
the Sea. The room’s roof is off to
show 30 rooms on three floors,
each represents one of the 90
periodic-table elements. Bronze
structures are colorized with
Father-gold, Son-red, Spirit-green,
Trinity bases-blue. Copies of these
3D print models may be obtained
from the author via the
www.heavenlights.com website.
Ezek 40:47-41:11 Then he measured the

court: It was square-a hundred cubits long and a hundred cubits wide. And the altar was in
front of the temple. He brought me to the portico of the temple and measured the jambs of the
portico; they were five cubits wide on either side. The width of the entrance was fourteen
cubits and its projecting walls were three cubits wide on either side. 49 The portico was
twenty cubits wide, and twelve cubits from front to back. It was reached by a flight of stairs,
and there were pillars on each side of the jambs. Ezekiel 41 Then the man brought me to the
outer sanctuary and measured the jambs; the width of the jambs was six cubits on each side.
The entrance was ten cubits wide, and the projecting walls on each side of it were five cubits
wide. He also measured the outer sanctuary; it was forty cubits long and twenty cubits wide.
Then he went into the inner sanctuary and measured the jambs of the entrance; each was two
cubits wide. The entrance was six cubits wide, and the projecting walls on each side of it were
seven cubits wide. And he measured the length of the inner sanctuary; it was twenty cubits,
and its width was twenty cubits across the end of the outer sanctuary. He said to me, "This is
the Most Holy Place."
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Then he measured the wall of the temple; it was six cubits thick, and each side room around
the temple was four cubits wide. The side rooms were on three levels, one above another,
thirty on each level. There were ledges all around the wall of the temple to serve as supports
for the side rooms, so that the supports were not inserted into the wall of the temple. The side
rooms all around the temple were wider at each successive level. The structure surrounding
the temple was built in ascending stages, so that the rooms widened as one went upward. A
stairway went up from the lowest floor to the top floor through the middle floor.
I saw that the temple had a raised base all around it, forming the foundation of the side
rooms. It was the length of the rod, six long cubits. The outer wall of the side rooms was five
cubits thick. The open area between the side rooms of the temple and the [ priests'] rooms
was twenty cubits wide all around the temple. There were entrances to the side rooms from
the open area, one on the north and another on the south; and the base adjoining the open
area was five cubits wide all around.

Appendix D: Triangulum – Milky Way’s Opposite Spiral Arm
The Triangulum Australe
constellation is at the east side of
our heaven. Scientists have
measured the inertial velocity of our
solar system towards this area to be
σ = 666 km/sec. Their theory says
there must be a large mass of
galaxies in that direction to attract
the entire Milky Way. They do not
allow that our galaxy arms are
moving outward from the core,
because the big bang theory requires
mass to be moving inward toward
the core as it collapses into a black hole.
Both arms of our galaxy are drifting away from heaven at 333 = σ/2 km/s. The 10cubit cubic Cherubim is interpreted herein as a lion to match Leo at the four-o’clock
position in the Zodiac, and the same location of the sphinx on the circle of
symmetry around the pyramids. Two Cherubim fit in the 20x20 Most Holy as
described in 1 Kings, and one also fits in the 10x10 cubit hearth.
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Appendix F: Articles removed from Jerusalem to Babylon. The Lord spoke to the
prophet Jeremiah during the period prior to Jerusalem being captured by the Babylonian
foreigners from the north, to explain to the Israelites why God intended to destroy the tribe of
Judah. In verse 8:8, the Lord criticized their scribes about the error they had introduced into the
Torah by calling land, earth. At the end of his book, he describes the plundering of Jerusalem
that is still seen today depicted on the arch in the Roman Forum. This image shows
Nebuzaradan carrying away a menorah and other precious articles for Nebuchadnezzar.
Jer 52:17 The Babylonians broke up the bronze pillars, the movable stands and the bronze Sea that were at
the temple of the LORD and they carried all the bronze to Babylon. They also took away the pots, shovels,
wick trimmers, sprinkling bowls, dishes and all the bronze articles used in the temple service. The
commander of the imperial guard took away the basins, censers, sprinkling bowls, pots, lampstands, dishes
and bowls used for drink offerings — all that were made of pure gold or silver. The bronze from the two
pillars, the Sea and the twelve bronze bulls under it, and the movable stands, which King Solomon had made
for the temple of the LORD, was more than could be weighed. Each of the pillars was eighteen cubits high
and twelve cubits in circumference; each was four fingers thick, and hollow. The bronze capital on top of
the one pillar was five cubits high and was decorated with a network and pomegranates of bronze all around.
The other pillar, with its pomegranates, was similar. There were ninety-six pomegranates on the sides; the
total number of pomegranates above the surrounding network was a hundred.

Appendix G: Plate Tectonics – Our world’s Dodecahedron
Our world was formed
during e-day #3, ready to
appear with all of earth’s
t-matter when God jerked
Day at evening e-day #4.
Earth-matter was separated
from heaven-matter in an
orthogonal 4-dimensions.
How this occurs is not
explained in scriptures.
The crust of 2,000 ᵒC hot
magma matter cooled into
plates like that seen in volcano craters. Twelve plates are larger than many smaller
pieces, numbered here in decreasing size. Scientists require their Big Bang
explosion occurred 13.7 bya to allow matter to expand to its current size, including
a magic idiotic period to jump in size, and also to allow for numerous steps for all
life to evolve, so men claim all land began in one mass called Pangaea to break and
drifted apart over 3-billion years to their current places. Earth is 720 million years
old, so plates just formed where they are ToDay. A ring of fire surrounds the Pacific
plate, and volcanoes and mountains form along all edges as plates squeeze together.
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Appendix H: Ezekiel’s Cherubim
vision of the four “times” directions in heaven
Ezek 1:5 …the fire was what looked like four living creatures. In appearance their form was that of a man, 6
but each of them had four faces and four wings. 10 Their faces looked like this: Each of the four had the
face of a man, and on the right side each had the face of a lion, and on the left the face of an ox; each also
had the face of an eagle. 15 As I looked at the living creatures, I saw a wheel on the ground beside each
creature with its four faces. 16 This was the appearance and structure of the wheels: They sparkled like
chrysolite, and all four looked alike. Each appeared to be made like a wheel intersecting a wheel. 17 As they
moved, they would go in any one of the four directions the creatures faced; the wheels did not turn about as
the creatures went. 22 Spread out above the heads of the living creatures was what looked like an expanse,
sparkling like ice, 24 When the creatures moved, I heard the sound of their wings, like the roar of rushing
waters, like the voice of the Almighty, Ezek 2:9 I looked, and I saw beside the cherubim four wheels, one
beside each of the cherubim; the wheels sparkled like chrysolite. 13 I heard the wheels being called "the
whirling wheels." 14 Each of the cherubim had four faces: One face was that of a cherub, the second the
face of a man, the third the face of a lion, and the fourth the face of an eagle. NIV

Appendix I: God’s Generations - Average 666 = 2/3 x 1000
Generation

1st Son

Adam
Seth
Enosh
Kenan
Mahalalel
Jared
Enoch
Methuselah
Lamech
sum
Flood +600
10 Noah

130
105
90
70
65
162
65
187
182
1056
1656
500

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Died
930
912
905
910
895
962
365
969
777
7625
950

Appendix K: Moses Camp and Fibonacci numbers
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Appendix J: 35-{Trinity} and {Fibonacci} Numbers
English

{Trinity}
Greek Clock hour {Fibonacci} Successive Ratio

a
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

α=ω
α

b
c
c
d
e
e
f
g
h
i
j
k
l
m
n

β
γ
γ
δ
ε
ε
ζ
η
θ
ι
κ
λ
μ
ν
ξ
ο
π

o
p
π
q
r

ρ
ς
σ
σ
τ
υ
φ
φ
ϕ

x
y

χ
ψ
ψ

z

0
1
1

1,000 & 3.5 x 105
1
30 x 10 7 & 299,792,458

2
3

2.0000000000000
1.50000000000000
2.71828182845904

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

5
8
13
21

1.6666666666667
1.6000000000000
1.62500000000000
1.61538461538462

34
55
89
144
233
377
610

1.61904761904762
1.61764705882353
1.61818181818182
1.61797752808989
1.61805555555556
1.61802575107296
1.61803713527851

987

1.61803278688525

1,597
2,584

1.61803444782168
1.61803381340013

4,181
6,765
10,946

1.61803405572755
1.61803396316671
1.61803399852180

17,711
28,657

1.61803398501736
1.61803399017560

46,368

1.61803398820532

Circle
ρ

s
t
u
v
w

0
Angel-ratio
1
2
Light-speed
3
4
Natural ln
5
6
7
8

ω

ω=α
Golden Ratio

% deviation
Fractal value

16
Lightyear
17
18
Generation
19
20
21
Golden
ratios
22
23
10 million
24

1.80339887499%
-0.69660112501%
0.26493733653%
-0.10136302977%
0.03869299264%
-0.01478294319%
0.00564606600%
-0.00215668057%
0.00082376769%
-0.00031465286%
3.14159265358979
0.00012018646%
16
10
-0.00004590718%
0.00001753498%
666
-0.00000669777%
0.00000255832%
-0.00000097719%
1.618033988749890
0.618033988749895
0.00000037325%
-0.00000014257%
7
10
0.00000005446%
24 & 84 x 107

God's ratio
(1±√5)/2

1; 0.6180339887499

Note: 35 objects in {10 Trinity numbers} and {25 scriptural Fibonacci numbers}.
Colors match those in the table of twelves, and three diagrams in App A.
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Appendix O: Perishable and Imperishable
1 Cor 15:42 So will it be with the resurrection of the dead. The body that is sown is
perishable, it is raised imperishable; it is sown in dishonor, it is raised in glory; it is sown in
weakness, it is raised in power; it is sown a natural body, it is raised a spiritual body.
1 Cor 15:50 I declare to you, brothers, that flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of
God, nor does the perishable inherit the imperishable. Listen, I tell you a mystery: We will
not all sleep, but we will all be changed- in a flash [lightning?], in the twinkling of an eye, at
the last trumpet. [thunder?] For the trumpet will sound, the dead will be raised imperishable,
and we will be changed. For the perishable must clothe itself with the imperishable, and the
mortal with immortality. 1 Peter 1:23 For you have been born again, not of perishable seed,
but of imperishable, through the living and enduring word of God. AMEN

Appendix L: John’s vision of from Rev 4:
Rev 4:1-6 After this I looked, and there before me was a door standing open in heaven. And
the voice I had first heard speaking to me like a trumpet said, "Come up here, and I will
show you what must take place after this." [the e-time when Satan sinned] At once I was in
the Spirit [all souls on our world in earth are spirits living in perishable bodies], and there
before me was a throne in heaven with someone sitting on it. [I-AM, 12-D God the Father ∪
Son ∪ Spirit] And the one who sat there had the appearance of jasper and carnelian. A
rainbow, resembling an emerald, encircled the throne. [priest’s breastplate of precious stones
of elements that form all matter in Day]. Surrounding the throne were twenty-four other
thrones, and seated on them were twenty-four elders [12-sons of Israel from the Father, 12apostles from the Son]. They were dressed in white [imperishable bodies of heaven] and had
crowns of gold [118 neutrons of the element gold were used by God to form all matter in Day]
on their heads. From the throne came flashes of lightning, rumblings and peals of thunder
[describes the process used to collect souls from worlds in Day]. Before the throne, seven
lamps [menorah as the Heaven-lights from Night] were blazing [7 space dimensions in sky of
Day, and 7-churches of John’s time]. These are the seven spirits of God. [a spirit is assigned to
each church and dimension of Day] Also before the throne there was what looked like a sea of
glass, clear as crystal. [above and under walls of Day, so God was looking down at clear jasper
walls around his creation of the finite sphere of Day-light. After this time late in e-day #5 or
early #6, God stopped rotation of heaven in galaxies where Satan’s angels sinned. One reason to
add earth was for angles to have stars for measuring time of days and seasons, but this reason
might apply long after earth design was started back in e-day #3].
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Appendix M: References to Ancient
Gen 49:26 Your father's blessings are greater than the blessings of the ancient mountains,
Deut 33:14 with the best the sun brings forth and the finest the moon can yield; with the
choicest gifts of the ancient mountains. [worlds of vegetation, animals]
1 Chron 4:22 (These records are from ancient times.) [Scriptures]
Ps 24:7 Lift up your heads, O you gates; be lifted up, you ancient doors, [heaven, earth]
Ps 68:33 him who rides [cherubim] the ancient skies above, who thunders with mighty voice.
[carrying saved souls to heaven with lightning - sprites]
Prov 22:28 Do not move an ancient boundary stone set up by your forefathers. [angels]
Isa 43:13 Yes, and from ancient days I am he. No one can deliver out of my hand. When I
act, who can reverse it?" [men]
Isa 46:10 I make known the end from the beginning, from ancient times, what is still to come.
Isa 64:4 Since ancient times no one has heard, no ear has perceived, no eye has seen any
God besides you, [I AM]
Jer 6:16 This is what the LORD says: "Stand at the crossroads and look; ask for the ancient
paths, [Creation history]
Ezek 26:20 then I will bring you down with those who go down to the pit, to the people of
long ago. I will make you dwell in the earth below, as in ancient ruins, with those who go
down to the pit, and you will not return or take your place in the land of the living. [Satan]
Ezek 36:2 This is what the Sovereign LORD says: The enemy [Babylon] said of you, "Aha!
The ancient heights have become our possession." ' [God will return Jerusalem to Israel]
Dan 7:9 "As I looked, "thrones were set in place, and the Ancient of Days took his seat.
Dan 7:13 "In my vision at night I looked, and there before me was one like a son of man,
[Jesus Christ] coming with the clouds of heaven. He approached the Ancient of Days [Father]
and was led into his presence.
Dan 7:22 Ancient of Days came and pronounced judgment in favor of the saints [followers of
Jesus] of the Most High
Mic 5:2 "But you, Bethlehem Ephrathah, though you are small among the clans of Judah,
out of you will come for me one who will be ruler over Israel, whose origins are from of old,
from ancient times." [Jesus Christ]
Rev 12:8 The great dragon was hurled down-that ancient serpent called the devil, or Satan,
Rev 20:1 And I saw an angel coming down out of heaven, having the key to the Abyss and
holding in his hand a great chain.

This water H2Ot phase diagram over a wide
range of temperature and pressure show the
many faces of water; as many as fifteen. How
they relate to the raw materials of H2Oe of Day,
and how they all fit into this paradigm as they
relate to ancient scriptures, is beyond our scope,
but that certainly would be an interesting study
for anyone to pursue.
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Appendix P: Webb Telescope Images
The Webb consists of eighteen 1.3-meter hexagonal segment mirrors with a total
25-m2 surface; compared with Hubble’s 4-m2. Its detectors are designed to see long
wave infrared light which is basically heat, so must be kept at negative 233 deg-C.
Its solar power panels and all electronics are separated from the telescope via a sunshade to keep the mirror in its shadow. It is located at the sun-world-moon’s zerogravity L2-node so it operates as an independent planet that is always a million
miles further from the sun-world than the world’s annual orbit. As a result, it
always sees the world-moon spinning orbit immediately along-side the edge of the
sun, always point out towards the
Zodiac constellations. An antenna
links to ground stations around the
world. Scientists expected to see
further back in time than Hubble, but
scriptures say all galactic images out
to 1.44 billion light years were visible
at creation, so “new” images beyond
that limit are not available.

These JWST images duplicate the Hubble Pillars of Creation and deep-space long
exposures. They are more detailed by seeing through the dust, but don’t seem to
show scientifically new data. As concluded from scriptures, there is no newcreation activity to be seen. Hubble’s “ultra-deep field” image is also duplicated
here from a different section of the sky, but again shows nothing newer nor “older”
since we already see it all. The conclusion agrees with the Genesis chronology.
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Appendix Q Periodic Table – Man’s and Circular format from Scriptures
Man’s Periodic Table is annotated here to shows Promethium 61 as missing in
earth, removed when God jerked Day for the third time. God’s breath-of-light is
Oxygen, basic to void-water H2Oe that was raw material of Day; atomic number-8
and atomic weight ρ = 16, and clearly modeling the Father, with the two Hydrogen
electrons and neutrinos modeling the Son and the Spirit, as matter and light itself.
Man’s neutrinos must actually be photons emitted as electrons swap dimensions.

Promethium-61 links our earth t-matter to our heaven’s radioactive s-matter, crucial
to our soul’s transition at death via the t-s-times axis. This is modeled as room 61
of Solomon’s Temple, our world’s location in our galaxy-arm. Actually, very few
barred galaxies are seen with our telescopes. Andromeda is sans a bar and also has
the spectrum of Pm 61. Wow, what proof! Only μ-matter above element #90 and
μ-vegetation were formed during e- day #3, all 190 times heavier than our
t-versions in t-earth. All these ideas come from finding our world at this element’s
location in the 61st room of the Temple, based on the physical distance of our world
from our heaven to our sun-world in our galaxy. The e-time where this happened in
the creation sequence is also related to the half-life of the most stable isotope of
Pm-133 at 17.5 years; the size of atoms in Day at ψ-2.5-meters when the above
water-surface was divided to form sky and atoms, still seen there today. Such
coincidences are not unusual as Jesus’ parables, throughout the Old Testament.
Man’s carbon-based DNA7 clearly shows our number of 666. The 55th element in
the periodic table is Caesium; Cs-133 isotope whose hyperfine ground state of blue
spectral lines at 9,192,631,770 Hz are used today in atomic clocks. Its 30-year
radioactive half-life matches its use to define the 30 m/sec speed of light, stable to
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1-second over 300 thousand years. This isotope is radioactive just as all elements in
heaven. It is more than curious that the triple-number for Heaven is 555 as God’s
5-names are found in Isa 9:6 For to us a child is born, to us a son is given, and the
government will be on his shoulders. And he will be called Wonderful Counselor, Mighty
God, Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace. The Fibonacci ratio, φ = (1±√5)/2 uses √5;

the 5th dimension of Day is Day’s t-time-axis. Parables abound in scriptures, both
spoken by Jesus and inspired to the authors of scriptures. Luke 8:9 He said, "The
knowledge of the secrets of the kingdom of God has been given to you, [believers of
scriptures] but to others I speak in parables, so that, "'though seeing, they may not see;
though hearing, they may not understand.' Scriptures are intended to confuse followers
of Satan who do not believe in Jesus’ gift of everlasting life.
A circular version
of this periodic table
is shown overlaid on
the “clocks of Day”
format and
duplicated in
Solomon’s Temple
“rooms” and ceiling
of “heaven”.
The 61st room for
Promethium is
located at zeroths’
hour of the inner
circle, an obvious
position for the only
element not found in
our world’s crust and at the doorway to heaven. Heaven’s 28 elements are shown
inside heaven’s galactic core, but expanded as is man’s PT outside the other earthly
elements. This circular format better explores where these elements are divided into
God’s heaven and earth of Genesis. Day’s walls were converted into jasper above
and gold under at Jerk #1. Rev 21:18 The wall was made of jasper, and the city of pure
gold, as pure as glass. The foundations of the city walls were decorated with every kind of
precious stone. Rev 21:21 (7c) The twelve gates were twelve pearls, each gate made of a
single pearl. The great street of the city was of pure gold, like transparent glass.
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Appendix R- Creation of Day-light
Three cycles of a sine wave of creation energy show how Schrodinger’s wave and
Euler’s logarithmic equations of light fit into God’s 6-e-day-time-line, with waves
shown above-zero that mostly represent space-time larger-slower than man-angels,
and logarithms below zero for smaller-faster. The six e-days pair into 3 m-cycles.
Spirit I-AM Father: space-time, γm(ξm)-energym ≡ e-iγξ +1≡ cos γξ + i sin γξ,
Spirit Son: matter, e-void, s-heaven, t-earth; γm(ξm)-matterm ≡ e-iγξ + 1, ξm=timem
Spirit Counselor: life in s-heavens, t-earths as DNAnm = dnγm/den; in last 4-Days.

The fourth cycle starts post-creation time that began in 50,000 BC, 52α-years ago.
Christ was born of the Father prior to creation of Day, Jesus was born of the Spirit
Father and a human mother at zero-AD. The Father seems to have created Day for
Christ Son as an inheritance, so apparently the Father alone hovered over a very
heavy void water H20e surface to be forged into s-space-time of pure-light-energy.
The Father must have created this e-water directly from void energy prior to saying
“let there be light”. This void τ-matter had to exist as e-matter to provide water
materials to form light, then light to form everything else in Day. Such τ-matter
still exists in Day light as it shows in our atom smashers. The structure of light was
designed into invisible Day space-time in the first creation-cycle from the Father’s
Oxygen-nuclei proton-neutron breath-of-life, and Son-Spirit H2-electron-neutrino.
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Oxygen is the 8th element in 8-D and God’s breath-of-life. At the end of the first
cycle, the Father passed-on his Son’s inheritance as a 1-meter egg of s-space-time,
so both turned-on Day via the third derivative Jerk of both walls of τ-water, like
turning on Christmas tree lights with a gift below. The Jerks expanded space and
slowed e-time to s-times, and later to half-a-time. The Spirit-Christ must have been
amazed with this gift! Gal 4:1 What I am [as Father] saying is that as long as the heir is
a child, he is no different from a slave, although he owns the whole estate. He is subject to
guardians and trustees until the time set by his father. Heb 1:1 In the past God spoke to our
forefathers through the prophets at many times and in various ways, but in these last days [of
ToDay] he has spoken to us by his Son, [Christ-Jesus] whom he appointed heir of all
things, and through whom he made the universe. [of Day]. Heb 11:7 By faith Noah, when
warned about things not yet seen, in holy fear built an ark to save his family. By his faith [as
a son of God] he condemned the world and became heir of the righteousness that comes by
faith. The Spirit Father is clarifying connections in His Family too. Jesus asked his

Father to send the Spirit-Counselor to act as comforter for angels and humans.
Acts 1:7 He said to them: "It is not for you to know the times or dates the Father has set by
his own authority. But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit comes on you; and you
will be my witnesses in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the
earth." The Spirit Comforter will come to all earths in barred galaxies until the Son

returns to earths throughout Day. How matter and life’s connections between space
and time works is only known to I-AM, who will solely decide when Day will end.
How all time-derivatives of light actually compare to light itself is a mystery.
Eph 5:8 For you were once darkness [night] but now you are light [day] in the Lord. Live as
children of light (for the fruit of the light consists in all goodness, righteousness and truth)
and find out what pleases the Lord. God tells us to live as children of light with love
and righteousness. Matt 22:37 Jesus replied: "'Love the Lord your God with all your heart
and with all your soul and with all your mind.' This is the first and greatest commandment.
And the second is like it: 'Love your neighbor as yourself. 1 Cor 13:13 (ξ:ξ) And now these
three remain: faith, hope and love. But the greatest of these is love.

The Lord IS light-photons, converted into visible matter as e-protons-electrons
when the Father and Son each Jerked a wall. Adam was listed as a son of God, and
so are we. Each nth-derivative dimension is orthogonal to all previous, like sinesto-cosines, so c-velocities are orthogonal to γ-space; f-forces are orthogonal to
c-velocities; etc.; and so on down the line to seven. The ratios of nuclear force
inside atoms to Gravity force from around Day at gi/Gi, is seen from the logarithm
chart to have separate values for i = earth, heaven and void via bi-directional Jerks,
just as (red) force cosine curve peak-to-peak in this chart, based on ψ38 = ψ35α = ψ2e.
Day of smallest elements at ψ-e-cubits, to largest at ψe-stadia, scale change at ψ0.
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It is very clear that the third, fifth and sixth derivatives match DNA3-5-6 of God’s
oxygen breath-of-life, especially Jerks that changed energy into matter and then
gave matter life, using DNA3 for matter, then into strings of genes of 2-kinds of life
as DNA5-6. All are based on dn/den derivatives of void-light. Each e-day represents
a major step in God’s plan to form finite Day, but of course, God’s time is not
mono-linear like ours, but bi-directional as also in heaven, so derivatives are not
restricted to their related e-day connection. Today, early in e-day #7, Adam
followed Satan’s angels so God added a 7th-derivative of light to form perishable
DNA7 that was used just to replace the skin-flesh of sinful men like Adam. This
occurred throughout Day wherever a galaxy like ours stopped rotating as explained
further in Ezek 37:4 with a vision of dry bones, and seen today in GRBs. This third
jerk occurred early in e-day #6 between heaven and earth when Satan sinned and
Christ-Jesus wept (twice), once in heaven in e-day #6 and again in earths in e-day
#7, like two parables of this significant event to match what we observe ToDay.
When Christ inherited Day at the beginning of His second Cycle, His Father Jerked
light outward and the Son Jerked light inward to balance all forces, as seen from
this diagram. The first jerk at morning e-day #3 slowed time in Day, and also
formed DNA3 for vegetation. This turned light energy into s-heaven μ-matter,
which then appeared visible ala Gen 1:9, and increased light speed ψ/70 to eψ m/s.
S-vegetation grew on heaven worlds, based on the fifth derivative-like t-DNA, but
190-times heavier than t-vegetation as the speed of light increased from matter in
the void by 120 = 5ω. The 2nd Jerk did the same for earth matter, but at 190 x 120
lighter than τ-matter, and time went to σψ/2 m/s. The dual angel-to-man ratios of
δ- = 1:1000 and δ+ = 1000:1 as we look backward and forward in time at any point
in time = NOW, are shown at J#1, J#2, and J#3-GRBs, as well as at the beginning e
= 0, and NOW of Today #7. These ratios are also given by δ± = 3.5 x 10±5. DNA5
included heavier sea-animal, dinosaurs and lighter bird-genes, as in e-day #5.
Gen 1:20 (5ω) And God said, "Let the water teem with living creatures, and let birds fly
above the [worlds in] earth across the expanse of the sky [throughout heaven and
earth]." So, God created the great creatures of the s-t-sea and every living and moving thing
with which the water teems, according to their kinds, [using DNA5 and on all worlds, but
NOT via evolution] and every winged bird according to its kind [also now fish and
birds], And God saw that it was good. God blessed them and said, "Be fruitful and increase
in number and fill the water in the seas, [thus adaptable to all environments by angels]
and let the birds increase on the earth." And there was evening, and there was morning —
the fifth day. This verse says it applies here to earth worlds, but fish and birds were

also added to worlds in heaven that were made in all seas and all skies, so this verse
is another example of scribe mis-interpretation of “earth” so should read “in Day”.
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Were huge dinosaur bones on our world adapted by angels as pets? Creation e-days
are still divided here into evenings and mornings. This division implies vegetation
and birds-fish all use DNA5, thus DNA6 applies to animals that move on land, and
angels, ergo also Adam-Eve when they were created like angels in the sixth e-day.
Gen 1:24 (ω) And God said, "Let the land produce living creatures according to their kinds:
livestock, creatures that move along the ground, [as opposed to vegetation] and wild
animals, each according to its kind." Gen 1:26 Then God said, "Let us make man in our
image, in our likeness, [as spirits in imperishable flesh] and let them rule over the fish of
the sea and the birds of the air, [created earlier] over the livestock, over all the earth, and
over all the creatures that move along the ground [of earth and heaven worlds]."

Nothing is said about angel-creation so a large gap exists in man’s scriptures.
Satan’s sin is only seen Today when God stopped galaxy rotations, forming Satan’s
Hells, but only in barred spiral galaxies. Christ wept when Satan sinned, then again
as Jesus wept on his way to Jerusalem. This rotational jerk is modelled in our flood
and Noah’s ark connection to heaven. A Promethium-61 path now models our
world location in Temple room-61, next to the narrow door in Solomon’s Temple
of heaven-to-earth rooms. Here {c, f, J, m}m are c-lightspeeds, gravity and nuclear
forces, Jerks-of-life, and matter. Earth was designed in e-day #3. Each was made
visible at their e-day ends via wall Jerks; God’s breath of life, labeled here as J#1
and J#2. Galaxy rotations stopped with Jerk #3 seen as GRBs today. The last three
e-days match our world’s three geologic eras, each with its life formations after
pure expansion during #4 as earth’s matter formed in its Pre-cambrian era, sans life.
All these scriptural explanations are established scientific measurements, meant to
convince us of the scientific truthes in God’s Word, None of these designs will
ever come out of man’s incorrect, current big bang and evolution paradigms.
Jesus will send the Counselor. Isa 9:6 For to us a child is born, to us a son is given, and
the government will be on his shoulders. And he will be called 1. Wonderful 2. Counselor,
3. Mighty God, 4. Everlasting Father, 5. Prince of Peace. Rom 11:34 "Who has known the
mind of the Lord? Or who has been his counselor?" John 14:15 "If you love me, you will
obey what I command. And I will ask the Father, and he will give you another Counselor to
be with you forever- John 14:25 "All this I have spoken while still with you. But the
Counselor, the Holy Spirit, [the Counselor is a Holy Spirit brother of Christ] whom the
Father will send in my name. [1-per barred galaxy?] John 15:26 "When the Counselor
comes, whom I will send to you from the Father, the Spirit of truth who goes out from the
Father, he will testify about me. And you also must testify, for you have been with me from
the beginning. John 16:7 But I tell you the truth: It is for your good that I am going away.
Unless I go away, the Counselor will not come to you; but if I go, I will send him to you.
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What should men do Today to prepare for our transitions from earth to heaven
on the “last day” of our lives? This is explained in Matt 24 (ultimate space-time)
Matt 24:45 "Who then is the faithful and wise servant, whom the master has put in charge of
the servants in his household to give them their food at the proper time? It will be good for
that servant whose master [the Spirit-Counselor] finds him doing so when he [the Son]
returns. I tell you the truth, he will put him in charge of all his [the Lord’s] possessions.
But suppose that servant is wicked and says to himself, 'My master is staying away a long
time,' and he then begins to beat his fellow servants and to eat and drink with drunkards.
The master of that servant will come on a day when he does not expect him and at an hour he
is not aware of. He will cut him to pieces and assign him a place with the hypocrites, where
there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth. Matt 24:36 (24 + 12) "No one knows about that
day or hour, not even the angels in heaven, nor the Son, but only the Father. [Son is Lord,
but still subject to his Father!] As it was in the days of Noah, so it will be at the coming of
the Son of Man. For in the days before the flood, people were eating and drinking, marrying
and giving in marriage, up to the day Noah entered the ark; [a parable of Satan’s sin] and
they knew nothing about what would happen until the flood came and took them all away.
That is how it will be at the coming of the Son of Man. Two men will be in the field; one will
be taken and the other left. Two women will be grinding with a hand mill; one will be taken
and the other left. "Therefore, keep watch, because you do not know on what day your Lord
will come. But understand this: If [we] the owner of the house had known at what time of
night the thief was coming, he would have kept watch and would not have let his house be
broken into. So, you also must be ready, because the Son of Man will come at an hour when
you do not expect him. Rev 22:20 He who testifies to these things says, "Yes, I am coming
soon." Rev 22:7 (π) Behold, I am coming soon! Blessed is he who keeps the words of the
prophecy in this book." Rev 16:15 "Behold, I come like a thief! Blessed is he who stays
awake and keeps his clothes with him, so he may not go naked and be shamefully exposed."
Luke 21:27 At that time they will see the Son of Man coming in a cloud with power and great
glory. When these things begin to take place, stand up and lift up your heads, because your
redemption is drawing near." Luke 21:36 Be always on the watch, and pray that you may be
able to escape all that is about to happen, and that you may be able to stand before the Son of
Man." Luke 24:45 [cf. Matt 24:45] Then he opened their minds so they could understand the
Scriptures. He told them, "This is what is written: The Christ will suffer and rise from the
dead on the third day, and repentance and forgiveness of sins will be preached in his name to
all nations, beginning at Jerusalem. You are witnesses of these things. I am going to send
you what my Father has promised; but stay in the city until you have been clothed with power
from on high." Each person must search to keep-looking for Jesus’ second coming.

These words clearly explain all current knowledge of the space and time in which
we exist, how it was created, and now operates. The free gift of salvation from the
sins of our fathers, and of us, requires faith in Jesus’ sacrifice. I-AM is triplet 777,
Father is 111, the Son-Christ 222, incarnate in Jesus 50,000 BC to become 444, and
who sent the Counselor 333 to support angels in heaven 555, and men in earth 666,
concluded in this Paradigm, here after page 333! Again, I say Amen.
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